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The authors discuss truth and falsehood in science and 
the arts. They view truth as an irreducible point of refer-
ence, both in striving for elementary knowledge about 
the world and in seeking methods and artistic means 
of achieving this goal. The multilevel and multiple-aspect 
research presented here, conducted on material from 
different periods and different cultures, shows very clearly 
that truth and falsehood lie at the foundation of all human 
motivation, choices, decisions, and behaviors. At the 
same time, however, it reveals that every bid to extra-
polate the results of detailed studies into generalizations 
aimed at universalization – by the very fact of their 
discursivation – either subjects the discussion to the rules 
of formal logic or situates it outside the realm of truth 
and falsehood.
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Beyond Truth and Falsehood

Science and art, two areas that started being separated delib-
erately and consistently on the threshold of modernism, were 
brought closer together again in postmodernism – thanks to the 
humanities and social sciences. However, this growing closeness 
was not a simple reversal of the situation in which the split had 
occurred; the rules were different, the cause was different, and 
the objective was different. The perception of science and the 
arts as areas of different kinds of cultural practice appeared 
prominently in the thinking of Descartes, whose argument in 
Discourse on Method sought to empower science, to turn it 
into a separate area of human activity and to indicate the rules 
according to which scientific, i.e. cognitive, thinking can be dis-
tinguished from artistic, i.e. creative, thinking (Descartes, 1980). 
The negation of the Cartesian paradigm, in turn, coincided with 
a trend in linguistics that began strongly highlighting the fact 
that proposals publicizing the results of someone’s deliberation 
on epistemological procedures can appear in the social sphere, 
but only if they are verbalized first. This observation, however, 
did not translate directly into artistic practice at the time. On 
the contrary, on the eve of the 20th century stronger emphasis 
was put on the idea that knowledge about the world which is 
transferred through a work of art originates from the pre-dis-
cursive, symbolic and archetypal realm referring to a universal 
pre-experience, and therefore might be verified intuitively, either 
individually or collectively (the issue of a work of art’s  acceptance 
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and popularity requires separate consideration that would include 
not just the psychological aspect but also, for example, the achieve-
ments of contemporary memetics). So, 20th-century disputes on 
the value of discursive and non-discursive learning turned their 
attention to language, as an integral part of human culture on 
one hand, and an independent medium governed by autonomous 
norms and rules on the other. Highlighting the fact that in lan-
guage, you can only speak responsibly about linguistic reality, 
shifted the debate on the nature of truth and falsehood strongly 
toward logic, leaving unresolved issues of sensing, feeling, and 
the sufficiency of individual experience. Although those who 
spoke up for the value of the individual and subjective during 
this time included Georg Simmel, his proposals initially did not 
win the approval of academic circles and started being appreci-
ated a little later (Simmel, 2007). The problem of the cognitive 
value of what is subjective and individual remained an intriguing 
mystery. In the late 19th century (1894) Wilhelm Windelband 
tried to systematize the status of procedures used for describing 
individual events from the past or analyzing original products 
(of literature, visual arts, music, intellect). He proposed a divi-
sion into idiographic sciences, i.e. those reporting on the unique, 
and nomothetic sciences, i.e. those determining laws (Windel-
band, 1992). His follower Heinrich Rickert decided it would be 
more appropriate to distinguish between cultural (idiographic) 
and natural (nomothetic) sciences (Rickert, 1921). Windelband 
favored the idea of truth as an absolute value, independent of any 
pragmatic circumstances (Windelband, 2008). Rickert’s stance 
was similar, as he gave truth the status of a value – the main 
object of scientific cognition. Simmel’s proposals, especially his 
concept of “subjective culture,” went beyond those distinctions 
and were not verifiable. Neither were they possible to falsify, i.e. 
undergo procedures popularized by Karl Popper (2019) for the 
purpose of checking “bold hypotheses” without which science 
could not develop. Today we can already see limitations in the 
paradigm of Popper’s falsificationism, especially when we try to 
apply it to the humanities and social sciences. For example, in 
academic psychology there are two methodological “camps” – 
quantitative, relying as much as possible on experiments, statis-
tical analyses and conclusions about hypotheses, and qualitative, 
aiming to learn about the subjective perspective of the individual 
being studied.
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A subjective “sense of truth,” although based on acknowl-
edging truth’s objective value, hands the power of judgment 
to the acting subject. However, some doubt still remains as to 
the possibility of properly exercising that power in a situation 
when the judgments themselves are expressed in language. Of 
course the material of language allows true and false sentences 
– in the logical sense – to be uttered, but it does not fulfill the 
requirement of absolutely true statements about the non-linguistic 
reality. This dilemma was already noticed earlier, and led to the 
validation of various approximation procedures, among which 
granting special status to metaphors came to the forefront. At 
the end of the 18th century this was a new idea, but with time, 
metaphorical language made its way into science and gradually 
became an independent medium, with a life of its own, generat-
ing its own problems. Among the most important consequences 
of uncovering the connection between science and the choice of 
linguistic procedures for the transfer of research results in both 
the humanities and the natural sciences, we should mention the 
“narratological turn” that allowed practically any scientific state-
ment to be considered in terms of a linguistic statement, in terms 
of a kind of “story” about a specific case or set of cases; this 
could be a monophonic story or one being part of a polyphony. 
Thus, we can approach the scientific statements of a given time 
in the same way Mikhail Bakhtin (1970) approached the novels 
of Dostoyevsky. These novels do not represent a single, overrid-
ing vision of the author, but are the result of dialogues between 
independent individuals and their points of view or ideologies. 
Therefore, we can say after Bakhtin that truth is not born in 
one person’s mind but comes into being between people seeking 
it together; it is born in a process of dialogue that inevitably is 
entangled in linguistic conventions.

Thus, today we can recognize that fields situated on the 
boundary between science and the arts include, for example, 
psychology’s Dialogical Self Theory, which posits that human 
personality is composed of a number of internal voices repre-
senting different social roles, aspects or traits of a person. These 
voices are constantly in dialogue with one another, trying to 
reduce tensions and resolve contradictions, make decisions and 
lend meanings. Underlining the subjective nature of experience, 
Dialogical Self Theory says that human personality is unavoida-
bly shaped by cultural and civilizational conditions, which today 
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are also shifting away from objective, timeless facts and values 
toward more individualized “truths.”1

The question of truth and falsehood in science and art has thus 
assumed a new dimension in our times: For some in our commu-
nity, the classic understanding of truth, positivist in spirit, is still 
the main reference point in judging phenomena and processes; 
for others, a guarantee of scientific character, also in scientific 
analyses of art, lies in concentrating our research attention on 
the interpretation of narrative procedures. This means one rel-
evant question is that of what truth is in relation to the human 
individual. Invoking Dilthey’s distinction (Dilthey, 1982, 2005), 
we would need to resolve whether sufficiently explaining human 
anatomy, physiology and neurobiology will bring the same effect 
as understanding a person’s individual experience.

The collection of analyses and interpretations presented in 
this volume seems to testify to an ongoing intensive search for 
an answer on how the problem of truth and falsehood in sci-
ence and the arts should be investigated today. The individual 
proposals are mostly “case studies,” pointing to the opposition 
from the title or one of its elements in the context of specific 
phenomena and events. However, some of the authors offer more 
synthetic summaries of progressively growing knowledge on the 
significance of nuances in distinguishing between what is true, 
probable, real, natural, authentic, reliable or clear, and what is 
untrue, false, fake, pretend, inauthentic, stylized, ironic, illusory, 
deceitful, erroneous, mistaken, incorrect, unreliable or wrong. The 
richness of synonyms in language does not so much make it easier 
to support relativism in relation to Truth as it indicates that social 
experience and the truth of language demands that we exercise 
great caution when expressing absolute value judgments. Today 
those positivist hopes for the discovery of objective facts have 

1 The concept of possible worlds is quite a good illustration of individualized 
truths. Umberto Eco in Lector in fabula (1994, p. 190) writes  that the characters 
within a narrated world assume propositional attitudes. For example, Little Red 
Riding Hood thinks the character in the bed is her grandmother (whereas, for 
the reader’s benefit, the plot has negated the girl’s belief). What the girl believes 
is her own b e l i e f  structure, but it also remains one of the states of the fabula. 
In this way, the fabula proposes two states of affairs: one in which it is the wolf 
lying in the bed, and another in which the bed’s occupant is the grandmother. 
We know straight away (but the girl is not aware of it until the end of the story) 
that one of these states is presented as being true and the other as untrue.
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largely died down. Instead, the relativity of knowledge is being 
underlined more and more often. The replies we obtain depend to 
a large extent on the questions asked, and the act of observation 
inevitably turns the observer into an element of the whole system.

Presenting the specific proposals of our authors, we need to 
warn readers that this is a special collection: It is the outcome 
of a conference organized for the conclusion of the 10-year 
Inter-University Program of Interdisciplinary PhD Studies at 
the »Artes Liberales« Academy. It was attended by the academic 
teachers, who have supervised some excellent doctoral disser-
tations, and the program’s students themselves, most of whom 
now hold doctoral and postdoctoral degrees. The program was 
headed by Professor Barbara Bokus, and it was also she who 
proposed a few years ago that “Master Seminars” be added to 
the program. The seminar for the program’s jubilee, and for its 
closing in the present format, was chaired by Professor Jerzy 
Axer and preceded the conference, an outline of whose subject 
matter will follow.

Jerzy Axer gave his talk in the form of a biographical story. 
This enabled him to give an accessible presentation of complicated 
problems connected with the development of scientific rules of 
editing Classical texts. The liminal experience of confronting the 
rigid foundations of positivist methodology with new reception 
theories and narratological concepts led the Professor to pose 
the fundamental question of the scientific credibility and veracity 
of the products of interpretation as it starts moving dangerously 
close to the border of falsity. Axer’s erudite argumentation is 
rounded off with the following conclusion: “Ars critica consi s ts 
of scientific activity, artistic work and an exercise in forgery 
of old masters, all rolled into one. Perhaps that is what makes 
it so fascinating and allows it to bring so many triumphs and 
disappointments, depending on the temperament, character and 
mood of whoever is practicing it.”

Contemporary ars critica is sometimes helpless, however, when 
faced with the need to authenticate a miraculously discovered 
document from the past. This is the case recounted by Prze-
mysław Piwowarczyk, whose attention was drawn to a media 
storm, almost self-inflicted by the Harvard Divinity School, on 
the threshold of the 21st century. Karen King, a member of the 
staff, was offered a manuscript that she called the Gospel of Jesus’ 
Wife. The author recounts the problems with confirming the find’s 
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authenticity almost as a crime story. However, the scientific value 
of his thoughts on the veracity of newly discovered artifacts, and 
on the capabilities of modern-day scientific methods of verifying 
unexpected finds, is of unquestionable importance. 

The focus of Karol Wilczyński’s interest is the output of 
Al-Ġazālī, an Arab thinker from the turn of the 12th and 13th 
centuries, an opponent of falsafa, a philosophy that first became 
popular more than a century before he was born and lasted almost 
four hundred years. Al-Ġazālī saw falsafa as a dangerous movement, 
potentially breaking with Islam, abandoning religious practices, 
trusting in reason and, as a result, erring to an extent making 
it impossible to find truth and salvation. “Pride connected with 
wrongful practice and knowledge unaware of its own limitations 
ultimately leads to unbelief,” and “the philosophers’ undoing is 
their pride and their belief that science alone can be enough for 
their salvation and happiness.” Excessive trust in the power of 
the mind leads people astray and away from all that is important 
and true. Presenting his own interpretation of selected views 
of Al-Ġazālī, the author draws our attention to the renaissance 
of  interest in his ideas currently observed in Arab countries.

On the example of the theory of poetic art of Maciej Sar-
biewski (1595–1640), a Polish Jesuit, Maria Łukaszewicz-Chantry 
considers the gap between assumed proof of truth when a fact 
is documented by a record, and poetry which expresses truth 
indirectly, employs metaphors and allegories, often constructs 
nonexistent beings, to use them as examples pointing to the 
existence of phenomena and regularities that go unnoticed in 
the process of direct perception.

Izabella Zatorska traces the relations between illusion and 
truth in theater from the Baroque to the Romantic period, set-
ting out to show how Baroque and Rococo theater influenced 
the behavior of the elites and to what extent those elites were 
aware of the social consequences of intentional theatralization 
of life. Those consequences were definitely noticed by some 
writers, who proposed a secondary theatralization of the scene: 
“turning the game of illusion into the subject; this is a method 
allowing the truth to be sought – over and above the immediacy 
of the masquerade.” This kind of transformation, effected in the 
time of neoclassicism and then Romanticism, did not eradicate the 
theatralization of life as such, but fundamentally changed its forms 
and scope. What remained, however, was the problem – important 
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in both life and theater – of lying as intentional misleading and 
speaking untruths, and illusion creating appearances thanks to 
which truth could be revealed.

Wojciech Sajkowski draws our attention to 18th- and 19th-cen-
tury French-language descriptions of the Morlachs. The authors 
of the accounts he has chosen quite unanimously judged that 
“the Southern Slavs who inhabit provincial Dalmatia are simple, 
naturally good and sincere.” The author links the convention of 
these narratives with a peculiar valorization of truth. This emerged 
in the 17th century as a result of contacts between educated, or 
at least literate, residents of Western Europe with “uncivilized” 
peoples. Among those considered uncivilized were Slavic shep-
herds, whose “confidence, devotion and sincerity are linked to 
an inability to understand abstractions and sophisticated truths 
of the civilized world.” The opposition of civilized versus unciv-
ilized, disseminated by Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buffon, found 
confirmation in the observations of travelers of the time. The 
writers who penned the accounts under consideration, theoreti-
cally respecting the idea of natural law, noted that in the world 
of civilization “yes” does not always mean “yes” and “no” does 
not always mean “no.” In contact with that world, “people of 
nature” acting artlessly fall victim to their own naivety. Thus, 
the Slavs’ honesty becomes a sign of their uncivilized character.

Adam Grzeliński points out that “classical philosophical aes-
thetics … developed several solutions to the problem of justifying 
the validity of aesthetic judgments.” The main authors of such 
solutions in British aesthetics were Anthony Ashley Cooper Shaft-
esbury, Edmund Burke, and David Hume. Their achievements 
were synthesized in Immanuel Kant’s concept of reducing the 
phenomenon of beauty to its simplest form and according aes-
thetic judgements the value of universality and validity. Grzeliński 
focuses on presenting the views of George Santayana (1863–1952), 
who offered a critique of 18th-century philosophers’ efforts to 
establish conditions for the validity of judgements of taste; in 
this, he sets out to show that these seemingly polemical stances 
can be reconciled to some extent.

Anna Żymełka-Pietrzak highlights the significance of ideas 
put forward by Johann Georg Hamann, who was one of the 
first to negate systematic philosophy and saw the very notion 
of a system as “a hindrance to truth.” That is why this thinker 
from Königsberg gave up the precise language typical of rational 
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discourse in favor of metaphorical disquisition introducing people 
to the essence of things in a way making it more easily com-
prehensible. The actual process of getting to the truth hidden 
amidst a tangle of symbols and metaphors was to be illustrated 
by Lichtwer’s story of the many dresses of the woman-fable 
attacked by robbers. Stripped of her clothing, the naked fable, 
like the naked truth, is something “no one can bear to look at.” 
But in Hamann’s interpretation, the secret of truth is that it is 
bodiless, and thus removing successive layers of clothing can be 
a fascinating road to learning, but arriving at the goal thwarts 
the purpose, for there is only one Truth, and it is connected to 
divine reality inaccessible to humans. This nature of truth means 
we can only speak of it indirectly, through metaphorical language 
that has a necessary presence in philosophy.

In her paper “Worthless yet priceless: The truths and eco-
nomics of poetry” Marta Baron-Milian discusses the truth of 
a poetic text not so much in opposition to falsehood, but rather 
in the context of knowledge to be extracted indirectly. The 
semantic potential of a poetic message and its unobvious charac-
ter as a source of new meanings was not an evident value on the 
threshold of modernity. Contrary to Johann Wolfgang Goethe, 
who demanded the right to view the world through imagination 
(and not just scientific knowledge), Jeremy Bentham, for example, 
thought that “all poetry is misrepresentation,” that it is not true 
to reality and is not useful. Tracing the discourse surrounding the 
worth of what is not useful and the truth of what is impossible 
to verify using scientific tools, the author succeeds in convincing 
her readers that there are multiple dimensions involved in the 
useful, and there is enormous cognitive value in the ambiguous.

The concept of reflection has played an important role in the 
quest for truth, whether in science or in the arts. Paweł Tom-
czok is interested in cognition and experience, which respectively 
belong to the realms of learning and aesthetics, in relation to the 
metaphor of mirroring, and also in “different forms of mirroring 
– above all in art and philosophy.” He points to the fact that the 
metaphor of mirroring “quickly got ensnared in linguistic rep-
resentation – it was words and sentences, notions and judgments 
that were meant to reflect reality,” and then mirrors themselves 
became “historical mediators that take part in a complicated 
network made up of people and things.” Therefore, they can 
be seen as nodes in a network “combining theory and practice, 
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science and aesthetics, technology and speculation.” Highlighting 
the paradigmatic potential of mirroring, the author does not lose 
sight of the metaphor of words reflecting reality and the problem 
of truth this leads to.

In his paper on truth and probability in studies on religious 
thought, Michał Rogalski considers the logical consequences of 
a historian of philosophy assuming the position of a disengaged, 
objective, unbiased researcher. Such a tradition, originating from 
19th-century German thought, reveals its inadequacy as soon as 
controversial issues come into play, when describing them requires 
showing “their mutual relationships and the argumentation net-
works forming as a result of their coexistence.” It is hard to stay 
impartial when you have to judge the cohesion of someone else’s 
argumentation involved in a dispute and being modified as the 
dispute progresses. Rogalski considers this theoretical problem 
on the example of the debate on Catholic modernism that took 
place in the last decade of the 19th century and in the early 20th 
century. “However, when this kind of description is used, ques-
tions inevitably need to be asked about the truth or probability 
of hypotheses, arguments, or entire argumentation strategies. 
Neither the category of truth nor the category of probability 
can be eliminated when using value judgments.” Therefore, the 
author wonders how we are “to work with” these categories.

Juxtaposing “Hannah Arendt’s Marranic evasions and the truth 
of her cryptotheology,” Rafał Zawisza successfully points us to 
such an interpretation of the Gospel by Arendt, as an expert on the 
writings of Augustine of Hippo, that would allow for the simul-
taneous use of the hermeneutic tradition of Jews and Christians 
for explaining at least some of the mysteries of human existence. 
Thus, he accents the importance of natality as a counterbalance to 
mortality, and also the beginning of any human action, as well as 
extracting the idea that “labor, work, and action are ‘intimately 
connected’ with birth and death.” Natality, Zawisza tells us, lies 
at the foundation of “the cryptotheology of singularity.” This 
cryptotheology enabled Arendt to offer her distinctive reinter-
pretation of the message on the birth of Jesus. By highlighting 
Arendt’s peculiar flirtation with two theological traditions in 
her oeuvre, the paper’s author reveals a new dimension of truth 
hidden beneath that which is seemingly “sloppy” and imprecise.

Piotr Kałowski considers the problem from the volume’s title 
in the context of the achievements of contemporary psychology. 
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First confirming the importance of psychotherapy, the author 
also points out that the reasons it is effective are not fully clear. 
Hence, he investigates how the notions of truth and falsehood 
apply to a situation when we know how a sequence of causes 
and effects proceeds, but we do not know why. With the help 
of methodological tools developed by narrative medicine, he 
indicates the importance of changes that occur during therapy 
in an area defined by a patient’s narrative that is the result of 
reconciling many internal dialogues. The previously undisputed 
credibility of such a narrative can sometimes be traumatic, and 
its reorganization under the guidance of the right therapist, i.e. 
one who guarantees a safe relationship, can bring positive effects. 
This method, inspired by postmodernist ideas, could – accord-
ing to the author – effectively support the much more popular 
cognitive behavioral therapy which, however, was developed in 
different historical circumstances.

Anna Milanowicz offers some thoughts on the relationship 
between truth and untruth in irony. From a psycholinguistic 
viewpoint, the author characterizes the intention behind ironic 
messages, seeing irony as the result of a certain type of social 
experience. The essay invokes the Socratic tradition related to 
cognition and the source of “storytelling” (building stories and 
relationships with the audience) in dramatic irony. The theory of 
Negation of Expectations in Irony (NEI) is proposed. The rela-
tionship between “ironic” untruth and lies is outlined. Finally, 
the ambiguity of “ironic” meanings is described from the per-
spective of gender binary stereotypes.

Adrianna Smurzyńska discusses a problem familiar to cognitiv-
ists, namely mentalization, or attributing mental states to others. 
The source of this competence has yet to be fully explained. The 
author focuses on simulation theory, which assumes that you can 
get to know others by simulating their mental states. This process 
can take place automatically and unthinkingly (intuitively), or 
“on a reflexive level” when one tries to put oneself in another’s 
shoes. In this theory, “our own mind is treated as a tool which 
enables us to take another person’s perspective.” Identifying 
the mental states of others is only possible, however, when the 
person doing this does not have any mental disorders, since the 
“abilities to differentiate perspectives and separate one’s own 
and others’ mental states seem to be necessary conditions for 
adequate mentalization. The capability to simulate others’ mental 
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states – to put oneself in someone else’s shoes – is important but 
at the same time not sufficient.”

Joanna Barska draws our attention to music as illustration, 
tracing this phenomenon from the Renaissance when music was 
ideologically subordinated to text and the principle of decorum. 
With time, composers developed a set of rhetorical-musical figures 
that were meant to signal specific content. On the other hand, 
“the 17th- and early 18th-century belief that the main purpose 
of music is to arouse passions and affects yielded the  theory 
of affects that had an especially strong presence in the Ger-
man-speaking world.” This trend in music developing from the 
Renaissance aimed to evoke natural sounds and mental states 
as faithfully as possible with the use of means at the disposal of 
musicians in a given period.

Truth in music is also a matter of interest to Karolina 
Kolinek-Siechowicz, who focuses on historically informed per-
formance. She convincingly argues not only that a present-day 
musician cannot credibly recreate the genuine sound of historical 
instruments or the way a given piece was performed, but also 
that neither today’s performers nor today’s audiences can break 
free of the constraints of their own culture and its aesthetic 
expectations.

Another aspect of truth in music is presented in the paper by 
Anna Chęćka. The author suggests two ways of pursuing such 
truth: in one, we consider the truth of a music score, while the 
other seeks “truth of performance,” i.e. authenticity within per-
formance practice. Analyzing the phenomenon of pianist Yuja 
Wang and her fictional persona Mei Jin from the novel Chinese 
Piano, the author points to some of the problems arising when 
we judge the credibility of a performance that goes beyond the 
standards accepted in a given period.

Meanwhile, Piotr Słodkowski is interested in the relationship 
between the truth of a painting when considered in intertextual 
relations with other pictorial representations, and the “truth of 
the matter” of a specific painting. From theoretical reflection on 
this distinction, the author extracts two extreme attitudes: “To 
Heidegger, the truth revealed in painting is the truth of things 
(aletheia), to Schapiro – a faithful representation referring to an 
object (mimesis).” But it was Derrida who believed that the idea 
that paintings “only refer us to other paintings was decisive for 
the deconstruction of the metaphysics of presence.” The paper’s 
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author, apparently more fascinated by Bjørnar Olsen’s question of 
how things remember, looks at the work of Polish-Jewish mod-
ernist Henryk Streng and American pop-art precursor Robert 
Rauschenberg in order to show that “the truth of a painting as 
the truth of matter has the irreducible value of a historical source 
which – specifically – testifies to very different albeit important 
existential experiences.”

Maciej Junkiert looks into the problem of confronting the 
Romantic model of literary history with the demands of contem-
porary times. He offers the hypothesis that the Polish model of 
the history of literature, which sometimes more and sometimes 
less consciously invokes fundamental texts of German philoso-
phy from the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries, links history 
education to the idea of building/preserving national identity. 
Hence, national history of literature is a kind of site of memory 
protecting the self-knowledge of a group in danger of losing its 
social and intellectual ties to the past. The truth of the past 
affecting the truth of the present and the development of the 
future lay at the foundation of the paradigm in which the history 
of literature was shaped two hundred years ago; although that 
paradigm is not falsified today, its value is no longer appreci-
ated. Developing a new paradigm is a challenge for present-day 
philology.

Finally, Jan Kutnik draws attention to the problem of the 
truth of museum exhibitions commemorating real places of tor-
ture and killing from World War II. A confrontation of visitors’ 
expectations with the effects of the work of exhibition designers 
(studies conducted in 2016–2019) reveals different ways of under-
standing the veracity of testimonies of the war and the Holocaust. 
The author shows how changing history-based politics affected 
the exhibition concepts pursued by the Museum at Majdanek, 
points to a need to stick to historical truth, and underlines the 
educational value of similar museums.

The great majority of the authors discussing truth and false-
hood in science and art in the present volume assign truth the 
status of an irreducible point of reference both in striving for 
elementary knowledge about the world and in seeking methods 
and artistic means of achieving this goal. The multilevel and 
multiple-aspect research presented here, conducted on material 
from different periods and different cultures, shows very clearly 
that truth and falsehood lie at the foundation of all human 
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motivation, choices, decisions, and behaviors. At the same time, 
however, it reveals that every bid to extrapolate the results of 
detailed studies into generalizations aimed at universalization – by 
the very fact of their discursivation – either subjects the discus-
sion to the rules of formal logic or situates it outside the realm 
of truth and falsehood.

* * *

This e-book is the English version of the monograph pub-
lished in Polish as Prawda i fałsz w nauce i sztuce, edited by Ewa 
Kosowska and Barbara Bokus. Both volumes have been published 
simultaneously by Wydawnictwa Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego. 
We are grateful to the monograph’s reviewers – Professor Stefan 
Bednarek and Professor Stanisław Rabiej – for their kind remarks 
and suggestions. A sincere thank you to Joanna Dutkiewicz for 
her diligent proofreading of this volume. 

Warsaw, Katowice
September 2019 The Editors
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Abstract

The methodology and practice of Latin text editing is presented in the paper 
as an example of a humanities scholar’s work that combines scientific effort 
with artistic activity, including forgery of works by old masters. Part one 
outlines the methodological situation in textual criticism in the 1960s and 
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1. Methodologies of my youth

My true initiation into Latin textual criticism was Prof. Kazimi-
erz Kumaniecki’s seminar at the University of Warsaw’s Institute 
of Classical Philology, in which I took part as a student and then 
as an assistant lecturer in 1967–1972. The seminar was of the 
highest world standard, following the methodological principles 
and rules set down in the classic textbook by Paul Maas (first 
edition 19271). Kumaniecki learned his research strategy directly 
from Maas during his seminars in Berlin even before it became 

1   Paul Maas first made his treatise Textkritik public in 1927 (Maas, 1927); 
a separate edition was published by B.G. Teubner in Leipzig in 1949, and an-
other one in 1957 with an important addition by the author, “Retrospect”. An 
English translation appeared in  1958 (Maas, 1958).
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the canon of ars critica for the reconstruction and publication of 
ancient texts and continued as such for several decades. Maas’ 
strategy derived from the “Lachmann method”2 from the first 
half of the 19th century. Its advantage over earlier attempts to 
develop the method’s theoretical basis lies primarily in applying 
an extreme version of principles taken from reasoning typical of 
science. Obviously in connection with the success of Darwin’s the-
ory, Maas proposed a rigorous approach to building the stemma, 
i.e. the genealogical tree, of an ancient text’s tradition. Framed 
within rules as economical as a science textbook, Maas’ lecture 
became a global success after its author, fleeing Nazi persecution, 
settled in Oxford. To editing in the English-speaking world, this 
version of the Lachmann tradition brought revolutionary results.

Elsewhere, relatively soon after Kumaniecki’s passing, I tried 
to describe the essential experience of participating in his late 
seminars on textual criticism3. We worked on Cicero’s De Oratore, 
which Kumaniecki published as a Teubner edition in 1969. There 
is no doubt that the methodological foundation of his teaching 
derived from Maas’ stemmatic tradition, at the same time chal-
lenging it; this was never formulated in a theory, but was con-
stantly practiced in his editing. Very early on, Kumaniecki took 
into account the possibility of a horizontal tradition that would 
weaken the authority of stemmatic patterns. This appreciation of 
how widespread the phenomenon of contaminatio could be was 
only starting to emerge in textbooks (Reynolds, Wilson, 1968, 
latest edition 2013; West, 1973).

2 Karl Konrad Friedrich Wilhelm Lachmann (1793–1851). Lachmann, 
a theologian by education, gradually developed a keen interest in classical philol-
ogy. A follower of Christian Gottlob Heyne and other scholars seeking new 
methods of comparative reading of the classics, he analyzed early German litera-
ture (Song of the Nibelungs) as well as Latin texts. His greatest achievement was 
the development of a new method of textual criticism called the “Lachmannsche 
Methode.” He strove for scientific reconstruction of a text, aimed at producing 
a version as close to the original as possible. He considered the most important 
stage in arranging the source material to be drawing a stemma (genealogical tree) 
based on an analysis of a text’s different witnesses to determine the inner relation-
ships among the different variants. He was greatly successful in his work on Song 
of the Nibelungs. He opened a new era in research on Propertius, publishing the 
first truly critical edition of this poet in 1816.

3 Cf.  J. Axer (1989), presented on Dec. 15, 1987 at an academic session 
organized at the University of Warsaw’s Institute of Classical Philology for the 
10th anniversary of the deaths of professors Kazimierz Kumaniecki and Adam 
Krokiewicz.
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Kumaniecki never wrote a textbook himself, and his interest 
in the theory of ars critica was slight. On the other hand, he spent 
many decades conducting an internal dialogue with great Roman 
prose writers and poets, in constant competition with eminent 
philologist editors from the older and his own generation. He 
was not tempted to revise or question Maas’ main theoretical 
assumptions. I think this was because he believed that textual 
criticism is, above all, a practical art in which the researcher’s 
personality and talent are crucial, while rules should only help 
at the early stage of practicing this art.

Once the stemma has been sketched, it is time for examina-
tio and emendatio. And these appear to the editor as an infinite 
set of individual cases, each in need of separate consideration 
after earlier and correct performance of operations organizing 
the material. My Master was interested mainly in those of the 
endless problems requiring solving that opened the way to spec-
ulation requiring in-depth understanding of the historical and 
cultural context of a given text and, above all, grasping a given 
author’s language and artistic technique. This means his academic 
passion and creative temperament directed him toward actions 
that would reconstruct the original text in a way going beyond 
what could be unequivocally justified by the juxtaposition of 
preserved sources.

He had his greatest success with the textual criticism of 
Cicero’s texts, thanks to phenomenal knowledge of his language 
and a deep understanding of the mentality of the so-called last 
generation of the Roman Republic. He moved beyond the bound-
ary of scientifically verifiable knowledge; this gave students the 
impression that he could travel in time and intuitively establish 
contact with people of the Roman elite from the time of the 
Republic’s disintegration. This is not the place to wonder what 
historical and personal experiences had produced this special 
gift. Suffice it to say that it was largely impossible to pass on 
in the form of rules, recipes, and instructions. This made the 
textual criticism we practiced during those seminars rather like 
artistic training.

It did not take me long to achieve sufficient proficiency in 
ars critica to base my postdoctoral degree (habilitation) on an 
edition of Cicero’s oration Pro Roscio Comoedo (Axer, 1976) 
and to write studies on textual and structural criticism of this 
work (Axer, 1976, 1979). However, I was helped by a very happy 
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coincidence. Poggio Bracciolini’s autograph, which had been lost 
since the 15th century, had just been found in the deepest recesses 
of the Vatican Library, and its finder Prof. Augusto Campana 
informed Kumaniecki of this fact. He in turn managed to get 
a photocopy of the autograph. Prof. Lidia Winniczuk had already 
generously transferred her contract with Bibliotheca Teubneriana 
for the publication of Pro Roscio Comoedo to me. 

Therefore, I had a considerable advantage over the editors 
from the previous 400 years who had used many different cop-
ies originating from one source. I had chanced upon a work 
for which both recensio and examinatio were extremely simple 
and boiled down to careful reading of one manuscript; and, of 
course, there was no need to draw a stemma. Success depended 
on the ability to reconstruct the fragmentarily preserved text of 
Cicero’s defense speech as reasoning and as a legal proceeding. 
This script then had to be superimposed on the very distinctive 
community of Roman theater actors and producers; the sus-
picion also existed that Cicero had used the language of that 
community to play a literary game, seeing as he was defending 
an actor and the accused was the owner of a theater school. 
Once I had arrived at opinions on all these matters, it was time 
to decide about the extent to which the preserved text required 
correcting (which in the language of textual criticism is known 
as applying conjecture and emendation) – so as to achieve the 
highest possible probability that the text proposed by the editor 
had come from the pen, or – rather – stylus, of Marcus Tullius 
Cicero. It was the dream opportunity for intuitive and artistic 
textual criticism4. The success went to my head, I signed seven 
contracts with the world’s leading publishers for further editions 
of a number of Cicero’s different orations; I had every year from 
1977 to 1995 all planned.

I never finished any of those editions, even though I spent 
hundreds of hours working on the texts. Why? Because I lost 
faith.

4 Numerous, sometimes excessively positive reviews:  Martin ven den Bru-
waene, L’Antiquite Classique, vol. XLVI, 1977, p. 640; Heikki Solin, Arctos XIII, 
1979; Guglielmo Ballaira, Giornale Italiano di Filologia VII, 1977; Raphael Palm-
erini, Latinitas, 1977; Michael Winterbottom, The Classical Review, NS, 
Vol. XXVII No. 1, 1978; Elżbieta Olechowska, Revue des Etudes Latines, vol. LV; 
Fabio Cupaiuolo, Bollettino di Studi Latini, Anno VII-Fasc. III, 1978; Carl 
Joachim Classen, Museum Africum, Nigeria, 1978.
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2. How did I lose faith?

Maas’ textbook attempted to rework Lachmann’s revolution-
ary discoveries from the early 19th century in such a way as to 
guarantee that textual criticism would, in terms of scientificity, 
stand up to the natural sciences5. Working in times of rapid 
development of knowledge about the Earth’s past, especially pale-
ontology and geology, Lachmann – a contemporary of Georges 
Cuvier and Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck – had designed proce-
dures enabling the genealogical trees of early texts to be built 
(he started from the Bible, later moving on to Old German and 
Latin). This theory continued to be improved; at the same time, 
Darwinism turned out to be a very strong stimulus encouraging 
the propagation of stemmatic diagrams distinguishing manuscript 
families and subfamilies, just like animal genera and species are 
distinguished. At the height of this way of thinking’s triumph, 
Paul Maas decided that true science requires short and simple 
rules; rules that are absolutely incontrovertible and universally 
binding. It was his ambition to strip textual criticism of subjec-
tivity, the editor’s influence on the object of research, and any 
speculations that represented risky hypotheses. Kumaniecki’s late 
seminars, described earlier, provided proof that new narratolog-
ical trends, theory of reception and, finally, the gradual decline 
of positivist authority, undermined the thus understood scienti-
ficity of textual criticism theory, even if, technically, Maas was 
the methodological patron of our Master’s work in this field6. 

My loss of faith, therefore, was a natural realization of this, 
a gradually growing awareness that the status of everything 
I found fascinating and appealing about textual criticism was 
very ambiguous from a scientific point of view. Maas was no 
longer excuse enough. I came to suspect I was practicing an art, 
not a science, and perhaps even resorting to forgery.

What did I do? First and foremost, I tried to write a text-
book that would serve as an “updated Maas.” I wanted to 

5 Of course the beginnings of Lachmann’s stemmatic strategy can already be 
found in the work of great 15th- and 16th-century philologists. However, fun-
damental changes in the way textual criticism was practiced only took place 
thanks to the work and authority of Lachmann himself.

6 Apart from myself, this seminar was also attended by Elżbieta Olechowska, 
an excellent editor of Cicero’s orations Pro CN. Plancio and Pro Rabirio Postumo, 
B.G. Teubner, Stuttgart 1981.
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restore harmony between scientific procedure and freedom to 
interpret and offer textual interpretation ideas with a resultant 
impact on a text’s reconstruction; between scientific procedure 
in the analysis of sources and freedom to hypothesize. I did not 
publish any “new Maas,” but tested my position by communi-
cating it to classical philologists and researchers of antiquity 
representing different schools of textual criticism. I presented 
it in Germany (including Heidelberg, Tübingen, Munich), Italy 
(Rome, Naples, Turin), Spain (Madrid, Cadiz, Barcelona), the 
United States (Northwestern University, Harvard) as well as 
Centro Ciceroniano congresses. This manifesto was appreciated 
the least in Germany and the most in America. My argument 
went like this: The initial Lachmann-Maas procedure involves 
taking all the witnesses that document the history of a text and 
dividing them into groups, identifying similarities and differences 
between those groups. In order to be able to effectively distin-
guish “genera,” Maas introduced the notion of the “indicative 
error,” i.e. an error that is not accidental but indicative of a spe-
cific stream of tradition. However, the indicative error concept 
introduces a subjective element into the reasoning. This label is 
the result of the researcher’s personal decision: It is the scholar 
who considers a given version to be erroneous, and the error 
to be indicative. It is hard not to see that with the introduction 
of the indicative error, the scientific model loses the purity of 
objective documentation, or even worse: The whole system is 
threatened even more by the issue of contamination.

Let us assume that we have managed to reconstruct families of 
manuscripts and each one is a certain ideal type. When it comes 
to working on the tradition of a specific text, though, things 
become much more complicated (I encountered such a situation 
when preparing Cicero’s Pro Milone for Teubner at the turn of 
the 1970s and 1980s). An enormous part of the real transmis-
sion of ancient texts is impossible to organize in this way. Over 
several generations, the general belief was that if a researcher 
did not produce a stemma, it meant he did not know how. In 
fact, though, traditions often cannot be presented as a stemma 
of any practical usefulness to an editor because the text’s history 
has not yielded any “genetically pure” models. The ideal model, 
according to which there primarily exists vertical transmission 
(younger sources are descendants of older ones and form gener-
ation sequences), is a great simplification. Manuscripts coexist 
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on a horizontal plane as well, and completely ignore chronology 
in those relationships. People carried codices around with them, 
copied them, and also sold and bought them without any con-
cern for pure “breeding” of a specific tradition of transmission. 
Often – usually only along brief sections of a text’s history – we 
can trace the direct descent of certain manuscripts from other, 
also identifiable codices. However, the world of manuscript 
sources expanded mainly in a process of constant contamination. 
A multitude of relationships resulted from the physical contact 
of individual volumes in circumstances that are impossible (or 
almost impossible) to reconstruct centuries later. Faced with this 
ocean of contaminated texts that cannot be grouped into proper 
families according to the stemmatic model, a classical philologist 
who believes in Maas is helpless.

Of course for someone whose initiation, like mine, had 
been based on a tradition as splendidly simplified as Pro Roscio 
Comoedo, the shock was double. In addition, all the traditionally 
educated classical philologists up to my generation had, since the 
early 19th century (i.e. from the time of the triumph of Ger-
man neo-humanism), been schooled to be experts on antiquity 
(from the 10th century BCE to 400 CE); after that, they were 
allowed not to be interested in the Middle Ages, only to return 
as competent experts on Renaissance philology of the 14th and 
15th centuries.

Meanwhile, everything that was important for manuscripts 
happened mainly in the Middle Ages. Manuscripts hid and were 
copied in isolated communities scattered all across the Christian 
world of the time. To trace their history, you need to know as 
much as possible about medieval people and local communities. 
In-depth knowledge of daily life between the 6th and 13th cen-
turies turns out to be essential. Previously, the author was the 
editor’s partner; however, it appears that now the partner should 
be the scribe, who traditionally was treated like a pest causing 
confusion in the sources (Reynolds, 1983). 

I began to realize that we should accept this fundamental 
change of roles. Editors working on a critical edition are more 
closely related to the scribes whose mistakes and intellectual 
deficiencies they are used to mocking than to the text’s author, 
M. T. Cicero, whom they worship and whose text they want to 
restore to its full glory. Thus, in the third year of working on the 
text of Pro Milone I acknowledged the prevalence of contaminated, 
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“mixed-breed” manuscripts as the main source of doubt regarding 
the scientific nature of Maas’ concept7. 

Not feeling up to becoming a scribe’s good partner (for rea-
sons explained in footnote 7), I sought hope in a different area 
of a textual critic’s activity. Because, even if we accept all the 
accusations against the stemmatic theory as a necessary evil, 
there emerges an area whose status is even more ambiguous. 
What does a scholar really do when they move on to emenda-
tio? What do I do when I introduce conjecture – amending the 
text? Don’t I make things up, by any chance? After all, I use my 
able mind to build hypothetical variants of the text that fit my 
interpretation, my understanding of a given fragment or a whole 
work. This means I am the one giving the text the shape and 
meaning that seems the most convincing at the moment of my 
own reading. Essentially, then, I am practicing literary criticism, 
and if I change the text in the process, I am involved in artistic 
and not scientific activity. It’s no use pretending that emendatio 
is anything more than a hypothesis, practically impossible to 
disprove, or that devising it is a form of scientific activity, even 
just to the extent of recensio and examinatio.

And so I split my Maas into two parts, agreeing that stemmat-
ics is scientific activity similar to the natural sciences, although 
tainted with our insufficient knowledge about the way of life 
and copying of texts in the past, and that it is followed by artis-
tic activity which should be judged according to different rules. 
I finally wrote a commentary on Maas, which was translated 
into English, Spanish and Italian, and gave lectures on it in many 
places, until I realized it was addressed to no one. When artists 
heard it, e.g. actors and reciters, they liked it very much, but 
they do not work in editing. Classical philologists, on the other 
hand, said this division did not apply to them. They insisted that 
they do very professional work from start to finish, they never 
make anything up, they have evidence for everything8. 

7 I also started doubting my own skills and competence in textual criticism 
in this sense. Not only was I no expert on the Middle Ages and had learned pa-
leography as an amateur (despite help from Aleksander Gieysztor); the worst 
thing was that by personality and disposition, I am a very poor scribe. I make 
mistakes when copying my own texts, and I do not see those mistakes. 

8 The evidence usually came in the form of arguments showing how a given 
correction or conjecture could have come from successive corruptions of the text 
at different stages of transmission, taking into account any hypothetical 
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3. Present-day methodological debates over 
textual criticism

Since a new Maas turned out to be a project “for no one,” 
I drew the following conclusions from the experience.

First of all, we need to treat criticism of an ancient text 
mainly as an important stage in preparing a new interpretation 
of that text, as a special kind of exercise based on multiple care-
ful readings.

Secondly, during those readings we need to take the entire 
documentation of the text’s transmission and first reduce and 
simplify it in order to see if the sources can be fitted into a stem-
matic model, divided into families, or if it is too discontinuous 
and contaminated for such a diagram to be helpful to the editor. 
Later, though, we need to treat the entire set of sources docu-
menting the transmission of the text as witnesses to the text’s 
reading in past times – these are valuable and seldom utilized 
materials opening up new perspectives of interpretation within 
the history of a given work’s reception (remembering that this 
documentation encompasses reception from the moment the text 
was published in antiquity all the way to the 14th/15th century).

Thirdly, the many-generational work of classical philologists, 
from the Renaissance up to the latest critical editions of a text, 
should also be considered as a set of resources for the history 
of reception. In a sense, this is a continuation of the transmis-
sion of that text. This is not the place to expound on my own 
papers written or presented from this position. For the present 
purpose, it is enough that I have explained why I gave up further 
publication of model critical editions of Cicero’s texts, the kind 
that Bibliotheca Teubneriana releases. I am convinced that the 
future of ars critica will require a completely different organi-
zation and presentation of gathered data, and a different way 
of combining them with our own interpretations of the world 
represented in texts as well as documenting the life of those texts 
over time.

manuscripts that were not preserved or were lost. Such reconstructions consist 
mainly in assuming the occurrence of sequences of paleographic errors. I know 
how to do that, but I have never viewed this as scientific work, but rather as ar-
tistic activity. That is also my perception of the ability to compose successive 
transformations, none confirmed by sources, for the purpose of producing a new 
text variant that the editor finds intellectually satisfying.
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However, I would like to raise one more question I think 
is very significant. The relations between textual criticism and 
methodologies applied in biological sciences are old. I mentioned 
earlier how geology and paleontology inspired Lachmann, and 
how evolutionism influenced the development of stemmatic theory. 
Some say it was the other way round, that biology took stem-
matics from Lachmann (Howe et al., 2001; Bod, 2016; Howe, 
Connolly and Windram, 2012). Whichever it was, evolutionism 
contributed to consolidating the authority of Lachmann’s pro-
posal, even if philologists really were the ones who encouraged 
naturalists to draw stemmata. It was obvious to Maas that his 
book presented Darwinism for humanities scholars. In our times, 
on the other hand, an equally fascinating process is taking place. 
Researchers of texts are responding to gene theory. We are notic-
ing some amazing similarities. You can look at the transmission 
of texts like this: Manuscripts, regardless of the people who 
copy them, behave selfishly and seek their own niches in order 
to survive. I don’t think anyone has called this “manuscripts’ 
will to live,” but some have already called it the erotic life 
of manuscripts. 

Sometimes I think manuscripts are like parasites. They seek 
hosts for themselves. Culture is the environment they live in. In 
culture, if they want to go on living, they have to find carriers. 
The hosts/carriers are people who want to read, remember, copy 
or print these texts. People process them and, passing them on, 
intentionally or unintentionally change them by placing them in 
new contexts that form a new environment for them. Because 
even if people don’t change the words, they add new commen-
taries. Then, the textual sequences of tradition live for as long 
as they find carriers. Hidden, dormant, they were once able to 
survive centuries. Today they are much less resilient. 

Therefore, we can look at texts as if they were living organ-
isms. This is exactly what came to my mind during my “crisis of 
faith” in traditional textual criticism, a good generation before 
such thoughts first appeared in the literature. Unfortunately 
I kept these bold parallels to myself. But those sentiments led me, 
even back then in the 1980s, to the conviction that a classical 
philologist can benefit greatly from the turbulent development of 
genetic biology. At that time, I had a narrow education, did not 
have much of an idea about contemporary theory of text, nor 
was I aware that “the death of the author” had been proclaimed. 
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Poststructuralism was long alien to me. Meanwhile, I knew quite 
a lot about biology because I had always been interested in ani-
mals and wanted to talk with them. Thus, I found the idea that 
texts live like species, while manuscripts – the daily focus of my 
work – live like specimens, very appealing.

Today comparing textology to genetics has become trivial. 
I find it much more interesting once more to read and think 
about textual criticism as a practice in which the boundaries 
between science and the humanities are overstepped to the ben-
efit of research. We keep seeing confirmation that this boundary 
is arbitrary and that a humanities-trained imagination is useful 
on the boundary’s science side, and vice versa.

In a parallel development, progress in IT is having a revo-
lutionary impact on contemporary textual criticism; it enables 
enormous databases to be created. This completely changes the 
perspective of working on “masterpieces” and even more strongly 
changes the way we look for intertexts (traditionally called similia 
in classic editions of texts by Latin authors), i.e. borrowings from 
other works functioning within the work under consideration. 
Both the critical apparatus and the “similia” apparatus is easy 
to reduce to an extreme degree, and equally easy to expand 
immensely. Help from the internet enables a well-prepared group 
of IT specialists today to envelop every text with much more 
complete documentation of its genesis than before, and unim-
aginably more extensive documentation on the presence of the 
words of others in a given text.

What, then, would be a reasonable compromise between 
a huge database amassed by computers and the needs of an edi-
tor? One answer could be this: After “the death of the author,” 
nothing is forcing us to produce an original (the author’s) final 
text. In such a situation, an editor putting together his critical 
apparatus and similia should not strive to record any reading of 
his own; rather, like the author, he should die as an individual 
(Howard-Hill, 2009; Shillingsburg, 1997, p. 18; Murphy, 2008; 
Müller-Sievers, 2006). 

The intertexts I mentioned before can now be multiplied end-
lessly, without the editor trying to resolve what and to what extent 
an author really knew and intentionally imitated. At any time 
and anywhere, a quotation used by an author without intentional 
awareness can come alive in individual and collective reception. If 
we do not want to destroy the picture of the potential audience 
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network, we have to build multi-tiered similia. We have to be aware 
that such sets should not be arranged chronologically, because 
readers’ memories do not preserve some of them and ignore 
others according to chronology. It is the culture in which a text 
is read at a given time that determines the area of associations.

Referring to my earlier reasoning, I would like to point out 
that this is another piece of evidence showing that artistic texts 
are able to find themselves new carriers. For example, a text by 
X contains formula f which was authored by Y; author X was not 
aware he was quoting Y, but a reader in another time and place, 
when Y was popular again, recognized the reference and f became 
his formula f1. Thus, the secret life of early texts in different real 
cultures of reception once again makes good old “influencology” 
a fascinating way of tracking that secret life (Axer, 1984, 1991). 

It seems that textual criticism today can do without human-
ists. With help from IT technicians alone, computers will build 
stemmas taking into account all available sources and without 
using the concept of indicative errors. Computers will also sort the 
similia as needed, without following any concept of the author’s 
intention and without yielding to any interpretative inclinations 
of the editor. We will be able to refrain from evaluatio and emen-
datio, agreeing that this is not a task for a “scientific editor” but 
a chance for literary critics to show what they can do9.

The concept of the death of the editor is being opposed by 
those who believe that our times require us to openly combine our 
own interpretation of a work with the form of our critical edition. 
This means finally moving away from the traditional focus on 
authors and their intentions toward concentrating on editors and 
their intentions. Instead of committing suicide, editors will have 
the right to secure their own position in the text (Cybulski, 2014). 

The reader of the present paper will easily notice that we 
have come full circle. Such a position of the editor would jus-
tify not only conjecture but also such far-reaching interference 

9 A call for such decisions is being loudly voiced by a lobby that sees great 
opportunities for building new databases and, especially in Poland, is competing 
for very limited funding against editors who do not hesitate to interfere with the 
material they are studying. See Bem (2016), a text on why Polish scientific editing 
does not exist. Of course this author speaks on behalf of editors of contemporary 
literary texts, but there is no doubt that limiting scientific editing to digital editing 
is more of a PR slogan than the result of any deeper reflection on the relationship 
between a canonic text, the author, and the editor. Cf. also  Campagno (2012).
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as to be reminiscent of reconstructing a nonexistent whole from 
fragments and fractions10. This is not an accusation against 
editors who see exactly this as being within the scope of their 
rights – we have simply returned to the fundamental dilemma 
from which I started this paper. Ars critica consists of scientific 
activity, artistic work and an exercise in forgery of old masters, 
all rolled into one. Perhaps that is what makes it so fascinating 
and allows it to bring so many triumphs and disappointments, 
depending on the temperament, character and mood of whoever 
is practicing it. As a warning, in the Annex I have provided some 
information about a great scholar who took the editor’s freedom 
to the extreme. 

Annex

I am reminded of something I have always felt to be ethically 
stirring and intellectually hard to explain. Let me briefly recall 
a great philologist whose actions brought the condemnation of 
his peers and posterity upon him, and whom I see as a very early 
example of an editor assuming the role of an author while fully 
believing that this serves to preserve priceless cultural heritage 
which no one else would be able to save. In 1584 in Bologna, the 
famous philologist and author of the first edition of Fragmenta 
Ciceronis (Venice, 1563), Carlo Sigonio, printed the complete 
text – lost since antiquity – of the Consolatio that Cicero wrote 
after the death of his daughter Tullia. Only a few fragments and 
self-quotations scattered across Cicero’s writings survived from 
the piece. Sigonius gave his work the form and poetics of a sci-
entific edition. Since he had hinted earlier that he had access to 
the manuscript and a heated scholarly debate had erupted around 
the discovery, opinions for and against were included in the edi-
tion. Its success was immediate (six editions within a few years), 
then disaster struck just as fast. The European elites continued 
to argue over the piece’s authenticity, and Sigonius turned for 
help to his Polish friends who had earlier been his favorite pupils, 
including Jan Zamoyski, Andrzej Patrycy Nidecki, and maybe 
even Jan Kochanowski, but to no avail. There is no doubt today 
that the old master never came upon an old manuscript that he 

10 Actually, Kumaniecki took great pleasure in reconstructing the “lost ora-
tions” of Cicero.
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proceeded to publish, but reconstructed the whole piece from 
the preserved fragments, doing so with great expertise. But the 
verdict was: “He forged it,” and Sigonius ended up in textbook 
studies on forgery in science11. In my opinion, Grafton’s verdict 
in “the people vs. Sigonius” is unfair. In this circumstantial case, 
we need to admit the possibility that the great scholar tried to 
overstep the boundaries of textual criticism that were accept-
able in the Renaissance, proposing a reconstruction hypothesis 
(like, for example, Grotius when he published Cicero’s Aratea 
a generation later). Polish readers should also remember that 
the same crumbs of the Consolatio that Sigonius used to recon-
struct his edition were used as material by Jan Kochanowski 
at about the same time, when he was writing his Threnodies. 
It was just unfortunate that the old professor made an elab-
orate attempt to conceal what was basically his artistic vision 
behind evasive explanations referring to a lost manuscript and its 
unknown finders.
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Abstract

The case of the so-called Gospel of Jesus’ Wife lays bare all the problems of 
research on early Christian manuscripts. We have here a manuscript of unknown 
provenance, a private collector wishing to protect his anonymity, an academic 
institution hungry for media interest, and, last but not least, the ideological 
bias of a scholar. In the end, the manuscript proved to be a modern forgery. 
However, we know this without any serious doubt not thanks to laboratory 
analyses and more traditional paleographic or historical studies. The issue 
was not resolved until a professional journalist conducted a journalistic inves-
tigation. If this method of verification of manuscript authenticity joins the 
others, it would be an undisputable benefit of this whole four-year-long saga.

Keywords: Gospel of Jesus’ Wife, Karen King, papyrology

Introduction

Almost all the most important manuscripts that bring us 
knowledge about the religion and culture of late ancient Egypt 
came to light not in the course of systematic and duly documented 
excavations but via the antiquarian market, which means uncon-
trolled digging (sometimes close to plundering) and a chain of 
agents. Examples include the Nag Hammadi codices (Robinson 
2014, pp. 1–119), the Codex Tchacos (Myszor, 2006, pp. 9–12; 
Nongbri, 2018, pp. 95–96), the Cologne Mani Codex (Koenen, 
1973), the Manichaean codices from Medinet Madi (Gardner, 
Lieu, 1996, p. 148), the library of the White Monastery etc.
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When lack of knowledge about the provenance of a manu-
script is the standard rather than the exception, forgeries are 
much easier to procure. The falsification of ancient papyri has its 
origin at the very dawn of modern papyrology and codicology. 
We can find biblical papyri forged by Constantinos Simonides 
(Jones, 2015, 369–373) already in the 1860s, but the problem of 
forgeries is still one of the most heatedly debated. In November 
2018, many scholars published an open letter to Brill publishing 
house regarding a 2016 volume containing biblical fragments 
(bought by private collectors in the years 2009–2014) allegedly 
found in the Dead Sea area. So far, five of them have already 
been identified as modern forgeries (Mazza, 2018). In the light 
of such facts, it has become urgently necessary to diagnose the 
weak points in academia that forgers target. Success depends on 
the application of procedures that allow effective identification 
of forgeries. For these challenges, a case study of the so-called 
Gospel of Jesus’ Wife (GJW) seems particularly instructive.

Outline of the saga

In July 2010, a private collector who wanted to protect his 
identity contacted Karen King, a professor at Harvard Divinity 
School, and informed her about a papyrus in his possession which 
mentions the married status of Jesus. In 2011, he renewed his 
proposal with a suggestion that he had already found a willing 
buyer but preferred to give the manuscript to an academic insti-
tution. The owner never claimed the manuscript was authentic. 
He even asked for its authenticity to be verified. He said he 
had purchased a lot comprising six Coptic papyri in November 
1999 from Hans-Ulrich Laukamp, who reportedly bought them 
in Potsdam in 1963. The proof of the transaction was a pho-
tocopy of a sale agreement. The owner also gave King further 
documentation:

– a copy of a letter from H.-U. Laukamp to Peter Munro 
from 1982. Munro, an Egyptologist himself, relates in the let-
ter his consultation with Gebhard Fecht who had recognized 
a fragment of the Gospel according to John among the papyri;

– an undated note by Munro who, once again referring to 
Fecht, mentions a piece of papyrus containing the words said 
by Jesus: ‘my wife’;
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– a graphic file with an interlinear translation of the Coptic 
text into English (presented in public in August 2015).

Before making any public announcement about the papy-
rus, King consulted with some of the most eminent scholars on 
papyrology and the Coptic language: Roger Bagnall, AnneMarie 
Luijendijk, and Ariel Shisha-Halevy.

On September 18, 2012, during the International Congress 
of Coptic Studies held in Rome, King delivered a paper under 
the title “A New Coptic Gospel Fragment” which, although it 
might spark interest among specialists, did not suggest any wider 
attention outside that circle. The scrap of papyrus has no title, 
but King labelled it provocatively as the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife. 
At the time, a draft of her paper was published on the Harvard 
Divinity School website. The final text did not appear in the 
conference proceedings but was published in the Harvard Theo-
logical Review in 2014 (King, 2014a).

Before the discovery was announced to academics at the con-
gress, Harvard Divinity School informed the media: The New 
York Times, The Boston Globe and Smithsonian magazine. The 
Smithsonian Channel planned to produce a one-hour-long doc-
umentary about the papyrus with the intention of broadcasting 
it on September 30. Since severe doubts about the authenticity 
of the manuscript appeared, the broadcast was cancelled, but 
work on it had definitely started before September 18. Ariel 
Sabar, a freelance journalist, interviewed King already two weeks 
ahead of the Roman congress (Lied, 2016, p. 5); the interview 
was published on the Smithsonian magazine website already on 
September 17. The day after the official presentation of the dis-
covery, a special press conference was organized in Rome. From 
the very beginning, the press tried to interpret King’s paper in 
line with political implications, suggesting that Rome was not 
chosen for the place of the announcement by mere chance (Sabar, 
2012b). Such active involvement of the media, exploring new and 
unexpected aspects of the case, enabled Liv Ingeborg Lied to call 
the whole process a “saga” (Lied, 2016, pp. 2–3).

Mechanism of mystifi cation

Following the story of the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife, we can 
clearly recognize that a skilled forger is not enough to ensure 
an effective mystification. At least three elements are required:
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1. A forger. Now revealed as the owner of the papyrus, Walter 
Fritz never confessed to fabricating it, and his case was never put 
before a court, but abundant circumstantial evidence gathered in 
the course of a journalistic investigation by Ariel Sabar (2016) is 
very convincing. Fritz graduated in Egyptology in Germany and 
was a PhD student, so he knew enough to produce a successful 
forgery. Although his possible motives remain unclear, he had 
a few good reasons to launch a mystification (financial profits, 
revenge for personal failures, popularization of his ideas; for each 
of them there is enough support in the documentation provided 
by Sabar; see also Depuydt, 2014, 176–177).

2. A scholar. Karen King was deeply engaged in feminist 
interpretation of early Christianity. She highlighted the vital role 
of women in the early decades of the new religion, later relegated 
to the margins by patriarchal clericalism (King, 1988; King, 
1997; King, 2003). She was by no means isolated in her inter-
pretations, despite the fact that part of public opinion regarded 
such views as ideologically biased: “Mary Magdalene has become 
a project for a certain kind of ideologically committed feminist 
scholarship” (Woodward, 2003). Already the first reactions to 
her paper noted that the papyrus as a potential forgery might 
be a deliberate attempt to compromise the feminist approach. 

3. An institution. Media coverage of the discovery and the crea-
tion of an ‘event’ restricted to selected media as a piece of exclusive 
news would be virtually impossible without the involvement of an 
academic institution like Harvard Divinity School. King’s role in 
this process remains unknown. This dynamic between academia 
and the media resulted in a strategy of promotion that had the 
label “the Gospel of Jesus’ wife” at its center – a title without 
a doubt chosen with full awareness of its reception in the media.

Mechanisms of demystifi cation

From the very moment of the public presentation of the papy-
rus, its authenticity was put into question. We can point to three 
approaches taken to verify or negate the genuineness of the manuscript.

1. Laboratory analyses

The papyrus was subjected to various laboratory tests and could 
be counted among the scientifically best analyzed manuscripts 
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in history. The decision of Harvard Divinity School deserves 
appreciation, because the owners of ancient manuscripts (includ-
ing institutions) often do not allow destructive analyses (such 
as radiocarbon dating) for fear of the early dating of objects in 
their possession being challenged (Nongbri, 2018, 270). On the 
other hand, however, the official website devoted to the Gospel 
(https://gospelofjesusswife.hds.harvard.edu/) contains no other 
results besides these scientific analyses, as if laboratory tests 
alone could resolve the issue once and for all.

a. Radiocarbon analysis resulted in dates ranging from the 
7th to the 9th century AD (Tuross, 2014; Cf. King, 2014, p. 135)

b. Raman analysis proved that the ink used on the papyrus 
does not differ from ancient ink recipes (King, 2014, pp. 134–135)

c. Fourier-transform infrared microspectroscopy proved the 
homogeneity of the chemical composition of the papyrus in all 
its parts and showed that the patterns of oxidation are compat-
ible with ancient manuscripts.

d. Scrutiny of the damaged area of the papyrus did not prove 
the presence of ink on the lower layer of the fibers, which would 
indicate that the ink was put on previously damaged material 
(Choat, 2014, p. 160–161).

As long as the discussion on the manuscript’s authenticity 
only centered on scientific methods, no definitive conclusion 
could be reached. Although there was no proof against the phys-
ical authenticity of the papyrus, nevertheless forgery of the texts 
was not excluded. We need to bear in mind that a skilled forger 
is fully aware of standard scientific procedures (and we indeed 
know that Fritz used to apply infrared to read pharaonic papyri, 
Sabar, 2016), and that even an amateur can buy an ancient scrap 
of blank papyrus online and produce an imitation of an ancient 
ink at home. Indeed, it turns out to be relatively easy to fabri-
cate a fake that would positively pass laboratory examination. In 
such a case, the cult of hard science would make demystification 
even more difficult.

2. “Traditional” methods of verifi cation

Already in September 2012, a draft of King’s paper appeared 
online. Also, another scrap bought together with the GJW, con-
taining a fragment of the Gospel according to John, was also 
publicized and relatively quickly identified as a forgery (Bąk, 
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2016b). The text of the Gospel was immediately caught in a heavy 
crossfire of criticism. Interestingly, a detailed discussion took 
place not only (even not predominantly) in peer-review journals 
but on scholarly blogs. 

Paleographic analyses did not unanimously prove whether 
this was a modern forgery. When some scholars pointed to the 
untypical ductus of the writing and the application of a brush 
instead of a pen (kalamos) (Lundhaug, Suciu, 2012), others gave 
examples of authentic papyri featuring the same specification 
(Choat, 2014). In the case of paleography, the lack of definitive 
conclusions is indeed the rule rather than the exception.

The accumulation of meaningful phrases on such a tiny and 
mutilated scrap of papyrus also fell under suspicion. Hugo Lun-
dhaug and Alin Suciu write that “we welcome anyone to try to 
cut out a piece of this size from any literary codex from late 
antiquity and get a result that is as easy as this one to make 
sense of and interpret” (Lundhaug, Suciu, 2012). But also in 
this case, other scholars disagree, accentuating the difficulty of 
putting the separate phrases together into coherent passages that 
would fit into the limited space of the lost parts of the papyrus 
(Watson, 2012b).

Textual relations between the GJW and the Gospel of Thomas 
(preserved in the second codex from Nag Hammadi) were evident 
to scholars from the beginning of the discussion. Nevertheless, 
they differ in the conclusions drawn from that fact. For some, 
the Gospel of Thomas was the source of textual excerpts used to 
fabricate a patchwork (Depuydt, 2014; Bąk, 2016a, pp. 74–82), 
for King the dependence was only on a literary level – nothing 
unexpected in the Christian Apocrypha (King, 2014a, p.  157; 
King, 2014b, p. 193).

More intriguing was the fact that the pattern of the lines 
of text in the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife is the same as in the Nag 
Hammadi manuscript (and editions) of the Gospel of Thomas 
(Watson, 2012a). Especially striking is the first line, which begins 
and ends in almost perfect accordance with the divisions in the 
Nag Hammadi codex (NHC II 49,36 – 50 ,1 = GosThom log. 
101,1–2, Gathercole, 2015, 304–305). Besides this, the GJW has 
many orthographic and syntactical peculiarities that cannot be 
explained by purely literary interdependence between the two 
texts. The only possible solution was the direct dependence of 
King’s manuscript on the Nag Hammadi codex, which appears 
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extremely unlikely, especially since we would have to assume 
a very faithful tradition of the GJW text throughout the four 
centuries after the Nag Hammadi codex was buried in the 4th 

(or 5th) century (Gathercole, 2015, 302–312).
It was even possible to trace that the forger used an interlin-

ear translation by Mike Grondin published online as a pdf file 
in 2002. The Gospel of Jesus’ Wife duplicates a typographical 
error making the Coptic text grammatically incorrect (Gather-
cole, 2015, 304–305). Similarly, the English translation provided 
by the owner of the papyrus comes from the same edition. It 
is reasonable to think that the forger reassembled the phrases 
isolated from their original context in the Coptic as well as in 
the English text (Bernhard, 2017). Although some errors occur 
in the translation, they might have been made deliberately to 
suggest a lack of language expertise (according to the owner, 
the translation was made by a Coptic priest).

Besides many doubts raised by the text itself, King’s interpre-
tation of the fragmentarily preserved lines was based on a formula 
unattested in any other early Christian text. Undeniably, some 
Christians were interested in the special role of Mary Magdalene 
in the circle of Jesus’ disciples, some texts even testified that 
she was thought to be initiated in a special way into his salvific 
mission. However, not a single text recognizes Mary Magdalene 
as Jesus’ wife; not one even suggests that Jesus was married at 
all (Myszor, 2013, 170–172; Gathercole, 2015, 294–302). Mean-
while, this is the path King’s interpretation follows, and it is no 
wonder that far-reaching speculation exploded in some media 
and among a wider audience (Sabar, 2012b), though King never 
suggested that the papyrus could contribute something to our 
knowledge about the historical Jesus.

3. Journalistic investigation

Although the heated discussion among biblical scholars and 
papyrologists provided solid premises for forgery, arguments 
based on the laboratory tests, as being founded on hard sci-
ence, were put forward all the time against evaluation based on 
paleography (which actually was not unequivocal), content and 
historical probability. The involvement of a professional journalist 
was crucial for breaking this stalemate. Ariel Sabar had covered 
the saga from its start and, when the suspicion of forgery was 
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raised, conducted a thorough investigation in the United States 
and Germany (Sabar, 2016). There is no place or need here to 
summarize the whole story. His article in The Atlantic is worth 
reading not only because of the facts but also for its admirable 
journalistic methodology. The reconstructed history behind the 
GJW turns out to be exceptionally sensational. Sabar used many 
methods to obtain information. He combined online resources 
(starting from web browsing, through searching publicly avail-
able databases on persons and companies, to research on porn 
fora, which also yielded some important pieces of the puzzle), 
personal interviews (with members of families, former employ-
ees and familiars of persons mentioned in the documents given 
to King and others deduced from them), verification of the 
authenticity of modern documentation, and even reading The 
Da Vinci Code (this – it appears – might have been the forger's 
inspiration). None of these methods belongs to the repertoire of 
a biblical scholar or papyrologist.

Conclusions

Some more general conclusions can be drawn from the whole 
discussion over the authenticity of the GJW. On the one hand, 
it is very clear now that neither traditional judgements based 
on the experience and intuition of scholars nor laboratory tests 
(which is especially worth underlining) are able to provide defini-
tive arguments when we are dealing with a tangle of personal, 
institutional and media business interests. This is especially the 
case when the truth about a given artefact lies not only in itself 
but also in the complicated biographies and shady transactions 
that contributed to its creation. It seems that the space for jour-
nalists in the process of discovering the past has become much 
wider than before. In September 2016, at a conference focused 
on manuscript forgeries, besides scholars the speakers were also 
journalists participating on equal terms: Ariel Sabar and Nina 
Burleigh who worked on another infamous fake of recent years, 
the so-called ossuary of James, brother of Jesus (Mazza, 2016).

On the other hand, academia should be more cautious when 
collaborating with the media, especially in profiling its message 
to fit promotional strategies. All in all, the whole affair with 
the GJW was the effect of scholarly debate being obstructed by 
media involvement.
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Why Is Philosophy Bad for the Soul? 
Commentary on Al-Ġazālī’s Critique 

of the Philosophers1

Abstract

In this text, two notions described in two works by Al-Ġazālī are analyzed: 
the notion of “precipitance” (Arabic: tahāfut) and “attachment to authority” 
(Arabic: taqlīd), which are described in Tahāfut al-falāsifa (English: The Precip-
itance of the Philosophers) and Al-Munqiḏ min al-ḍalāl (English: Rescuer from 
Error). I try to show that Al-Ġazālī in his criticism of philosophy focused not 
only on theoretical issues, but that one of the key parts of his criticism are 
practical issues concerning the philosophers’ way of life. Pointing to specific 
examples of using the two aforementioned concepts to overthrow philosophy, 
I propose a different interpretation of these two late works by Al-Ġazālī.

Keywords: Al-Ġazālī, Islam, philosophy, erring

Al-Ġazālī, a Muslim thinker who lived at the turn of the 11th 
and 12th centuries, is known to this day not only as the author 
of texts on the theology and spirituality of Islam, but also as 
a sworn opponent of falsafa – the philosophy developed by Arab 
authors between the 9th and 14th centuries within the Cali-
phate and other Muslim countries. In two of his works, Tahāfut 
al-falāsifa (The Precipitance of the Philosophers, also translated as 
The Incoherence of the Philosophers) and Al-Munqiḏ min al-ḍalāl 
(Rescuer from Error), he focuses on overthrowing the arguments 
and concepts attributed to the authors of falsafa. 

1 The paper is based on studies conducted as part of a research project fi-
nanced by the National Science Center (NCN) (Etiuda program, No. 2017/24/T/
HS1/00281). 
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In the present text, however, I would like to demonstrate that 
besides views and theories, in his critique Al-Ġazālī also says 
a great deal about the life practice of Arab philosophers. More-
over, it was two fundamental errors of action, which Al-Ġazālī 
calls “precipitance” (tahāfut, cf. Treiger, 2012) and “conforming 
to authority” (taqlīd), that – according to the author – led the 
philosophers to make serious cognitive mistakes. The present 
paper will analyze Al-Ġazālī’s position on these issues. In the 
first part, I will focus on a brief presentation of the ideological 
context in which the author of Rescuer from Error wrote his 
works, and then will move on to an analysis of the two ideas 
he developed: precipitance, and taqlīd as stemming from it. Part 
two will discuss the consequences, which also appear significant 
from a contemporary perspective, of Al-Ġazālī’s critique and the 
remedial measures he proposes, which he believed would help 
overcome trends harmful to philosophy. To conclude, I will briefly 
outline the impact that my proposed interpretation of Al-Ġazālī’s 
works could have on the evaluation of his entire oeuvre in the 
context of contemporary research (cf. e.g. Garden, 2014; Griffel, 
2009; Treiger, 2012).

1. Ideological context

Understanding the sense of Al-Ġazālī’s oeuvre also requires 
understanding the purpose of specific works he wrote in a his-
torical, cultural and ideological context. Al-Ġazālī was (and 
still is) known mainly as the author of one of the most impor-
tant works of Muslim religious literature: The Revival of the 
Religious Sciences. In his lifetime he also headed the famous 
Niẓāmīya madrasa, a Qur’anic school in Baghdad (Günther, 
2010, pp. 15–35). His long-time master was the famous thinker 
Al-Ğuwaynī (d. 1085), who represented the Ashʿarite school of 
theology. It was to him that Al-Ġazālī owed the possibility to 
explore various sciences, including Aristotelian and Avicennian 
philosophy (Garden, 2014, p. 18 and Griffel, 2009, pp. 30–31). 
It needs remembering, though, that Al-Ğuwaynī primarily taught 
kalām and Ashʿarite theology. This means falsafa was most likely 
presented in an openly critical approach.

Taking part in the battles between theological and political 
groups of his time, Al-Ġazālī rejected Ashʿarism as the proper 
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method of theological studies. In addition, he involved himself 
in the struggle for the succession of his patron, the vizier of the 
Seljuk state, Niẓām al-Mulk, murdered by supporters of Hassan 
as-Sabbah who were later called the Nizaris or Assassins; this 
was a faction of the Ismailis to whom Al-Ġazālī devoted several 
polemic works. It was probably in the context of the fierce battle 
for political and religious power that accusations compromis-
ing Al-Ġazālī as a Muslim cleric appeared, charging him with 
belonging to the falsafa group. The rulers of the Caliphate at 
the turn of the 11th and 12th centuries considered philosophy 
to be a heterodox trend in Islam. Contemporary researchers (e.g. 
Abul Quasem, 1974; Treiger, 2012) point out that this was the 
period when The Precipitance of the Philosophers and Rescuer 
from Error were written, and they, too, should be interpreted as 
polemical works. It is important to remember that it is in these 
two works above all that Al-Ġazālī focuses his criticism also on 
the life practice of philosophers.

2. Tahāfut 

What is the “precipitance” from the title of one of Al-Ġazālī’s 
main works on philosophy, the aforementioned Tahāfut al-falā-
sifa (cf. Marmura, 2000)? In the Latin Middle Ages, due to the 
title having been translated as Destructio Philosophorum (“the 
destruction of the philosophers”), a myth arose and then func-
tioned for many centuries that Al-Ġazālī was the author of the 
definitive work refuting the theories of the ancient and medieval 
philosophers. However, tahāfut does not only mean questioning 
theoretical concepts. In one of his earlier treatises, Criterion of 
Action, Al-Ġazālī points out that “precipitance” is the main mis-
take made by those who strive for happiness and choose it as the 
practical goal of their lives. “Precipitance,” he claims, “accom-
panies them incessantly, filling every hour of the day, leaving 
them unable to identify what desires truly drive them” (Mīzān 
al-ʿ amal, p. 25, in: Bīğū, 2008). In The Niche for Lights, mean-
while, in a fragment describing the development of the “power 
of imagination,” Al-Ġazālī writes about a child who: 

cries and demands something even if it is hidden from him, because 
it appears in his imagination. Some animals have this ability, but 
others do not. Moths, which are lost when they fly toward firelight 
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(Arabic: al-mutahāfit ʿalā l-nār) do not have [imagination] because 
they gather around the flame striving for the sun’s light, confusing 
the lamp with an open window leading them to the light. They rush 
at [fire] which injures them. And if they fly by and find themselves 
in darkness again, they return to [the light] once more. If they 
remembered the pain this caused them, they would not return to 
[that light], having been burned once. So does a dog that has taken 
a beating with a stick run when he sees it again (Miškāt al-anwār, 
p. 36, in: Buchman, 1998).

What is more, however, to Al-Ġazālī precipitance means the 
lack of proper mental practice consisting of appropriate inner 
exercise that serves to cleanse the intellect (as a tool of cogni-
tion) of anything that prevents it from focusing on the subject of 
study. Writing about this cleansing process, Al-Ġazālī indicates 
that precipitance is the effect of its lack or – as in the case of the 
philosophers – it being performed wrongly. As he writes in The 
Niche for Lights, the necessity to properly cleanse the intellect 
stems from the fact that the power of imagination, which is closely 
linked to it, is like “glass” which, on one hand, “lets through” 
whatever ultimately reaches the intellect. Like glass, however, the 
imagination is made “from earthly clay” and therefore requires 
constant “cleaning” and “polishing.” In the metaphors used in 
the treatise The Niche for Lights, reason is like a lamp that nev-
ertheless has to be protected from “strong upheavals” with (well-
cleaned) glass, i.e. the power of imagination, and also memory 
which is related to it. As Al-Ġazālī writes, pure imagination is 
essential in the process of studying, something the philosophers 
seem to forget:

It [i.e. imagination] is very much needed, because it enables rational 
knowledge to be organized, thanks to which it is not mixed up, 
shaken and scattered … Images from the power of imagination 
are very helpful to rational knowledge … It is thanks to cleaning 
and polishing it like glass that it does not obscure the light of the 
lamp [i.e. reason], but rather passes it on in an appropriate way. It 
also protects the light from destructive winds and strong upheavals 
(Miškāt al-anwār, pp. 39–40).

Precipitance is described in a similar way in Tahāfut al-falā-
sifa. Here, it applies mainly to the study practice of philosophers, 
which to Al-Ġazālī is often connected with excessive faith in 
everything cognition brings, and with an uncontrollable desire 
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to learn. Practically every chapter (discussion on a given view) 
in The Precipitance of the Philosophers ends with the author’s 
conclusion that the philosophers put too much trust in the capa-
bility of human reason. For example, summarizing the twelfth 
discussion, on the self-knowledge of God, which according to the 
author the philosophers are unable to prove, Al-Ġazālī writes: 

That is why, out of necessity, they must reject His knowledge of 
Himself, since nothing but [His] will justifies the existence [of the 
self-knowledge of God] and nothing proves it besides the fact that 
the world came into being in [a specific] time. Interpreting this doc-
trine [i.e. on the existence of the self-knowledge of God] as false, 
one can consider everything to be false if one thinks about these 
things using reason alone … There is no astonishment or surprise 
in the reflection of these confused minds on the names of God. The 
only astonishing thing is the arrogance found in their souls (Arabic: 
ağibuhum bi-ānfasihin) and their faith in their own arguments. What 
surprises is their conviction that they know of these matters with 
absolute certainty, despite the confusion and errors (Arabic: al-ḫabṭ 
wa al-ḫabāl) they commit (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p. 133). 

But what causes errors in the practice of the philosophers in 
their studies? In Al-Ġazālī’s opinion, precipitance is connected 
with a special attitude toward one’s own mind, namely excessive 
faith in personal cognitive capabilities: 

I have noticed that a certain group of people believe in their own 
superiority over others, because they are more intelligent and know 
more. They have abandoned all the religious obligations fulfilled by 
Muslims. They mock the good recommendations of Islam, above 
all the practice of piety and avoiding what is forbidden. They dis-
regard what Sharia law teaches. Not only do they ignore bans, but 
they reject faith in Islam by various speculations and following the 
example of people ‘who repel from the path of God, who strive to 
make it crooked and who disbelieve in the Hereafter’ (cf. Qur’an 
7:45) (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p. 1).

Therefore precipitance is linked to pride – the suspension 
of a kind of self-criticism or self-reflection in relation to one’s 
beliefs – which leads a person to lose the right path of cogni-
tion and, consequently, life practice. To Al-Ġazālī this means, of 
course, rejecting Islam. In the summary of the third discussion, 
Al-Ġazālī writes about the philosophers exploring the mysteries 
of the hereafter or God’s names as being people who: 
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stray from His straight path and lose their way on the road of His 
leadership; they also contradict His words: ‘I did not take them as 
witnesses to the creation of the heavens and the earth or to the cre-
ation of themselves’ (Qur’an 18:51). They think about God with the 
wrong words, and, finally, they believe that the depth of His divine 
nature could be captured with the help of human powers. They are 
full of arrogance with regard to their minds (Arabic: al-maġrūrīn 
bi- ͑uqūlihim) (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p. 71). 

In the introduction to The Precipitance, meanwhile, Al-Ġazālī 
indicates that this “arrogance” or “pride” leads the philosophers 
to think they are better than “the Prophet and His compan-
ions,” that they no longer have to pray and perform the ritu-
als prescribed by Islam (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p.  1) and thus also 
lead astray ordinary faithful Muslims (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p. 2). 
Therefore the ultimate effect of precipitance – understood to 
mean the erroneous practice and inappropriate working of the 
human mind – is, in Al-Ġazālī’s view, that the philosophers will 
be unable to achieve knowledge of the truth, and consequently 
to achieve happiness, because “achieving a goal and salvation 
are only possible thanks to knowledge and practice [realized] 
together” (Mīzān al-ʿ amal, p. 26). 

3. Taqlīd

This is not the end of the critique of the philosophers. As 
Al-Ġazālī notes, precipitance causes them to accept without reflec-
tion anything they have taken from the ancient philosophers. 
Their error, therefore, is both tahāfut and taqlīd:

The deviation of these people stems from … mindless acceptance of 
everything they hear or see around them. They could not avoid this. 
They were raised in a non-Muslim environment, and their ancestors 
followed the wrong path. Secondly, their deviation comes from cog-
nitive errors: skepticism, inappropriate leadership and stupidity based 
on fabricated ideas … When I saw the emptiness of these confused 
fools, I decided I would write this book in order to refute the ancient 
philosophers. It will show their precipitance and the error of their 
views (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p. 2).

The notion of taqlīd is decidedly negative in character in 
Al-Ġazālī’s anti-philosophical writings, and is linked to blind 
imitation of a given teacher or doctrine, which leads a person to 
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switch off their own inner mental effort in acquiring knowledge 
of the truth (but at the same time, it can be the effect thereof, 
cf. Menn, 2003, p. 148). Rescuer from Error, an autobiography, 
shows the original vision of how Al-Ġazālī freed himself of the 
taqlīd of Ismailite doctrine as well as falsafa and kalām. In a sense, 
according to Al-Ġazālī taqlīd is described as a “natural” attitude: 
Children of Muslims, but also followers of other religions, acquire 
their main beliefs at home and thus accept the authority of those 
religions. But Al-Ġazālī points out the simple fact that this is 
precisely why everyone leaves home with the religion they were 
raised in, but these beliefs (Arabic: iʿ tiqād) are not the same as 
knowledge (Arabic: ʿilm). 

The nominal aim of Rescuer from Error is to show how 
Al-Ġazālī achieved a level of reliable knowledge, by rejecting 
the senses as its source on one hand, and on the other – an 
important consideration – rejecting the teachings of various 
religious groups and the teachings of influential philosophers 
(Al-Munqiḏ min al-ḍalāl, p. 15, in: Jabre, 1969). Al-Ġazālī points 
out, however, that contrary to the Caliphate’s other intellectual 
traditions, a blind attachment to falsafa leads not only to intel-
lectual laziness or erroneous conclusions from one’s studies, but 
also precipitance and pride. This is, according to the author, 
related particularly to studies in logic and mathematics, which 
at the time were considered an essential introduction to philoso-
phy. In Al-Ġazālī’s view, however, young students often fell into 
an unusual trap: 

the first flaw [of philosophy] is visible to anyone studying mathe-
matics, namely the amazing precision and clarity of proofs. That is 
why he begins to trust the philosophers more, and to think that all 
sciences resemble mathematics in terms of clarity and reliability. … 
Paradigms in mathematical sciences are categorical in nature, whereas 
in metaphysics they are probable (Arabic: taḥmīn). But if someone 
follows taqlīd, they will not accept this [aforementioned conclusion] 
but, guided by a desire for, an absurd2 drive toward and a love of 
[their own way] of reasoning, they will insist on a good opinion of 
all sciences [and thus mistakenly insist on the categorical nature 
of all sciences]. And this is a huge mistake that should be a warning 

2 The ambiguous term bāṭil is analyzed, among others, by Linant de Belle-
fonds, Y. (2012), “Fāsid wa Bāṭil”, in: P. Bearman et al. (Ed.), Encyclopaedia 
of Islam. Second Edition, retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573–3912_
islam_COM_0215 and Rosenthal, F. (2014), p. 420.
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to everyone who begins studying these [mathematical] sciences. Even 
if they are not related to the issue of religion, because they are part 
of the foundation of their sciences, their wrongdoing and corruption 
[i.e. that of the philosophers who follow taqlīd and amend sciences in 
absurd ways] will also infect those studying [mathematical sciences]. 
Few [people studying mathematics] are not stripped of religion, 
willingly taking the bridle of piety off their heads (Al-Munqiḏ min 
al-ḍalāl, p. 21)3. 

Al-Ġazālī shows that pride – the most serious accusation 
against the practice of the philosophers – already applies to 
beginner students, not just their masters. Enchanted by the clarity 
and precision of mathematical reasonings, they conclude that the 
same properties apply to metaphysical reasonings, including those 
that consider religious issues. What is important, however, is that 
following this mistaken belief which gives them an illusory sense 
of certainty, they take off the “bridle of piety,” namely the tool 
thanks to which people can be guided by God and true religion 
in their life practice. Pride connected with wrongful practice and 
knowledge unaware of its own limitations ultimately leads to 
unbelief. In other words, philosophy threatens to lead people to 
abandon Islam, which Al-Ġazālī considers to be tantamount not 
only to unhappiness on earth but also to eternal damnation. Such 
a threat is due to the fact that the philosophers, in the author’s 
view, have mixed truth (adopted from the prophets) with falsehood 
(cf. Al-Munqiḏ min al-ḍalāl, pp. 25–26). What is worse, however, 
the attachment to reason is so great that students of philosophy 
fall into the trap of taqlīd, thoughtless imitation that eliminates 
any training of the imagination. Hence, as Al-Ġazālī writes in 
The Precipitance, we need to see that as far as knowledge coming 
from falsafa is concerned, “ignorance is closer to salvation than 
reasoning stripped of faith. Blindness is closer to the whole than 
cross-eyed vision” (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p. 3).

3 “Fa-haḏā īḏa qarrara ʿala haḏā al-alaḏī alḥada bi-taqlīd lam yaqaʿu minhu 
mawqiʿ al-qubūl bal taḥmaluhu ġalba al-hawa wa al-šahwa al-bāṭila wa ḥub al-
takāīs ʿala ān yuṣarru ʿala taḥsīn al-ẓann bi-him fī al-ʿulūm kulluhā. Fa-haḏihi āfa 
ʿaẓīma li-āǧiliha yaǧibu zaǧr kul man yaḫūḍu fī tilka al-ʿulūm fa-ānnahā wa īn lam 
tataʿallaqu bi-ʾāmr ad-dīn, wa lakin lamā kānat min al-mabādīʾ ʿulūmihim saraa 
īlayhi šarihim wa šuʾumihim fa-qalla man yaḫūḍu fīhā īllā wa yanḫalaʿu min ad-
dīn wa yanḥalu ʿ an rʾasihi li-ǧām al-taqwa.” I would like to thank Anna Wilczyńska 
and Tomasz Pietrzak for their help with the translation of this obscure excerpt. 
Comments are added in square brackets – K.W.
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In the end, then, an improper relationship between the lower 
and higher powers of the human mind seems to be the source of 
the philosophers’ problems. In the introduction to The Revival 
of the Religious Sciences, Al-Ġazālī criticizes “false scholars” who 
“cause people to imagine that knowledge means no more than 
a decree of someone in power (Arabic: fatwā) … or a theologi-
cal argument in a discussion (Arabic: ğadal) in which everyone, 
guided by vanity, sharpens their weapons to defeat their oppo-
nent … or a poem (Arabic: saj ͑) thanks to which a preacher 
wins the people’s acclaim” (Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn, vol. 1, p. 2). In 
the context of the above, it appears that an improper attitude 
to knowledge leading to precipitance means that one should 
also count the philosophers among “false scholars.” Al-Ġazālī 
definitely had a low opinion of them. On many occasions, he 
portrays them as authors who strive for knowledge solely because 
of “earthly” things, those that concern themselves, their careers 
and accolades above all. Thus, what Al-Ġazālī condemns is not 
knowledge itself, but a purely worldly, mercenary and ambi-
tion-driven approach to it. In his view, this is the fundamental 
mistake of the philosophers (cf. Kukkonen 2016). That is the 
reason why Al-Ġazālī takes it upon himself to “undo the knots 
of [false] opinions,” which is meant to lead to liberation from 
“blind imitation of authority” (Al-Munqiḏ min al-ḍalāl, p. 15). 
Incidentally, it worth adding that Al-Ġazālī judged his role to 
be a commendable one, as that of someone who brings new life: 

Ignorance is the worst death, and knowledge is the best life. God, 
glory be to Him, mentioned knowledge and ignorance in His holy 
book and called them life and death (cf. Qur’an 51:10–13). Whoever 
lifts anyone from ignorance to knowledge creates a new man and gives 
him a new, blessed life (Al-Maqṣad al-asnā, p. 136, in: Shehadi, 1971).

4. Counteracting precipitance

As a “savior from error” bringing “rescue from the wrong 
path” of the philosophers, Al-Ġazālī devoted a lot of attention to 
ways of counteracting precipitance of the mind and an improper 
attitude toward authorities. The main tool Al-Ġazālī indicates as 
being effective in the proper shaping of one’s mind is the afore-
mentioned “cleansing of the soul.” A practice often mentioned 
by the author of The Precipitance of the Philosophers is reminding 
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oneself of one’s intellectual capabilities, exercising the imagina-
tion that connects the soul to the body, enables one to remem-
ber about the need to have “both feet firmly on the ground.” 
Secondly, it is the imagination – as a power to which memory is 
linked – that enables one to recall mistakes made in the past; in 
other words, it stimulates self-reflection. Importantly, Al-Ġazālī 
believes the cleansing process, although necessarily performed 
by oneself, can be made more efficient by “a guide along a wise 
path” (Arabic: wā ͑ iḏ zakiyy al-sīra, Mīzān al-ʿ amal, p. 25). This 
can be accomplished, for example, by stimulating “appropriate 
images in the imagination” so that “doubt” is born in the mind. 
As Al-Ġazālī admits, the “pride” of the philosophers is so great 
that it is impossible for anything to “amaze” them in their state 
of mind. They are already “intellectually barren” (Tahāfut al-falā-
sifa, p.  106), therefore they are unable to stimulate their own 
minds – they need someone (or possibly something, e.g. the right 
reading matter) to do it for them (cf. Garden, 2014, p. 56). That 
is why Al-Ġazālī casts himself in the role of a “snake charmer” 
capable of handling the snake (symbolizing falsafa: cf. Al-Munqiḏ 
min al-ḍalāl, p. 28). He can thus extract what is valuable from 
it, and even produce an antidote to the snake’s venom; similarly, 
taking the writings of the philosophers, he will be able to draw 
from them whatever is of value to society and make it immune 
to their errors.

Importantly, Al-Ġazālī displayed a similar attitude toward 
other intellectual traditions of his times, including Sufism which, 
according to many popular studies, he supposedly represented. 
In the treatise Criterion of Action (Mīzān al-ʿ amal), Al-Ġazālī 
describes a state of excellence as the appropriate combination 
and use of two life paths: that of theorists (i.e. the philosophers) 
and that of Sufis, while pointing also to their insufficiency. What 
is important, he makes use of an unusual literary form for this: 
a tale about a ruler. The king in this story invited Byzantines and 
Chinese to his court to decorate the walls in one of his chambers. 
This enabled him to compare which of them were better. The 
Byzantines asked him to provide all kinds of paint and tools so 
they could produce their masterpiece, while the Chinese only 
asked for materials needed for cleaning and polishing. Once the 
work was completed, the Byzantines’ project was unveiled and 
enchanted everyone. Then they looked toward the artists from 
China, who were standing in front of a giant curtain concealing 
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their part of the room. When the curtain was pulled aside, the 
enchantment was even greater: A huge mirror reflected a perfect 
image of the Byzantines’ artwork. 

Thus, whereas theorists (“the Byzantines”) progress toward 
excellence by adding many wonderful things, sciences and vir-
tues to their minds, Sufis (“the Chinese”) achieve excellence by 
cleansing their soul like a mirror, which is a typical theme in 
Muslim philosophy and spirituality. The content and knowledge 
they attain, however, is exactly the same. The conclusion from 
the story is that what decides about the difference in the lifestyle 
and knowledge a given person has is, above all, that person’s inner 
attitude, their approach to their own mind. Of course Al-Ġazālī 
underlines the fact that the philosophers’ undoing is their pride 
and their belief that science alone can be enough for their sal-
vation and happiness. According to the author, meanwhile, the 
most important thing is not so much to consider the concepts 
of sciences, which are one of the tools for improving the soul 
by enabling it to gain access to knowledge, as to define the path 
to happiness which, contrary to falsafa, can only lead through 
practice, to the exclusion of sciences (Mīzān al-ʿ amal, p. 45; cf. 
also: Iḥyāʾ  ʿulūm al-dīn, vol. 2, pp. 1379–1382).

As Al-Ġazālī underlines, philosophers find it especially hard 
to listen to wise guides and to doubt their own beliefs. In a letter 
to his followers he writes directly that

giving advice is simple. The problem lies in practicing it, because its 
taste is bitter (Arabic: ḏawq murr) to those who follow their desires, 
because their heart is close to misdeeds. This applies particularly 
to [people] studying theoretical sciences that deal with the urges of 
the soul (Arabic: ḥaḍ al-nafs) and worldly goods (Arabic: manāqib 
al-dunīā). They presume that pure knowledge, which requires no 
practice, is the way to salvation and rescue. That is the opinion of 
the philosophers. Glory be to God, the Almighty! Fools such as they 
do not know that by acquiring knowledge but not practicing it, they 
are preparing the harshest judgment for themselves. Because as the 
Prophet said, (peace and blessing be upon Him): ‘on Judgment Day 
they will suffer the most whom God entrusted with knowledge, but 
they did not take advantage of it’ (Ayyuha ʾl-Walad, pp. 91–92; in: 
Reisman, 2010).

Al-Ġazālī was aware of the existence of a philosophical 
way of life, but in his view it resulted rather in a life of scien-
tists detached from reality or exploiting their position to enjoy 
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worldly pleasures. “Even if you pour two thousand bottles of 
wine but do not drink them, you will not be drunk” (Ayyuha 
ʾl-Walad, p. 92). In other words, even if you learn thousands of 
philosophical arguments but do not live by them, you will not 
achieve wisdom – this is the advice, Socratic even, we find in 
Al-Ġazālī’s classic letter. On the other hand, it needs underlining 
that it was not necessarily doctrinal errors that were the main 
kind of error made by philosophers. This is especially noticeable 
in the treatise Criterion of Action, in which the work of “theo-
rists” – the Byzantine artists – is not presented in dark colors. 
After all, the king invited not only the Chinese (Sufis) but also 
the Byzantines (philosophers) to his court. Al-Ġazālī also gave 
a metaphorical description of the beauty that comes from the 
work of the philosophers. The most serious accusation seems to 
be that the philosophers do not necessarily treat seriously the 
relationship between theory and study on one hand and practice 
and life on the other. This is exactly why Al-Ġazālī saw a neces-
sity to develop his own, new concept of science, which he did 
in the treatise The Revival of the Religious Sciences.

In his magnum opus Al-Ġazālī outlined three fundamental 
branches of knowledge: the “science of praxis” (Arabic: ͑ ilm 
al-mu ͑āmala), the “science of unveiling” (Arabic: ilm al-mukāšafa) 
and, the most important of them, the “science of the hereafter” 
(literally: “science of the path to the hereafter”; Arabic: ilm ṭarīq 
al-āḫira). Insofar as the “science of praxis” and the “science of 
unveiling” echo the philosophical division into “practical” and 
“theoretical” sciences (cf., among others, Gilʿadi, 1989; Treiger, 
2012), the “science of the hereafter” is a new term. The task 
of this science is to designate a goal, namely ultimate happi-
ness, which the previous two sciences, in Al-Ġazālī’s view, are 
unable to designate (being devoted exclusively to either theory 
or practice): “the science (Arabic: ͑ ilm) thanks to which we 
strive for the goal of the hereafter (Arabic: al-ʿ ilm allaẓī yuta-
wağğahu bihī ilā al-āḫira) is divided into the ‘science of praxis’ 
and the ‘science of unveiling’. The science of unveiling is aimed 
at revealing the object of cognition (Arabic: kašf al-ma ͑ lūm 
faqat), whereas the science of practice, besides revealing it, is 
aimed at acting according to it (Arabic: al- ͑amal bihī)” (Iḥyāʾ, 
vol. 1, p. 3).

What causes us to practice the “science of the hereafter” well? 
What distinguishes proper from improper practice? According 
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to Al-Ġazālī, the fundamental difference lies precisely in an 
emphasis on spiritual practice connected with exercising the 
consciousness and rejecting “pure” science (i.e. based solely on 
theory or reasoning) as an effective tool for attaining happiness. 
On the other hand, in this way Al-Ġazālī carries out a “rational-
ization of Sufism” (Abrahamov, 2015, p. 37), using Sufi terms to 
express a concept that is actually close to the philosophers’ way 
of thinking. In fact it is a reasoned, rational basis that is able to 
prevent “the poisoning of rational power. [Without it], someone 
could say ‘I am the truth!’ and another ‘glory be to me, I am 
so great!’ … That is why the power of reason is God’s measure 
in His world” (Miškāt al-anwār, p. 18). Al-Ġazālī is aware that 
one should not exercise the soul without an appropriate “meas-
ure” – a tool ensuring some degree of objectivity of judgment 
and protecting one against madness, which seems to have often 
overwhelmed Sufi masters4. The author of The Revival of the Reli-
gious Sciences thus moves away from a “mystic” understanding of 
imitation of God as deification, i.e. becoming wholly like Him 
in nature, toward a more philosophical concept of “imitating 
God’s actions” by studying them.

5. Rejection of philosophy?

Does Al-Ġazālī reject all of philosophy, then? It is worth 
noting in this context that it is not without reason that Awer-
roes calls Al-Ġazālī a “chameleon” who “is an Ashʿarite to 
Ashʿarites, a Sufi to Sufis, and a philosopher to philosophers” 
(after: Hourani, 1985, pp.  135–136). As Treiger has shown, 
regarding many issues Al-Ġazālī drew on the philosophy of 
Avicenna, directly invoking his theory of the soul, intellect, his 
concept of ethics and theology – only calling them by different 
terms (Treiger, 2012, p. 6 and 119, p. 34). Al-Ġazālī states out-
right that acquiring knowledge – also using philosophical tools 
– is a way not only of getting to know God (understood as the 
fullness of truth), but also of imitating Him (Arabic: tašabbuh) 
and becoming more like Him (Arabic: taʿ alluh; cf. al-Maqṣad 

4 Al-Ġazālī is referring directly to a Sufi master, Al-Ḥallāğ (d. 310/922), who 
is famous for his saying “I am the truth,” for which he was sentenced to death by 
hanging. This pronouncement was meant to express his full union with God, the 
path leading to whom was excellence of practice.
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al-asnā, p. 65). Philosophical study is also a good way of “taming” 
the irrationalism that is associated with excessively performed 
religious practices.

Importantly, however, according to Al-Ġazālī not all concepts 
of the philosophers were generally contrary to the rules of reli-
gious law. One example applying to people was “the view that 
one can rationally justify that the soul is a substance existing 
in and of itself (Arabic: al-nafs ğawharān qāʾimān bi-nafsihi)” 
(Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p.  181). As the author of The Precipitance 
goes on to explain, this means above all “their view that reason 
itself is able to justify this and that there is no need to resort to 
revelation” (Tahāfut al-falāsifa, p.  182). On the other hand, in 
his opinion there has to be a foundation external to the human 
soul enabling the construction of a knowledge structure and, 
consequently, life practice leading to happiness. That foundation 
is God, whose existence prevents “absurd” conclusions regard-
ing the possibility of existence of “knowledge about knowledge 
about knowledge etc.” (cf. Griffel, 2009b). According to the 
author of The Precipitance of the Philosophers, human knowledge 
needs an external foundation, otherwise it will be necessary to 
accept that it is its own foundation, and that leads to regression 
ad infinitum.

It also needs mentioning that in a few of the discussions in 
The Precipitance, Al-Ġazālī mentions “refutation” (Arabic: ībṭāl) of 
various arguments, but – as Griffel points out – refutation does 
not mean rejecting the philosophical doctrines analyzed in this 
book: “It is clear that in his Incoherence Al-Ġazālī does not set 
out to prove the falsehood of all of – or even of most of – the 
philosophical teachings discussed there” (Griffel, 2009b, p. 98). 
Meanwhile, Treiger points out that the term ībṭāl in this case 
means criticism of the reasoning and not its conclusions, most 
of which Al-Ġazālī accepts (Treiger, 2012, p. 94):

It is in this sense that Al-Ghazālī’s Precipitance can be described as 
a ‘pseudorefutation,’ a kind of exercise in deconstructionist rheto-
ric and dialectic … The Precipitance operates on the level of i‘tiqād 
(opinion) rather than ma‘rifa (cognition) and is written for the 
mutakallimūn [representatives of kalām], about whom Al-Ghazālī 
always speaks with disdain, numbering them among the ‘common 
folk’ (‘awāmm). The Precipitance is thus essentially a work of kalām, 
aiming at safeguarding the commoners’ creed (‘aqīdat al-‘awāmm), 
nothing more and nothing less (Treiger, 2012, p. 95).
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Jules Janssens was one of the authors quickest to notice 
the problematic nature of standard interpretations that saw the 
“refutation” or rejection of philosophy, or at least uncompro-
mising polemics with falsafa, as the primary and real purpose 
of Al-Ġazālī’s work. According to this scholar, “[Tahāfut] should 
most probably be classed among works of the genre of taliqa, 
i.e. an advanced student’s work which presents a straightforward 
commentary … of a writing of the master” (Janssens, 2001, p. 1).

To conclude, it is worth mentioning that the most important, 
strictly religious work by Al-Ġazālī, The Revival of the Religious 
Sciences, was publicly condemned and burned in Cordoba in 
1109 (two years before his death), and the accusations presented 
for the first time in Nishapur were repeated on this occasion. In 
later centuries many Muslim law experts and scholars warned 
against reading Al-Ġazālī, as an author “poisoned” by Avicenna 
and Sufism. Today, however, staying in Muslim countries it is 
easy to see it is actually Al-Ġazālī’s works that occupy prime 
places in libraries and bookstores, placed on the shelves right 
next to the Qur’an. Al-Ġazālī has been given the title “Ḥuğğa 
al-īslām” – “Proof of Islam” – and regardless of various contro-
versies, today remains one of the most important Muslim writers 
in history. This fact is especially interesting in the context of his 
ambiguous attitude toward philosophy and the way he combined 
it, including spiritual practices known to the philosophers, with 
an orthodox way of life in Islam.
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Only a Poet Never Lies… 
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Abstract

In his treatise De perfecta poesi, sive Vergilius et Homerus, Maciej Kazimierz 
Sarbiewski presents his reflections on poetic art and states that poets never 
lie. This privilege results from the conviction that a poet creates in the same 
way as God, bringing his characters to life. That is why “he can speak about 
what is not, as if it really existed.” Poetic fictions are also often a veil behind 
which a precious truth is hidden. This truth can be reached by using an 
appropriate allegorical interpretation.
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In De perfecta poesi, sive Vergilius et Homerus, a treatise ded-
icated to the epics, Maciej Kazimierz Sarbiewski SJ (1595–1640) 
wrote:

Only a poet never lies, because even if he says something that does 
not agree with the truth, he does not say it with the intention of 
being believed, but so that his work be read as the perfect expression 
of a certain idea, and that the conclusion drawn from the discovered 
details show the deeper truth hidden beneath his tale (Sarbiewski, 
1954, p. 14).

Where does this privilege come from? How is one to under-
stand it, considering that it is claimed by an author who was 
himself a well-known and valued poet in 17th-century Europe, 
where he was called by the prestigious name of the Christian or 
Sarmatian Horace?
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1. Poeta fi ngit

To answer this question, let’s take a look at the original Latin 
sentence:

Solus poeta numquam mentitur, nam etsi ea dicat, quae non sunt, 
non dicit tamen eo animo, ut credantur, sed ut cognoscantur veluti 
perfecte expressa, ut excognitis ulterior quaedam veritas sub fabula 
latens colligatur (Ibid.).

The first part of the sentence says, literally: “Only a poet 
never lies, even if he says things that are not, … .” 

The understanding of a lie suggested by Sarbiewski may then 
be associated with Plato’s reflection on truth and falsehood. 
According to the Greek philosopher, a false statement is one 
that “says about things which are not, as if they were” (Plato, 
Sophist 263a, translated by B. Jowett). Aristotle defined truth 
and falsehood similarly in his Metaphysics:

To say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false, 
while to say of what is that it is, and of what is not that it is not, 
is true (Aristotle, Metaphysics IV, 7, 1011b 25–28, translated by 
W. D. Ross). 

Why, then, according to Sarbiewski, can a poet present things 
that are not, as if they were? Is the intention itself sufficient, i.e. 
that he does not want to mislead anyone and that he does not 
expect to be believed?

Here, we come to the issue of poetic creation and the eter-
nal dispute between philosophy and poetry. Plato accused poets 
of being confusing in their works (Republic 605 D-E). He even 
wanted to exclude them from his Ideal State. He believed that 
poets create images which imitate empirical reality, while reality 
itself is a reflection of an idea. The mimetic arts, poetry among 
them, were thus “copies of copies,” moving away from the world 
of perfect ideas, and therefore from the Truth, which is the most 
important of them. Plato accused poets of creating a vision which 
is likely to be treated as real when the recipient lets himself be 
misled by the illusion. What’s more, this vision affects the irra-
tional part of the soul, causing emotional confusion.

Plato’s views on poetry were refuted by Aristotle, who claimed 
that poetry does not directly imitate the empirical reality, but, 
based on the principle of probability, creates what is possible or 
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necessary. A poet can therefore present something that does not 
exist, but could or should exist: He does not relate “… what has 
happened, but what may happen, — what is possible according to 
the law of probability or necessity” (Aristotle, Poetics IX 1451a, 
35, translated by S. H. Butcher).

A poet creates a kind of “parallel world” (analogon) which 
is not a “copy of a copy” anymore, but an independent uni-
verse. Therefore the criterion of truth as conformity with reality 
becomes inadequate in the case of poetry. Significantly, Aristotle 
even accepts the introduction of wonderful elements (mirabilia) to 
certain genres, as long as they are consistent with the logic of the 
plot (Ibid., XXIV 1460a, 10–15). He also emphasizes that poetry 
tends to express the universal, while history tells the particular 
(Ibid., IX). With Aristotle, poetry becomes closer to philosophy.

In the Renaissance and Baroque, when writing about mimesis, 
the authors of poetic treatises relied on the authority of Aris-
totle, although they sometimes tried to find new interpretations 
of his theory. Sarbiewski also follows the Stagirite in his own 
reflections on poets, creative power and poetry – an art which 
occupies a special place among the mimetic arts. According to 
the Jesuit, “poetry is an art that imitates beings by using verbal 
material, not according to how they exist, but how they should 
or could exist or have existed” (Sarbiewski, 1954, p. 4).

The term “poet” itself reflects well the nature of literary 
creation. Sarbiewski writes that the ancient Greeks were right 
to seek the origin of this word in the verb poiein, which is of 
“undecided meaning” (dubia significatio) as it expresses both 
production (faciendum) and reproduction (rursus fingendum), 
which means imitation (imitandum) (Ibid., p. 3). Other authors 
of late Renaissance poetic treatises also dealt with the semantic 
analysis of the verb poiein, e.g. Jacobus Pontanus (Cf. J. Ponta-
nus, Prawidła poetyckie, in: Poetyka okresu renesansu. Antologia, 
1982, p. 485; cf. Janus, 2006, pp. 63–64), who may have been 
a source of inspiration for the Polish Jesuit.

Sarbiewski himself, when writing about the work of a poet, 
most often uses the verb fingere (form, shape, create, invent, 
imagine, pretend), not only in his De perfecta poesi treatise but 
also in other writings. For example, in Characteres lyrici (a kind 
of lyrics textbook), he writes that Horace imagines (fingit) 
himself hovering like a bird over the earth (Sarbiewski, 1958, 
pp.  27–28; cf. Łukaszewicz-Chantry, 2002, pp.  11–50). Such 
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peculiar “fictions” (fictiones) are typical for lyrics, while in the 
epics, “fictions” should be more common and probable (Sar-
biewski, 1958, pp. 29–30). Lyrical fictions may even be “contrary 
to nature” (contra naturam), and the more unusual and “imag-
inary” (abstractae) they are, the more they testify to the talent 
of the poet. Fictions, therefore, do not mislead the reader: They 
are a natural expression of creative invention, a certain aesthetic 
vision intended to be pleasant to the audience. For “who, for 
example, ever saw a flying poet?” (Ibid., p. 30).

The verb fingere is also frequently used in Renaissance poetic 
treatises in connection with poets’ fictional creativity. Authors 
of humanistic poetics usually combine fingere and imitari (inven-
tion and imitation), and they do not see contradictions between 
them, but a  dynamic complementarity (Niebelska-Rajca, 2011, 
pp.  103–105). So does Sarbiewski when he writes that a poet 
simultaneously creates and imitates. However, he puts special 
emphasis on creativity as a distinctive feature of poetic art.

2. Instar Dei poeta 

In order to explain that creation and imitation combine with 
each other and complement each other, the author of De perfecta 
poesi uses a major argument: This is exactly how God himself 
creates. He creates man in his image and likeness, which means 
that in the act of creation, he imitates himself. Sarbiewski finds 
even more analogies between a poet’s and God’s way of creating 
(Cf. Sarnowska-Temeriusz, 1967, pp. 129–130; Stawecka, 1989, 
pp.  74–94). While other artists already have existing material 
and use it to shape their works (e.g. a sculptor), a poet invents 
his characters and their actions himself from the beginning. He 
brings to life both the topic and the way it is shaped (et materiam 
condere, et formam rerum) (Sarbiewski, 1954, p. 2).

A poet, like God, creates by using words. Similarly, he brings 
his characters to life by naming them (poetae est dare nomina), 
like God, who in the act of creation gives names to his creatures. 
Referring to the authority of Saint Paul, Sarbiewski writes:

… in this, likewise, a poet is, in a sense, similar to God (similis Deo 
poeta) who, when He creates something – according to Saint Paul 
– calls into existence things that do not exist, and so gives shape to 
what did not exist before (Ibid., p. 4).
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Therefore when a poet presents “what is not, as if it were,” 
he does not mislead his audience; what’s more, this is actually 
what poetic creation is about: “giving some new existence” (Ibid., 
p. 2). Sarbiewski emphasizes that historians and orators are likely 
to lie, while a poet “has the privilege to speak about things that 
are not, as if they really existed, and even to pretend that they 
exist, and doing so, not to lie at all” (Ibid., p. 4).

Giving further consideration to a poet’s special affinity with 
the Creator, Sarbiewski also explains that it is God who is the 
driving force of all poetry, including pagan poetry (Ibid., p. 11). 
Belief in the divine sources of poetry dates back to ancient times. 
Plato himself wrote about poetic inspiration (furor poeticus) sent 
by the gods. His ideas inspired Renaissance humanists, especially 
Neoplatonists. For Sarbiewski as a Christian, poetic inspiration 
is sent by the Holy Spirit, and this allows him to draw further 
conclusions: Since a  poet is an instrument of the Holy Spirit, 
he may – although sometimes not quite consciously – pass on 
some truth in the form of fiction. This idea is formulated by the 
author of De perfecta poesi in the second part of the sentence 
quoted at the beginning of this paper:

… and that the conclusion drawn from the discovered details show the 
deeper truth hidden beneath his tale (ut excognitis ulterior quaedam 
veritas sub fabula latens colligatur) (Ibid., p. 14).

In his invitation to look for a second, deeper layer hidden 
in poetry, Sarbiewski invokes the hermeneutic method of the 
ancient Greeks. Theagenes of Rhegium (6th century BC) was the 
first to suggest that the Homeric gods’ petty quarrels and fights 
should be interpreted in the spirit of Ionic philosophy of nature 
as a battle of the elements. With time, allegoresis became a com-
promise solution to the conflict between philosophy and poetry.

Other Christian authors preceding Sarbiewski also recom-
mended a search for hidden truth in mythology and poetry, to 
mention Albertino Mussato from Padua (1261–1329) who said 
that poetry, also pagan verse, is “a science sent from heaven.” 
Greek myths convey revealed truth, but in a hidden way (enigme) 
(Cf. Łukaszewicz-Chantry, 2019, pp. 181–182). Petrarch and Boc-
caccio expressed similar beliefs: To them, the first poets were 
theologians who transmitted truth in the form of beautiful fic-
tion. Sarbiewski follows them when he claims that mythology is, 
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moreover, a theologia fabulosa (from fabula, fable, fiction), because 
the pagans had only a “dreamy knowledge” of the One God, which 
they expressed through their images and myths (Sarbiewski, 1972, 
passim; cf. Urbański, 2000, pp. 15–37; Łukaszewicz-Chantry, 2019, 
p. 182). He also believes that for some poets, the truth could be 
kept hidden intentionally, like a priceless treasure (Sarbiewski, 
1972, p.  223). However, it is possible to discover this hidden 
truth using the right key, which is the application of allegoresis 
(Cf. Sarnowska-Temeriusz, 1967, pp. 144–146).

Sarbiewski writes that both historians and orators can con-
vey truth. A poet, however, does it in a nobler way (nobiliorem 
modum), because “he does not present the naked truth (nudam 
veritatem), ... but shows it clad in beautiful garments (vestitam 
honeste), as if covered with a cloth of fable (quasi pallio fabulae 
tectam), like the merchants who used to sell their valuable items 
by presenting them under a veil” (Sarbiewski, 1954, p. 16).

Therefore the poet not only does not lie when he “fantasizes” 
(fingit) to create a fable: His poetic “fictions” (fictiones) can be 
a way of passing on a truth, especially a precious truth which 
would be difficult to express directly.
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Abstract

What does theater, as a metonymy for literature and art, represent in the cen-
turies of transition? French classical theater was aware of difficulties in using 
the Aristotelian rule of mimesis. The problem of the impossibility of capturing 
the essence of things, when post-truths were not yet known, was acknowl-
edged, in theory and in practice, by Baroque theater: From the perspective of 
theatrum mundi, with the use of “theater within the theater” (Shakespeare, 
Pierre Corneille, Molière), it showed the hidden, disturbing depth of “the 
norm of the day.” The problem of appearances (Lesage, Marivaux) resulted 
in the aesthetic and moral reform of Diderot, theoretician and practitioner 
of drama. Radical in their revolt, the protagonists of Schiller and Musset 
rejected both any compromise with illusion and the possibility of reforms. 
At the same time, they longed for the incarnation of the ideal of pure love, 
and were prepared to destroy others and even themselves if this ideal was to 
turn out to be a lie. Goodness and responsibility, as the basis for a play, are 
the values which – according to Father Józef Tischner – promise that Abel’s 
choice will prevail over Cain’s. 

Keywords: truth, illusion, theater within the theater, mise en abyme, mimesis

The uniqueness of theater as a medium that is dual by defi-
nition – stage vs. audience, performance vs. reality – prevents 
it from offering any direct treatment of axiology in relation 
to the truth1. In an era admitting the possibility that (solely) 
post-truths exist, we need to go back to writers distant in time 
in order to find the will to seek and define truth and, ulti-
mately, to defend – even at the cost of lives – all that has been 

1 Georges Forestier points out that the communion between actors and audi-
ence, sanctified by the content of performances (on religious themes) was severed 
in the early 16th century (Forestier, 1996 [1981], p. XI).
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acknowledged as truth. This applies to stage characters placed 
within binomial structures (truth-falsehood, right-wrong, seri-
ousness-laughter) which – building distance toward the issues 
being presented – give audiences and readers of a play the priv-
ilege of free judgment. Baroque writers – Shakespeare, “young” 
Pierre Corneille, Molière sometimes – played with illusion using 
the “theater within the theater” concept. It is sometimes hard 
to distinguish it from the play of mirrors, or the self-referential 
mise en abyme that Marivaux applied in the 18th century, using 
the aforementioned doubling of the stage and audience less lit-
erally; we could count it among the Rococo period’s “double 
register” experiments2, more serious in their intention than is 
widely believed about this style. Rejuvenating the aspirations of 
neoclassical mimesis that Lesage took over from Molière (their 
two “Messieurs T” – Tartuffe and Turcaret – simply beg com-
parison), Diderot placed not tragedy or comedy at the focus of 
theatrical ambitions, but drama. Despite his ambition to get as 
close as possible to the audience, the “domestic tragedies” and 
“serious comedies” of the author of Jacques the Fatalist were 
only moderately successful. Theater of the French Revolution 
harnessed truth in the service of ephemeral ideologies of con-
secutively collapsing political groups – but this is not the kind 
of theatricalization of the issue of truth and illusion we are con-
sidering here. The romantic (sometimes slightly melodramatic) 
characters created by Lessing and Schiller (great admirers of 
Diderot’s ideas) saw the choice between the world’s lies and their 
personal ideals as a make-or-break decision. But what if the 
truth, as encyclopedist Diderot suggested, consists in traveling 
toward it – in the infinity of a finite biography? The bitterness 
involved, especially when you resort to fraud, like in the “arm-
chair” productions of Alfred de Musset3, again makes the pros-
pect of capturing the essence of the matter more distant. What 
conclusions from the building of relationships between truth and 
illusion can be drawn based on a mini-fragment from the history 
of European theaters?

2 A term from Jean Rousset’s study Forme et signification. Essais sur les 
structures litté raires de Corneille à  Claude, 1962.

3 The title he gave a collection of his plays from 1832 was Armchair Theater 
– Un Spectacle dans un fauteuil.
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1. Arguing about mimesis: 
torture as therapy?

In the introduction to the monographic volume Mimesis 
w literaturze, kulturze i sztuce [Mimesis in Literature, Culture 
and Art], Zofia Mitosek presents different applications of the 
principle from the title (magical, expressive, sociological, psy-
chological mimesis), often as part of a game – whether social or 
psychological; Greek theoretical thought in the persons of Plato 
and Aristotle was the first to ask about truth, i.e. “the relationship 
between the imitating object and the reality being imitated.” The 
relational criterion remained relevant in modern French literary 
theater – produced on the stage of the Comédie Française – right 
up to the Revolution. However, insofar as “mimetic art in Plato’s 
concept was a lie,” Aristotle “recognized that an imitative work 
of art reflects not actual but probable reality. … In such a situ-
ation, mimesis is the process of imitating that which can be or 
should be, and not that which is” (Mitosek, 1992, pp. 22–23). 
Especially the kind of imitation that causes audiences to feel two 
passions – pity and fear – toward an innocent character, hurt by 
fate and bearing similarities to the spectator, serves the purpose 
of psycho-moral purgation (kàtharsis) at the level of intellect and 
feelings (Podbielski, 1989, p. LXXXIV) – expanding the notion 
of kàtharsis itself to include new meaning (besides medical, ritual 
and intellectual – cleansing from toxins, sins and errors; ibid., 
pp. LIX-LXIV).

Building a distance toward represented reality is certainly 
facilitated by a form that initially was used as an interlude but, 
in modern-age England and France, gradually “colonized” plays: 
theater within the theater. At first Georges Forestier defined 
it as a structure that grew from the aesthetics of the Baroque, 
which was conducive to games of illusion; in 1996 he acknowl-
edged that it also appeared in other periods. To put it as simply 
as possible, theater within the theater (twt) involves “stopping 
the dramatic plot by incorporating an autonomous element that 
the characters perceive as a performance (du théâtre)” (Forestier, 
1981/1996, p. XI). The beginnings of twt appeared in antiquity 
(the Greek chorus) and almost disappeared in the Middle Ages 
(the prologue was its relic). The first modern examples of this 
structure surfaced in Portugal (1532), in England (1589), and in 
commedia dell’arte which served as a mediator helping spread 
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the practice in different countries. Insofar as, across the Chan-
nel, Shakespeare was not averse to twt, in France – if we agree 
with Forestier from 1981 that the height of twt fell on the years 
1628–1694 – it appeared, at best, in second-rate plays by the 
greatest masters. Among these we can count the intermedia in 
Molière’s The Bourgeois Gentleman (1670) and in The Imaginary 
Invalid (1673) (ibid., pp. 10–11).

Jolanta Dygul distinguishes “three types of theater-within-
the-theater structures in 17th-century Italian drama: 1) mise en 
abyme (self-referential), i.e. introducing “an inner play into the 
play by means of analogy or parody”; 2) a pretext play whose 
“conventionalized character reinforces the illusion of ‘reality’ in 
the framework play” because it “reinforces the difference between 
the plot levels, attracting the audience’s attention with familiar 
and well-liked forms. It has no connection to the plot of the 
main play”; 3) “a theater rehearsal: The framework play portrays 
the life of an acting company or the organization of a theater, 
and the inner play – the performance being prepared” (Dygul, 
2010, p. 66). Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1595 
or 1596, published 1600), in which a troupe of Athenian crafts-
men rehearses a tragedy, or rather “the most lamentable comedy 
and most cruel death of Pyramus and Thisbe,” fulfills types 1 
and 3 simultaneously. The play performed by Peter Quince and 
company for the wedding festivities of Theseus, prince of Ath-
ens, and Hippolyta, former Amazonian queen, thematizes the 
difficulties experienced by a couple from the Athenian nobility, 
Hermia and Lysander, suggesting their “alternative, less than 
happy end, thus underlining the conventional character (i.e. 
accepted by both the author and the audience) of this genre of 
drama and art in general” (Jankowski, 1992, p. 8). In a paradox, 
the viewers (both inside – characters in the play, and outside – 
the audience) accept the possibility of sober judgment of reality 
coexisting with infatuation. If we consider the play through the 
anthropological analysis model that Katarzyna Wielechowska 
borrowed from René Girard (Wielechowska, 2013, pp. 105–125), 
we can go beyond the analogies, play of mirrors, multiplication of 
registers (pathos, irony, parody, grotesque) mentioned by Polish 
Shakespearologist Jan Kott (Wielechowska, 2013, pp. 107–108). 
Distorted into mimetic desire symbolized by a “love triangle” 
(repeated in different combinations, in the worlds of the crafts-
men, the nobility and the elf spirits), mimesis still shows the 
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truth – not metaphysical, not prehistoric, but pre-mythical truth: 
“Shakespeare proposes a mimetic theory of mythical origins,” 
as Wielechowska quotes Girard, while the elf-spirit subplot “is 
needed to show the process of mythological distortion” (ibid., 
p. 114). Parallel to the anthropological, social plane, twt makes 
possible a metatheatrical and metalinguistic approach to the rela-
tionships of truth-illusion-falsehood and fiction-reality.

Shakespeare’s culturally syncretic space (Midsummer Night in 
ancient Athens precedes the wedding of Theseus and Hippolyta, 
queen of the Amazons) can be compared to the fairy-tale-like 
and phantasmagorical space of Marivaux’s The Argument, a one-
act play from 1744. A century and a half after Shakespeare’s 
metatheatrical play, Marivaux created a version built into the 
framework of a philosophical “dispute,” i.e. a debate which, in 
the world of his comedy, had taken place twenty years before, 
at a court, regarding who committed the sin of infidelity first: 
man or woman. The experiment ended in a draw: Of the four 
young people raised in solitude in a forest location (enceinte), each 
would, to some extent, give in to… is it not actually that same 
“mimetic desire” traced by Girard? As Wielechowska notes after 
him, it embroils “the characters in a mimetic process eliminating 
the differences between them and transforming them mutually 
into each other’s doubles” (ibid., p. 112). In Marivaux’s play the 
cause of this process is diagnosed quite accurately: Access to 
pre-mythical truth about the beginnings is obscured by contem-
porary awareness and custom. The assumed “natural” educa-
tion of the four children is meant to avoid osmosis with courtly 
culture, hence the choice of two black servants as the teachers. 
However, their behavior is a carrier of “worldly” culture: start-
ing from language, stretching between a mirroring, narcissistic 
self and gender identity oriented toward a primal rivalry with 
women over men, all the way to the educational material (Carise, 
one of the servants, reminds Eglé about her music lessons) and 
interpersonal relations (the educators force the youngsters to take 
“brief absences” to prevent boredom with their partner). But in 
the perpetuum mobile driven by the four-fold ego’s arrogance 
reduced to the sexual sphere, generating infidelity and obscuring 
the personal differences between the play’s personae, Marivaux 
allows the characters to find a gateway toward freedom – not 
the leading foursome from the inner play (since the experiment 
unfolding in the woodland laboratory becomes theater within 
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the theater for the court), but a third couple, a kind of “control 
group.” No mention of them was made in the Prince’s prologue, 
i.e. the first two scenes of The Argument. But are Dina and Meslis 
precisely, who were not featured in the original script, not the 
voice of nature that the Prince mentions in scene two? Deus ex 
machina, in the form of mise en abyme – a thematized repetition 
of the princely couple’s story in its optimistic version, saves the 
couple’s chances for a future happy relationship; hence the Prince 
and Hermiane assure the inseparable lovers of their guardianship 
in future, whereas the ruler has the other four “put away” sep-
arately. In Marivaux’s allegory, truth – is it metaphysical? – has 
psycho-moral rather than cognitive implications.

A very different role is played by twt in Pierre Corneille’s 
L’Illusion comique, counted among the group of the Rouen-
based playwright’s first, irregular plays, next to Place-Royale or 
the famous Le Cid; we should call it a tragicomedy or a Spanish 
comedy, full of improbable adventures and mishaps, its complex 
composition putting it in close competition with the romance 
genre. Its first version was written in 1636, and a second one – 
more moralizing in the final intermedium – followed in 1660. 
Since just one “inner spectator” is enough to make us speak of 
an inner play, in Corneille’s work that spectator is Pridamant, 
father of the spendthrift Clindor who – having grown weary 
of his father’s tight rein – first found employment as an aide 
to a Gascogne captain, Matamore, and then, after abducting 
Géronte’s daughter Isabelle, together with the girl he loves, her 
servant and the jailer’s son (!), joined an itinerant group of actors, 
ultimately becoming the leader of a troupe that is a great success 
in the capital. The desperate father wants to find his son, and 
thanks to the magic of Alcandre is able to see past and – as he 
believes – current events of his only son’s life. The latter events, 
which end in the death of someone who looks like Clindor, 
turn out to be nothing more than a play performed by actors. 
In Corneille’s play the goal of arriving at the truth is achieved 
through a paradoxical method: The performance of a fictitious 
story – although perhaps not all is fiction, as it speaks of real 
threats to Clindor and Isabelle’s relationship – is aimed at trans-
forming Clindor’s father in reality. In the conclusion, this hybrid 
comedy (marked by real death – that of Clindor’s rival, as well as 
pretend death – that of Clindor himself as Theagenes, dissuad-
ing Rosine who loves him from being unfaithful; in the second 
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version of L’Illusion she was allegedly killed by her jealous hus-
band) whose story “lasts as long as the show itself” – according 
to the playwright’s foreword – offers praise of theater and the 
mission of an actor:

… Now the theater / Is at a point so high that everybody idolizes it; 
/ At one time treated with contempt, / Today it enchants all educated 
people, / It is the talk of Paris, dreamed about in the provinces. / It 
enjoys the patronage and affection of princes, / It is entertainment 
for the mighty, a delight to commoners, / It gives respite, fun, illu-
sion; / And those whose deep wisdom is admired, / For whom the 
world and its people are their concern, / Find enough time to attend 
performances where / They forget at least for a moment about the 
burden of government. / Furthermore, our great king, whose majesty 
/ Is feared at both ends of the world, / That god of war so glorious, 
deigned more than once / To look favorably at French theater. / … 
And if you want to judge people by their gold, / Know that theater 
brings profit not to be despised. / And your son in this sweet craft 
/ Is better off than he was at home. / So stop repeating well-worn 
platitudes, / And instead rejoice at his genuine success. (Corneille / 
Hebanowski/Turdza, pp. 78–79)4

Clindor’s father could only start rejoicing after going through 
a time of grief, coming close to taking his own life: “Farewell, 
my son is dead, so I wish to die” (ibid., p. 78). He had to appre-
ciate the fact that his son was alive before he could accept the 
son’s new profession.

Enchantment, entertainment, fun, illusion – for the power 
and culture elite, the “mighty” and the “commoners”: Is this 
what theater’s role boils down to? The “self-advertisement” 
practiced by Corneille’s magician makes no mention of seeking 
truth, although in their pursuit of the truth the characters of 
French tragedy provoke, expose, torment themselves and oth-
ers – suffice it to mention the plot episodes in Corneille’s Cinna 
(1642), or in Racine’s Britannicus (1669); even Molière’s Baroque 
Dom Juan (1665) is a part of this trend, not to mention Orgon’s 
family rebelling against Tartuffe’s influence. Is this a sign of the 
Baroque’s turning point leading to the neoclassical era with its 
invincible faith in the availability – through rules of art or laws 
of physics – of a rational order?

4 Unless an English edition is listed in the references, English translations are 
based on the Polish text.
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2. Two Messieurs T…, 
or deception as madness5 

It is precisely faith in rationality – as natural reason – that 
we find in Tartuffe, or the Impostor (Tartuffe, ou l’Imposteur, 
1664–1669), the comedy that got Molière into trouble with the 
Company of the Holy Sacrament but which interests us here for 
reasons other than the writer’s conflict at the time. Rachmiel 
Brandwajn underlines that the counterbalance to the hypocrite 
is not, as one might guess by analogy with The Misanthrope or 
The Learned Ladies, the sensible uncle, Elmire’s brother; he, too, 
is tainted with cliquish thinking, in this case that typical of “the 
worldview of a lackey” (Brandwajn, 1968, pp. 64–68). Theater 
within the theater seems to be losing its innocence. If it is not in 
the spotlight itself, at least it suggests a different modus operandi: 
Its realm is expanded to include masquerade, which proceeds in 
time and in space, in the world and in the family. Perhaps even 
(and Tartuffe’s monographer notes this kind of interpretation of 
the character), Tartuffe himself does not realize how far he is 
from the model of piety he is creating6. 

Erich Auerbach juxtaposes Molière’s fraudster with the less 
ambiguous Onuphrius from La Bruyère’s Characters. He does so 
out of concern for probability, something the comedic character 
supposedly contradicts – he underlines his own piety too openly, 
to excess, making mention of hair shirts and discipline, harshly 
encroaching upon the rights of his closest heirs. Onuphrius pro-
ceeds differently; he is the palace pharisee seeking acclaim and 
admiration, in his “contemplation” comparing himself quietly 
to the other courtiers as if to poor sinful tax collectors; he is 

5 Here I do not bring up the possibility of interpreting both plays from the 
perspective of Foucault’s study Folie et déraison. Histoire de la folie à l’âge clas-
sique, Éd. Plon, 1961. The desacralization of madness, its isolation, possibly its 
treatment, applies to the lovers overwhelmed by mimetic desire in The Argument 
or the arrogant Europeans from Marivaux’s The Island of Reason. 

6 Coquelin the Elder from (among others) the Comédie Française (Benoît 
Constant Coquelin, 1841–1909) apparently wrote in a brochure from 1884 that 
“Tartuffe is a mystic, Tartuffe believes… He experienced on himself how scruples 
should be dispelled. He distorted his conscience in a curious way; for the first 
time, the great fraudster was hoist with his own petard” (Brandwajn, ibid., 
pp. 84–85). True enough, in Scene 3 of Act III (the wooing of Elmire, Orgon’s 
wife), Tartuffe’s language undergoes a mystical alienation… unless this is in fact 
an intentional but ineffective manipulation.
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pious in public, whereas piety to the moralist is a synonym of 
“sincere virtue” (vertu sincère), its antonym being a sanctimoni-
ous hypocrite (La Bruyère, 1965, pp. 345–347). In fact Molière 
sets out to expose not only the hypocrisy of (faux) dévots, but 
also the hidden intent of people pretending to be pious – to 
seize political power (and not just to “rule over people’s hearts 
and minds”): If Molière clashed with their clique at the court, 
it was out of concern for the endangered rule of law, in which 
the arbiter should be the king broadcasting his “absolute” power 
and not any secret – real or mythical – society. But Tartuffe, as 
both his Polish translators sensed correctly, aims higher: He imi-
tates saints, not “just” pious people. Thus, he delegitimizes not 
only the sociopolitical order but also the theological one. In the 
case of this character, aiming “higher” comes with being more 
distinctive – the needs of theater support this. Nevertheless, out 
of concern for the quality of literary comedy, Nicolas Boileau 
accused Molière of having overdone the expressiveness of his char-
acters and mixing the lowbrow style of the farce with a comedy 
of manners (Auerbach, 1974, pp. 368–370). Indeed, Molière did 
not shun grotesque tones, raising to absurd levels the possibilities 
offered by his characters’ monomania, the excess of one quality 
or inclination. “One can see in Molière’s art the greatest measure 
of realism which could still please in the fully developed classical 
literature of the France of Louis XIV” (ibid., p. 370). This was 
the same classicism in which harmony, reason and nature7 defined 
the boundaries of true, worthy art (ibid.), and whose social ideal 
was summarized in the stance of the honnête homme, positing 
as broad an education as possible, obliterating any traces of spe-
cialization out of concern for universalism, including that of lan-
guage; what was not universal, became ridiculous (ibid., p. 372). 

7 Human “nature” was seen as something completely different in the 17th 
than in the 18th century, as Auerbach underlines in the same chapter: Nature was 
not considered in opposition to civilization and its education, nature was not 
associated solely with primeval cultures, folk inspirations or free space; nature, 
naturalness (le naturel) came from a good education that taught adaptation to 
any conditions, was associated with all that is rational and seemly (bienséant) and, 
above all, that “moves the human heart at all times and in all places” (“ce qui 
avait ému le cœur humain en tout temps et en tous lieux”, ibid., p. 390). In this 
sense, the circumstances of asking nature about the first infidelity in Marivaux’s 
The Argument illustrate the 17th-century paradigm: A good(?) education does 
not take away nature’s right to speak. It was not until the second half of the 
century that Rousseau made a radical break with this thinking.
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The belief in equilibrium guaranteed by constant human 
nature (ibid., p.  390) did not outlive Louis XIV himself. Even 
before the regency of Philip of Orleans, announced after Louis’s 
death on September 1, 1715, proclaimed freedom of morals (at 
the top of the power ladder), on the fringes of the royal court 
and in Paris among financial circles there developed parallel, 
rival cultural circulations respecting the ethical façade guarded 
by the old king. The dichotomy between “being” and “appearing” 
(être et paraître) emerged and deepened. For over half a century 
the masquerade-like model of high society’s life, also outside 
the carnival, would be reflected in comedies and novels, from 
Lesage and Marivaux to Crébillon fils and the Abbé Prévost. 
Inscribed into the ritual of play, momentary pleasure, charming 
detail and surprise, ultimately incorporated into the framework 
of the aesthetics known as Rococo – with its emphasis on irreg-
ularity and changeability, art from the close of the neoclassical 
period, before the arrival of the first naturalism (also referred to 
as primitivism or sentimentalism), also showed the dark, disturb-
ing side of that changeable and unpredictable reality. Just like 
the ailing Louis XIV conducting treasury-depleting wars with 
variable success, the protagonist of Alain-René Lesage’s comedy 
from 1709, Turcaret the financier, not only does not inspire 
admiration or trust but – as a victim of those smarter than him 
(truly or supposedly aristocratic scroungers) – actually deserves 
pity bordering on contempt, if not satisfaction.

Molière’s audiences could experience catharsis when the royal 
officer came to arrest, instead of Orgon, Tartuffe the cynical 
plotter himself. At the end of Turcaret, or the Financier, it is his 
valet Frontin, having led the cheating Chevalier up the garden 
path, who takes the initiative because, contrary to the bankrupt 
Turcaret, he has capital at his disposal that the Baroness’s dis-
loyal servant Lisette agrees to share with him. As the eponymous 
hero falls into his cheated partners’ hands, Frontin announces: 
“Monsieur Turcaret’s reign is over. Mine will begin” (Lesage, 
1951, act V, scene 18 – in the French edition: scene 14).

Here is France 40 years after Tartuffe: The family we knew 
from Orgon’s household (grandmother, father, children, virtuous 
wife) no longer exists. The financier and his wife having been 
separated for ten years, Turcaret the indefatigable admirer of 
“belles parisiennes” introduces himself as a widower while pay-
ing his spouse to stay put in her provincial abode, from whence 
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– in the face of some overdue payments – she sets off anyway 
to conquer Paris, where she falls victim to the self-interested 
courtship of the bon vivant Marquis. Love without capital – or 
at least a view to some – cannot survive; it sometimes involves 
triangular relationships, which can include multi-layered fraud: 
Turcaret courts the Baroness, who is responsive to the wooing 
of the Chevalier, who plans to get her to help him fleece the 
Financier; everyone is led up the garden path by Frontin and 
his accomplice, Lisette the maid. The only positive character in 
Lesage’s comedy (?) (besides Marine, whom the Baroness fires 
for frankness and honesty already in act I – Lesage, 1951, p. 25), 
i.e. the only person constant in their feelings, is Madame Jacob, 
Turcaret’s sister. She makes a living for herself, her husband and 
children by peddling cosmetics and… matchmaking. It is worth 
noting that when she hears of her brother’s arrest, she rushes 
to him, as does his wife. However, whereas Madame Turcaret 
wants “to revile him: I feel I am his wife!” (ibid., V, 15), Mad-
ame Jacob declares: “Despite his base acts, I feel sorry for him! 
I shall use all my influence to save him, I feel I am his sister” 
(ibid., V, 14).

What threats hang over this society of appearances, chas-
ing after money? Louis XIV himself secured its reign when he 
decided to fill official positions with candidates legitimized by 
their money pouches rather than merit and/or birth, as used to 
be the case. The pessimistic tone of Lesage’s play stems from its 
verdict regarding lies: In the end, they are rewarded, not pun-
ished; the only person to be punished is Turcaret, but not because 
he lied but because he was inept at plotting. It is the same with 
the Baroness and the Chevalier, who manage to get themselves 
out of trouble at little cost (the loss of new profits). You could 
say that in the face of disintegrating social ethics, in Lesage’s 
plays neoclassicism as a style of cleansing by presenting the truth 
reached the boundary of catharsis, facing a similar dilemma as 
the French novel did prior to the publication of Rousseau’s New 
Heloise in 1761: What should one choose – likelihood (literary 
truth) or a moral message? (May, 1963, p.  47). It had become 
impossible to defend one without weakening the other. The only 
possible solution was to seek a new perspective. Lesage, who was 
in conflict with the company of the Comédie Française, went 
on to find his place in the aesthetics of fairground comic opera 
(l’opéra-comique de la foire). This theater, redefining itself in 
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the battle against restrictions imposed by its rivals, the Comédie 
Française and later also the Comédie Italienne, promoted bur-
lesque and spontaneity woven into a genre or fairy-tale con-
vention, or sometimes one that was allegorical or parodic. The 
conventionality of the characters, invoking commedia dell’arte or 
the topsy-turvy world model, only highlighted their naturalness 
concentrated in language. The ubiquitous masks became a sign 
that there must be truth concealed beneath them, a truth either 
pleasant or cruel; and the other way round: to prevail, truth must 
join in the masquerade. The fairground convention making things 
unreal toned down the harshness of the diagnosis being offered.

A different approach to this challenge was chosen by Marivaux 
(1688–1763), who overcame neoclassical conventions through 
empirical philosophy combined with the naturalistic though 
slightly conventionalized aesthetics of Italian theater.

3. Morality play of impossibility: 
from Marivaux to Diderot

In the oeuvre of the greatest 18th-century French playwright, 
the work that speaks the most explicitly – besides the one-act Les 
Sincères (A Case of Sincerity – 1739, Comédie Italienne) – about 
the relationship between truth and illusion, which is morally 
condemned as falsehood, is his last known play: the one-act Les 
Acteurs de bonne foi (The Actors in Good Faith) published in 1757 
in Conservateur magazine. The original title itself already con-
tains a paradox: involuntary actors? Sincere, genuine actors? They 
play themselves, like the servants in the first of the inner plays 
(comédie des valets), according to the idea of the scriptwriter – 
Merlin the servant, commissioned to write it by Éraste who wants 
to honor his aunt, Madame Amelin, and to celebrate his own 
betrothal to Angélique. But then there appears – expected by no 
one and with parts assigned without warning to some of those 
involved (Éraste and Angélique with her mother) – a “comedy of 
masters” (comédie des maîtres), Madame Amelin’s revenge on the 
fiancée’s mother who is against the first comedy being staged at 
her home. Because the fact is, that innocent play is not without 
its controversy. It was to have shown the love of two out of four 
lovers being put to the test, to the satisfaction of the other two. 
Instead of pleasure, however, jealousy appeared, its cause being 
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summarized the most clearly by Blaise when he complains to his 
mistress about Colette’s (supposed?) infidelity: 

… madam, this wretched play mocks me personally; Colette feigns 
affection for monsieur Merlin, monsieur Merlin pretends to reciprocate; 
and although it is a comedy, it’s all true, madam; because they are only 
pretending to pretend so as to fool us better [emphasis mine – IZ], and 
actually do love each other on the sly … (English translation based 
on the Polish literary translation, scene 12)

If we invoke Wielechowska’s analysis of Girard once more, we 
might notice  the elite audience’s symbolic violence toward naïve 
servants unfamiliar with the subtle difference between fiction and 
games on one hand and truth on the other, like those Athenian 
craftsmen in Shakespeare. But Marivaux develops the metatheatri-
cal experiment into a game in which unaware actors – Éraste and 
Angélique – are subjected to a test even more dramatic than the 
one from the “comedy of servants” which already had unpleas-
ant consequences for at least half of the participants; for the two 
who are betrothed, the test is a test of faithfulness not in the face 
of temptations but in the face of violence from family authority 
and money. An enemy of such violence, Marivaux considers it 
conditionally, promptly revoking the danger hanging over the 
young couple as soon as the Solicitor reads out the prenuptial 
agreement: Éraste will not have to marry his aunt’s forty-year-old 
friend, as the two ladies were only having a laugh at his expense 
to teach Madame Argante a lesson. But the test to which his aunt 
put him has shown Éraste to be unable to defend his relation-
ship with Angélique: His sighs and cries remain powerless. What 
hope does this hold for their relationship in future? Exposing the 
fiancé’s weakness in the game improvised by the fiendish aunt, 
even if the contract stayed unchanged, revealed the true balance 
of power in the family. Frédéric Deloffre saw the “test” as one 
of the structural models of his comedies. It is a paradoxical test: 
It often costs its author just as much as the beloved he or she is 
testing. This is the case in the master playwright’s earlier plays, 
e.g. The Test (Épreuve) from 1740.

Witness to an ethical split between appearances and inner life, 
Marivaux also uncovered the ambiguity of theatrical conventions: 
It is hard to separate the art of illusion (accepted, autotelic, safe, 
trust-inspiring) from lying (self-seeking, stemming from bad faith, 
assuming someone else’s harm, dangerous – especially when it is 
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masked as truth and stops arousing mistrust). But this means that 
the pretenders can lose their awareness that they wear masks. In 
such a case, how do you make them responsible for the hoax? The 
solution would be the theatralization of the scene: turning the game 
of illusion into the subject; this is a method allowing the truth to 
be sought – over and above the immediacy of the masquerade. The 
latter is also thematized in language, in the famous marivaudage, 
in a dual register composed of a conscious layer permeated with 
signs of unconscious or unintentional expression of repressed desire, 
resentment, fear – almost two centuries before Freud.

Diderot understood metatheater differently. In treatises accom-
panying his two drama experiments from 1757 and 1758 (The 
Natural Son, The Father of the Family) – in Conversations on… and 
in Discours sur la poésie dramatique – he outlined a new aesthetics 
enabling theater to fulfill its moral mission. Interestingly, the char-
acters in the first of these plays are only meant to act out an event 
they actually experienced – as a form of celebration, but above all 
to instill it into themselves as a lesson in virtue through a renewing 
imitation of their own magnanimity. Placing nature (naturalness) 
before reason, Diderot underlined the value of nonverbal truth: 
Strong feelings make people unable to speak or make their speech 
chaotic, inarticulate. This is nothing to be afraid of, it is where the 
truth of the situation defining the truth of the character lies. It is 
extraordinary that Diderot’s demand-making theater seemed not 
to have heard the warning coming from Marivaux’s metatheatri-
cal remarks: The new plays (still called comedies) assumed – like 
Rousseau’s New Heloise on which he was working during this time 
– the complete conscious mutual transparency of characters (Dor-
val’s unexpected recognition of Lysimond as his long-lost father, 
who will make him realize that his beloved Rosalie is in fact his 
sister, only confirms this rule). In a paradox (?), Diderot the athe-
ist sacralizes art, assuming – for the first time since the Middle 
Ages (?) – a communion of sensations and feelings (shared with the 
characters) existing between the stage and the audience (Diderot/
Dębowski, 2008, pp. 77–78). However, Diderot’s plays got a cool 
reception in Paris. Contrary to the writer’s belief, the “spirit of the 
times” had not matured in audiences (ibid., pp.  83–84). It took 
Lessing’s determination to finally translate aesthetical theorems into 
living theatrical practice. And the recommendation that characters 
be built from the same fabric that audiences are made of, was 
also the main demand in The Hamburg Dramaturgy (1767–1769).
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The “serious genre” of drama that Diderot proposed in Discours 
sur la poésie dramatique – intermediate between “serious comedy” 
and “domestic tragedy” – corresponded with the earlier experi-
mental ideas of Lessing, Diderot’s translator in 1760 but also the 
author of Miss Sara Sampson published five years earlier, a play 
in which – with the help of less perfect characters – he showed 
similar dilemmas (the need to renounce one’s love) as Dorval 
and Rosalie experience in The Natural Son. Diderot’s demand for 
truth was more of a demand for authenticity: The father of the 
Encyclopédie did not believe in a metaphysical absolute, but he 
was interested in the accurate reproduction of immanent feelings 
and relationships, as he had already posited in the words of Mir-
zoza, the sultan’s mistress in The Indiscreet Jewels (1751): “I also 
know that the perfection of a dramatic piece consists in the exact 
imitation of an action, so that the spectator, continually deceived, 
imagines he is present at the very action” (Immer, Müller, 2015, 
p. 138). Lessing would need Diderot in 1760 to question the per-
spective of classical tragedy being solely entitled to discuss serious 
issues. Lessing used Diderot’s authority as an art critic to shield 
himself from the authority of Gottsched, a defender of tragedy 
deposed by its younger sister, the domestic or bourgeois tragedy 
(ibid., p. 139).

4. The “Romantic lie” and its two facets

Friedrich Schiller was 25 when he celebrated the success of 
Intrigue and Love (Kabale und Liebe) in 17848. This play con-
cluding the “Sturm und Drang” (Storm and Stress) period was 
severely criticized by Auerbach in his essay “Miller the Musi-
cian.” According to the critic, a melodramatic structure could 
not carry a revolutionary message9. The end result was a series 
of black-and-white simplifications that were ultimately comical, 
and some bombastic antics by the characters – Ferdinand, Lady 
Milford and Luise herself (Auerbach, 1974).

8 The original title Luise Millerin has been preserved in the opera by Verdi, 
produced in spring 2018 by the Metropolitan Opera and featuring Piotr Beczała 
as Ferdinand/Rodolfo (the librettist changed the romantic lead’s name). Schiller 
changed the title at the advice of his friend, Iffland (Schiller, 1976, pp. XXXII–
XXXIII). 

9 “Luise Millerin is much more a political and even a demagogic play than 
a truly realistic one” (Auerbach, 1957, p. 388).
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If we read Schiller’s play with the help of René Girard’s for-
mula, which he renewed in the monograph Mensonge romantique 
et vérité romanesque (Deceit, Desire and the Novel), we can look 
at Ferdinand and Luise not so much as victims of a political 
intrigue but as victims of the “Romantic lie” that engulfed the 
imagination (and sensitivity) of the egotistic Ferdinand, son of 
the cynical and ambitious President, the prince’s highest official. 
“These individualisms professed with fanfare merely hide a new 
form of imitation. Romantic revulsions … usually conceal a mor-
bid concern for the Other” (Girard, 1996, p. 43). That Other 
becomes an object of hatred: “someone who prevents us from 
satisfying a desire which he himself has inspired in us” (ibid., 
p. 40). Is this how we can perceive Luise? In the first act Ferdi-
nand declares: “I see clearly every emotion on your face. … If 
only this mirror stays unsullied, there will be no more clouds in 
the sky” (Schiller, p. 18). He has faith in the extraordinariness of 
his love, but the guarantor (guardian?) and, as it will transpire, 
the obstacle or even destructor of this highest good in which he 
invests his entire (excessively loved) self, in Ferdinand’s case is 
“a nothingness called Luise,” as the girl introduces herself (ibid., 
p.  19). “Is my escutcheon worth more than the judgment of 
heaven in my Luise’s eyes?” Ferdinand asks rhetorically (ibid.). 
As the mediator of the “triangular desire” to which her “boy” (as 
he calls himself) seems to surrender rightly points out: “Do you 
not feel that your hopes rend my heart into pieces like fiends?” 
(ibid, p.  20). Luise shares her forebodings with him, whereas 
Ferdinand’s dreams include the unintentional anticipation of the 
final tragic scene between the lovers, i.e. Luise’s poisoning and 
the suicide of her lover who accused her of infidelity: “for thee 
I shall receive every wound”; from the point of view of the end-
ing, this protestation assumes a somberly ironic tone: Ferdinand 
will drink the beverage he poisoned, which he had earlier asked 
to be made for the girl.

Can the excess of pathos in Ferdinand’s words be ascribed 
to the writer’s lack of creative maturity (Auerbach, 1974)? “The 
romantic vaniteux … convinces himself that he is thoroughly 
original” (Girard, 2001, p.  44). Ferdinand is not meant to be 
a hero without blemish. His excessive eloquence is in fact a sign 
of alienation: He loves the power and extraordinariness of his 
love for Luise who discarded convention; but does he love Luise? 
Luise tries to measure up to the role he has assigned her, but 
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draws back terrified. She will step on the path toward death 
(but not infidelity) only because – as she believes – she is thus 
saving her father imprisoned by the prince. The uniqueness of 
Intrigue and Love – as Auerbach admits – lies in the fact that, for 
the first time, the fate of an individual incorporates the quintes-
sence of a situation being experienced by an entire community 
(Europe in the shadow of the French Revolution, the German 
provinces). Standing opposite the tragic lover lost in his loftiness 
is the honest and sensitive daughter of a music teacher, defend-
ing the truth of love that Schiller and his colleagues took over 
from Rousseau: love that is tragic and noble, natural and directly 
accessible to everyone. “Its simplest and purest form appeared 
to be a condition of natural virtue, and its freedom in the face 
of mere convention was considered an inalienable natural right” 
(Auerbach, 1957, p. 389).

There is a similarity between the situation of Schiller’s Luise 
and Rosette from Alfred de Musset’s comedy No Trifling with 
Love: Young master Perdican, thinking himself rejected by his 
cousin Camille whom his father the Baron wants him to marry, 
toys with the feelings of a “peasant girl” ultimately using her as 
“bait” for his own ego and Camille’s jealousy; it works, because 
the latter decides not to return to the convent, finally telling 
Perdican that she loves him. This happens in the chapel, where 
Rosette also comes, uninvited and unnoticed. Her cry in response 
to the double ecstatic confession of Camille and Perdican will, 
however, remain a symbol of mystery: Insofar as the two cousins 
discover their lies and identify them as resulting from Camille’s 
ambition and Perdican’s vanity, neither they nor the audience 
ever find out how Rosette died. The only certain thing is what 
Camille announces to her beloved at the end: “She is dead. Fare-
well, Perdican” (Musset, 1953, p. 88 – act III, scene 8).

“Innocence designated from the start as a guilt offering” for 
the egoisms of the two protagonists (Musset/Canal, 1996, p. 114) 
who are social and intellectual equals, Rosette comes close to 
the role of the mediator from Girard’s theory: Both Perdican 
and Camille take her as an example of ideal, honest (because 
unthinking!) love (ibid., pp. 67–69, 75–78 – act III, scene 3 and 
6); their own behavior toward Rosette, however, is callous: They 
continue their dispute instead of attending to the unconscious 
girl who, after all, is Camille’s foster sister (ibid., pp.  78–79). 
Their thoughtless cruelty is an ominous indication of the finale.
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If, following Encyklopedia teatru polskiego [Encyclopedia of 
Polish Theater], we acknowledge the special role of metatheater10 
in building meaning that “undergoes splitting – from referencing 
the external, it shifts to the level of self-reference: commentary 
on the process or means of creating theater,” the striking thing 
about the last two plays discussed above – Schiller’s and Musset’s 
– is how they move away from the structures of theater within 
the theater or theater referencing itself. Their metatheater does 
not involve seeking truth by the staging of illusions, they forgo 
spying on frauds and psycho-dramatic imitation of themselves by 
characters who trust – rightly or not – their own moral strength. 
Just like in the theater of the world, the image appearing in this 
theater is that of a topsy-turvy world, Perdican and Camille play 
out the scene from Hamlet in a topsy-turvy manner: At first the 
cousin advises his beloved against going to the convent when 
she asks for his opinion. The scene itself smells of provocation 
from the maiden in love (as yet unconsciously) with Perdican; it 
is only during the scene’s final retort that Perdican, pushed to 
the limits by his cousin’s mockery and sarcasm, offers a pastiche 
of the Shakespearian model: “Farewell, Camille. Return to the 
convent …” (Musset, 1953, pp.  43–57 – act II, scene 5). This 
reversal concerns not only the perception of one’s beloved (after 
all, Marivaux’s Blaise and Lisette could also be jealous for no 
reason) but, above all, the contaminated nature of love or, more 
precisely, yearning for love, desire for another person, toward 
whom Romantic heroes adopt an intentional attitude (as they would 
toward things) rather than a dialogical one (as they should toward 
another human being) – if we espouse Father Józef Tischner’s 
differentiation (in which he speaks of ‘an opening up’ and not ‘an 
attitude’, making it more dynamic) which is immersed in Martin 
Buber’s philosophy of dialogue (Tischner, 2001, pp. 9–10). The 
(female) Other functions as a sign – hidden in bushes or behind 
a drape in Musset, forced into silence and insulted despite insist-
ing on her innocence in Schiller – as a stimulus and an obstacle, 
prize and punishment all in one, on the way to the male charac-
ter’s fulfillment. “If desire turns us toward good, then thinking 

10 “Metatheater – A play or performance self-reflective in character, whose 
development illustrates issues related to theater. The metatheatrical aspect can 
be designed by the playwright within the text’s structure or added by the director 
in the staging process” (ibid.).
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turns us toward truth” (ibid., p.  46). What has happened to 
the world that such a simple mapping has become impossible?

In the drama of existence, which theater tries to play out in 
its own way and in every time, Father Tischner defines a signifi-
cant difference between a lie and an illusion: 

Lying assumes knowledge of the truth: The liar knows how 
things really are, but says they are otherwise – thus lying. In illu-
sion the situation is different – the speaker does not know how 
things really are, to him they seem to be as he says and hears 
them, so he is convinced he is speaking the truth (ibid., 143).

Romantic drama superimposes lies and illusions on each other: 
Luise lies because she has to; however, to Ferdinand the illusion 
of infidelity created by her lie is the truth, but this is because 
his desire becomes immersed in itself instead of taking note of 
the nonverbal signs that his beloved, committed to silence by 
a sacred vow, gives him. Are Perdican and Camille lying, or are 
they victims of their own illusion? To Rosette, their conduct in 
the final scene in the chapel is unequivocal: She hears (and sees?) 
that she has been cheated.

What we see in the boundless individualism of the Romantics 
is not only the release of stress from centuries of practicing good 
manners under the guidance and laws of the authorities of the 
Ancien Régime; if the Romantic hero declares war on evil – in 
politics or morals – does it mean he desires good? The condition 
of an ethical stance on the stage of theatrum mundi, according to 
Tischner, is acknowledgement of the truth: “My self is infinitely 
responsible before my fellow human,” and therefore responsible 
for the whole world, because “you are either responsible for 
everything or for nothing. … Between the stance of Abel and 
Cain there is no other option” (ibid., p. 50). Instead of having 
a choice, we are left to wander confused.
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The issue of dishonesty, an inclination toward confabulation, 
and, on the other hand, truthfulness, honesty, or simply the ina-
bility to produce untrue assertions, is an extremely important 
aspect of descriptions of the character of peoples, nationalities, 
or any other social communities in modern times. In the second 
half of the 17th and at the beginning of the 18th century, the 
problem of honesty became one of the most important aspects of 

1 This paper was supported by a grant from the National Science Center, 
Poland (2014/13/D/HS3/03701).
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the discussion about the possibility of practicing Christian morality 
in the corrupt world of the European elites. In the second half 
of the 17th century many authors and moralists were discussing 
the possibility of merging Christian morality with the practice of 
social life2. And although in the second half of the 18th century 
philosophers of the Enlightenment strongly emphasized the social 
legitimization of virtues, and the necessity of practicing them in 
the context of social rituals, the opinion that civilization (along 
with its most sophisticated forms) was a factor which may lead to 
the corruption of morals was still powerful. The difference from 
earlier criticism was the change of reference point. Now, the arti-
ficiality of worldly manners was not juxtaposed with evangelical 
virtues, but with the natural morality of communities considered 
uncivilized. Among the nations considered less civilized, one 
could point not only to those living in distant and exotic parts 
of the world, but also to those living in some remote European 
regions, such as the highlanders from Valais described by Jean 
Jacques Rousseau in The New Heloise. Hence, criticism of the 
corruption of the elites’ morality was offered not in the context 
of religion but in the perspective of the “natural history” of man-
kind, i.e. anthropology3. The recognition of peoples considered 
uncivilized as a model of truthfulness or sincerity includes the 
ideal of the “good savage,” which became an extremely popular 
motif present in scientific and literary works of the 18th century. 
“Good savage” (bon sauvage) or “noble savage” are terms that 
define an idealized image of primitive man who, living away from 
civilization, had to preserve certain moral virtues, such as living 
in harmony with nature, innocence, disinterestedness, but also 
sincerity. The term bon sauvage was first used by French writer 
and traveler Marc Lescarbot in 1609, but it was Rousseau who 

2 This problem appears e.g. in Molière’s Misanthrope and La Bruyère’s Char-
acters. The theoretical foundation for the possibility of combining virtue with 
high society life was provided by the writings of Malebranche, which were 
opposed to Pascal’s strict morality (Bury, 1996, pp. 123–125, 151, 199–202.).

3 Already in 1724 Joseph-François Lafitau delivered the first example of 
comparative anthropology (Motsch, 2001, pp. 3–6 ; Racault, 2003, pp. 17–22), 
followed a few decades later by the monumental work Histoire naturelle de 
l’homme by Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buffon, which also listed numerous ex-
amples from travel literature and on this basis divided mankind into uncivilized 
and civilized communities. Also Diderot, Helvetius, Voltaire, and Rousseau, 
based on their reading of travelogues, tried to determine the laws governing the 
development of humanity (Duchet, 1971, pp. 235–249).
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was responsible for its popularization. Thanks to his work, the 
idea of the good savage became a popular motif of Enlightenment 
art and literature (Ellingson, 2001, p. XVI, 2).

The present paper sets out to show how the morals of soci-
eties considered uncivilized and the mores of populations living 
in the European peripheries of civilization were regarded as 
being connected with each other. French-language descriptions 
of Morlachs (Slavic shepherds living in provincial Dalmatia4) and 
Montenegrins will be analyzed in this context of the 18th-century 
discussions on natural morality. 

A lready in the second half of the 17th century, French liter-
ature mentioned the Southern Slavs outside the historical con-
text of their barbaric origin, using a kind of pre-anthropological 
perspective. Commenting on the travelogue of François Pyrard, 
the first French traveler to reach India, geographer Pierre Duval, 
nephew of famous cartographer Nicolas Sanson (Petto, 2007, 
p. 149), juxtaposed the pirates from Malabar, who were said to be 
bold but cruel soldiers with, among others, the Morlachs (Duval, 
Pyrard 1679, p. 114). Duval compared many different groups of 
people from all over the globe, which – in his opinion – shared 
a similar way of life. This long list opened with the Cherokees 
and closed with the Pyrenean highlanders. Based on the same 
principle, Paul Hay du Chastelet called Morlachs “the Dalmatian 
Iroquois” in his Politique Civile et Militaire des Venitiens published 
in 1670 (Chastelet, 1670, p.  103). In the travelogue of Alberto 
Fortis published more than 100 years later, the primitiveness of 
the Morlachs was emphasized by their comparison to Tatars and 
North American Indians (Fortis, 1778, p. 67). 

The latter of the above-mentioned authors is particularly 
important, since his travelogue entitled Viaggio in Dalmazia 
became the primary source of information about the Southern 
Slavs in Europe during the Enlightenment. Fortis was a natural-
ist who undertook a special mission for the Venetian Republic 
and tried to describe Dalmatia, with particular emphasis on its 

4 From the 16th century the ethnonym “Morlachs,” coming from the Greek 
term “Black Vlachs” (Mavro Vlasi), was used not only to describe Romance-
speaking Vlach shepherds but also Slavs, and even other groups which merged 
with them. This was possible because Slavs often became shepherds, and the 
Venetians began to use the name “Morlachs” (Morlacchi) for all people who were 
herdsmen, regardless of the language they used or the religion they practiced 
(Rapacka, 1997, p. 218).
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natural resources which could later be used by Venice (Wolff, 
2001, p. 2). Fortis’s work became especially popular in France 
and determined the image of the Southern Slavs for a few 
decades (Sajkowski, 2013, p. 166–167). 

Fortis was the first author to provide a detailed description 
of the customs of the people described as Morlachs, but what is 
even more important in the context of the present paper’s focus, 
he tried to replace the previous negative image of Morlachian 
barbarity with a new portrayal containing elements of the ideal 
of the “good savage.” In a letter addressed to English nobleman 
Lord Bute, he emphasized:

You have, no doubt, often heard the Morlacchi described as a race 
of men, fierce, unreasonable, void of humanity, and capable of 
any crime. The inhabitants of the sea coast of Dalmatia tell many 
frightful stories about the cruelty of those people, that, induced by 
the avidity of plunder, they often proceeded to the most atrocious 
excesses of violence, by fire and sword. But these facts (though the 
truth of them is sufficiently authenticated, by the known veracity of 
those who relate them) are either of ancient date, or if some have 
happened in later times, they ought rather, from the characters they 
bear, to be ascribed to the corruption of a few individuals, than to 
the bad disposition of the nation in general. It is but too true, that, 
after the late wars with the Turks, the Morlacchi, habituated to mur-
der and plunder with impunity, gave some examples. of cruelty and 
rapine: but what instance can be given of troops just returned from 
war, and dismissed from the exercise of arms, against the enemy 
of their sovereign, that have not peopled the woods and highways 
with thieves and assassins? I think it, however, a duty incumbent 
on me, to write what I personally saw relative to their customs, and 
inclinations, and thereby to form some apology for that nation, by 
which I was so well received, and treated with so much humanity 
(Fortis, 1778, p. 44).

In Fortis’s travelogue the natural goodness of the Morlachs 
went hand in hand with sincerity, which often made them vul-
nerable to being exploited. Because of that, Italians who traded 
in Dalmatia could take advantage of the gullibility of these 
“good people,” as Fortis called the Morlachs. For this reason, 
their trust diminished appreciably due to suspicion and fear of 
being deceived: 

The sincerity, trust, and honesty of these poor people, not only 
in contracts, but in all the ordinary actions of their life, would be 
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called simplicity and weakness among us. It is true, that the Italians, 
who trade in Dalmatia, and the littoral inhabitants themselves, have 
but too often taken advantage of this integrity (Fortis, 1778, p. 53).

According to Fortis, the savages were guided primarily by 
emotions, and their innate naivety went hand in hand with 
superstition, which in the opinion of philosophers of the Enlight-
enment was one of the greatest enemies of intelligent thinking. 
In 18th-century descriptions of Indians and indigenous Africans, 
superstitions were discussed in detail. Following these models, 
Fortis decided to describe Morlachian belief in vampires, were-
wolves, ghosts, and witchcraft. Ignorance and superstition were 
presented as the result of the credulity and naivety of the Mor-
lachs, who did not know falseness and accepted the teachings of 
backward and obscurantist clergy without criticism. The latter 
were meant to have aroused religious fanaticism in the gentle 
hearts of the Morlachs (Fortis, 1778, p. 61–64).

Another testimony from which French readers could learn 
about the natural sincerity of the Southern Slavs was produced 
by Stefano Zannowich (Stefan Zanović; Stiépan Zannovitch), 
false prince of Albania, an impostor who, justifying his nobility, 
wrote books that invoked Albania and Southeastern Europe, most 
often in the spirit of exoticism and turquerie (Watzlawick, 1999, 
pp.  14–15; Vidan, 2004, p.  136). Perhaps Zannowich’s most 
important work – as regards describing the Balkan peoples – is 
also the most special in his bibliography. It is a work dedicated to 
another adventurer, Šćepan Mali (Stephen the Little), who reigned 
in Montenegro from 1767 to 1773 (Mortier, 2000, pp. 44–45). 
This impostor of Slavic origin appeared in Montenegro in 1766. 
He pretended to be Tsar Peter III, the ex-husband of Tsarina 
Catherine II, and unified Montenegro, which at the time was 
divided as a result of quarrels among various Montenegrin fam-
ilies. The presentation of the case of Šćepan Mali necessitated 
a detailed description of Montenegro and its inhabitants, because 
French knowledge on this country was almost nil. Zannowich, 
as someone who wanted to appear as an external observer of 
European reality, often criticized the manners of European high 
society. In the story of Šćepan Mali, he referred to the presumed 
corruption of European elites and contrasted it with the customs 
of Montenegrin women, similarly to Rousseau who had compared 
the women of Paris and Valais in The New Heloise, or like Fortis 
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who had glorified the straightforwardness and innocence of the 
Morlachs. According to Zannowich, the Montenegrins, even if 
they were belligerent and had shown barbaric cruelty, also shared 
some common traits of character with good savages. “The purity 
of morals is much higher among Montenegrins than among civ-
ilized peoples,”5 stated Zannowich (Zannovitch, 1784, pp. 1–2). 
Just like all savage peoples, including the Morlachs described 
by Fortis, Montenegrins were very hospitable. Although Turk-
ish, Venetian or Ragusan incomers had to watch out, Slavs who 
appeared in their country could count on a friendly reception. 
Other positive qualities of the Montenegrin character also dupli-
cated those included in the “good savage” model, which Fortis 
had also invoked. Among them, honesty and a particularly strong 
sense of honor should be mentioned. The former trait went hand 
in hand with naivety, which was supposed to be an ally in the 
deception executed by Šćepan Mali. Zannowich pointed out that 
Montenegrins are characterized by a natural sincerity, which could 
be opposed with the corrupt morality of European high society:

Slandering is not popular in Montenegro. This nation is too devoted 
to war, and too inactive to deal with the affairs of other people, there 
are also other reasons for that. Slander, so adored and acclaimed 
at one of the European courts, could not find a home in a country 
where the sounds of weapons were constantly heard, and where even 
the least important man would cut off the arms and legs of anyone 
who dared to slander him6 (Zannovitch, 1784, p. 10).

5 “La pureté des mœurs des Monténégrins surpasse de beaucoup celle qui 
existe aujourd’hui chez les nations civilisées. La jeunesse toute adonné aux armes, 
ne sent d’inclination pour le sexe que dans un âge mûr, au lieu que de nos jours 
l’homme & la femme se connaissent presque de l’enfance. Les filles élevées sous 
les yeux de leurs mères apprennent dans le silence, et loin de ces plaisirs séduisants 
qui amollissent aujourd’hui les jeunes cœurs, tout ce qui est nécessaire pour de-
venir des bonnes mères de famille. Rien n’est plus respecté chez ces nations que 
l’hospitalité et la vertu de femme.”

6 “La médisance qui trouve rarement des incrédules, & c’est un des priv-
ilèges du mal que l’on raconte, d’être cru sans preuves, & presque toujours sans 
examen, n’a point beaucoup de vogue dans le Monténégro. La nation est trop 
livrée aux dangers de la guerre, & trop peu oisive pour s’entretenir des affaires 
d’autrui à tort, & et à travers; d’autres raisons encore on pourrait alléguer : mais 
il nous suffira de dire que la médisance est si bien établie, & fêtée dans une cer-
taine cour d’Europe, qu’elle ne se souci point de venir à s’y établir pas même pour 
quelques jours dans un pays qui retenait toujours le bruit des armes, & et où le 
plus petit individu lui couperait bras & et jambes si elle voudrait caqueter avec 
la même licence qu’elle fait ailleurs.”
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In fact this passage about “defamation” had a deep autobio-
graphic aspect: Since Zannowich was an impostor himself, and 
pretended to be a prince of Albania, many treated him with 
suspicion and reserve. Zannowich decided to profit from the 
Western presumption on the natural righteousness and sincerity 
of peoples considered less civilized to pursue his own personal 
propaganda. However, it should be underlined that among all 
of the texts portraying the South Slavs that functioned among 
French readers of the second half of the 18th century, Zannow-
ich’s testimony was the most ambiguous, because he did not 
deny that Montenegrins are often deceitful, but pointed out that 
this applies mostly to their behavior toward foreigners, and is 
a consequence of their mistrust toward peoples other than Slavs 
(Zannovitch, 1784, p. 9). 

Natural sincerity or, on the other hand, an inclination to 
lie, as an important element of the image of peoples considered 
less civilized, was an issue described not only in travelogues. 
The presumption that the Southern Slavs who inhabit provincial 
Dalmatia are simple, naturally good and sincere was also men-
tioned by a French official, André Abrial, who during the short 
period of Napoleonic rule in the Western Balkans (1806–1813) 
looked into the possibility of introducing the Napoleonic Civil 
Code in Dalmatia (Sajkowski, 2018, pp. 189–191). In his opin-
ion, this task would be easy on the Dalmatian coast, because 
this part of the region, formerly belonging to Venice and to the 
Republic of Ragusa, was inhabited mainly by a literate popu-
lation, which for centuries had been functioning according to 
different regulations based on Roman Law. The complex mosaic 
of different codes functioning in different cities was, of course, 
an obstacle to introducing one uniform Napoleonic Code, but 
Abrial thought this difficulty could be overcome. However, the 
inland part of the province was much more questionable when 
it came to introducing legal reforms. Although in theory the 
lands of Acquisto Nuovo, and Acquisto Nuovissimo, which the 
Venetians had gained from the Ottomans at the beginning of the 
18th century, functioned according to the law of the Venetian 
Republic, the majority of the population was illiterate and lived 
according to their own common law which often contradicted the 
spirit of the Napoleonic Code (Sajkowski, 2018, pp. 189–190). 
The first problem stemmed from the illiteracy of the population, 
commonly referred to as the Morlachs, to whom the spoken 
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word held greater importance than written contracts. Therefore 
local priests, some of whom were literate and who were much 
respected by the local population, were meant to become offi-
cials of the state, as they could help with drawing up written 
contracts, e.g. marriage contracts. Apart from this main problem, 
others that were mentioned included the traditional patriarchal 
structure of Morlachian society, in which women were not treated 
as equal to men (which was a huge obstacle to introducing the 
institution of marriage as a civil contract). However, among all 
those inconveniences mentioned by Abrial, there was also one 
positive feature of the Morlachian character that would make 
legal reforms easier, i.e. natural sincerity. The French wanted to 
modify the whole structure of the judiciary left by Austria, which 
had ruled briefly over Dalmatia in 1797–1806 (Sajkowski, 2018, 
192). The lowest level of the judiciary, i.e. justices of the peace, 
who were meant to resolve legal disputes of the first instance, 
was – according to Abrial – too severe. In his opinion, justices 
of the peace should be considered mild conciliators of disputes 
occurring among the locals, and not judges pronouncing harsh 
sentences. The conciliatory function of justices of the peace was 
possible to realize thanks to the Morlachs’ natural sincerity. 
According to Abrial, the population of inland Dalmatia had no 
tendency for manipulation or litigiousness (Abrial, 1806). 

On the other hand, when it comes to the practice of gov-
ernance, the notion of sincerity has much wider implications 
than the above-mentioned aspect of judiciary reforms. It is also 
very important when it comes to the French governors’ assess-
ment of the loyalty of the Illyrian Provinces’ populations. If 
Dalmatian Morlachs or the military settlers of the provinces of 
Croatie Militaire were naturally sincere, it meant that in case of 
disloyalty they would be unable to hide their hostility toward 
the French, or their commitment if their attitude toward their 
new rulers was positive. Hence reports in which French officers 
describing the disloyalty of the population mentioned examples 
of open hostility or collaboration with other political powers. For 
example, a report from Colonel Sorbier mentioned that almost 
every Dalmatian of the Orthodox confession has a portrait of 
the Russian tsar in his house (Sorbier, 1806). Other reports 
written by French administrators also mentioned examples of 
open hostility toward the French, which involved isolated acts 
of violent brutality or organized uprisings, partially provoked 
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by Russia (Sajkowski, 2018, pp.  116–135). On the other hand, 
the French were convinced that if the populations of the Illyr-
ian Provinces were more favorably disposed toward French rule, 
they could become the most loyal soldiers of Napoleon because 
of the straightforward and devoted attitude that characterized 
all of their actions (Sajkowski, 2018, pp. 135–144).

Instead of ending this paper with a summary, it seems more 
apt to conclude with a quotation that not only sums up the 
experience of governance over the Dalmatian Slavs (or at least 
that part of the Slavic population which inhabited the provinces), 
but also sheds light on the previously mentioned testimonies on 
Slavic sincerity. Marshal Marmont, the first governor general of 
the Illyrian Provinces, wrote in his memoirs decades after that 
brief episode of the French presence in the Balkans: 

But this country, so sad and so poor, is inhabited by a nation so 
beautiful, so valiant and so susceptible to enthusiasm; so ignorant, 
simple, and confident, capable of devotion to its leaders; but, like 
all barbarians, it does not understand abstractions; to gain its favor, 
you have to awaken its senses and submit it to physical action7 
(Marmont, 1857, p. 27).

This testimony was published after Marmont’s death in 1852, 
and it seems the 17th- and 18th-century presumption that there is 
some correlation between falseness and civilization still persisted. 
In this short quotation, confidence, devotion and sincerity are 
linked to an inability to understand abstractions and sophisticated 
truths of the civilized world. The “barbarians,” as Marmont called 
the Slavs inhabiting provincial Dalmatia, were supposed to take all 
information literally, and anyone who wanted to gain their favor 
should also remember this. There is also a paradox which can be 
drawn from all of the above-mentioned testimonies: Uncivilized 
peoples’ natural predisposition to sincerity and straightforward-
ness went hand in hand with their vulnerability to being fooled 
by those more civilized, while their natural truthfulness could 
easily be turned into credulity and superstition. 

7 “Mais ce pays, si triste et si pauvre, est habité par une population belle, 
valeureuse et susceptible d’enthousiasme; ignorante, simple, confiante, capable 
de dévouement pour ses chefs ; mais, comme tous les Barbares, elle ne comprend 
pas les abstractions; pour la remuer, il faut frapper ses sens et la soumettre à une 
action matériell.”
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Abstract

The paper discusses issues of the validity of aesthetic judgements in the con-
cept of George Santayana, the author of The Sense of Beauty and Reason in 
Art. Although Santayana places aesthetic experience as well as experience as 
such at the center of his analyses, and explicitly opposes the view that aes-
thetic judgements are supra-individual, I endeavor to demonstrate that his 
concept is not necessarily contrary to the achievements of 18th-century aes-
thetics proclaiming the validity of judgements of taste (Shaftesbury, D. Hume, 
E. Burke or I. Kant). It is true that Santayana’s multifaceted understanding of 
beauty reveals the limitations of Kant’s aesthetics, but nevertheless, it does not 
contradict its achievements. The differentiation he made between the beauty 
of matter, form, and expression suggests a dual meaning of the validity of 
aesthetic judgements, on the one hand pointing to their universality while 
on the other referring to the ideals of reason whose sensual representation is 
available in works of art.
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Classical philosophical aesthetics, flourishing in the 18th cen-
tury which is sometimes referred to as the “age of taste” (Pazura, 
1981), developed several solutions to the problem of justifying the 
validity of aesthetic judgments. The very problem of the validity 
of these judgments was connected with the emergence of a new 
understanding of human subjectivity, in which the individual-
ism of human beings was emphasized more clearly than before: 
Although the human was traditionally referred to as animal 
rationale, reasonableness distributed among individuals proved to 
be flawed, and only the collective effort of particular researchers 
enabled universally accepted knowledge to be attained – but in 
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order to reconstruct this process of rising toward reasonableness, 
it was necessary to use individual experience as a starting point. 
Also human affectivity, analyzed with ever growing accuracy, 
showed human persons whose passions placed them not only in 
relation to the world of nature, but also to other people. Finally, 
this discovery of the individual was crowned with a practical 
culmination in the form of a social and political doctrine with 
slogans referring not only to the natural law binding for all peo-
ple, but also to the social contract posited by John Locke and 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau.

In aesthetics, such a perception of the individuality of humans 
led 18th-century thinkers to enquire about the principle under-
lying aesthetic judgements: They stem from personal experience, 
but at the same time they are not limited to it and have validity, 
something that at the end of the century Kant would call “the 
universal validity claim” (Kant, 1914, p. 61). Thus, although it 
was noted that the particular pleasure inherent in the percep-
tion of beauty and associated with the aesthetic disinterestedness 
discovered at the beginning of the 18th century is subjective, 
various justifications were sought to distinguish said subjectivity 
from individuality and to guarantee that aesthetic judgements 
built on this pleasure could be valid. The distinction between 
individual and objective predilection or, at least, the intersubjec-
tive status of a judgement, was to serve as a condition for any 
discussion about beauty and other values of sensual experience 
such as sublimity or picturesqueness. In the British aesthetics of 
the 18th  century, the search for justification of the validity of 
judgements went in several major directions determined by the 
achievements of three philosophers and aestheticians: Anthony 
Ashley Cooper Shaftesbury, Edmund Burke, and David Hume. 
Although it is easy to point to the legitimacy of the problem 
they were trying to quantify, the solutions they proposed were 
only partially satisfactory. Although the Platonizing concept of 
Shaftesbury contained the discovery of aesthetic disinterested-
ness, beauty was understood in it in an extremely broad sense (at 
least as a combination of beauty and sublimity, but also of inner 
beauty, i.e. virtue) – ultimately all phenomena that were capable 
of arousing sincere admiration were described by Shaftesbury as 
beautiful, as they allow us to understand the purposive organiza-
tion of nature and contribute to the formation of an appropriate 
inner human attitude. 
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On the other hand, although Burke’s search for natural (phys-
ical, biological, physiological and psychological) determinants of 
the objectivity of judgements of taste allowed two fundamental 
aesthetic values to be distinguished already at the start, namely 
beauty and sublimity, and helped distinguish the purposiveness 
of beauty from the purposiveness of life, this nevertheless led 
to the arbitrariness of solutions (Grzeliński, 2001, p. 114). The 
description of the physiological mechanism by which objects with 
certain properties influence the human perception apparatus did 
not leave any doubt – judgements of beauty and sublimity proved 
to be equally indispensable as judgments of other properties of 
objects. Burke’s attempt to explain the discrepancies of judge-
ments with the idea that habit changes the natural response, 
revealed the precarious nature of the entire structure. Natural 
taste, common to all, turned out to be only a postulate, and its 
verdicts were uncertain. Finally, the third solution, proposed by 
Hume, described the forming of an opinion on works of art and 
how such an opinion functions in society rather than its actual 
subject (Hume, 1955). In fact, Hume’s concept describes how 
artistic values are defined through the formation of opinions 
and habits, but it does not answer the question of what beauty 
actually is, and how artistic beauty differs from natural beauty.

The 18th-century discussions were summarized, so to speak, 
in Immanuel Kant’s concept presented in his Critique of Judge-
ment (1790). The answer it provided was based on previous dis-
coveries, yet surpassed them by indicating a completely different 
way of establishing the conditions for the validity of aesthetic 
judgements. In the case of beauty, this condition was spatial 
order or, in the case of music, temporal order. The procedure 
proposed by Kant was to reduce the phenomenon of beauty to 
its simplest form in which one can answer the question about the 
basis for the common inclination of all people. In his Analytic 
of the Beautiful, Kant pointed to four “moments” of judgement 
of taste which are derivatives of particular groups of categories 
that allow one to formulate any judgement: disinterestedness 
(quality category), universality (quantity category), purposiveness 
without purpose (relationship) and necessity (modality). Thus, 
an object was to be considered only as a phenomenon, i.e. in 
isolation from its existence (which could be the cause of either 
direct sensual stimulation and the related pleasure, or satisfac-
tion resulting from the possibility of making use of the object 
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for practical purposes). Ultimately, beauty was reduced only to 
the form of a phenomenon – to the order found in the pure 
intuition of time and space imposed on phenomena, disregarding 
the matter of the phenomenon – the charm connected with the 
quality of phenomena, with color or tonality of sound. Because 
all people are gifted with the capability to perceive phenomena 
in time and space as well as the rudimentary ability to find order 
in such perceptions, one should expect that in the case of thus 
understood beauty, judgements of aesthetic taste may claim the 
right to universality. Ultimately, therefore, while people may 
differ in their judgments when guided by personal inclinations, 
aesthetic judgements may be accorded the value of validity. 

Santayana’s objection 

From this perspective, the starting point for the concept pre-
sented by George Santayana (1863–1952) in his two works from 
the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, The Sense of Beauty 
(1896) and Reason in Art (1905), is perhaps a contradiction to 
all of the above findings. In the introductory paragraphs of the 
former work, the philosopher insists on abandoning the concept 
of disinterestedness which constituted a foundation for all the 
aesthetic considerations of 18th-century aesthetics, as well as 
the aspirations to establish any kind of standard of taste desired 
by Hume, or the universality of the principles of beauty. 

It is unmeaning to say that what is beautiful to one man ought to 
be beautiful to another. If their senses are the same, their associa-
tions and dispositions similar, then the same thing will certainly be 
beautiful to both. If their natures are different, the form which to 
one will be entrancing will be to another even invisible, because his 
classifications and discriminations in perception will be different, 
and he may see a hideous detached fragment or a shapeless aggre-
gate of things, in what to another is a perfect whole – so entirely 
are the unities of objects unities of function and use. It is absurd to 
say that what is invisible to a given being ought to seem beautiful 
to him. Evidently this obligation of recognizing the same qualities 
is conditioned by the possession of the same faculties. But no two 
men have exactly the same faculties, nor can things have for any two 
exactly the same values (Santayana, 1896, p. 27).

Santayana’s negation of the universality of judgements of taste 
goes hand in hand with his opposition to the possibility of aesthetic 
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disinterestedness. In his interpretation, disinterestedness would 
imply a specific mode of experience. Much of our day-to-day 
relation to the world around us is “interested” in character (from 
the Latin inter esse), i.e. related to the existence of objects, their 
usefulness, the possibility of manipulating them or avoiding them 
in case of danger; contrary to this, a disinterested approach to 
the world would mean abstraction from the real existence of 
things that surround us, a sort of gliding of the soul delighted 
by beauty over material reality. Such an understanding of disin-
terestedness seems, to the American philosopher, to be at most 
the result of a momentary reflection, and ultimately an illusion, 
since it is impossible to break the bond with the body situating 
us amidst other bodies. If disinterestedness is to be understood 
as a reference to sensual pleasure as such, without looking at the 
consequences, then in fact every pleasure felt would be selfless 
in character. Santayana’s argument finds its culmination in the 
statement that disinterestedness cannot constitute the differentia 
specifica of an aesthetic experience.

There seem to exist at least two reasons for such an inter-
pretation. One of them is Santayana’s shift toward experience, 
that “invigorating sense that here, at last, we are getting back 
to experience, down to earth,” as Monroe Beardsley, another 
American aesthetician, wrote in his commentary on his concept 
(Beardsley, 1975, p. 329). Indeed, Santayana is more interested 
in the experience itself, in the “sense” of beauty as indicated 
by the title of his work, and not in aesthetic theory; as he puts 
it, “to feel beauty is a better thing than to understand how we 
come to feel it” (Santayana, 1896, pp. 8–9). The second reason is 
an attempt to overcome the limitations of traditional aesthetics, 
which is expressed in Kant’s thought. Above all, he notes that 
Kant’s effort to define the conditions for aesthetic judgements (i.e. 
statements that would merit attribution of the value of validity) 
leads to a significant impoverishment of aesthetic experience. This 
is because it is limited only to the sphere of formal beauty – the 
pleasure derived from experiencing spatial or temporal order. 
Indeed, this experience refers to a specifically aesthetic sphere, 
as it cannot be explained through reference to another type of 
experience, yet it is not the only aspect of aesthetic experience.

Where there is a sensuous delight, like that of color, and the impression 
of the object is in its elements agreeable, we have to look no farther 
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for an explanation of the charm we feel. Where there is expression, 
and an object indifferent to the senses is associated with other ideas 
which are interesting, the problem, although complex and varied, is 
in principle comparatively plain. But there is an intermediate effect 
which is more mysterious, and more specifically an effect of beauty. 
It is found where sensible elements, by themselves indifferent, are so 
united as to please in combination. There is something unexpected 
in this phenomenon, so much so that those who cannot conceive 
its explanation often reassure themselves by denying its existence 
(Santayana, 1896, p. 53).

Formal beauty, the explanation of which is a unique task 
of aesthetics, is an intermediate phenomenon between material 
beauty and the beauty of expression. The former is related to the 
satisfaction of simple sensual qualities – color, sound, or touch. 
Satisfaction in them is the simplest manifestation of aesthetic 
experience, not requiring any training. Such an experience is 
contrary to the postulates of earlier aesthetics: It is individual, 
and often, as in the case of tactile properties, it is a result of the 
human body’s interaction with the environment, and therefore it 
is not disinterested in the sense indicated above. Acknowledgment 
that this kind of experience is aesthetic in character goes hand in 
hand with negating the selfless character of aesthetic experience 
and the claim of validity of aesthetic judgements. In other words, 
according to Santayana, the relegation of the material aspect of 
this experience from the sphere of beauty was too high a price 
that Kant had to pay for determining the conditions of the uni-
versality (i.e. validity) of aesthetic judgements. 

At the opposite pole of beauty, so to speak, we find the beauty 
of expression. While the beauty of matter is an expression of 
a simple, spontaneous inclination characteristic of both children 
and primitive people, who “delight in bright and variegated colors 
…, appreciate the neatness of muslin curtains, shining varnish, 
and polished pots” (ibidem, p. 50), the beauty of expression is 
subject to formation. It concerns a specific effect when a phe-
nomenon appropriately expresses the content associated with it, 
while the source of satisfaction is not the pleasure awakened by 
the phenomenon itself (we would then be dealing with the beauty 
of matter or form) nor the nice content itself. It concerns the 
adequacy of this association. For although we are dealing with 
expression in various forms of communication, if it is to be an 
element of beauty, it must meet a certain condition:
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I may see the relations of an object, I may understand it perfectly, 
and may nevertheless regard it with entire indifference. If the pleasure 
fails, the very substance and protoplasm of beauty is wanting. Nor, as 
we have seen, is even the pleasure enough; for I may receive a letter 
full of the most joyous news, but neither the paper, nor the writing, 
nor the style, need seem beautiful to me. Not until I confound the 
impressions, and suffuse the symbols themselves with the emotions 
they arouse, and find joy and sweetness in the very words I hear, 
will the expressiveness constitute a beauty; as when they sing, Gloria 
in excelsis Deo (ibidem, p. 122).

But is Santayana’s position truly individualistic, and is the 
entire aesthetic experience relative to the individual and untrans-
ferable? If this were the case, we would be faced with a com-
plete rejection of the achievements of earlier aesthetics, of the 
above-mentioned attempts to establish conditions for the validity 
of aesthetic judgements. I believe that while Santayana expands 
the plane of experience of aesthetics and makes the process of 
experiencing rather than the act of judging and the character of 
judgements the subject of his analyses, these two approaches – the 
pursuit to establish the conditions for the validity of judgements 
of taste (as sought by such philosophers as Shaftesbury, Hume, 
Burke or Kant) and the individualism of experience, on which 
Santayana insisted – can be reconciled to some extent.

First of all, let us note that Santayana’s starting point is 
naturalistic and empirical. Similarly to William James, whose 
psychology lectures he attended, he believes that experience in 
its original state is an undifferentiated total of available data, 
from which certain elements become objectivized only through 
the activity of the subject: even though the natural boundary 
between the subjective and the objective sphere of experience 
is fluid. The fact that historical philosophical concepts defined 
this boundary in different ways stems from the fact that this 
action, and thus the attention paid to it, causes, as James wrote, 
“substantial” and “transitive” components to be distinguished 
in experience (James, 1890, p.  243 ff.). The said attention led 
James to postulate in his later work the existence of a completely 
undifferentiated, “pure experience,” not yet completely polarized 
into the subjective and objective sphere (James, 1912, p. 39 ff.). 
Although some part of experience is objectified in the process 
of life, there is a kind of experience in which the process is not 
complete, leaving a special kind of “intermediate sphere”:
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There is a peculiar class of experiences to which, whether we take 
them as subjective or as objective, we assign their several natures 
as attributes, because in both contexts they affect their associates 
actively, though in neither quite as ‘strongly’ or as sharply as things 
affect one another by their physical energies. I refer here to appre-
ciations, which form an ambiguous sphere of being, belonging with 
emotion on the one hand, and having objective ‘value’ on the other, 
yet seeming not quite inner nor quite outer, as if a diremption had 
begun but had not made itself complete (ibidem, p. 34).

Classifications depend on our temporary purposes. For certain pur-
poses it is convenient to take things in one set of relations, for other 
purposes in another set. In the two cases their contexts are apt to 
be different. In the case of our affectional experiences we have no 
permanent and steadfast purpose that obliges us to be consistent, so 
we find it easy to let them float ambiguously, sometimes classing them 
with our feelings, sometimes with more physical realities, according 
to caprice or to the convenience of the moment (ibidem, p. 141–142).

The “masterly way” in which, according to James, Santayana 
explores the subject leads him to define beauty as an objectified 
pleasure: “beauty is pleasure regarded as the quality of a thing” 
(Santayana, 1896, p. 31). But since it is only “convenience and 
economy of thought alone [that] determine what combination 
of our sensations we shall continue to objectify and treat as the 
cause of the rest” (ibidem, p.  30), aesthetic experience proves 
to be a sphere in which such a classification has not yet taken 
place, as it is not connected with any practical purpose. Thus, 
Santayana reverses the former approach to describing aesthetic 
disinterestedness in a manner characteristic of James’ radical 
empiricism. It does not involve suspending references to existing 
objects in order to be able to admire the phenomenon itself; on 
the contrary: in this case, experience is not yet divided into the 
subjective and the objective sphere, while aesthetic experience in 
a way retains the remains of its original, undifferentiated state. 
It seems, therefore, that Santayana is actually describing the 
same mode of experience that we found earlier in Shaftesbury 
(Shaftesbury, 2001, p. 236; Stolnitz, 1961, p. 131 ff.) and which 
later became the basis for determining the specificity of aesthetic 
judgements in Kant (Kant, 1914, p. 48).

The same is true of the second objection raised by Santayana 
against the aesthetic tradition. Emphasizing the primacy of expe-
rience in relation to theory indeed allows us to draw attention 
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to the difficulties associated with the expectation that the same 
objects should be the source of aesthetic pleasure for everyone. 
Even if previous attempts to determine the conditions for the 
objectivity of aesthetic judgements were the result of an erroneous 
approach to aesthetics, it was a mistake that was too widespread, 
too persistent and too long-lasting to be rejected without further 
reflection. The project of determining a standard of taste or seek-
ing grounds for the validity of aesthetic judgements seems to play 
an important role also in Santayana’s concept. Since all aesthetic 
judgements originate in individual experience, every judgement 
of taste will be an expression of individual inclination. In that 
case, the claim of validity of an aesthetic judgement would imply 
that it is possible to find a correspondence between a judgement 
expressing an attribution of an aesthetic value to a certain object 
and a possible judgement expressed by someone else. The compat-
ibility of such judgements does not imply that the object evokes 
exactly the same pleasure in two individuals – as this cannot be 
verified – but that each of them acknowledges that the object is 
beautiful and that it can potentially be regarded as beautiful by 
others as well. Thus, although the judgement on the beauty of 
an object may initially be unclear, because it may not find con-
firmation in someone’s individual experience, it makes it possible 
to enhance that experience and develop one’s own taste, even if 
the experience always remains individual.

Back to traditional aesthetics

Let us note, however, that Kant’s claim to the universality 
and validity of aesthetic judgements has a different meaning in 
relation to the three types of beauty indicated by Santayana: 
material, formal, and the beauty of expression. With regard to 
the first of these, it is indeed difficult to speak of specifying the 
conditions for the possibility of issuing aesthetic judgements: 
The predilection for what Kant calls the matter of the phenom-
enon, i.e. the aspect of experience that is qualitative and cannot 
be reduced to spatial and temporal order, is individual in char-
acter. This fact is confirmed by the multitude of physiological, 
psychological and social factors indicated by Santayana which 
could determine whether someone finds pleasure in one sensual 
experience or another (Santayana, 1896, p. 27). While we may 
point to some rules constituting generalizations of experience, 
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they lack the character of an actual determination. Slightly differ-
ent is the case with the beauty of a form. As indicated by Kant, 
the claim of validity of judgments of taste results from two cir-
cumstances: the universality of sensual perception in space and 
time, and the possibility given to everyone to discover the order 
within them. As the matter concerns spatial and temporal rela-
tions, it is possible to determine whether a given form is refined 
to a greater or lesser extent. Such a “standard of taste” must, 
according to Santayana, still refer to experience and ultimately 
find its confirmation in the fact that it conveys aesthetic pleas-
ure to someone. In this case, as we have just noticed, one can 
point to the propaedeutic role of aesthetic judgements that allow 
for the development and formation of individual aesthetic taste.

The situation becomes more complicated in the case of the 
beauty of expression. When describing aesthetic phenomena, 
Kant emphasizes the difference between beauty and the beauty of 
a symbol or expression: “Beauty is the form of the purposiveness 
of an object,” as we read in The Critique of Judgment, “so far as 
this is perceived in it without any representation of a purpose” 
(Kant, 1914, p. 90). Such a presentation of a purpose may concern 
either an objective internal purpose (in the case of living beings) 
or an objective external purpose (in the case of human products 
such as tools). The separation of the two orders introduced by 
Kant allows us to distinguish unique aesthetic pleasure from 
satisfaction felt in relation to the appropriateness and handiness 
of a tool. Although both types of purpose – subjective related to 
the appropriateness of the form of a phenomenon in relation to 
human cognitive powers (i.e. the possibility of discovering order 
among phenomena) and objective (related to the possibility of 
defining a specific purpose) – may accompany each other, it is 
only in the case of “purposiveness without purpose” that the 
experience of free beauty, i.e. beauty not related to any concept, 
is possible. “The first is called the (self-subsistent) beauty of this 
or that thing; the second, as dependent upon a concept (condi-
tioned beauty), is ascribed to Objects which come under the con-
cept of a particular purpose” (ibidem, p. 81). Free beauty is only 
abstract; conditioned beauty is a combination of beauty (always 
abstract) and the appropriateness of the object in relation to its 
concept (in this sense one can talk about the beauty of a building: 
its form is structured, while at the same time it must meet the 
requirements of being a building). The combination of concept 
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and beauty makes it possible to define an object as beautiful 
(e.g. a beautiful building) only when it corresponds to a given 
concept and additionally represents a certain organized whole.

However, a unique kind of conditioned beauty is found in 
artistic creativity. As Kant puts it, it is a beautiful representation 
of a thing (ibidem, p. 193), which seems to correspond to what 
Santayana calls the beauty of expression. Kant, however, does 
not discuss it in Analytic of Beauty but in the paragraphs of The 
Critique of Judgement that relate to fine arts. This is probably 
due to the fact that while in the case of free (formal) beauty one 
can point to general human conditions for making judgements 
about it, in the case of artistic beauty this is much more difficult, 
since it involves various cognitive factors such as the education 
of the audience, their upbringing, etc. In this case the question 
of the validity of aesthetic judgements gains different meaning.

It should be noted that when analyzing aesthetic phenomena, 
Kant distinguishes between two types of concepts, which ena-
bles the problem of what he calls the antinomy of taste to be 
solved. This issue is closely related to the problem of validity of 
aesthetic judgements – in relation to both Kant’s and Santayana’s 
concepts. Namely, Kant refers to everyday observation, on the 
basis of which perhaps aesthetic judgements cannot be proved, 
but may be the subject of disputes:

There emerges therefore in respect of the principle [Prinzip] of taste 
the following antinomy:
1. Thesis. The judgement of taste is not based upon concepts; for 
otherwise it would admit of controversy (would be determinable by 
proofs)
2. Antithesis. The judgement of taste is based on concepts; for 
otherwise, despite its diversity, we could not quarrel about it (we 
could not claim for our judgement the necessary assent of others) 
(ibidem, p. 231).

As we know, the resolution of this antinomy does not boil down 
to stating that one of the theses presented is true, but to demon-
strating that the meaning of the term “concept” is understood 
differently in each of them. If a concept was purely intellectual in 
character, and thus could be defined, we would be dealing with 
a cognitive judgement and could decide whether a given object 
is a representation of a given concept (based on this principle it 
is possible to decide whether a given object is e.g. a building). 
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The judgement of taste is not based on such concepts. However, 
the antithesis is about a slightly different kind of concept: “In 
the Thesis we mean,” says Kant, “that the judgement of taste is 
not based upon determinate  [bestimmten] concepts; and in the 
Antithesis that the judgement of taste is based upon a concept, 
but an  indeterminate  one (viz. of the supersensible substrate 
of phenomena). Between these two there is no contradiction” 
(ibidem, p. 234). Mirosław Żelazny, the Polish translator of the 
new edition of The Critique of Judgement, adds this explanation: 
“The supersensible substrate of phenomena here means a pure 
representation of perfect beauty as a model for assessing the per-
fection of a sensual object considered beautiful in a way that is 
closer to or further from that perfection” (Kant, 2014, p. 220). 
In the case of free beauty this would mean comparing the form 
of a phenomenon with a pure representation, e.g. an organized 
geometric form whose empirically given shape would be only 
an approximation. Assessing beauty would mean comparing this 
empirical form with a pure representation, for example with 
some regular geometric shape.

A slightly different concept of beauty is applied in the context 
of artistic work. The concept called the supersensible substrate 
of phenomena is then synonymous with a different concept: an 
aesthetical idea, “an intuition (of the imagination) for which an 
adequate concept can never be found” (ibidem, p. 236). “I believe,” 
Kant adds, “we might call the aesthetical idea an inexponible 
representation of the imagination” (ibidem). This ‘thought-pro-
voking’ aesthetical idea, which points to certain content but at 
the same time cannot be included in a conceptual definition, 
occurs in fine arts, which are the domain of human genius. 

This particular field, the domain of art revealing the ideals of 
human reason, allows us to articulate what Santayana calls the 
beauty of expression. To reiterate: We deal with it when there 
occurs an adequate representation of certain content in sensual 
form. The form itself does not necessarily have to be beautiful, 
just as the content it refers to does not have to evoke pleasant 
associations. The essence of the beauty of expression is only the 
appropriateness of the way in which the content is presented, in 
such a way that it is actually revealed. The beauty of expression 
is at the same time a symbolic beauty. Santayana’s naturalism 
goes hand in hand with his specific idealism: Earlier positions 
(for example, Shaftesbury’s concept in the field of aesthetics) 
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were erroneous when considering reasonableness as the basis of 
existence, whereas in fact it constitutes its purpose. The purpo-
siveness that governs nature, which the author of The Moralists 
sought in the universal dependency of things and in the admira-
tion of nature, can at best be the purposiveness of human reason. 
According to Santayana, aesthetic perception of nature, admira-
tion of the purposiveness permeating all phenomena, is the result 
of imposing reasonable intentionality on the very perception of 
phenomena. Art, among other things, is the proper and primary 
area of revealing the ideals of reason; although its origins are 
completely natural and strongly connected with the biological 
aspect of human life, its crowning achievement is the sensual rep-
resentation of the ideals of reason (Santayana, 1905, pp. 34–35).

This fluidity of the mind would make reflection impossible, did we 
not fix in words and other symbols certain abstract contents; we 
thus become capable of recognizing in one perception the repetition 
of another, and of recognizing in certain recurrences of impressions 
a persistent object (Santayana, 1896, p. 119).

With regard to beauty of expression understood in this way, 
validity should be considered differently than in the case of the 
universality of inclination indicated earlier. The measure of valid-
ity of an aesthetic judgement is no longer the possibility of its 
confirmation by others, but the judgement’s pronouncement of 
the adequacy of the representation of an aesthetic idea in a work 
of art. At this point, Santayana’s comments, although verbally 
opposed to the traditional understanding of aesthetics with its 
concepts of disinterestedness or universality of judgement, sur-
prisingly seem to support Kant’s remarks on beauty and artistic 
work. While in the case of free beauty (beauty of form), Kant 
points to the possibility of justifying the validity of judgements of 
taste, in relation to aesthetical ideas created and developed by art, 
he speaks only of the possibility of their understanding by others. 
By the same token, over a hundred years later Santayana seems to 
point to the impossibility of indicating the reasons determining 
a judgement, and thus the impossibility of imposing its under-
standing on everyone. By analogy, Santayana does not prejudge 
that, by definition, a judgement referring to artistic beauty must 
remain individual, but emphasizes the possibility of developing 
aesthetic sensitivity. However, this is not only a matter of the 
capacity for increasingly accurate recognition of order in the 
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apparent chaos of sensual experiences (as in formal beauty), but 
also an increasingly better understanding of the ideals of human 
reason, for which art is a natural way of symbolic representation. 
Just as in the beauty of form the judgments of others allowed us 
to broaden our own experience, the beauty of expression allows 
us to enhance not only our experience, but also our understand-
ing of the human world co-created and co-inhabited with others.
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Not Naked but Wearing 
“Dress upon Dress”: 

Johann Georg Hamann on Truth

Abstract

The chapter presents a detailed analysis and interpretation of Johann Georg 
Hamann’s metaphor of truth clothed in dress upon dress, which was introduced 
in Hamann’s letter to Kant of July 27, 1759. Truth is displayed as a woman in 
many layers of dresses, but removing the clothing reveals a fearful ghost. This 
metaphor is in the chapter regarded as emblematic for Hamann’s reflection on 
truth and has been interpreted in the light of the author’s theologico-ethical 
model in which God’s truth becomes accessible to humans in communicational 
acts of condescension. The incarnation of Jesus Christ is the most important 
act of this kind, and comprises a theological matrix for human authorship. 
The incarnation of truth is an imitation of God’s kenotical act and is under-
stood as service to the truth. 

Keywords: Johann Georg Hamann, truth, incarnation, condescension, author-
ship

1. Hamann’s metacritique

In his thinking about truth, Johann Georg Hamann, a German 
author living in Königsberg, Prussia, in the late Enlightenment, was 
neither homogeneous nor unambiguous (Stünkel, 2007, p. 156). 
It was his deliberate strategy to give priority to metaphors and 
poetical language, since he claimed that the theoretical language of 
concepts, making use of abstractions, is so significantly detached 
from the historical concrete that it becomes an “empty wineskin” 
(N, III, 285, 36; transl. G. Griffith-Dickson, 1995, p. 521)1 which 

1 Letters edited by W. Ziesemer and A. Henkel (1955–1979) as well as the 
critical edition of Hamann’s Collected Works edited by J. Nadler (1949–1957) 
are quoted according to the format established in the scientific literature on the 
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can be arbitrarily reshaped and inflated by philosophers according 
to their own interests and liking. In an often cited excerpt from 
a letter to Jacobi, this Prussian thinker distances himself from 
systematic philosophy: “System is already in itself a hindrance to 
truth” (ZH VI, 276, 15f, transl. W. M. Alexander, 1966, p. 49). 
Hamann objects to the inclination for system building, and his 
skepticism is aimed at the principle of generality, the princi-
ple of non-contradiction (see: Moustakas, 2003, pp.  176–178)2 
and the claim for totality. They all seem to remain in conflict 
with the concrete of historical, sensorial, individual existence. 

Hamann charges systematic philosophy with purism: striv-
ing to purify thinking of tradition, faith, cultural transmission, 
everyday experience, and, finally – of language, along with its 
contingent, historical characteristics. To prove the illegitimacy 
of such purification, Hamann wrote Metacritique of the Purism 
of Reason (N, III, 281–289; transl. G. Griffith-Dickson, 1995, 
p. 517–525). Griffith-Dickson (1995) takes this term, metacritique, 
in the broad sense, as the main characteristic of the whole of 
Hamann’s way of thinking and writing. Hamann’s writings are 
metacritical through and through, they are oriented toward lan-
guage as the medium of any philosophical effort. To the Magus 
of the North, language is the medium of thought – and its vari-
ous “contaminations” are indispensable and essential for creative 
philosophizing and for expressing the truth. Language is the 
space of imagination, a deposit of images and vivid metaphors, 
and as such it comprises the organon of thinking (Regier, 2016, 
pp. 171–173). Metacritical philosophizing, consciously respecting 
the nature of language, fulfills itself in drawing upon this deposit 
as well as in investigating hidden metaphors underlying opponents’ 
argumentation, and disclosing their unobvious consequences3. 

topic, i.e. ZH VI, 276, 15 (for correspondence) or N, I , 45, 19 (for works), 
where after the letter symbol comes the volume number, page number and line. 
After that comes the quotation of the English translation.

2 In Metacritique of the Purism of Reason he writes that metaphysics “mis-
uses all the word-signs and figures of speech of our empirical knowledge as 
lukewarm hieroglyphs and types of ideal relations, and with this learned misde-
meanour re-works the straightforwardness of language into such a senseless, 
ruttish, unsteady, imprecise Something = x, that nothing remains but a windy 
sighing, a magic shadow-play” (N, III, 285, 28–34, Hamann, 1995, p. 521, transl. 
G. Griffith-Dickson). 

3 For instance, in his review of Critique of Pure Reason Hamann takes into 
consideration Kant’s metaphor of the tribunal of reason mentioned in the preface 
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2. Blumenberg’s metaphorology 
as a methodological approach

Hans Blumenberg’s (2010) metaphorological approach seems 
to be useful for investigating Hamann’s metaphors in the course 
of intellectual history. Metaphorology is conceived as an auxiliary 
discipline for the history of concepts. It aims to analyze absolute 
metaphors that cannot be reduced to concepts, to a logical form, 
and at the same time comprise the very sub-structure of thinking 
and determine the field of philosophical terminology (Blumenberg, 
2010). According to Blumenberg as well as Hamann, a complete 
translation of metaphors into theoretical language is impossible 
and also undesirable. Metaphors resist translation into concepts. 

My aim is, however, to elucidate Hamann’s metaphors in the 
light of some of his other writings, as this could highlight their 
importance for his thinking about truth against the background 
of his theologico-philosophical worldview. I am going to con-
sider some of the philosophical and theological consequences of 
employing a certain metaphor. Metaphorology is a promising way 
of doing this, since it is able to show one of the most interest-
ing moments of Hamann’s writing, namely the tension between 
logico-theoretical and poetic language. 

Hamann thinks about truth through images: Truth is a seed 
which can be sown, it is the sun or a little light, or even a metal 
(“Truths are metals which develop under the earth”; ZH, I, 304, 
19–20; transl. W.M. Alexander, 1966, p.  173). Often truth is 
depicted as a woman, daughter, beloved, or a wife to whom 
someone gives a bill of divorce. Those images are rarely trans-
lated into concepts by Hamann himself, although they entail 
complex structures of thinking and can be developed as a result 
of hermeneutical effort.

I am going to investigate the metaphor of truth in which truth 
is presented as a woman wearing many dresses at once, in many 
layers. I suggest understanding this metaphor as an expression 
of such a concept of truth in which truth conceived theologi-
cally is available to human beings in its historical and linguistic 
manifestations. Hamann’s perspective is not epistemological but 

to the Critique. In a letter to Ch. J. Kraus from Dec. 18, 1784 (Hamann, 1996), 
he analyzes Kant’s metaphor of immaturity and guardianship included in the 
essay An Answer to the Question: What Is Enlightenment?
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ethical; in it, the proper attitude toward truth is an attitude of 
service and personal engagement. 

3. Biographical background (Sitz im Leben)

The metaphor which captured my interest, presenting the 
truth as clothed in many garments, is found in the end part of 
Hamman’s letter to Immanuel Kant dated July 27, 1759 (ZH I, 
373–381, Hamann, 1967). Hamann wrote this letter just two days 
after his first meeting with Kant, which had been arranged by 
their common friend, Johann Christoph Berens. Two years earlier, 
hired by the Berens family at the time, Hamann set off for Lon-
don with a secret trade mission, perhaps not without a political 
aspect – as the Seven Years’ War had already been going on for 
a year. The mission, which itself remains fairly obscure, ended 
in crushing failure and Hamann, left without friends and allies, 
with no means of providing for himself, went through a reli-
gious awakening whose causes he himself associated with careful 
reading of the Bible through the lens of his personal experience. 
From then onward he began to interpret his life in the light of 
biblical stories and considered his authorship [Authorschaft] as 
a vocation leading him to the continuation of divine revela-
tion through literary activity. In 1758 Hamann returned, first 
to Riga, then to Königsberg, where he remained idle at his 
family home. 

In the aforementioned letter Hamman refers critically to 
the efforts of Kant and Berens, who tried, after coming to the 
meeting with Hamann from Riga to Königsberg, to dissuade him 
from his newly rediscovered Lutheran spirituality and convert 
him to the much safer, rational, enlightened deism. As a means 
of accomplishing this conversion, Kant proposed that Hamann 
translate excerpts from the Encyclopédie about beauty, art, and 
serfdom from the French. Hamann rejected the proposal by 
letter, expressing great praise of faith which, on the basis of an 
idiosyncratic interpretation of Hume’s philosophy, he considered 
necessary to conduct any act in the world. 

The statement about truth appears in the context of a critical 
assessment of Enlightenment philosophy. Hamann, as he often 
indicated, perceived Enlightenment philosophy as being guilty of 
pride and idolatrous – deifying reason instead of worshipping 
the true God. 
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4. Analysis and interpretation of the metaphor

In a broad context, the metaphor in question reads as follows:

You know, most honored tutor, that genii have wings and that they 
sound just like the applause of the multitude. If one is permitted to 
mock God with grace and strength, why shouldn’t one be able to 
amuse oneself with idols? Mother Lyse sings: Make mockery of idols 
false. A philosopher however looks at poets, lovers, and visionaries 
as a man looks at a monkey, with pleasure and pity. As soon as men 
can understand one another, they can work. He who confused the 
languages—who punished the exemplars of pride out of love and 
also for the sake of political ends, for the good of the populace as 
a friend of humanity—joined them together again on the day that 
they slandered men with tongues of fire, as if intoxicated by sweet 
wine. The truth did not want highway robbers to get too close to 
her; she wore dress upon dress, so that they had misgivings about 
ever finding her body. How terrified they were when they had their 
wish and saw the truth, the terrible ghost, before them (ZH, I, 
380,34–381,11; transl. A. Zweig, in: Hamann, 1969, p. 43).

Apart from the complex image of woman-truth, it is worth 
noting the distinction between philosopher and poet, lover and 
visionary, the demand that false gods be mocked, and the allu-
sion to the myth about the Tower of Babel. 

4.1. Adaptation from The Robbed Fable 
(Die beraubte Fabel) by Lichtwer

This image of truth is an adaptation from The Robbed Fable 
(Die beraubte Fabel) by Magnus Gottfried Lichtwer from 1748 
(Lichtwer, 1978, p. 52). Lichtwer tells the story of the woman-fable, 
the goddess of all poets, who sets off on a journey during which 
she is assaulted by robbers. Since her purse is empty, they demand 
that she give them all her clothes. The fable therefore takes off 
her dresses, one by one, seemingly endlessly. When she stands 
before them naked, they realize she is the truth and decide to 
give back her clothes, as they cannot bear to see the naked truth.

Lichtwer’s poem is an allegorical depiction of the literary 
genre of the fable, which itself is allegorical in character. Licht-
wer seems to claim that in the fable, different kinds of clothing 
and animal disguises illustrate some general universal moral truth 
that is not necessarily expressed explicitly in the moral within 
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the fable’s text. This moral truth can be expressed otherwise, not 
only by means of allegory but also directly, by means of general 
terms as well. The latter way, however, misses the didactic aim 
of the fable – the naked truth is unbearable, no one can bear to 
look at it, no one is able to absorb it.

If we take The Robbed Fable as the source of a metaphor 
outlining a certain concept of truth, then in Lichtwer’s fable we 
will see a humorous expression of the idea that Blumenberg4 calls 
modern skepticism as to the purpose of attaining the truth. It 
is not the attainability of truth that is questioned here; reaching 
the naked truth is seen as possible. Lichtwer’s metaphor doubts, 
however, if it is sensible to uncover the truth in the face of the 
fact that such truth is unbearable. The only assimilable, digesti-
ble truth is truth in disguise; only such a form enables us to live 
(Blumenberg, 2010, p. 48). 

The changes Hamann introduced to Lichtwer’s fable are not 
random, and according to metaphorology one can see an essen-
tial shift in thinking about truth in them. Hamann’s adaptation 
introduces the following innovations: truth’s identity is known 
from the very beginning of the story, not after the disrobing. 
Hamann does not speak about the fable which is truth in dis-
guise, but about truth itself, who is a woman in many layers of 
dresses. After the disrobing, the robbers see not a naked body 
whose existence they doubt, but a ghost, an apparition, a fear-
ful bodiless phantom. The layers of clothing do not cover the 
identity of truth, they are not a disguise, but have a protective 
function. They protect the truth from violence, and they also hide 
the fearful “truth about truth,” namely that truth does not have 
a body. The dresses are not something secondary and external 
to the truth, but are constitutive for it – when they are gone, 
we face a different order of reality: a ghost or a phantom. It is 
not clear whether Hamann’s highway robbers are interested in 
robbery; rather, he suggests they have designs on their victim’s 
virtue and try to win her by force, which turns out to be impos-
sible because she has no body. 

4 In the chapter “Metaphorics of the ‘Naked’ Truth” (Blumenberg, 2010, 
pp. 40–51) in the book Paradigms for a Metaphorology, Blumenberg does not 
mention Hamann or Lichtwer, but they can both be interpreted within the frame-
work of Blumenberg’s analysis, and they can also enrich this framework with 
some additional nuances of the historical change of metaphors of ‘naked’ and 
‘covered’ truth. 
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4.2. The one and only truth

Hamann believes in the existence of truth. He claims there is 
only one truth, that connected to divine reality, which manifests 
itself in events of the history of salvation (the creation, incarnation 
and redemption)5. In Biblical Reflections of a Christian (Biblische 
Betrachtungen eines Christen) Hamann writes: “There is one and 
only truth, though it has countless comparisons and expressions” 
(N I, 47, 19). Similarly, he claims in his correspondence with 
Lindner from May 5, 1761: “Opinions are only a vehiculum of 
truth, not truth itself” (ZH, II, 84, 24f). These two quotations 
show how Hamann understands the expressibility of truth. It 
is expressible, yet it can never be fully expressed, because its 
expressions are limited to their spatiotemporal dimensions. The 
vehicles of truth make the experience of truth possible, but they 
can never fully capture it. 

Truth cannot be defined in philosophical terminology once 
and for all, it cannot be separated from other concepts. To 
Hamann, such a desire is a misconception of truth, and the very 
question of Pontius Pilate, “What is truth?” is wrongly expressed 
and testifies to an improper attitude toward the truth (Stünkel, 
2007, pp. 159–160). Truth is not an abstract concept but some-
thing definitely different. One listens to the truth, testifies to 
the truth, strives for truth or lives according to it. Truth is what 
God reveals about Himself to humans. 

Hamann’s model of how truth manifests itself has a distinct 
theological dimension: It is based on the mechanism of conde-
scension and self-emptying of God (see: Reuter, 2005; Terezakis, 
2012). God Himself is the truth and allows humans to get to 
know him. Condescension is a communicational act through 
which God speaks to humans. But for the message to be available 
to the recipient, God needs to adapt Himself to human abilities 
by assuming a sensorial form that can be perceived by humans. 

Divine truth reveals itself and allows itself to be received by 
humans through the incarnation of Christ, the creation, Holy 

5 In Socratic Memorabilia he writes: “If it is true, that God Himself, as the 
good testimony says that he made before Pilate; if it is true, I say, that God Him-
self for this became human and for this came into the world, that he might wit-
ness to the truth: then it requires no omniscience to see in advance that he would 
not depart from the world as well as Socrates, but rather would die a more shame-
ful and cruel death” (N, II, 82, 14–21, transl. G. Griffith-Dickson, 1995, p. 400). 
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Scripture, history, and human words. In fact every sensorially 
perceivable manifestation of reality can be treated as a message 
from God. In each case, the translation of invisible reality into 
that which is concrete, sensorial and historical, is different. God’s 
truth is even embodied in writings of adversaries of religion, 
whom Hamann sees as prophets “without awareness or desire” 
(ZH, I, 380, 7–8). 

4.3. Incarnation as a matrix 
for the expression of truth

Incarnation is a special kind of God’s condescension. Thanks 
to incarnation, invisible divinity assumes visible, human shape. 
The second person of the Trinity limits himself and assumes 
a human body and nature. This image of truth manifesting itself 
in the act of God’s self-limitation describes the situation of the 
transmission of God’s truth in the Bible as well as the expression 
of the author’s own thoughts. 

The invisible nature [Wesen] of our mind [Seele] is revealed by words 
... Is it not humiliating for thought that, as it were, [spirit and body] 
are incapable of visibility apart from the crude clothing of arbitrary 
signs; and what a proof of divine omnipotence – and humility – 
that He could and would inspire the conceptions of men with the 
depths of His secrets, the treasure of His wisdom, in such gibberish, 
such confused tongues (ZH, I, 393, 28–394,3; transl. A. Anderson, 
1969, p. 253). 

Just like in the metaphor from Hamann’s letter to Kant, in the 
very beginning truth is something bodiless, spiritual and invisible, 
irrespective of whether it is God’s secret and wisdom or human 
mind and thought. It receives visible shape through linguistic 
expression, which however is crude clothing – always insufficient 
to express the whole truth. Therefore the act of speaking the 
truth must be constantly repeated in changing existential and 
historical circumstances (see: Russ, 2013, p. 19). 

Elsewhere Hamann writes:

The truth is like a seed, to which man gives body as he wants, and 
this body of truth again receives clothing through an expression, 
according to everyone’s taste or according to the principles of  fashion 
(ZH, I, 335, 28f).
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This quotation comes from a letter to Lindner dated June 1, 
1759 containing an important reflection on how truth is expressed 
in both God’s salvation acts and a writer’s creative work. Hamann 
mentions a fragment of Augustine’s Confessions which refers to 
ambiguous biblical language that constitutes a specially designed 
form of transmission of God’s truth, which can be interpreted 
in manifold ways, thanks to which different people in different 
times can receive it in a suitable way (Augustine, Confessions, 
XII, 26/31; see: Beech, 2006, pp. 33–36; Anderson, 1969). 

Hamann refers to Augustine in polemic with Chladenius in 
the context of considering the style of the apologetic writings of 
a Christian author. Chladenius prefers the ideal of clarity and 
simplicity in interpreting the Bible as well as in apologetic writing. 
Hamann, on the contrary, refers to Augustine’s ideal of ambig-
uous terseness of biblical text as the model for his own writing. 

The concepts that Augustine accepts to some extent contradict the 
first rules which we used to consider good style. Instead he assumes 
that truth could exist in the great multitude of opinions on one 
and the same thing, therefore he would like to write in such a way 
that those who have an understanding of God’s creative power, in 
quamlibet sententiam cogitando venisset, eam non praetermissam in 
paucis verbis tui famuli reperirent et si alius aliam vidisset in luce 
veritatis nec ipsa in iisdem verbis intelligenda deesset … [those who 
can already grasp it, whatever true meaning they had reached by 
reasoning they would find it not neglected in your servant’s words. 
And if someone else had seen another meaning in the light of truth, 
that too would not fail to be comprehensible in the same term] 
(ZH, I, 335, 9–17; transl. C.J.-B. Hammond, 2016, p. 319).

The fact that Holy Scripture can be read, understood and 
related to personal life in all ages does not stem from the eternal, 
timeless truths it conveys, but from the multilayered language 
which can be interpreted in many ways, depending on the con-
text, without losing its veracity.

Truth is not available to humans as the one and only. Timeless 
and abstract truth is a ghost, a phantom. It is available only in 
translation into its sensorial, concrete realizations – dresses that 
depend on the time and place. When Hamann speaks about the 
availability of truth through its vehicula: “dresses,” “comparisons,” 
“expressions,” “opinions,” he does not only mean the “digestibil-
ity” or assimilability of truth as in Lichtwer (see: Blumenberg, 
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2010, p. 48), but first and foremost indicates truth’s fundamental 
and constitutive features. 

One of the most important characteristics of truth is its tem-
porality and historicity. Hamann expresses this with an ancient 
phrase found in Bacon: Truth is “the daughter of time” (ZH, 
VI, 162,26; cited in: Bayer, 1991, p. 97). 

Truth is available to humans in its historical manifestations, 
i.e. incarnated, clothed in a garment that is concrete, figurative 
and individual. Hamann presents the condition of humans con-
demned to prospective access to truth through the biblical myth 
about the Tower of Babel. The confusion, fragmentation and 
multiplication of languages is not only punishment for attempted 
self-deification, it is motivated by God’s love, friendship and 
concern for humanity. Philosophers-builders of systems search 
for truth improperly, while the experience of truth is possible 
through faith and grace, not by means of self-reliant reasoning. 
Only God is able to reverse the consequences of speech confu-
sion. And He does it not by reducing all languages into one, but 
by enabling people to convey the Good News in many languages 
and in many different ways, as it happened on the day of the 
Pentecost.

5. Authorship as serving the truth

The image of the truth in many garments enables us to distin-
guish two types of relations toward the truth. The first involves 
using violence for the acquisition of truth. This can be under-
stood as the conceptual violence of philosophers expressed in the 
struggle to purify truth of its contingent characteristics, stripping 
her of clothes by means of abstraction. For the robbers from the 
metaphor-fable, the process of stripping truth of her dresses has 
to culminate in the terrifying discovery that behind the concept 
of truth purified from all contingency there is literally nothing. 

Philosophical violence is also presented through a divorce 
metaphor: “The philosophers have always given truth a bill of 
divorce, by separating what nature has joined together” (N, III, 
40, 3–5; transl. G. Griffith-Dickson, 1995, p. 480). Ultimately, 
though, this aim appears to be unattainable, and Hamann sees 
its motives as a desire to dominate and control, as well as the 
sin of pride and idolatry, namely worshipping a self-constructed 
projection of truth instead of the hidden truth of God. 
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The other attitude toward truth can be called the attitude of 
“poets, lovers, and visionaries.” It is to be implemented through 
love, sacrifice, serving and testifying to the truth. Hamann sees 
truth as his beloved, alluding to the bride from The Song of Songs: 
“Truth is my girl, black but charming, like the tents of Kedar, 
like the carpets of Solomon” (N II, 103). Hamann writes about 
serving the truth in his Socratic Memorabilia, where he makes 
Socrates, “the prophet of an unknown God,” an example of the 
proper relation to the truth. Such an attitude should be based on 
respect and love for the truth, which does not cause a desire to 
conquer the naked truth but, on the contrary, means cultivating 
its manifold incarnations through poetry and prophecy.

This is how Hamann understands the vocation of a writer 
when he includes an anecdote about Socrates the sculptor in 
Socratic Memorabilia, where the notion of clothing of thoughts 
reappears:

Socrates presumably was a sculptor, because his father was one. 
One may deduce that he did not remain mediocre in this art, for 
his three statues of the Graces were erected in Athens. At one time, 
it was customary to clothe these goddesses; Socrates followed this 
old-fashioned practice and his Graces contradict the custom of the 
contemporary system of the gods and the fine arts based on them. 
How Socrates came to this revival, whether it was a contribution of 
his Genius, or a vain desire to distinguish his work from others, or 
the simplicity of a natural modesty which must have seemed extraor-
dinary to a pious Athenian; I do not know (N, II, 66, 1–11; transl. 
G. Griffith-Dickson, p. 385). 

Referring to this passage in Clouds (Wolken), Hamann wrote: 
“The reflections on the statues of the Graces contain a defense 
of this clothing, which is proper only for chimerical ideas” (N II 
92, 21–23). From the beginning of his authorship Hamann 
defended metaphorical, pictorial language as a fundament of 
human experience. It is not a rhetorical addition to utterances, 
a form unrelated to the content or a poetical decoration. It is 
something more: a way of thinking that does justice to the truth.

6. Conclusion

The metaphor of truth in many garments is not only emblem-
atic of Hamann’s concept of truth but is a key point binding 
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other subjects he considered crucial, such as language, the con-
descension of God, and the vocation of an author.

It is worth noting that Hamann touches on the same topics 
that are within Blumenberg’s primary interest: The metaphor 
of truth is not only a pre-conceptual sign of change in thinking 
about truth which occurred in the Enlightenment and to which 
Blumenberg refers, without mentioning Hamann, as follows:

The discovery of history within the Enlightenment and against its 
semantic current is the discovery of the illusion of the ‘naked truth’ 
or the illusoriness of nakedness. It is at once the negation of the 
metaphor and its renewal in a different direction: the ‘disguises’ of 
truth now no longer issue from the poetic imagination and the need 
for rhetorical ornamentation—they do not represent fashion acces-
sories, so to speak, that could be cast off without further ado—but 
are themselves constitutive of the way in which truth manifests itself 
(Blumenberg, 2010, p. 48). 

From another point of view, the analyzed metaphor of truth 
at the same time forms a defense and indicates the necessary 
presence of metaphorical language in philosophy, its irreduci-
bility and non-substitutability. It is worth noting that Hamann 
expresses the “truth about truth” by means of many metaphors 
and images; it is possible to build more than one interpretation 
for each of them. Such diversity and ambiguity is an attempt at 
a dynamic study of truth, at grasping it from different stand-
points at the same time. This examination is aimed at evoking 
all these images in readers, in order to let them experience love 
toward the truth and draw them into serving it. 
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The essay tries to capture the epistemological status of poetry from the per-
spective of questions posed by the economy of literature. Selected theories of 
poetry – those of Jochen Hörisch, Viktor B. Shklovsky, Jean Baudrillard and 
Franco Berardi – can be regarded as a kind of “economics of poetry” due 
to their proposed treatment of the properties of the poetic medium from an 
economic perspective. In each of these theories, poetry is defined as uneco-
nomical and useless, which, paradoxically, becomes its fundamental condition 
for existence as a place for breaking the linguistic circulation of signs, a point 
of resistance against conventionalized communication and automatization 
of perception, and thus a medium offering unique knowledge about reality.
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 “Confusion to the memory of Newton … 
because he destroyed the poetry of the rainbow”

John Keats

 “Cursed be the glare of apparition
That on the finer sense intrudes!”

Johann Wolfgang Goethe

Sometimes little can be seen – even though it might be illu-
minated, hidden in plain sight. A flash of light can be blinding, 
causing our eyes to narrow in the bright sunlight. Introducing 
readers into the sphere of disturbing oxymora and confronting 
a peculiar cognitive crisis, in the poem (or, rather, prose poetry) 
Darkness, Stanisław Barańczak wrote: “One needs the power 
of darkness to know more clearly” (Barańczak, 2007, p.  40). 
While both logic and knowledge point to a different outcome, 
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for Barańczak brightness is not enough to know clearly – here 
the condition of cognition is “the power of darkness.” It is not 
about “seeing more clearly,” however, even though the syntax 
and phraseology suggest it to be so, but more about “knowing 
more clearly,” even if this seems to be a spelling mistake. If we 
take the path of truth to be the path of reference, confirming 
congruence between words and reality, the quote from Darkness 
erases all addresses that direct words to things, pointing rather 
to the devious cognitive paths of aporias, errors, and paradoxes. 
A fiasco from the point of view of logic and reference turns out 
to be a victory in a different space – that of figuration and con-
trasting perception. A supposed cognitive defeat, along with the 
affirmation of an erroneous trope, is, in some sense, a victory. 
The piled-up paradoxes found in Barańczak temporize with the 
truth, rhetorically repealing the necessity of verification and, 
at the same time, postponing accusations of falsehood. It is as 
if poetry had its own answer to a question from which even 
logic backs away: “One needs the power of darkness to know 
more clearly.”

Further complicating the meanings of brightness and darkness 
in poetic cognition, let us begin by dispersing the light. It would 
be difficult to conjure up a better tale illuminating all the ten-
sions outlined here than that of the scientific and poetic case of 
the rainbow1. Through experiments with the prism, Isaac New-
ton proved that white light splits into the full-color spectrum. 
Publishing his famous Opticks in 1704, Newton could not have 
imagined the gravity of his discovery for poets. To enlightened 
society, Newton’s “untangling” of the threads of light became 
a fascinating scientific axiom that, in a sense, was poetic in itself, 
and, aided by metaphors, could additionally become sensual, 
dramatic and charming. “Did ever poet image ought so fair, 
dreaming in whispering groves, by the hoarse brook … How 
just, how beauteous the refractive law,” wrote James Thomson in 
1727 in the poem To the Memory of Sir Isaac Newton (Abrams, 
2012, p. 334). Yet this poetic fascination with science was only 
momentary, it waned at the turn of the 18th and 19th centu-
ries, setting a permanent opposition between poetic truth that 

1 The following story of the Romantics’ rainbows was inspired by the mono-
graph The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition by 
M.H. Abrams (Abrams, 2003).
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(fortunately) was impossible to verify and verifiable scientific 
judgment. And so began the poetic mourning of the rainbow, 
with John Keats’ funeral verse: “There was an awful rainbow 
once in heaven:/ We know her woof, her texture; she is given/ 
In the dull catalogue of common things./ Philosophy will clip an 
Angel’s wings,/ Conquer all mysteries by rule and line,/ Empty 
the haunted air, and gnomed mine —/ Unweave a rainbow, as 
it erewhile made/ The tender-person’d Lamia melt into a shade” 
(Abrams, p. 337). Poetic condemnation of scientific scrutiny will 
have no end...

Thus the arc of the rainbow binds together the problem of 
truth and poetry, but there still remains the final element of this 
essay: economics. Could it be considered a lucky coincidence that 
a leprechaun, made famous by Irish legends, hides his treasure 
– a big pot of gold – at the end of the rainbow?

Brighter, darker…

“All poetry is misrepresentation”
Jeremy Bentham

To consider only the 20th century, literary work was not 
only a separate body from scientific work, but was often also in 
opposition to it. Danuta Ulicka enumerates such approaches by 
a number of scholars: “in 1926 by Richards, 1931 – Ingarden, 
1942 – Wellek and Warren, in 1949 – by Kayser, 1957 – Frye, ... 
in 1972 by Genette and 1975 by Culler” (Ulicka, 2006, p. 10). 
Nevertheless, literary works continued to emit (peculiar) “cognitive 
toxins” (ibid.). These toxins turned out to be so mysterious and 
stimulated the artistic, literary and philosophical imagination to 
such an extent that they were scrutinized over and over again. 
Because of this, nowadays it is nearly impossible to briefly or 
selectively illustrate the history of reflection on the epistemologi-
cal status, truths, wisdom or cognitive functions encapsulated in 
poetry, for these concepts are inextricably linked with a number 
of others that are related: mimesis, representation, reference, 
realism, etc...

In his most famous lecture, about placing poetics within the 
linguistic model, which is connected with the problem of the 
arbitrary nature of the sign as described by Ferdinand de Saus-
sure, Roman Jakobson subordinated the poetic function to the 
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referential function, but also warned that “Any attempt to reduce 
the sphere of the poetic function to poetry or to confine poetry 
to the poetic function would be a delusive oversimplification” 
(Jakobson, 2006, p. 247). And so, researchers began using liter-
ary terms as if literature were akin to scientific knowledge, never 
really attempting to determine the original character of literary 
cognition. Since defining it was an impossible task, metaphors 
were mainly used when trying to express the cognitive function 
of literature. That is why the archive of metaphors used in an 
attempt to grasp the relationship between a literary text and real-
ity, literary fiction and truth, or between the word and the thing 
being represented by it, is extremely vast. We are condemned to 
wandering the treacherous corridors of this archive because once 
we choose a certain key to unlock one of the infinite doors, we 
quickly realize that we have been led astray and are walking the 
archive’s corridors in circles again. The extent of the problem 
(and the trouble with the keys) is shown even by just a few of 
the paradoxes found in reflection on the relationship between 
literature and the world. As Antoine Compagnon aptly but iron-
ically points out: “In Plato’s Republic, mimesis is subversive, it 
threatens the social bond and poets must be banished from the 
City ... . At the other extreme, for Barthes, mimesis is repressive, 
it consolidates the social bond because it is allied with ideology 
(the doxa), which it serves as an instrument. Is mimesis subver-
sive or repressive? Since it can take on such disparate qualifiers, 
it is probably not the same notion; from Plato to Barthes, it has 
been thoroughly reversed, but between the two, from Aristotle 
to Auerbach, it was not seen as anything harmful” (Compagnon, 
2004, p. 70).

It is not surprising that this whole collection of metaphors 
from literature and literary studies, attempting to capture the 
epistemological status of a literary work, was described by Rita 
Felski as “a chronicle of outgrown errors” (Felski, 2016, p. 92). 
In this collection of metaphors, we shall find, above all else, 
probabilities and fictions, appearances and shadows, illusions and 
delusions, fakes and counterfeits, imitations and copies, defor-
mations and distortions, substitutes and equivalents. From the 
point of view of the critique of literature as not respecting the 
truth, which goes back as far as Plato, a literary work is “a sham, 
a shameless un-truth, this failure of knowledge drawing all kinds 
of calamitous consequences in its wake” (ibid., p. 87). And yet, 
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another sphere of metaphors disperses the darkness of the meta-
phor archive: metaphors in which literature is perceived as light 
or a lamp2 revealing, thanks to its unique quality, what has yet 
not been seen, illuminating and exposing the real or different 
nature of things. Nevertheless, the power of literature is at times 
compared to that befitting “second nature,” i.e. presenting the 
literary work as a microcosm governed by its own laws or, more 
often, a “heterocosm” in which the poet’s potential is equaled 
to God the creator (Abrams, 2012, p. 298). The darkness of the 
metaphor archive will also be illuminated by the cognitive opti-
mism of several other well-known glass objects, such as a mirror 
reflecting reality, or a window through which one can look at the 
world outside. Both metaphors have been criticized, however, for 
the same reason as the whole theory of reflection (as developed, 
for example, by György Lukács): for the illusion of transparency; 
transparency that ignores the specifics of linguistic mediation, 
or, as Michel Foucault puts it in Words and Things, for the uto-
pian belief that things can be named without any interference 
(Foucault, 2005, p. 133). In the meantime, what we are used to 
referring to as reality, in literature appears only as the “reality 
effect” (Barthes, 1999, p.  118) or the “code of representation” 
(ibid.), which in turn only exists as a “perspective of quota-
tions” (ibid. p. 55). At this point, reference is being replaced by 
intertextuality. However, once we dig further into the archive, 
we arrive at the map section, illustrating researchers’ love for 
visual analogies, showing cartography to be still in fashion, as 
in the cognitive mapping of Frederic Jameson (Jameson, 2009), 
the maps and graphs of Franco Moretti (Moretti, 2016), to cite 
just a few examples. Further, we find a room where texts can 
be recognized as symptoms, and some researchers (e.g. follow-
ing Althusser) agree that literature, while unable to convey true 
knowledge, “can attain a critical distance from the everyday work 
of ideology by rendering it in aesthetic form, thereby exposing its 
repressed or excluded meanings” (Felski, p. 90). The relationship 
between reality and art is no longer derived from the notion of 
similarity but is seen through the prism of suppressed causality, 

2 Among many other sources, the most complete and interesting analysis of 
these metaphors is to be found in the aforementioned monograph by Abrams 
(Abrams, 2003). An example of a synthetic approach to the problem in Polish 
literary studies can be found in Anna Krajewska’s essay, “Light as an Epistemo-
logical Metaphor” (Krajewska, 2006).
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referring to social conditions. But following the tropes of subse-
quent metaphors, one cannot overlook the tropes themselves, for 
literature is at times perceived as a trail or trope of reality (Nycz, 
2001), or a space of unexpected epiphanies (ibid.). Finally, the 
archive of metaphors (guiding us toward the truth of literature) 
draws attention to the very concept of metaphor as an essential 
tool of literary cognition3. And so, a metaphor does not falsify 
nor verify, but changes our point of view and way of looking at 
things, allowing us to scrutinize them more intently, obscuring 
the general picture so we might “know more clearly.” This rather 
long list serves not as an attempt to exhaust the resources of key 
tropes that appear in reflection on literary cognition. Rather, as 
is the case with all enumerations, it attempts to showcase a small 
but most representative part instead of the overwhelming whole4.

Criticism of poetry through its cognitive function reached its 
peak in positivism, where recognition of the fact that a poetic 
work does not generate knowledge became the basis for speaking 
about it in terms of uselessness. Jeremy Bentham judges poetry 
extremely harshly, posing two simple (and “lethal”) questions: 
“Is it useful?” and “Is it true to reality?” (Abrams, 2012, p. 329). 
John Locke’s Some Thoughts Concerning Education leaves no 
shadow of a doubt as to the answer, stating that both poetry and 
gambling “which usually go together, are alike in this too, that 
they seldom bring any advantage but to those who have nothing 
else to live on” (Abrams, 2012, p.  329). To positivists, poetry 
was only useful so far as it offered the possibility of pleasure 
and entertainment. In a cognitive sense, it was often considered 
not only useless but also harmful – falsifying reality.

3 Not only in the literary sense, of course, but also the philosophical. The 
most famous lectures can be found in the writings of Friedrich Nietzsche 
( Nietzsche, 1993), Jacques Derrida (Derrida, 2002) and Hans Blumenberg (Blu-
menberg, 2017).

4 An important synthetic and analytical approach to the problem of the 
“truth of poetry” can be found in the book Truth in Literature (edited by Andrzej 
Tyszczyk, Jarosław Borowski and Ireneusz Piekarski). Especially vital to the prob-
lem would be, among other examples, Janusz Misiewicz’s essay “The Truth of 
Poetry,” Bernadetta Kuczera-Chachulska’s “About Lyricism and the ‘Truth of 
Life’,” and Witold Sadowski’s “Tone and Truth in Works Written in Verse.” A se-
ries of important reflections on the epistemological status of poetry is also 
brought by essays collected in the book Literature and Knowledge (edited by 
Włodzimierz Bolecki and Elżbieta Dąbrowska), to which I refer in this essay 
a number of times.
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Although it can be said that these qualities mark literature 
and art in general, it is poetry that was denied economic func-
tionality to the greatest extent due to, among other things, its 
extremely confused relationship with truth and reality. From 
a scientific point of view, poetry (much more than other literary 
genres) appears to be useless, and from an economic standpoint 
– superfluous and unnecessary and, therefore, simply uneco-
nomical. Since poetic words cannot be simply exchanged for 
wares, and all referential functions are highly problematic, the 
losses definitely outweigh the cognitive profits that one could 
gain from a search for “poetic truth.” Cognitive worthlessness 
and the logic of unprofitability surrounding poetry situates it at 
the outskirts of what we could call the economics of communi-
cation, representation, and knowledge. While the above seems 
like a debate over an issue already resolved (at least since the 
19th century), it does draw attention to the peculiar relationship 
between thinking about poetry in economic terms5 and discov-
ering or differently understanding its cognitive potential. This 
kind of poetic uselessness and lack of economy can be treated 
not as the offensive diagnosis of superficiality, but as a peculiar 
kind of pricelessness, establishing poetry’s unique position in 
the market of signs.

It is exactly this combination of worthlessness and price-
lessness that forms the basis of a number of theories of poetry, 
developed in different contexts (philosophical, artistic, histori-
cal, political, etc.). Tracing various theories of poetry, as it turns 
out, we still encounter new ones developed and described in the 
rather unfavorable language of economics. Oftentimes theories 
of poetry, poetic program manifestos, and meta-artistic state-
ments formulated by both literary scholars, philosophers, and 
artists, whether of a literary or historical or critical nature, reveal 
a unique tendency to conceptualize poetry and characterize the 
poetic medium in economic terms, using economic concepts, 
metaphors and theories. These theories take the worthlessness or 
uneconomical character of the poetic form and turn it around to 
show that through this apparent loss, poetry offers the possibility 
of unique profits of a cognitive and critical nature.

5 One of the most interesting examples of such thinking is given by Richard 
Sieburth in his analysis of Ezra Pound’s work, calling Pound’s oeuvre “economics 
of poetry,” “poetry of economics” or “poetics of money” (Sieburth, 1995).
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It seems, however, that this important issue (combining numer-
ous theories of poetry) does not find much attention within the 
economy of literature6 or in what we could call economic literary 
criticism7. The economy of literature began to develop dynami-
cally in the 1980s, dispersing in very different directions, yet in 
its majority focusing on the study of narrative genres, with the 
novel playing a key role. Therefore, we are dealing with the mar-
ginalization of poetry in studies on literary cognitive function, 
specific literary knowledge, literature as social practice or the 
area at the   intersection of various external political, economic and 
social determining factors – all being fields from the economy of 
literature. This omission seems significant, denying poetic texts 
not only cognitive value and the role of purveyors of knowledge 
about reality, but also transferring them to the sphere of utopian 
autonomy, detached from such texts’ heteronomous nature. Thus, 
not only poetry’s cognitive and critical possibilities are questioned, 
but also its potential for political influence and, consequently, 
its social significance. Meanwhile, asked from the point of view 
of economics, questions about the transaction between poems 
and the world seem to open not only the possibility of a differ-
ent approach to the problem of poetic cognition but a different 
placement of the theory of poetry as well.

Disrupted circulation of words

“Who wants to be Linnaeus at the heart of the sun”
Andrzej Sosnowski

Perhaps it is no coincidence that one of the most coherent 
projects combining the problems of truth and economics of 
poetry, authored by German historian of literature and philos-
opher Jochen Hörisch8, was based primarily on an analysis of 

6 This concept appears in the canon for this research area, Marc Shell’s The 
Economy of Literature (Shell, 1979).

7 American research on the economics of literature was conducted under the 
project name of New Economic Criticism in the 1990s. The name was also used 
as the title of their monograph: The New Economic Criticism: Studies at the In-
terface of Literature and Economics (Osteen, Woodmansee, Eds., 1999).

8 Hörisch has not been very popular in Polish literary studies thus far. Paweł 
Tomczok, in his monograph Literary Capitalism (Tomczok, 2018, pp. 67–76), 
comments more broadly on the theory of media developed by Hörisch.
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the work of the great researcher, admirer and “theoretician” of 
the rainbow – Johann Wolfgang Goethe. With dedication com-
parable only to his work on Faust, Goethe devoted years to his 
Theory of Colors, published in 1810. Experimenting with a prism, 
Goethe distanced himself from Newton’s theory of the splitting 
of white light. In his peculiar and romantic “phenomenology” 
or “psychology” of colors, he tried to show that they have their 
source in the interaction of light and darkness. Although Hörisch’s 
interest in Faust is more concerned with metaphors related to 
money rather than rainbows, in the Polish translation of Goethe’s 
drama we find a fragment in which both these poetic delusions, 
monetary and rainbow-colored, are combined, and are maybe 
equally important: “Cursed be the glare of [rainbow] apparition/ 
That on the finer sense intrudes! ... Cursed Mammon be, when 
he with treasures/ To restless action spurs our fate!” (Goethe, 
2018, p. 38). This commonly recognized quality of poetry and 
economics became the starting point for Hörisch, author of the 
famous trilogy dealing with  media history and theory (of which 
Heads or Tails: The Poetics of Money is a part). 

Hörisch’s approach should be presented here first, for it directly 
combines economics of poetry with the problem of literary epis-
teme. He places this relationship at the center of his reflection, 
giving the poetic form historical character and an important social 
function, directly resulting from the cognitive and ontosemiolog-
ical values   of the poetic medium. Furthermore, the basis for the 
concept presented in The Poetics of Money is recognizing that lit-
erature, especially poetry, is functionally unnecessary and useless. 
Hörisch turns the subject around, showing that this superfluity 
neither eliminates the cognitive possibilities of literature nor results 
from them, but is an essential condition for the production of spe-
cifically literary knowledge. As we read in The Poetics of Money: 

Belles lettres is always surrounded by the suspicion of being func-
tionally superfluous – ‘I am that spendthrift, poetry.’ That which is 
superfluous lives on excess and can therefore afford what others must 
renounce. Literature began to perceive itself early, and has contin-
ued to do so with increasing intensity since the sixteenth century, 
as the medium that does not require cover and is therefore all the 
more qualified to observe these problems. Literature, after all, does 
not even claim to validate its statements. Literature is fiction, which 
means, precisely, that it does not have to be covered by actual events 
or realities (Hörisch, 2000, p. 17). 
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The lack of coverage and confirmation of literary statements 
in reality gives literature the opportunity to present alternative 
ways of perception. It thus provides “alternative versions and 
interpretations” of reality (ibid.). As Hörisch notes, literature as 
an ontosemiological medium enables social synthesis, giving rise 
to “a sociocultural tapestry that provides every individual event 
with an orienting framework” (ibid., p.  23). Literature, being 
a luxury, can afford unwanted commentary that other discourses 
cannot: “… literature interferes … literature irritates accepted 
codes, literature interrupts and disturbs communications and 
common figures of speech” (ibid., p.  27). Such a disruption of 
communications, found especially in poetry, is the main, under-
appreciated competence of literature, inextricably linked to its 
cognitive function. This quality is fully evident in the perception 
of the history of literature as a history of problems, in which the 
literary medium is a peculiar resource of knowledge unavailable 
to the discourses of other knowledge systems, as it focuses on 
differences in presenting certain factual issues. Hörisch defines 
this peculiar form of literary knowledge after Walter Benjamin, 
to whom its indicator would be the intertwining of a given work’s 
philosophical content and its truth.

Hörisch’s literary history project thus enhances the cognitive 
potential of poetry by displaying the heteronomous nature of 
art, at the same time situating itself on the outskirts of thinking 
in terms of textual autonomy. In order to capture the nature of 
poetic transactions with the world (being at the same time an 
argument for poetry’s combination of worthlessness/pricelessness 
analyzed in this essay), it is undoubtedly necessary to shift to 
the level of signs. 

Thinking in terms of exchange and the “market of signs” is 
a kind of “ground zero” in understanding literature and poetry 
in economic terms, in close connection with their cognitive func-
tion. The key belief here is that all semiotic theories based on 
the notions of equivalence, value, or sign exchange, have their 
common genealogy in the economic discourse. Reflecting on the 
relations between economics and representation, Michał Paweł 
Markowski notes: “Just as there is no pre-monetary econom-
ics, there is no pre-sign semantics, which means that meaning, 
just like monetary value, is created only because that which is 
individual can be exchanged for what is general. This process 
of exchange can be defined in various ways: as generalization, 
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abstraction, or symbolization, and it would be right to introduce 
the category of representation here as an integrative category” 
(Markowski, 2004, pp.  12–13). However, not only economics 
and semiotics are combined in the simplest definition of repre-
sentation, “something exchanged for something else,” but also 
thinking itself, based on the transition “from sensual contact 
with what is individual to abstract knowledge, using mediatizing 
categories” (Markowski, 2004, p.  13). Rhetoric, epistemology, 
and economics come together on the horizon of representation, 
understood as equivalence. Markowski also justifies this shared 
genealogy etymologically: repraesentatio can be a concept in 
the mind as well as “hard cash” that can be paid immediately 
(Markowski, 2004, p. 13).

Just as money is exchanged for commodities because of its 
shared value, so are words exchanged for things they stand for 
through common meaning. If we take the economics of commu-
nication as the starting point, then the perfect implementation of 
this kind of (rather reductionist) economics of literature would be 
realism. Realism maintains its own illusion of reference: the illu-
sion of adequately exchanging things for words, being a medium 
of the transparent, pre-linguistic character of reality whose proper 
representation is used by people aware of themselves and the 
world around them. Markowski uses this example as a starting 
point for his project on modern literature as being uneconomi-
cal, defying economics (Markowski, 2007, p. 60), with modern 
poetry as an absolute model of “non-exchangeable speech” (ibid., 
p. 97). Modern literature manifests the opacity of its own medium 
and recognizes itself as a place of poetic resistance to everyday 
language ruled by the principles of the economics of communica-
tion. According to Markowski, this is the point where the criti-
cal potential of modern literature is revealed – dealing with the 
crisis of representation, undermining the traditional definitions 
of mimesis, realism, references, truth and fiction, medium and 
representation. Poetry is paradigmatic for this economics-related 
relationship between realism and modern literature, with critics 
thinking of it as non-exchangeable9.

9 One of the examples for Markowski is the critical discussion between Ig-
nacy Fik and Stefan Napierski about Bruno Schulz’s prose, in which they iden-
tify ostentatiously poetic and uneconomical qualities, making claims to literary 
truth and representation, and accuse his prose of abnormality, perversity, horrors 
and, especially, uselessness.
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Although similar thinking in terms of communicative exchange 
and poetic non-exchangeability could be traced back to antiquity, 
it is in 20th-century theories of poetry that this approach makes 
a significant impact, Viktor B. Shklovsky’s formalist dissertation 
Art as Technique being a primary example defining the functions 
of poetry using the language of economics. Shklovsky begins with 
a challenging concept of economy: “Poetry is a special way of 
thinking; it is, precisely, a way of thinking in images, a way which 
permits what is generally called ‘economy of mental effort’ ... 
Aesthetic feeling is the result of this economy” (Szkłowski, 1986, 
p. 13). Following various theoretical tropes, Shklovsky presents 
the “general law of saving spiritual strength” or “the principle 
of the economy of creative effort” (ibid.) – principles on which 
the economics of poetry is based, in the opinion of researchers 
mentioned in this essay. Shklovsky’s goal is to show the misun-
derstanding lying at the heart of this perception of the econom-
ics of poetry, i.e. based on the principle of economy, which is 
a solid principle for communication/practical language, but when 
extended to poetic language serves as evidence of complete igno-
rance of its laws. Instead of economy then, we should talk about 
“the laws of expenditure and economy in poetic language not on 
the basis of an analogy with prose, but on the basis of the laws 
of poetic language” (ibid, p. 14). What would ensure the great-
est economy would be algebraization or automation, something 
completely alien to poetry which is supposed to deliver us from 
the automatism of perception.

For Shklovsky, poetic language as such poses only difficulties 
(ibid., p.  26), profoundly extending the process of perception, 
opposing the principle of language’s economy. The nature of poetic 
language indicates that it is, in a sense, a foreign language. It is 
confusing, bizarre, improper, creates communication barriers, 
and, as such, it is programmatically uneconomical, retarding – 
cultivating the principle of expenditure, not economy. From the 
point of view of economics, therefore, what Shklovsky considers 
to be appropriate for poetry and Markowski for modern litera-
ture – is the very same thing.

The economic categories used by the formalists are, above 
all, based on thinking in terms of colloquial language as a simple 
exchange which causes the word in circulation to be consumed, 
conventionalized, automatized, thus losing its autonomy, and, in 
the end, perceptual properties. This pessimistic diagnosis, which 
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leads Shklovsky to a vision of “extinct words” and a “language 
cemetery,” allows nonetheless for a longed-for alternative, which 
is to be embodied in poetry, saving language from convention-
alization and automatization of perception. If everyday commu-
nication is governed by exchange, with the currency of words 
in constant circulation, then poetry will be the point at which 
this cycle is interrupted and the currency falls out of circulation, 
regaining autonomy relative to communicative coercion.

Jean Baudrillard starts from a similar catastrophic vision of 
a great language garbage heap where all metaphors convention-
alized in everyday communication end up. He formulates one of 
the most interesting descriptions of how the economics of poetry 
operates, combining the structural concept of the sign with the 
mechanisms of political economics (Baudrillard, 2006). Baudril-
lard makes semiotics the starting point in his argument (starting 
from de Saussure through Jakobson and Kristeva), showing the 
“subversive influence of poetic form on linguistics” (Baudrillard, 
2007, p. 280) and the fact that semiotics is essentially heading 
towards “more or less subtle suppression of the radical character 
of poetic language” (ibid.), where poetic language, according to 
Baudrillard, is definitely subversive. As Michał Kłosiński notes, 
Baudrillard “throws a revolutionary torch at the spot where it 
causes the greatest havoc – on the pile of poetry, hence the chilling 
title of his dissertation: The Poetic as the Extermination of Value” 
(Kłosiński, 2015, p. 66). Poetic language in this approach resists 
the economic mechanisms to which, like the financial system, 
the system of language signs is subjected. Poetics should, there-
fore, be understood not in terms of economic exchange, but as 
a form of symbolic exchange. In this sense, Kłosiński concludes 
that for Baudrillard, “poetic language establishes an enclave of 
symbolic exchange, it defies the law of values in which the stake 
is the accumulation of meaning, without which it is impossible to 
play a speculative game with signs that are detached from real-
ity. Baudrillard ... tries to save poetic language from the ruthless 
economic policy of the sign” (ibid., p. 69). He notes that poetic 
language will not be thus subjected to the laws of signs-to-things 
exchange, but will remain a unique gift offered by a text as part 
of symbolic exchange. The most mysterious here, however, is 
the vision of the “self-immolation” of the sign, described as “an 
attempt to be saved from the threatening inflation of meaning” 
(ibid, p. 73) finding its end in the complete conventionalization 
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of metaphors, a “wearing-out” of language, rather like an old 
coin remaining in circulation for too long. In the sphere of   
poetic language, signs are therefore not exchanged like money 
and goods, but like gifts, similarly to primitive societies. The 
purpose of this exchange is not profit but the negation of prac-
tical value which is fulfilled by the demonstrative destruction 
of what is given10.

Baudrillard’s theory, presenting poetry as a space for symbolic 
exchange, an alternative to the political economy of the sign, 
became one of the most important inspirations for the Italian 
theoretician of culture and philosopher, representative of the Ital-
ian Theory, Franco “Bifo” Berardi. His vision of the “econom-
ics of poetry” is based on belief in its critical and emancipatory 
potential. In such an approach, poetry would re-create itself as 
a territory subjected to the mechanisms – once again – of another, 
alternative economics, becoming the point of resistance against 
the oppression of various types of systems. Berardi develops his 
entire project on the economics of poetry around this premise. In 
his book The Uprising. On Poetry and Finance, he analyzes how 
capitalism, with its oppressive economic discourse, leads to the 
subordination and automation of language and the subjugation of 
affective potential. Berardi thus shows the subversive possibilities 
of poetry, accompanied by a unique project of uneconomicality 
and sensitivity, exhibiting critical and emancipatory properties 
at the same time.

One of the keywords of Berardi’s theory is a kind of state 
of “bankruptcy,” i.e. “insolvency,” which he sees as being syn-
onymous with becoming independent of the hierarchy of values   
and the list of priorities connected with the capitalist system and 
neoliberal conformism. According to Berardi, from a linguistic 
point of view, insolvency would set a possible escape route from 
the reduction of language to exchange (Berardi, 2012, pp. 16–17). 
By showing the social organism as one that entails a network 
of “techno-linguistic” automatism and describing processes that 
contribute to language automation, Berardi depicts poetry as 
“an excess of language” (ibid., p.  22), whose basic property is 

10 The theory of the anagram, being an alternative to structural poetics, and 
two laws described by Ferdinand de Saussure – the law of the word-theme and 
the coupling – are crucial for Baudrillard (Baudrillard, 2006, p. 320; Dziadek, 
2001; Kłosiński, 2018, p. 78).
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non-exchangeability, creating conditions for de-automatization 
(ibid., p.  20). Poetry creates new, alternative worlds that can 
form the basis for a community of thinking and understanding. 
It is shown as the vibration of a single voice, endowed with the 
possibility of resonating, and while it resonates, it can generate 
a space for the community.

In Berardi’s approach, poetry transcends the boundaries set 
by ideological linguistic exchange, showing the possibility of 
a new codification of the relationship between the signifier and 
the signified, both in a nonrecurring, unique voice and through 
a nonrecurring, unique listener. Following Giorgio Agamben’s 
reflection on the voice being the meeting point of body and 
meaning, Berardi states that poetry is “the voice of language” 
(ibid., pp. 20–21). In this perspective, the metaphor of insolvency 
reveals its extraordinary potential. The right to insolvency is not 
only a figure of social or civic resistance to the market entangle-
ments of entities, a refusal to participate in repayment of a real 
and metaphorical financial debt. It is, above all, a refusal to 
subordinate living potential to the domination of a formalized, 
politically legitimized economic code allied with mechanisms of 
biopower. The capitalist, neoliberal, ideologized form of thinking 
and language is therefore not only a set of economic rules. It 
is also a variety of different internalized borders beyond which 
our imagination should not venture, and which are, at the same 
time, the framework of linguistic automatism – easy to subjugate 
and control.

As Berardi claims, we have to think of a different theory 
dealing with the perception of reality, one beyond the fixed 
ideological dictionary (ibid., p. 147). We should try to imagine 
the liberation of potential from the power of neoliberal forms of 
organization governing our reality experience, from automation 
ruling everyday life by means of linguistic form. For Berardi, all 
of this could be achieved by poetry – all that is poetic is a form 
of linguistic insolvency, enabling this gesture of resistance and 
rejection. This “insolvency” being the basic property of poetic 
language would mean, among other things, “the rejection of the 
economic code of capitalism” (ibid., p. 149) that keeps real life 
and social potential locked within form. 

By not taking part in the exchange of things for words 
according to matching codes, poetry disarms the transparent rela-
tionships of consent, allowing us to embrace the undefined and 
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attempt to redefine the world. As such, it is a space for shaping 
the sensitivity of the community and a chance for a different 
perception of reality.

There is no doubt that Bernardi’s concept of language de-au-
tomatization was borrowed from Shklovsky (Berardi, 2012, 
pp. 149–150) who, in a similar vein, recognized the potential of 
poetry as being related to “removing objects from the automa-
tism of perception” (Shklovsky, p. 16). In turn, the very concept 
of verbal “insolvency” is closely related to Baudrillard’s vision: 
symbolic exchange in which the rules of political economy are 
compromised. In Berardi’s project, two theories of poetic language 
are intertwined, crucial from the point of view of the economics 
of poetry. They become the starting point of a political project 
where the social significance of the poem is at stake.

In each of the selected but only briefly illustrated theoretical 
approaches, the contradictory diagnoses are surprisingly harmo-
nized within the perspective of the economics of poetry, based 
every time around the concept of poetic language being uneco-
nomical, which is usually due to the interruption, or even sus-
pension, of the circulation of words. The uneconomical nature of 
poetry becomes vital every time for recognizing its exceptional 
value which, at the same time, has nothing to do with situating 
it in a role resembling a priceless but useless jewel. In the case of 
each of the several approaches outlined here, all of them different 
but still engaged in a dynamic dialogue, poetry can be defined 
as a movement of resistance to conventionalized communication 
and automation of perception, a medium offering unique knowl-
edge about reality, a possible space for language’s emancipation 
from the rules of economics as well as communicative coercion. 
Poetry remains a space that unites the community of symbolic 
exchange and, finally, it is a projected area of   subversion that 
helps liberate our experience of reality from neoliberal forms of 
organization and offers a different mode of perception.

Following Aristotle in diagnosing the unique properties of 
metaphor, Jacques Derrida once again takes us to an unattain-
able treasure at the end of the rainbow: “In nature, everyone 
has his nature. ... If the greatest thing by far is to be a master 
of metaphor, some have the gift of metaphor, know better than 
others how to perceive resemblances and uncover the truth of 
nature. A capacity not within our grasp” (Derrida, 2002, p. 304). 
Sounds like invaluable usefulness!
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* * *

In this way, the economics of poetry seems to shed light on the 
cognitive potential of the poetic medium. It also seems to open 
the possibility of a new definition of specifically poetic knowl-
edge about reality, urging us to rethink traditionally understood 
duality of form and content that isolates a text from its historical 
context, placing poetic work and the aesthetic impact of poetry 
outside the area of   social practices. It might offer a chance to 
prevail over approaches in which form becomes a non-exchange-
able residue, breaking its connection to reality, declining partici-
pation, involvement and responsibility for its shape – against the 
vision of the cognitive, critical, social and political uselessness 
and helplessness of poetry. Studies on the economics of poetry 
create the possibility of introducing a heteronomous poetic 
form in which poetry at the same time becomes a medium that 
deposits a specific type of knowledge; a place of articulation of 
individual and communal experience inextricably linked to the 
poetic form, invoking different images of the past, at the same 
time becoming a prism through which both the present and 
alternative projections of the future can be seen.

To conclude – a word about a colorful, almost rainbow-
like bouquet of flowers. We find it in Banksy’s mural depicting 
a masked man; he looks like an assailant, his pose that of some-
one preparing to throw a grenade or Molotov cocktail. The only 
difference is that instead of a potential tool of crime or destruc-
tion he is holding a bouquet of colorful flowers. Of course, this 
mention of Flower Bomber, as the mural is usually referred to, 
is not random. In an interview with Grzegorz Jankowicz, Niew-
ielki odwet na „prawdziwym” życiu [Small Revenge on “Real” 
Life], Andrzej Sosnowski admits that Banksy’s mural would be 
great for the cover of his volume of poetry. Is this, then, how 
the poet sees the role and functioning of poetry? He explains 
to his interlocutor: “Revolutions imagined in poetry can only 
be bloodless. The uselessness of the most interesting pieces has 
always seemed to me their naturally priceless side. Flowers, poetic 
tropes – they are almost like synonyms of awkwardness and inef-
fectiveness throughout the times” (Sosnowski, Jankowicz, 2010, 
p. 191). Sosnowski equates the uselessness and pricelessness of 
poetry which, being deprived of practical and exchange worth, 
cannot be exchanged or valuated, and that is exactly why it can 
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operate outside economic rules. Poetry’s paradox lies in the fact 
that once degraded to being useless and ineffective, it does not 
become worthless – but priceless.

Translated by Marta Gorgula
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The author discusses different uses of the mirror metaphor in philosophy, 
literature and aesthetics. On one hand, a mirror serves to talk about human 
empowerment and inner life, while on the other becoming one of the most 
important metaphors of truth, of proper representation of reality. The final 
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history. By taking into account this physical history of mirrors, we can observe 
the changing foundation of epistemological and aesthetic metaphors.
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Mirror, reflection, mirroring. Both the process of reflection 
and the artefact itself create an imaginational resource of countless 
philosophical models of truth and falsehood. A mirror-reflected 
image suggests it is possible to produce a faithful representation 
of reality, but also – almost at the same time – that this image 
can be inaccurate, distorted, blurred, too dark or too bright. 
Thus the mirror defines the purpose of cognition as well as 
simultaneously indicating the possibility of different obstacles 
to achieving that purpose.

Of course a mirror is not the only metaphor of truth and 
falsehood; another equally important example would be the image 
of light and darkness, organized around the metaphor of, for 
instance, a lamp, which is the mirror’s great rival in both science 
and the arts (see Abrams, 2003). Quoting these two examples 
enables us to notice the real, physical basis of both metaphors, 
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which changed their meaning with the development of technology 
– with the improvement and popularization of artificial reflec-
tions as well as artificial light sources (Schivelbusch, 2004). If we 
also remember that both these technologies are often combined, 
for instance in mirror rooms where mirrors multiply the light by 
dispersing it, it will turn out that the two metaphors do not have 
to constitute alternatives and rivals at all, but are open to mutual 
translation. Indeed, light is a prerequisite for a mirror-reflected 
image, while mirrors themselves also contribute to brightening 
up various rooms by helping light disperse.

The present paper will discuss three fundamental meanings 
of the mirror in different discourses. The first two refer mainly 
to cognition and experience, to learning and aesthetics. A stable 
mirror standing in one place has become one of the main met-
aphors through which we speak of human subjectivity, and also 
of learning about the world. The experience of seeing our own 
mirror image is one of the pivotal moments in the development 
of human subjectivity – while the story of Narcissus gazing at 
his reflection has been an influence all the way to 20th-century 
theories of primary and secondary narcissism characterizing the 
constitution of individual consciousness, and in the theory of 
collective narcissism describing how a collective subject views 
itself in the mirror. Thus, the mirror is an artefact producing 
and disseminating different techniques of reflection – not only 
of the self but also social entities, networks, which reproduce 
themselves through a series of reflections. Therefore, the first 
part of the paper will discuss different subjective mirrors.

Part two will present different forms of mirroring – above all 
in art and philosophy. Mirroring is one of the most important 
aesthetic models: According to many theorists, art always reflects 
a reality, while others believe art should also mirror reality, because 
otherwise it does not fulfill its task. Thus, mirroring defines 
models of descriptive as well as normative aesthetics. A similar 
duality can be identified in metaphysical thinking about human 
cognition: Reflecting on the human mind leads fluidly to seeking 
adequate ways of mirroring the world. The mirror metaphor, 
therefore, stretches between the obvious situation of a direct 
reflection in a mirror and the realization that this reflection is 
not simple and obvious at all, as it encounters many possibili-
ties of distortion, falsification, resulting in a reflection that is 
inaccurate, untrue, that has to be amended, corrected, changed.
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The first two sections will focus on the subjective, theoreti-
cal and aesthetic meaning of the mirror. The model here will be 
mainly mirrors situated in one place, stable mirrors as well as 
small mirrors in which we see our own face – look at ourselves. In 
part three of the paper, I would like to analyze the less intuitive 
although also important and widespread meaning of the mirror, 
i.e. its practical application. Mirrors in everyday use are not only 
for looking at ourselves in detail; they also expand the human 
field of vision. They enable us to see what is behind us, to see 
things we cannot see when we are looking forward. Examples 
of such practical mirrors include car mirrors enabling drivers 
to see vehicles behind them. Thus, these are mirrors providing 
knowledge on changing reality, and at the same time causing the 
multiplication of different reflections in reality.

In all the sections of the present paper, the mirror and the 
reflection process are considered in a dual sense. At the forefront 
are metaphors – but we must not forget that those metaphors have 
a physical foundation that also underwent change. The metapho-
rological history of the mirror is the history of both the idea and 
the artefact. New possibilities of reflection, increasingly accurate 
and greater, move the process of mirroring away from its natural, 
fluid character toward fixing the image. This history of the tech-
nology of reflection is a social and economic history as well: It is 
also the history of the price of mirrors, monopolies tied to their 
manufacturing, the history of tradesmen who knew the secrets of 
making them, and, finally, the history of the democratization of 
mirrors, when everyone can view their own image at any time.

This complicated, network-like history of metaphors pro-
ceeds toward treating them much more broadly than in various 
linguistic and cognitive approaches. It is precisely examples like 
the mirror (and also light) that suggest we are dealing with more 
than metaphors, even than absolute metaphors to which Hans 
Blumenberg ascribed the special role of representing the entirety 
of philosophical ideas like the idea of the world or God, his-
tory, and humans in relation to them (Blumenberg, 2013, 2014). 
Those metaphors and artefacts serve as mediators taking part 
in negotiating different ways of understanding reality. Thus, 
these kinds of objects are not just metaphors serving to build 
utterances, but they also have the function of a technology for 
representing reality. They enable us to reduce complex reality 
by creating nodal points in the knowledge network. 
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1. The mirror: histories of subjectivity

In his Dzieje zwierciadła [The History of the Mirror] Mieczy-
sław Wallis notes that “the invention of the mirror dates back to 
times immemorial, it preceded the invention of writing” (Wallis, 
1974, p. 11). However, the mirror is an invention while also being 
something natural: Before the first polished metals and stones 
in which you could see your reflection appeared, people could 
see mirror images in water. The mirror as an artefact immedi-
ately puts humans in competition with nature, in a contest for 
creating a better, more accurate and more lasting mirroring of 
reality, particularly humans themselves. This suspension between 
nature on one hand and technology and artificiality on the other 
makes the mirror similar to another phenomenon that is both 
technical and natural, i.e. fire. Insofar as fire has the myth of 
its theft, a myth that became the foundation of many emanci-
pative historiosophies, the mirror seems not to have played such 
a significant role. The Narcissus myth refers us more to what 
is private and intimate, while mirrors themselves – despite their 
important social role – have interfered more strongly with the 
individual sphere.

In the historiosophy of modernity as well, fire seems to play 
a more important role: It was a new way of controlling fire that 
launched the industrial revolution, while the burning of coal 
(among other things) enabled Europe to gain an advantage over 
the rest of the world in the 19th century and build a hegem-
ony lasting many years. In this Promethean model, it is easy to 
forget the mirror. Nevertheless, starting from the 17th century 
we can find someone in practically every period who claimed it 
was the Baroque, the Enlightenment, or the 19th century that 
constituted the age of the mirror. This apparent discrepancy 
stems from the democratization of the mirror, which progressed 
with the process of modernity. Back in the 17th century, dur-
ing the Venetian monopoly on mirror manufacturing, mirrors 
were extremely rare and precious goods, accessible mainly to 
the aristocracy (Melchior-Bonnet, 2007). It was not until new 
production technologies were developed that mirrors could be 
made in greater numbers, placed in large spaces, and their price 
could go down. Thanks to these complicated processes, mirrors 
passed from courtly society, where they had enabled people to 
train their person in proper presentation among high society, 
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to the world of burgher intimacy. Whereas the Promethean myth 
was responsible for a comprehensive story about the progress 
of civilization, the mirror became a medium for shaping mod-
ern subjectivity which, through different reflections, has had to 
undergo continuous self-observation to this very day.

Already the story of Narcissus found in Metamorphoses pre-
sents a situation of looking at the water reflection of one’s own 
face – recognizing oneself, one’s face, opens the way to thinking 
about identity, self-knowledge as well as different affects that 
a subject can direct toward himself or herself. Thus, a mirror 
also becomes the start of self-reflection – let us note, however, 
that the source of this self-reflection is not in the subject, in 
some supposed inner life, but in a complicated relationship with 
objects, with surfaces capable of producing reflections. The Nar-
cissus myth involves a dual process: In the foreground we have 
the protagonist’s mirror duplication. Therefore, the mirror cre-
ates a strange relationship: not with others – with oneself, but 
as a duplicated being, seen in reflection, and at the same time 
felt from the inside. It needs remembering, though, that to see 
himself, Narcissus had to isolate himself from the group. This 
entangles us in the complicated dialectic of individualization 
and duplication, a dialectic in which the subject abandons rela-
tionships with others in order to meet the Other as his or her 
own reflection.

The individual mirror mechanism has been processed in dif-
ferent ways in psychological concepts: in Sigmund Freud’s notion 
of narcissism, Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage, and in recent decades 
in the metaphor of mirror neurons (Keysers, 2017). All these the-
ories assume we process our relationship with ourselves through 
external reflections; they make a shift in the strict separation 
between the individual and everything outside, especially other 
subjects, and also animals. Passing the mirror test was supposed 
to be one of the more important stages in becoming human. 
Similarly, the concept of mirror neurons locates the uniqueness 
of humans in their capacity for empathy and the development of 
special social competence enabling them to form numerous and 
complex groups capable of knowledge transfer and cooperation 
(Tomasello, 2017).

The theory of narcissism corresponded to different models of 
individualism and individuality. A broader version of this approach 
could be seen in the theory of collective narcissism outlined 
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by Erich Fromm in The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness. 
In group narcissism, the object of adoration is the community 
looking at itself in various symbolic images of itself; this collec-
tive fascination with one’s group identity results in fanaticism, 
manifesting itself especially strongly in sensitivity to collective 
symbols. They are precisely the mirrors in which the community 
wants to see itself. Any violation or criticism of such symbols is 
perceived as an attack on the identity of the group constituted 
around those images.

The mirror image of the subject proceeded toward becoming 
more permanent. From a reflection in water, whose surface is 
the easiest to disturb, we moved on to artificial mirrors which, 
however, did not present an accurate image for quite a long 
time, so it was no wonder that the mirror became one of the 
most important symbols of inaccurate cognition, contrasted with 
directly looking at one another face to face. Photography seems 
to be the most important way of fixing a mirror image, and in 
its successive versions it enabled images to be captured more and 
more accurately and quickly. Obviously, digital forms of such 
stabilization of mirrored subjectivity include selfies, as images 
that you can see and capture in an instant and then disseminate 
effortlessly. In this case, we manage to eliminate the difference 
between a mirror reflection, always fleeting and transitory, and 
an image, which usually involves a temporal delay and other 
forms of indirectness. This model also defines new boundaries 
of mirror self-control accomplished thanks to the possibility of 
continually looking at oneself in captured images. An image of 
oneself, which is often modified and improved, becomes a tem-
plate the subject tries to fit into.

Different meanings of the subjective mirror are analyzed by 
Heinrich Kleist in his essay On the Marionette Theater. This 
short text is based on the difference between a conscious being 
and a puppet or marionette, as it is structures of the human 
body deprived of consciousness that supposedly have the great-
est charm. In the narrator’s conversations with the mysterious 
Herr C., there appear three examples of confrontation between 
a conscious being and non-conscious bodies: the first one is the 
marionettes from the puppet theater, the second example is that 
of a statue that a graceful young man tries to imitate, while the 
third concerns an incredible swordfight with a master-swordsman 
bear. Example number two features a mirror, so let me quote it:
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…we had just recently seen the statue in Paris of the youth removing 
a thorn from his foot; the statue is well-known and models of it can 
be found in most German collections. A look cast into a large mirror, 
at the moment when he was placing his foot on a stool to dry it, 
reminded him of the statue; he smiled and told me of the discovery 
he had made. In fact, I had, just at that very moment, made the same 
discovery; however, whether it were to test the sureness of the grace 
that possessed him, or whether it were to cure him a little of his 
vanity, I laughed and replied that he was probably seeing ghosts. He 
started to blush and raised his foot a second time to convince me; 
but the attempt, as could easily have been foreseen, was unsuccessful. 
He raised his foot in confusion a third and a fourth time, he raised 
it probably another ten times: all to no avail! He was incapable of 
repeating the same movement. What am I saying? The movements 
he made had such a comical element to them that I had difficulty 
keeping from bursting out laughing.
From that time, from that very moment on, an indescribable change 
came over the young man. He started to spend his days standing 
in front of the mirror; and as he did so one attractive feature after 
another deserted him. An invisible and unaccountable power seemed, 
like an iron net, to lay itself over his gestures and facial expressions, 
and after a year had passed, there was no trace left to find in him of 
the loveliness that the eyes of the people, who otherwise surrounded 
him, had delighted in1 (Kleist, 2000).

The equal participants in this quite complex scene are two 
young men and two objects: an ancient statue and a mirror. 
Each of these actants influences the others. First of all there is 
the statue, treated not as a reflection of reality but rather as an 
ideal, a model that requires representation. One of the young men 
successfully imitates the ancient statue – in rather a complicated 
arrangement: He notices the correspondence in a mirror; also 
his friend does not see the reproduction of the statue’s stance 
in reality but only as a reflection. But this fleeting mirroring is 
gone immediately; it is easy to question but impossible to repeat.

Attempting to repeat it results in the loss of gracefulness. 
Completely different notions appear in its place. The young man’s 
body becomes imprisoned – although there is no question of any 

1 English text from the translation by Kevin J M Keane, retrieved from 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&
ved=2ahUKEwi8jbqXoqrjAhVhl4sKHdX8AnkQFjAGegQIBxAC&url=http%3
A%2F%2Fwww.kevinjmkeane.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2015%2F0
7%2FKleist-On-the-Marionette-Theatre.-July–2015.pdf&usg=AOvVaw26Ps8B
Wdl4oDxC7OuQrRHP
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physical imprisonment, the metaphors used suggest something 
heavy and restrictive: An invisible, incomprehensible power appears 
as an iron net. This set of metaphors is difficult to keep separate 
from economics – an iron cage, a structure hard as steel, and the 
invisible hand of the market that determines people’s economic 
actions. The young man in front of the mirror thus loses his 
charm and becomes entangled in the net of bourgeois life, a life 
without charm, a life tied to daily work and duties. In this case 
the easily accessible, private mirror turns out to be not so much 
a tool of the aesthetic narcissism of a romantic, beautiful soul 
as a mediator involving the individual in economic practice: The 
mirror, contrary to the ancient statue, is a commodity you have 
to pay for, and to pay for it you have to become implicated in 
a network of economic relations.

2. Mirror – mirroring of the world – 
art and science

The mirror model is one of the main tools of dialectic philos-
ophy (Holz, 2005; Schickel, 2012). Leibniz’s monadology treats 
an individual monad as a living reflection of the entirety of the 
world, and the relationship between what is mirrored and the 
mirroring itself opens up a whole complex of problems linked 
to the temporal and spatial aspect of representation. Contem-
porary philosophy in some of its realizations has moved from 
dialectic relationships to normative demands – then, mirroring 
stops being a dialectic relationship and becomes a cognitive and 
aesthetic norm. In such a case, science and art are given the task 
of correctly mirroring reality, for example anything in reality 
that is typical or progressive.

Note that in such a case, reification of the metaphor takes 
place – the reflection relationship is treated as virtually an auto-
matic mechanism, to the exclusion of the mirror, or even that 
mirror moment, understood as the place of a separate artefact, 
the spectacle’s mediator. In this theory, physical matter became 
primordial, while the social world was only supposed to be its 
reflection – this turned reflecting into a relationship of temporal 
succession and causality. Scientific learning about the social world 
and culture was meant to be limited to identifying relationships 
with physical entities. In aesthetics, too, the vision of the mirror 
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wandering across a courtyard to reflect all kinds of objects and 
phenomena can be reduced to the demand of simple realism, 
which is meant to be the criterion for evaluating individual works 
judged by their degree of progressiveness.

Where does this frequent reification of the metaphor come 
from? It occurs when the metaphor wears down, when you can 
no longer sense the moment of comparison, i.e. when the com-
plicated play of different compared objects is replaced with the 
illusion of the directness of a relationship, e.g. between language 
and reality. Meanwhile, living philosophy makes bold use of dif-
ferent objects that continue to have the metaphorical power of 
opening up to things that are new and unexpected, thus often 
drawing upon various technical and media-related innovations. 
This is the case, for instance, in the well-known passage from 
The German Ideology:

If in all ideology men and their circumstances appear upside-
down as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just as much 
from their historical life-process as the inversion of objects on 
the retina does from their physical life-process2 (Marks, Engels 
1961, p. 27).

The definition of ideology here has nothing to do with sci-
entific exactitude, with serious defining of notions. Instead of 
logical operations, Marx builds a network of mediator objects: 
a camera obscura, which he must have known from experience 
but also from various diagrams explaining how it works, as well 
as the knowledge of optics and physiology of the time, also 
mediated through drawings of the eye. Therefore, this sentence is 
backed not only by a simple simile, but also by the institution of 
science from the first half of the 19th century, the latest media, 
and also the rules for copying the reality studied by science into 
textbooks and scientific works. It is something Bruno Latour 

2 English text from Karl Marx & Frederick Engels, The German Ideology: 
Part One with selections from Parts Two and Three, together with Marx’s “Intro-
duction to a Critique of Political Economy”, edited and with introduction by 
C. J. Arthur, 2004, New York: International Publishers, retrieved from https://
books.google.pl/books?id=DujYWG8TPMMC&pg=PA47&lpg=PA47&dq=%
22if+in+all+ideology+men%22&source=bl&ots=j_VcXqrvUZ&sig=ACfU3
U226-PEZWuEdCSVpzckxa_SuHkQFg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi22Pr
h4qrjAhVKtIsKHdI1CpIQ6AEwA3oECAgQAQ#v=onepage&q=%22if%20
in%20all%20ideology%20men%22&f=false
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called procedures of inscription – inscribing reality into new 
means of representation. Dialectic mirroring of reality, therefore, 
cannot be considered as an abstract process but has to take into 
account a network of different artefacts, mediators taking part 
in creating the representation.

The mirror also became the main metaphor in speculative 
philosophy, enabling us to speak of indirectness (Kuhn, 2014, 
p. 385). The structure of a mirror reflection involves a number 
of moments and differences that enable the content of speculative 
thinking to be expressed. This speculative status already belongs 
to the dual meaning of the mirror – on one hand being a physical 
object built from a specific material, while on the other being 
able to be a mirror only when it reflects something else – which 
makes it an object that actually cannot be seen, because other 
objects are always visible in it, reflected in the mirror surface. 
Being a mirror, therefore, is inseparably linked to the fact that 
we always see in it something other than the mirror itself. This 
structure has enormous speculative potential, because it enables 
us to think about objects that are visible things but at the same 
time are not so much the object that we are looking at, but rather 
they enable us to see something else, and, continuing – they 
make possible the existence of a reflection as well as enabling 
thinking about the difference between the thing reflected and 
the reflection. This means there is speculative potential in the 
duplication of objects itself, and in the problem of things that 
are visible and invisible at the same time, catching our eye in 
order to allow us to see something else.

3. Practical refl ection

Both in the philosophy of the subject and in metaphysics and 
art, the mirror metaphor proceeded toward stability and immo-
bilization. The mirror the subject faced, just like the reflection 
of the entirety of the world, was supposed to offer the possibility 
of aesthetic and theoretical cognition. The practical use of mir-
rors remained in the background. Meanwhile, mirrors do not so 
much serve the purpose of looking at ourselves or contemplat-
ing mirrored images as they expand our momentary perceptual 
capacity, enabling us to see what is “at the back of our head.” In 
this context, Umberto Eco speaks of mirrors as being prosthet-
ics, instruments expanding the scope of operation of a specific 
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organ, in this case the eyes (Eco, 2012, p.  18), allowing us to 
look behind us without turning our head.

Eco analyzes the example of an arrangement of mirrors thanks 
to which you can see what is going on behind you – there are 
movie examples of seeing someone entering a room and being 
noticed by another person. Probably the most interesting case, 
though, could be the use of mirrors in cars: Mirrors assist those 
traveling by car, where such travel in itself expands human capac-
ity. Glancing in the mirrors is a routine action enabling the driver 
to gain information about other road users. Therefore, it is an 
important channel of communication with the surroundings. In 
this case the reflected image does not serve any aesthetic or theo-
retical contemplation, but is combined with the movement of body 
and vehicle. Mirroring serves to provide information important 
only at a given moment, connected with the current situation.

In theoretical deliberations on reflections, one crucial category 
was isomorphism as well as the structural correspondence between 
the thing represented and the representation. This shared form, 
however, assumed the hylomorphism of traditional metaphysics. 
But the mirror requires a different metaphysics – interesting inspi-
ration in this respect is provided by Tim Ingold’s project and his 
theory of medium, substances and surfaces. Above all, mirrors 
are special surfaces in which other surfaces are reflected – this 
applies to the water mirror as well as artefacts. It appears that 
mirrors create images without matter, but it may be more apt to 
state that these are images of surfaces without substance. It is 
hard to say that mirrors have the capacity to capture form and 
create some kind of isomorphism, especially in a metaphysical 
sense. It would be much more intuitive to speak of mirroring 
the surface of things. But what is this surface? In Ingold’s con-
cept (2018) the surface is the boundary between substance and 
medium – meaning that what is duplicated is a thing’s surface 
boundary and not its internal structure. A relationship between 
different surfaces is formed – they are reflected in one another, 
creating a network of duplicates and appearances of spatial depth, 
flickering images multiplying the observed world.

Conclusion

Mirroring has functioned as the most important character-
ization of truth – both the truth of science and the truth of art. 
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The metaphor of mirroring, however, quickly got entangled in 
linguistic representation – it was words and sentences, notions 
and judgments that were meant to reflect reality. The dialectic 
of mirroring has gone in the same direction, treating the mirror 
as a principle of philosophical speculation. But the mirror can 
be treated completely differently – more physically and more 
network-based; then, it gains its own history – and it is precisely 
this history that always has to be somewhere in the background 
of the metaphor’s interpretation. But the mirror, or actually the 
multiplicity of different mirrors and, more broadly, mechanisms 
by which reality is reflected in artefacts, is an important element 
of creating and representing reality. Mirrors become historical 
mediators that take part in a complicated network made up of 
people and things.

The dependence of theoretical thinking on metaphors, a popu-
lar notion in the second half of the 20th century, only partly 
fulfills the task of network-based thinking about mirroring. 
The proposals of Hans Blumenberg and Jacques Derrida (2002) 
emphasized the permanent presence of metaphors in philosophi-
cal texts, especially wherever the meaning of the most impor-
tant categories needed to be explained. The concept of absolute 
metaphors assumed there is a limited set of images that mediate 
in understanding ideas such as the world, the soul, or history. 
I would not want to question the achievements of these philoso-
phers, but it seems to me that their analyses stopped at too early 
a stage. Metaphors in the analyses of Blumenberg and Derrida 
are caged in the realm of text; they are words rather than things. 
Meanwhile, many of the absolute metaphors have very concrete 
equivalents in the world of life, and their meaning is not exhausted 
in schematic images. Most of these objects have their history, they 
undergo different changes – one such example being the mirror, 
changing its symbolic meaning but also its material structure.

Thus, the mirror sits at the intersection of different discourses. 
The mirror is a node in a complicated network – a node com-
bining theory and practice, science and aesthetics, technology 
and speculation. Thanks to this capacity for uniting seemingly 
distant realms, an analysis of the mirror could be a paradigm 
for network and complex analysis in which the inhomogeneous 
components of the world find a voice.

This attempt at outlining different meanings of the mir-
ror also shows how complicated the discussion must be about 
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abstract categories that we try to express with the help of the 
image of the mirror. The issue of truth and falsehood is one of 
those issues that can appear to be simple, clear and obvious, but 
in fact require the engagement of all kinds of actants: human 
and non-human, and also the presentation of the processes in 
which, thanks to the involvement of different phenomena and 
technologies, all that is human is shaped.
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A modern philosopher who has never experienced the feeling 
of being a charlatan is such a shallow mind that his work 

is probably not worth reading (Kołakowski, 1988, p. 1).

Studying a given historical and philosophical issue seems not 
to be connected with the author’s personal engagement in the 
research problem1. For historians of philosophy the position of 

1 The project was financed from National Science Center funding granted 
on the basis of decision DEC–2013/11/N/HS1/04769.
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a disengaged, objective, unbiased researcher is convenient in many 
ways. It enables them to position themselves at a distance from 
the problems being analyzed, and to lend their research universal, 
timeless significance. It is a great pleasure for the writer of a book 
or paper to study something in a way no one ever has before, to 
describe a phenomenon so exhaustively that the findings remain 
valid regardless of the changing sociocultural context.

This approach to the tasks of the history of philosophy or 
history of ideas, or finally intellectual history, is understanda-
ble for many reasons. It has a lot in common not only with the 
Horatian non omnis moriar, but also with the esteemed tradition 
of 19th-century German historiography which, having discov-
ered modern tools for studying sources for the humanities, con-
cluded that its own results had been proved and were immune 
to the passage of time. In modern-day reflection, the myth of 
the objective historian has been critiqued in so many ways as to 
make them impossible to outline here (White, 1973; Koselleck 
1985 [1979], pp.  73–155 White, 1987; Ricoeur, 2004 [2000], 
pp. 293–342;). Therefore I would like to consider not the whole 
issue, but one selected aspect that is especially important from the 
point of view of an intellectual historian. That aspect is making 
value judgments about the sides of the given historical conflict 
that is being described.

If an intellectual historian decides to outline an issue as an 
intellectual controversy, thus abandoning a biographical approach 
(describing different attitudes) and an encyclopedic one (a  sys-
tematic description of the issue), he gives himself the task of 
reconstructing that controversy. Regardless of whether we are 
considering a clash of two opposite options or an entire palette 
of stances appearing in a debate, recreating a controversy requires 
us to show their mutual relationships and the argumentation 
networks forming as a result of their coexistence. In such an 
approach, every argument has its own inner logical structure 
that is often polemical toward some counterargument or else 
itself triggers another counterargument.

The researcher’s task is not only to reconstruct individual steps 
in the reasoning, but also to judge them: indicate their cohesion or 
lack thereof, assess the explicatory power of the argumentation as 
a whole or its individual parts. Can this be done from an impartial 
position? And if so, how do you describe that impartiality and 
operationalize it? The metatheoretical position that is essential 
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for analyzing a given debate conducted on a theoretical level 
should no doubt possess a set of characteristics enabling personal 
engagement in the debate to be avoided. Or maybe it is just the 
opposite? Maybe it is impossible to assume any “meta” position 
without also being on a specific side of the dispute in question?

I would like to answer these questions by starting from my 
own experience with research on a specific issue from the history 
of Roman Catholic thought: the debate on Catholic modernism in 
the last decade of the 19th century and in the early 20th century 
(Rogalski, 2018). The reconstruction of an intellectual dispute 
appears to be a valuable tool for a historian, enabling the scholar 
to present a historical situation in its dynamic character, avoiding 
petrification in separate stances taken out of context. However, 
when this kind of description is used, questions inevitably need 
to be asked about the truth or probability of hypotheses, argu-
ments, or entire argumentation strategies. Neither the category 
of truth nor the category of probability can be eliminated when 
using value judgments. How, then, are we to work with them?

Philosophical research as 
a form of rhetoric

One strategy is to strive for maximum objectivity. Even if the 
question of complete objectivity has to be seen as complex and 
hard to resolve unequivocally, you can try to perform such research 
steps that enable you intentionally to avoid getting involved in 
the dispute. If, for example, different sides in a controversy ask 
questions about the future of Catholicism and its relationship 
with changing contemporary culture, the researcher of course 
may choose not to give his or her own answer to such a question. 

This is easier if the dispute occurred a century earlier; then, 
even having and giving one’s own reply has no direct link to the 
dilemmas of the parties to that dispute. With some simplifica-
tion, we could call those parties the modernist and antimodernist 
side, even though modernism is a set of attitudes within a similar 
general directive of thinking, without immediate relationships 
between them and impossible to simplify to a single model var-
iant (Arnold, 2007, pp. 11–16).

Continuing, the researcher can also avoid prematurely judging 
the reconstructed stances in the dispute by trying to show how 
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the individual actors used notions and what rules governed their 
inferences. Such an approach enables the inference mechanisms to 
be reconstructed together with the notional images or worldviews 
on which they are based. Then, the dispute becomes a confron-
tation of different sensitivities, different ways of presenting the 
world or different ways of acting in the world. The researcher 
does not have to take anyone’s side; the point, rather, would 
be to determine the constructional mechanisms governing the 
debate’s development. Readers of this kind of description will thus 
follow the development of events, looking at clashing models of 
explaining the world, and it will be their decision whether to take 
anyone’s side or – if this is possible – to refuse to favor any side.

This way of applying research methods and building narratives 
can be called a rhetorical strategy. The adjective “rhetorical” 
should be understood in the Aristotelian way. In his Rhetoric, 
the Greek philosopher defined the concept as follows:

That rhetoric, therefore, does not belong to a single defined genus 
of subject but is like dialectic and that it is useful is clear – and that 
its function is not to persuade but to see the available means of per-
suasion in each case, as is true also in all the other arts (Aristotle, 
1991, p. 35 [1355a]).

Researchers adopting a rhetorical strategy search for “available 
means of persuasion in each case.” They analyze the spectrum 
of possible approaches to a given issue and place the positions 
assumed in the dispute within that spectrum. It is hard to accuse 
such an approach of lacking in objectivity. Objectivity is achieved 
by presenting all the possibilities, or a specific number of pos-
sibilities that are key within a given spectrum. This protects us 
from the necessity to assign veracity to any stance. Every position 
in a dispute is simply the realization of one of the intellectual 
possibilities whose construction the researcher is describing.

Does such inner theoretical discipline invalidate the question 
asked at the outset? Aristotle’s very apt remark in his Rhetoric 
shows it does not. The philosopher writes:

… for it belongs to the same capacity both to see the true and [to see] 
what resembles the true, and at the same time humans have a natural 
disposition for the true and to a large extent hit on the truth; thus 
an ability to aim commonly held opinions is a characteristic of one 
who also has a similar ability to regard the truth (Aristotle, 1991, 
p. 33 [1355a]).
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Of course the remark that people have a natural instinct for 
striving for the truth can, for many reasons, discourage con-
temporary readers, who have moved away from those seemingly 
natural Aristotelian categories. However, even if we were to 
consider this one statement to be false, in my opinion that does 
not weaken the aptness of the belief in the same “faculty” of 
humans searching for truth and for probability. Presenting this 
observation using more contemporary terms, I would say that 
considering something to be true and considering something to 
be probable are two structurally identical actions. Their similarity 
means that, as far as the problem discussed here is concerned, 
switching the category of truth with the category of probability 
does not affect the existence of the issues outlined at the begin-
ning. This brings us to the need to understand what position 
the researcher occupies in relation to the issues being studied. 
Regardless of what we call the value the researcher gives to the 
stances in the dispute under investigation, the problem of making 
value judgments is still there.

A historian of thought cannot avoid it, not even by means 
of maximum formalization. By formalization I mean using an 
analytical approach as consistently as possible, avoiding ambig-
uous notions and giving unequivocal definitions for any terms 
used, to enable the reasoning to be conducted with precision. 
Formalization is also linked to a tendency to replace categories of 
complex cultural origins or significant ethical implications with 
those that are devoid of such implications. For example, in such 
an approach, instead of assessing the “rightness” or “worth” of 
arguments, the researcher focuses more on their logical coher-
ence or the simplicity of their semantic structure.

Formalization does not solve anything, however. The study 
process is not limited to thinking alone, but is also connected 
with communicating the results thereof. Every researcher has 
to assume this dual role: thinker and describer. In the case of 
studies on the history of thinking, we are dealing not only with 
a rhetorical philosopher whose activity is limited to gathering 
material and analyzing the probability scale, but also a philos-
opher-orator actively practicing the art of rhetoric. Describing 
one’s results consists in translating the weighing of arguments 
into a text that by its nature has rhetorical power and itself is the 
result of applying mechanisms that rhetoric describes (Ricoeur, 
2004, pp. 314–332).
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Recounting the results of research, one produces a text of 
specific rhetorical power. This makes the way a given phenom-
enon is presented, and the positions one assigns the actors of 
a dispute, of key importance. In every presentation, someone 
begins a dispute and someone ends it; someone defends their 
cause and someone attacks it. The researcher must ultimately 
judge the arguments, present them as legitimate/unjustified, con-
clusive/inconclusive, accurate/inaccurate, etc.

Even if the values assigned in this description are formalized, 
i.e. they seem “technical” and related only to the structure of the 
dispute, they nevertheless involve making value judgments. Trying 
to limit this to logical coherence would be absolutely justified, 
but a coherent or incoherent argument, an accurate or inaccu-
rate one, are arguments in favor of a given cause, and judging 
the argument indirectly affects judgment of the cause behind it.

If we are dealing with an abstract point of contention, it is 
easy to give readers a safe sense of impartiality. However, when we 
analyze disputes connected with religious thinking and religious 
worldviews, it becomes difficult to say the least. Of course this 
has its justification. Here is how Dilthey presented the problem:

Nothing is more fleeting, frail, fickle than the mood of man toward 
the entirety of things where he finds himself, than the ideas he gets 
about the entirety of life and the world. Life either casts a dark 
shadow over our soul or lends it light and joy. How our days pass, 
how we feel life and where our experiences and notions fail us; the 
fact that we accept the world one day and reject it another, all this 
is affected by the way we perceive life. Nothing is more fragile than 
these images within us. Like light and shadow pass over a landscape, 
so does our sense of life change. Whoever wants to speak of human 
worldviews must be filled with it; 
Nichts ist flüchtiger, zarter, veränderlicher, als die Stimmung des 
Menschen gegenüber dem Zusammenhang der Dinge, in dem er sich 
findet, die Vorstellungen, die in ihm über den Zusammenhang des 
Lebens und der Welt entstehen. Das Leben wirft bald tiefe Schatten 
über unsere Seele, bald teilt es ihr Licht und Freude mit. Wie die Tage 
selber wechseln, wie wir das Leben fühlen und wo die Erfahrungen 
und Begriffe uns verlassen, wirkt unser Lebensgefühl darauf, wie wir 
den Zusammenhang der Dinge den einen Tag plausibel finden, den 
anderen verwerfen. Nichts ist zerbreitlicher als diese Bilder in uns. 
Wie Lichter Schatten über eine Landschaft geben, wechselt unser 
Gefühl des Lebens. Hiermit muß sich jeder erfüllen, der über die 
menschlichen Weltanschaungen sprechen will;
(English translation based on original Dilthey, 1931, p. 168).
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The above passage is rather poetic in character, probably 
because it does not come from the main part of the treatise The 
Types of Worldview and Their Development in the Metaphysical 
Systems (1911) but from the fourth addendum to it about reli-
gious worldview (Zu: Religiöse Weltanschauung). Nevertheless, it 
captures a fundamental feature of worldview structures and their 
perception by others. Worldviews are complex systems. Not only 
do they define fundamental rules of conduct based on a systemic 
image of the world (Dilthey, 1931, pp. 82–84), but their sources 
as well as the grounds for them stem from the attitude toward 
life of those who hold worldviews.

Our attitude toward life, meanwhile, cannot be reduced 
to the logical coherence of argumentation; it is the product of 
experiences, emotions, reasonings, encounters and probably 
many other, often elusive factors. It is impossible to conduct 
their uncontroversial stratification, nor is it possible to assess 
the percentage share of their influence on someone’s worldview 
as a whole. Meanwhile, since disputes over religion result from 
the worldviews adopted by their participants, the disputes them-
selves cannot be presented in isolation from them. Describing 
a religious dispute, you describe not only the conclusiveness and 
coherence of argumentation, but also the ideas backing up indi-
vidual arguments. This is where the worldview of the researcher 
starts to come strongly into play. How?

The hermeneutic trap

The issue here is not a simple expression of “I agree” or 
“I disagree,” i.e. taking an unequivocal stand toward specific 
problems. You can stay aloof as a scholar in your studies, but 
I posit that you cannot do so a hundred percent consistently. At 
least that is what my own research experience has shown; its 
outline is the next point in my argumentation. I realize that the 
empirical nature of this argument demands caution during any 
attempt at generalization. Nevertheless, I would like to treat my 
own theoretical experience as a model of possible relationships 
between theoretical assumptions and the material being studied.

Setting about analyzing the dispute over Catholic modern-
ism, I decided to conduct these studies from a hermeneutical 
perspective. Dilthey’s observations on the task of philosophy and 
the nature of the subject of its study, namely worldviews, were 
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extremely important to me. However, I considered Gadamer’s 
thoughts on the scholar’s position with respect to the issue being 
studied. In the essay Text and Interpretation he wrote:

Likewise, in the experience of history we find that the ideal of the 
objectivity that historical research offers us is only one side of the issue 
– in fact a secondary side, because the special feature of historical 
experience is that we stand in the midst of an event without knowing 
what is happening to us until in looking backwards we grasp what 
has happened. Accordingly, in every new present, history must be 
written anew. Ultimately, the same point holds true for philosophy 
and its history (Gadamer, 2007, p. 160).

Gadamer states outright that objectivity is of secondary impor-
tance in historical research because only a relative sense should 
be assigned to the notion. The researcher is always inside a his-
torical experience, not outside it. No temporal distance changes 
that, meaning that describing segments of history is always an 
action performed in relation to a specific present. This enables 
thinking to always be in flux and causes nothing in the human-
ities ever to be proven once and for all.

Awareness of the temporal relativity of one’s own results, 
and also of the direct connection between a researcher’s inter-
pretation and the context of the time and culture he or she 
lives in, is proof of self-awareness in the hermeneutical method 
as it realizes its own limitations. In a paradox, however, this 
kind of relativity clause can augment readers’ sense of safety of 
reading and their level of objectivity. The fact is, unconcealed 
engagement is no longer a rhetorical surprise, but gives readers 
the possibility to distance themselves from it. If readers know 
where the author stands, they can separate and distinguish that 
standpoint from their own.

However, performing a post-factum self-analysis of the com-
pleted research process, I noticed that choosing the hermeneu-
tical method had an enormous influence on the final shape of 
my research results, and remained in a strong relationship with my 
own worldview. Because, the point here is not the rather uncon-
troversial finding that the tools of interpretation this method 
offers impose a certain way of organizing the material. Rather, 
invoking hermeneutics enabled me to put forward the issue itself 
and, by presenting the dispute surrounding it, to boost those 
aspects that were part of the modernist position. Why?
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To answer this question I need to start from the definition 
of Catholic modernism that – taking into account the tradi-
tion of research on the issue – I have adopted (Rogalski, 2018, 
pp. 21–26). It is a spectrum of worldview standpoints that share 
a belief in the necessity to reconcile Catholicism from the turn of 
the 19th and 20th centuries with contemporaneous civilization. 
Despite its antimodernist opponents, this movement cannot be 
reduced to one cohesive philosophical system. On the contrary, 
the modernists formulated very different worldviews; however, 
all of them contained this important directive for conduct: 
reconciling Catholicism with the present.

Presenting the dispute between modernism and antimodernism 
on issues of key importance for Christianity such as conscience, 
the significance of the Bible and dogmas, I tried not to openly 
favor any side. I reconstructed the arguments behind the mistrust 
of contemporary times as well as those that backed the opposite 
attitude. However, my sympathies – expressed in the structure and 
the choice of the issue itself – were with the modernists. What 
else, if not sympathies, can you call recognizing this particular 
issue from the history of Christian thought as being important 
and underappreciated, and the very fact of studying it – useful? 
What else is a search for the continuation of modernism and its 
contemporary consequences?

This attitude was not unrelated to the chosen hermeneutic 
method. Since hermeneutics puts the categories of understanding 
and interpretation at the focus of its consideration, since it sees 
value in the need for constant updating of historical reflection in 
relation to the present of successive hermeneuts, then does this 
perhaps affect one’s attitude toward modernist thought which 
assumes a necessity for similar openness and multiplicity of 
interpretation? I consider this relationship to be distinct. If I as 
a researcher set great value by the possibility of analyzing his-
torical issues in the name of deepening the contemporary debate 
or in the name of upholding values such as open-mindedness 
and multiplicity, which a hermeneutical sensitivity implies, then 
this has to influence my attitude toward a historical stance that 
holds similar values in high regard.

I do not think there is anything wrong or “unscientific” about 
this kind of relationship. On the contrary, it does not undermine 
the ideal of disinterestedness in research. It only makes us under-
stand it differently. Disinterestedness does not mean complete 
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separation from the current cultural, social and economic context 
in studies on any issue. The possibility of such complete sepa-
ration is something I question here. Disinterestedness, rather, 
means consistently following a certain conglomeration of values 
stemming from one’s adopted worldview, and conducting research 
in accordance with the rules one accepts, and not shaping the 
results in the interest of any direct economic or social advantage.

Dialectics of distance

The relationship between worldview, method and results also 
makes us look a little differently at the category of the research-
er’s distance. I do not think this concept is starting to no longer 
make sense, but its importance is definitely being relativized. 
Consistent and unchanging distance in research is impossible to 
maintain, because the very choice of one’s subject of study testifies 
to a specific attitude toward the world and results from a certain 
worldview. The connection between a researcher’s worldview and 
that person’s research may not be easy to notice at first, but can 
definitely be described after the research reaches a certain stage, 
by means of an analysis of the rhetorical structure of the results.

Being aware that such a connection exists, however, is key for 
continual work on maintaining a researcher’s distance. Distance 
in this case assumes a dialectical character. It has to be acquired 
every time at the stage of formulating ideas and making them 
materialize in the form of a cohesive text. Awareness of the 
rhetorical nature of one’s own text opens the way to its analysis 
already when it is being produced, and enables it to be made 
disinterested. This just means that the researcher deliberately 
decides what is important to him or her, and directly indicates 
such commitment. This kind of research stands a chance of 
contributing not only to understanding the subject undergoing 
study, but also to understanding oneself.

Perceiving this duality makes us also look a little differently 
at the importance of the hermeneutical tradition. Analyzing 
Dilthey’s oeuvre and the hermeneutical tradition originating from 
it, Elżbieta Paczkowska-Łagowska notes that the opportunity 
created by hermeneutics consists in accepting the primacy of 
historical reasoning, understood as reflection on human history 
that is essential to understanding humans (Paczkowska-Łagowska, 
2012, pp.  38–49). In this approach, history is of fundamental 
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anthropological importance. It is reflection on history that gives 
us knowledge on who humans are and how they change.

If, however, we become aware of the link between herme-
neutics itself and a specific system of values that one adheres to 
when choosing it as one’s method of interpretation, then that 
knowledge which comes from hermeneutical reflection is circu-
lar in nature. History cannot be separated from the historical 
acting subject. Nothing is fully clear here. Someone looking in 
a mirror does not simply want to see someone else; instead and 
above all, they try to see themselves.
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Whereas in The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) Hannah 
Arendt offered an analysis of recent history, in The Human 
Condition (1958) she undertook a much longer historical journey 
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to explain the crisis in contemporary politics and how we can 
overcome it. Thus, the two books can be read as a diagnosis 
and as a proposal, respectively. The Human Condition did not 
appear out of a void. Arendt started to think about natality again 
just as soon as she finished the manuscript in 1949. When she 
understood, for herself, what had happened, her decision was to 
construct a political anthropology which could provide an answer 
to the challenges of post-totalitarian politics. One dimension of 
her work consisted in smuggling old meaning into new concepts, 
which did not leave this meaning intact. This was done against 
tradition, which she regarded as broken and finished. Hannah 
Arendt’s cryptotheological intervention was intended to regain 
a  certain conception of life not inherited via tradition. Hence, 
ossified political and theological concepts were avoided. Since 
theology was finished too, Arendt’s intellectual operation was 
not to rescue politics by grounding it in some theology; it was 
rather an attempt to excavate the most ancient and most forgot-
ten ideas in order to give them a new life. 

* * *

The Human Condition opens with the incredible Prologue in 
which Arendt convincingly depicted what she felt determined 
the spiritual atmosphere of the new age. A massive unspoken 
Grundbefindlichkeit, which had been formed during the two 
most devastating wars history had ever known, found its expres-
sion when the first “earth-born object” (HC: 1) was sent into 
the cosmos. Arendt noticed a dominant feeling of “relief” that 
humankind would no longer be imprisoned on Earth (HC: 1). 
That would mean that the planet presented itself as an unsafe 
place from which one would like to escape. There is no doubt 
that a great deal of the author’s own feeling was manifested in 
this image, since those who had to flee their own countries, 
and were unable to find any other safe place to live, could have 
perceived the world as radically alien and hostile. Claustropho-
bia of this sort was something unprecedented for Arendt. That 
may well be so when it comes to its scale, but there was at least 
one other well-known historical formation which shared simi-
lar basic impressions with the inhabitants of the postwar West: 
the ancient Gnostics. And, there is a certain Gnostic imaginary 
accompanying The Human Condition. Whereas Eric Voegelin 
characterized the modern age as the Gnostic era, Hannah Arendt 
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took up this idea, but in her writing, it swerved. Accusation gave 
way to existential description: 

Should the emancipation and secularization of the modern age, which 
began with a turning-away, not necessarily from God, but from a god, 
who was the Father of men in heaven, end with an even more fateful 
repudiation of an Earth who was the Mother of all living creatures 
under the sky? (HC: 2)

The dualist system of two deities, as found in some variants 
of Gnostic theology, protects the image of good, true God from 
being conflated together with the bad reputation of “a god” who 
is not the true God and who has to wane precisely for that rea-
son. By distinguishing between God and a god, Hannah Arendt 
alluded to the living God of Israel, who – unlike its philosoph-
ical simulacrum – can live on despite secularization. Interest-
ingly enough, God the Father here appears as a mistaken image, 
even though theology usually has no objection to refer to it. It 
is certain that this protective and sovereign deity was known 
to pagan cults as well as to the Jewish and Christian religions. 
Somehow, however, Arendt did not treat this vision of a potent, 
powerful divinity as essential; perhaps it was more reasonable 
and understandable when humanity lived in misery and needed 
a mighty patron. 

Either way, we do not get to know much about the true, liv-
ing God: The accent is put on the other pole of religious piety 
focused on the Earth and condensed in the image of the Mother. 
Identified with what is “under the sky,” what our earthly reality 
is built of, the metaphor of the Mother could be more substan-
tial and tangible. If there is something dangerously capricious 
in the figure of the sovereign Father, the Mother-Earth provides 
unquestioned affirmation:

The earth is the very quintessence of the human condition, and 
earthly nature, for all we know, may be unique in the universe in 
providing human beings with a habitat in which they can move and 
breathe without effort and without artifice. The human artifice of 
the world separates human existence from all mere animal environ-
ment, but life itself is outside this artificial world, and through life 
man remains related to all other living organisms (HC: 2).

However sweet the maternal influence on human life might 
be, it cannot enclose it in a fully protective bubble. Partially 
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safe in the bubble of civilization, human beings are exposed to 
participation in the stream of Life, which also includes a vio-
lent fight for survival, as well as death. Hence, the image of 
Mother will always remain ambivalent2. In addition, what makes 
the Gnostic language more prominent is that human life not 
only juts out of the oikumene, but it also juts out of the Earth 
overlooking the cold cosmos3. We live both inside and outside 
of the bubble. 

“The wish to escape the human condition” springs from a fear 
of inhospitality, and prompts man to create life artificially, “cutting 
the last tie through which even man belongs among the children 
of nature” (HC: 2). The phrase “even man” signifies that this is 
a bizarre fact, not at all self-evident and perhaps even not easy 
to accept. Although Arendt did not claim that this represented 
a return to some kind of natural law, she nonetheless insisted on 
respect for the basic conditions that determine not only human 
life, but life on the planet in its entirety. Arendt was skeptical 
about the future possibilities of humans to shape their own des-
tiny and their own organic life, but she admitted that “science 
has realized and affirmed what men anticipated in dreams that 
were neither wild nor idle” (HC: 2). In different circumstances, 
she surmised that the progress made by science would have been 
celebrated with “joy” and “pride,” even a feeling of triumph (HC: 
1), but what scared her was “a rebellion against human existence 
as it has been given, a free gift from nowhere (secularly speak-
ing)” (HC: 2–3). Again, this is not to say that humans should 
stick to a pre-determined shape of existence, but they should 
respect the limits within which this condition is “given.”4 It is 
interesting to know that even “secularly speaking,” one can still 
speak about a “gift.” Gift, according to Arendt, does not imply 

2 I would risk the hypothesis that Kristeva’s intellectual portrait of Arendt 
(Kristeva 2001) is so excellent because it is preceded by a deep philosophizing on 
the works of Sigmund Freud, Melanie Klein, and Jacques Lacan, whose vision of 
the mother figure was extremely ambivalent. 

3 Arendt compared oikumene to a house, using apolitical language: “Work 
provides an ‘artificial’ world of things, distinctly different from all natural sur-
roundings. Within its borders each individual life is housed” (HC: 7). It was 
precisely this pre-political and apolitical language that she identified in the Con-
cluding Remarks from The Origins as the founding idiom of human rights. 

4 In the text, Arendt repeated her theoretical early gesture: Cutting the um-
bilical cord that used to connect us to God implies that there is no reason for 
nostalgia.
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the existence of a giver. It is a metaphor which operates in the 
register of secular sensitivity with a Gnostic touch: The attitude 
towards the gift of life could turn into a negationist resentment 
that was alien to her. Arendt emphasized that we are “earth-bound 
creatures and have begun to act as though we were dwellers of 
the universe” (HC: 3). Not necessarily divine creatures, or: even 
if divine, we are first of all bound to the Earth and responsible 
for this reinvigorating bond. The response which seemed ade-
quate in Arendt’s eyes was gratitude, which reflects the affirmative 
appreciation of the life given. 

The category of creatureliness served Arendt not only to 
reinforce connectedness to the world – contrary to the vector 
of the crushing majority of traditional theological production – 
but also to protect the equality of men. Once again, Arendt used 
the initial pages of The Human Condition to engage theological 
sources in order to combat theology and to propose her own 
reading of Genesis. To create her own philosophical anthropol-
ogy, she decided to discuss the origins of humankind and the 
importance of plurality, but first she needed to contest very old 
habits of reading the Bible. It might be surprising to a secular 
reader that after a brief note about the very political understand-
ing of life by the ancient Romans, Hannah Arendt went back 
to the biblical motifs. More space is devoted to the Judeochris-
tian tradition5, even though in the whole book the Greek (and 
Roman) heritage is at the center of attention. Yet, it was not the 
Greek or Roman founding myths, but the biblical story about the 
Creation that Arendt found more capable of transmitting a truly 
universalist message. 

Arendt claimed that Jesus of Nazareth was the true teacher 
of action, and she saw the whole Judeochristian tradition as 
supporting an augmented historical agency, since “in its most 
elementary form, the human condition of action is implicit 

5 I use this word without a hyphen deliberately, since Hannah Arendt be-
longed to a group of Jewish thinkers whose intellectial activity operated pre-
cisely in the cultural space where that hyphen makes no sense. It is not to negate 
the differences between Judaism and Christianity, but to respect the experiences 
of those extraordinary thinkers who thanks to their religious commitment or 
secularity did not respect the divisions created during centuries of living to-
gether and apart. For an interesting study on the emerging intra-confessional 
boundary, see the work of Daniel Boyarin (Boyarin 2004). See also a chapter by 
Itzhak Benyamini (Benyamini 2016).
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even in Genesis (‘Male and female created He them’)” (HC: 8). 
It would be wrong, however, to state that this tradition always 
stood for freedom and plurality. Above all, what was always 
somehow excluded from the theological landscape, apparently 
seen as scandalous, is the simple fact that “the multitude of 
human beings becomes the result of multiplication” (HC: 8). It 
was not always like that, as the controversy surrounding human 
sexuality was emphasized significantly after Paul became the 
leader of Christianity. It was he – Arendt noted in the first foot-
note of  the book – who preferred the version of the Creation 
from Genesis that insisted on the primacy of man over woman. 
Jesus, instead, accentuated the inborn plurality of men: “The 
difference indicates much more than a different attitude to the 
role of woman. For Jesus, faith was closely related to action …; 
for Paul, faith was primarily related to salvation” (HC: 8)6. Not 
only that: Later on, it was a very political decision every time 
someone had to choose between two competing biblical ver-
sions of the Creation. Thus, Arendt admitted the importance of 
religious heritage for “postclassical political thought” (HC: 8), 
and from the beginning showed how even within the original 
text – not to mention apocryphal literature or heterodox theol-
ogies – there were seeds of different interpretations. It is not so 
much the holy text itself as rather the decisions of its interpreters 
which should be judged. Having dealt with gender issues, Arendt 
turned her gaze to the most precious thing which Judaism created 
– singularity:

Especially interesting in this respect is Augustine (De civitate Dei 
xii. 21), who not only ignores Genesis 1:27 [the version emphasizing 
equality – RZ] altogether but sees the difference between man and 
animal in that man was created unum ac singulum, whereas all ani-
mals were ordered “to come into being several at once” (plura simul 
iussit exsistere). To Augustine, the creation story offers a welcome 
opportunity to stress the species character of animal life as distin-
guished from the singularity of human existence (HC: 8).

6 Since in their “Dual Monarchy” Heinrich and Hannah thought together, 
it is worth noting what Blücher stated in one of his lectures at Bard. According 
to him, Jesus “established the equality of human beings in quality, in the infinite 
possibilities of every person, and therefore in the absolute inviolability of that 
person. But he knew that in order to establish this he had first to abolish the 
inequality between man and woman, because here every other form of inequal-
ity was anchored” (Young-Bruehl 2004: 269).
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Singularity is the birth canal of plurality. Augustine concep-
tualized them as opposing poles, Arendt as being interrelated7. 
The majority of interpreters ignore the importance of singularity 
completely; in that, they are a symmetrical semblable of Augustine 
– they just change “plus” to “minus.” Hannah Arendt was more 
theologically educated and took care to be cautious in her critique. 
She regarded the revulsion felt towards plurality as unacceptable 
from an anthropological as well as a theological point of view. 
On the contrary, human isolation, if not seen as absolute and 
autarkic, is a matter of fact because of mortality and temporality 
of thinking. Augustine accommodated a poisonous mixture of 
Manichaean and neo-Platonic principles in the Judeochristian 
tradition, which made his philosophy so tragically dramatic, 
contradictory and thought-provoking. However, this was the very 
same reason that led him to formulate the doctrine of original 
sin, which ultimately was supposed to pacify tensions and elim-
inate elements dangerous to ecclesiastical power. The price for 
this neat reconciliation – which, however, provoked many more 
dilemmas than it managed to resolve8 – was a negative view of 
the human body, its desires, and reproduction.

No wonder the Augustinian legacy is discussed on the same 
page in The Human Condition, and for the first time the word 
“natality” appears. Natalism, Hannah Arendt’s highly novel version 
of vitalism, is her answer to the conception of original sin. It is 
a cryptotheological critique which builds its own consistency in 
a polemical mode, which allows for appropriation and creative 
misreading. Arendt presented her anthropology by commenting 
on Augustine because he was the culmination of the two most 
powerful traditions behind Western civilization: Judeochristian 
and Graeco-Roman. Moreover, through the polemics which Augus-
tine had with his contemporaries, he unintentionally preserved 
remnants of less influential cultures and religions, especially the 

7 Arendt speaks in parenthesis of the “perfect ‘singularity’” of a philosopher 
contemplating eternity, because this view of singularity “can occur only outside 
the realm of human affairs and outside the plurality of men” (HC: 20). This view 
is misguided by the false ideal of autarky. In that form, Arendt’s critique does not 
turn against singularity, but against autarky. 

8 That is why Hans Blumenberg stated that the Augustinian answer to Gnos-
ticism and his attempt to overcome the latter was unsuccessful (Blumenberg 
1985). It was modernity that took on the task of a second attempt at overcoming 
Gnosticism.
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legacy of various Gnostic groups as well as other theological 
alternatives, which orthodoxy resisted. 

The use of the polemical mode is important because cutting 
ties with somebody always means that the emancipated party 
will carry along the principle of its independence. Independence 
could be real and effective, yet the way it comes about gives the 
new phenomenon a specific flavor. This is why I call Arendt’s 
anthropology cryptotheological – not only because it was born 
during her study of theological tractates, but also because it car-
ries an intentionally distorted message. The secularity of Arendt’s 
proposal has a visibly theological, not to say divine, origin. For 
Christians (and for thinkers sticking to the Christian legacy, like 
Schmitt and Voegelin) this means that secularity is dependent on its 
religious past and every attempt to emancipate from it is nothing 
but rebellion. For Arendt, this is not a foregone conclusion: Jews 
never had such a problem with worldliness as Christians did. For 
Jews, the Creation was never evil, whereas Christians risked this 
possibility precisely in the conception of original sin, meant to 
relegate the Manichaean threat, but which instead incorporated 
a negative perception of matter (and reproduction) while still 
being obliged to maintain the goodness of the Creation as the 
basic premise. Christian theology needed a scapegoat and there 
could be no better candidate than humans.

This reconstruction of the psychotheological motives behind 
man’s condemnation, presented by Hans Blumenberg, finds an 
exact counterpart in Arendt’s writings. It would be seemingly 
contradictory that in Augustin und der Protestantismus (1930) she 
claimed that singularity was of no interest to Augustine, while 
in The Human Condition (1958) singularity, as we have seen, 
is a hallmark of man. Did she change her mind? Not really. In 
1930, she noted that singularity was not essential to Augustine 
as such, as an emphatic sign that every human being is unique. 

In the Church Father’s perspective, man should be seen first 
of all in the light of salvation, not in his earthly, transient form. 
A weakness for mundane charms is typical of cupiditas, the sinful 
lifestyle. So, if singularity was not attractive to Augustine the 
Christian, why did he make it central in his conception? The 
answer is because it perfectly suited the pressing demand that arose 
from the question of who is responsible for evil. The question 
was posed on a cosmological scale, and thus the guilt imposed 
on humans was given cosmic weight. Augustine’s “discovery” of 
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deep inwardness and singularity was simultaneous with its “cre-
ation” – in other words, burdening humans with cosmic respon-
sibility paradoxically carved out more space for their exception-
ality. The consciousness of the individual became the necessary 
place where the entire drama could be staged. It was not until 
the modern rediscovery of human personality that the singular 
reappeared. But one has to concede that it was not Augustine 
alone who invented singularity ex nihilo; he made it irreversibly 
central and laden with tragic meaning, but it had been essential 
to Judaism centuries before, always waiting for re-activation.

Arendt’s revival of singularity within plurality – in accord-
ance with the secular type of transcendence within immanence 
– seems to be at once Judaic and modern, if compared with the 
theological reservations of Christianity towards reproduction. 
In addition, there is a strong antinaturalistic and anti-cosmic 
attitude in Arendt:

Action would be an unnecessary luxury, a capricious interference 
with general laws of behavior, if men were endlessly reproductible 
repetitions of the same model, whose nature or essence was the same 
for all and as predictable as the nature or essence of any other thing. 
Plurality is the condition of human action because we are all the 
same, that is, human, in such a way that nobody is ever the same as 
anyone else who ever lived, lives or will live (HC: 8).

What has always struck me in the ideal vision of life pre-
sented by traditionalists is that freedom is held not only as 
a pernicious interference, but also as a luxurious caprice of 
nature. And indeed, human beings are – by nature – unnatural; 
we are freaks of nature. If one does not accept this simple fact, 
then things become very problematic, because culture or politics 
which is anti-factual stubbornly resists the human essence in its 
expression and cultivation. To blame humans for being excessive 
is to commit a cardinal mistake, because we are born this way 
and only strong cultural repression could remove this fact from 
sight. Nevertheless, meditation on birth allows a reversal of the 
eclipse of the amazing energetic potentiality symbolically and 
factually condensed in birth. Most of all, a new anthropology 
needs to unlearn certain mental habits resulting from the reso-
nation of the doctrine of original sin. Humans are not evil, not 
even dangerous at the core – humans are first of all afraid of 
their own existence and mortality.
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At first, Arendt introduced the most general determinants 
of the human condition as equal: “birth and death, natality and 
mortality” (HC: 8). They seem to be symmetrical, yet we have 
to remember that Arendt was not a traditionalist for whom har-
mony and symmetry, or some other aesthetical or mathematical 
measures, could dictate what matters for human life. For this 
reason, the significance of natality immediately comes to the fore:

Labor and work, as well as action, are also rooted in natality in so 
far as they have the task to provide and preserve the world for, to 
foresee and reckon with, the constant influx of newcomers who are 
born into the world as strangers. However, of the three, action has 
the closest connection with the human condition of natality, the new 
beginning inherent in birth can make itself felt in the world only 
because the newcomer possesses the capacity of beginning some-
thing anew, that is, of acting. In this sense of initiative, an element 
of action, and therefore of natality, is inherent in all human activ-
ities. Moreover, since action is the political activity par excellence, 
natality, not mortality, may be the central category of political, as 
distinguished from metaphysical, thought (HC: 9).

It is often repeated in scholarship what Arendt wrote about 
action: It is ontologically grounded in the fact of birth, thanks 
to natality. But it is almost never mentioned what she stated ear-
lier, in a less philosophical idiom – namely that labor, work, and 
action are “intimately connected” (HC: 8) with birth and death. 
This could mean that by working, creating things and acting, 
humans take into account their finitude, but above all they have 
a creative and disruptive energy. Mortality is in the shadow when 
there is a place to realize natality. On the other hand, when the 
capacity of initiating action is suppressed, then life falls under 
the mark of death, through adaptation to social demand, which 
for a free being is akin to death. This is a killing of the poten-
tial for renewal. In the above passage we see the great change 
in Arendt’s thinking that occurred between 1951 and 1958. In 
Concluding Remarks, she started to think about birth politically, 
but it was not yet a complete philosophical anthropology. Moreo-
ver, there she claimed that the commemoration of the victims of 
genocides will stand at the heart of any future political thinking. 
The Human Condition thus brought about a decisive moment: 
The promise of birth that shone through Ideology and Terror 
finally gained its advanced articulation.
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The cryptotheology of singularity which preceded Arendtian 
political theory was itself preceded by the anthropogenetic nar-
rative built on recent discoveries of the natural sciences. This 
peculiar theoretical construction – the concept of natality floating 
between theology and biology – mirrored the layers of thinking 
which one may find in the author Arendt referred to, who had 
reflected upon the individual, worldly, and cosmic perspective 
– namely Augustine. No wonder her description of the human 
condition and its earth-bound character derives from the theo-
logy of God’s enigma.

The problem of human nature, the Augustinian quaestio mihi factus 
sum (“a question have I become for myself”), seems unanswerable 
in both its individual psychological sense and its general philoso-
phical sense. … Moreover, nothing entitles us to assume that man 
has a nature or essence in the same sense as other things. In other 
words, if we have a nature or essence, then surely only a god could 
know and define it, and the first prerequisite would be that he be 
able to speak about a “who” as though it were a “what.” The perplex-
ity is that the modes of human cognition applicable to things with 
“natural” qualities, including ourselves to the limited extent that we 
are specimens of the most highly developed species of organic life, 
fail us when we raise the question: And who are we? This is why 
attempts to define human nature almost invariably end with some 
construction of a deity, that is, with the god of the philosophers, 
who, since Plato, has revealed himself upon closer inspection to be 
a kind of Platonic idea of man. Of course, to demask such philosophic 
concepts of the divine as conceptualizations of human capabilities 
and qualities is not a demonstration of, not even an argument for, 
the non-existence of God; but the fact that attempts to define the 
nature of man lead so easily into an idea which definitely strikes us 
as “superhuman” and therefore is identified with the divine may cast 
suspicion upon the very concept of “human nature” (HC: 10–11).

This is a classic example of Rosenzweig’s new thinking 
(Rosenzweig 2005), where anthropological description creates 
a collision of philosophy and theology – here not even as compet-
ing discourses, but as totalizing ones which equally eclipsed the 
mystery of the intimate relation between man and God. First and 
foremost, the concept of human nature served to instrumentalize 
man, to find some regularities which instead of freedom, con-
centrated on what is necessary. The reification or animalization 
of man served to overlook human dignity, which is impossible 
without that which crosses the boundaries of necessity.
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There is a huge contrast between “the god of the philosophers” 
and the “God” discreetly lurking in Arendt’s text. The intuition 
of a true God counterbalances all philosophical and theologi-
cal thematizations of the concept of God. The true God, even 
if he knows what the true nature of man is, never reveals this 
knowledge to man. The inaccessibility of human nature protects 
the human enigma. What is more, this enigma is intimately con-
nected to the secret residing in God. Only God could know who 
we really are. “What” we are is known to the natural sciences, 
partly to psychology and sociology. But the very important shift 
which makes Arendt’s cryptotheology indistinguishable from secu-
lar thinking is that she did not allow the enigma to reside solely 
in some depths of inwardness. “Who” we are, although it can 
never be exhausted and determined, is communicable between 
people. The whole construction of the public sphere, of speaking 
and acting, is based precisely on her cryptotheology. By express-
ing ourselves, we share something of this enigmatic dimension, 
mostly visible through the body’s charm, idiosyncrasy of voice, 
gesture, and facial expression. Expressivity is an allusion to the 
enigma, not its expression9. 

In a footnote – the second in the book – Arendt referred to 
Augustine in detail, confirming not only her commitment to 
his legacy, but also stating quite boldly that “he knew this quite 
well” (HC: 10), whereas science still does not today, that human 
nature, even if it could be claimed to exist, is not detectable to 
scientific radars. Man is, to Augustine and also to Arendt, grande 
profundum, “the great mystery” (HC: 10). Since we are dealing 
with cryptotheology, its deepest convictions should have remained 
unsaid or else been encrypted in quotations from other authors. 
Arendt cited Augustine precisely in the vein of mystery so that 
the way the enigma of man exists would be exposed. A quota-
tion from the Confessions is preceded by two words of Arendt’s 
which intertwine with it smoothly, supporting my reading, namely 
that Arendt’s voice is hidden here behind Augustine’s: “there is 
‘something of man [aliquid hominis] which the spirit of man 
which is in him itself knoweth not. But Thou, Lord, who has 

9 In a letter to Mary McCarthy dated August 8, 1969, Arendt wrote that it 
is not expression but speech which distinguishes us from animals. What is equal-
ly important, Arendt did not think that speech, gestures, and facial expressions 
are a pure expression of inwardness (AM: 242–243).
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made him [fecisti eum] knowest everything of him [eius omnia]’ 
(x. 5)” (HC: 10–11).

Apart from the question of how this vision of God shapes 
anthropology, it is evident that the influence is mutual: “The 
question about the nature of man is no less a theological question 
than the question about the nature of God; both can be settled 
only within the framework of a divinely revealed answer” (HC: 
11). God is involved with anthropology, but – reversely – it also 
affects the way divinity is perceived. In this way, one can legiti-
mately say that because of the chiasmus between God and man 
in Arendt’s thought, her political anthropology is at the same 
time a cryptotheology.

* * *

To conclude, I will demonstrate an essential sample of Arendt’s 
Marranic style on full display, i.e. through an example of Judeo-
christian material. Ambiguity seems to be crucial in speaking 
about the phenomenon of philosophical Marranism (Bielik-Robson 
2014). If it is unclear whether one is talking about the Chris-
tian or the Jewish Messiah, the question of messianism acquires 
a new dynamic. However, blurring divisions is as important as 
the necessity of differentiation. Marranism does not constitute 
syncretism, it is a careful deconstruction.

From there, a certain promise kept following Arendt’s writ-
ings. She was aware that to preserve hope for a revolutionary 
passage to a renewed humanity, it is necessary to abstain from 
identifying this hope with any actual event or person. Already 
before the war she warned her husband, Heinrich Blücher, 
against identifying religious symbols with political reality. In 
a long letter, he wrote to her that the Jews needed to abandon 
the bourgeoisie and join the world revolution. He said Marx was 
a prophet, he – Heinrich – called himself the “Wunder-Rabbi,” 
and the figure of a Bolshevik would become the Messiah. Arendt 
responded with unhesitating rejection of any such idea (WFW: 
14–19). Nevertheless, she did preserve some messianic undertones 
in her writings, which can be clarified through her Marranic 
lecture on the Nativity.

Messianic hope works as a transcendent reminder. Such 
a reminder was fully incarnated in Arendt’s text and is con-
densed in a quotation without reference which she used in The 
Human Condition, namely: “‘A child has been born unto us’” 
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(HC: 247), which in the German edition was written as “‘Uns 
ist ein Kind geboren’” (VA: 243). Commentators have argued 
about its origin and its meaning. It appears as the last sentence 
in the crucial chapter about action. Arendt ends this chapter by 
describing human finitude as living out of nature, depending on 
“Fähigkeiten des Neubeginnens” (VA: 242)10, the faculty which is 
“like an ever-present reminder that men, though they must die, 
are not born in order to die but in order to begin” (HC: 246)11.

Later Arendt spoke about Jesus as the teacher of action and 
new beginnings which are miracles “within the reach of man” 
(HC: 247). Some of the phrases are not to be found in the Eng-
lish version, like the clear statement that what interested the 
author was “die spezifisch politisch-philosophische Bedeutung der 
Geschichte Jesu” (VA: 243). The figure of “Jesus of Nazareth” 
– as he is called in The Human Condition – emphasizes what 
the Judeochristian tradition introduced and what was missing in 
Greek antiquity: faith and hope. The significance of Jesus in The 
Human Condition and On Revolution prompts us to scrutinize 
further the role of the ambiguous quotation. The final passage 
in the German version reads as follows: “Daß man in der Welt 
Vertrauen haben und daß man für die Welt hoffen darf, ist 
villeicht nirgends knapper und schöner ausgedrückt als in den 
Worten, mit denen die Weihnachtsoratorien ‘die frohe Botschaft’ 
verkünden: ‘Uns ist ein Kind geboren’” (VA: 243).

In the English “original” we read about “the few words with 
which the Gospels announced their ‘glad tidings’” (HC: 247). 
That would suggest Arendt took the word directly from the Bible. 
But we know from her correspondence that she collected these 
words during one of her trips to Germany, in 1952, where she 
listened to Messiah by Georg Friedrich Händel12. In the libretto, 

10 In the English version it is called “the faculty of … beginning something 
new” (HC: 246).

11 The German version contains a crucial addition to this phrase, which al-
lowed me to return once again to the concept of a human “substratum”: the fa-
culty of making beginnings is the one “die anzeigt, daß Menschen zwar sterben 
müssen, aber deshalb noch nicht geboren werden, um zu sterben, sodern im 
Gegenteil, um etwas Neues anzufangen, solange der Lebensproceß das eigentlich 
personal-menschliche Substrat, das mit ihnen in die Welt kam, nicht zerriben 
hat” (VA: 242).

12 Reporting her discovery about the greatness of birth, she wrote to Hein-
rich ending with her characteristic sense of humor: “Das Hallelujah liegt mir 
noch im Ohr und den Gliedern. Mir wurde zum erstenmal klar, wie großartig 
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there are two quotations, one from the Book of Isaiah, the other 
from the Gospel of Luke, which could have resonated in Arendt’s 
memory. If one looks at the King James Bible, Arendt’s “A child 
has been born to us” differs from “For unto us a child is born” 
(Isaiah 9:6) as well as from Luke’s: “For unto you is born this 
day in the city of David a Savior, which is Christ the Lord” 
(Luke 2:11). Luther’s Bible does not contain an identical phrase 
for the passage: “denn euch ist heute der Heiland geboren, wel-
cher ist Christus, der Herr, in der Stadt Davids.” However, in 
Luther’s translation of the Book of Isaiah we find: “uns ist ein 
Kind geboren,” exactly as Arendt wrote in Vita activa. What does 
it all mean? Frederick M. Dolan says that “Arendt’s sly rewrit-
ing of the Bible makes bad scholarship, but good sense” (Dolan 
2004: 610). But is that not a bit banal? Was she not educated 
enough to know how to quote? Didn’t she have a Bible at home 
to check the passage? I think, rather, that we are dealing here 
with what Franz Rosenzweig called the “mosaic style,” which 
used to be a typical style of Jewish speech in which the level of 
absorption of religious texts was so advanced that the Bible lived 
in distorted crypto-quotations. Those who spoke in the “mosaic 
style” did not care about the accuracy of “citing”; in fact, to them 
it was not citing but their own parlance. Crypto-quotations con-
stituted the very fabric of “the mosaic style.”13 I agree, though, 
that from a scholarly point of view, it may look sloppy. All in 
all, the word marrano literally means “sloppy” (next to “filthy,” 
“pig,” and “rude man”).

Nevertheless, Dolan is right about the double move Arendt 
made: She told us about each and every birth, not only about the 
appearance of Jesus Christ. Yet, thanks to that inaccurate quota-
tion, she opened her text to Christian readings, thus universalizing 
the Jewish promise from Isaiah and, additionally, depriving it of 
the dimension of a future earthly kingdom of God (Dolan 2004: 
608). However, the divinity of Jesus was also annulled. Jeffrey 
Champlin very nicely grasped the message hidden in Arendt’s 
oscillation and creative misreading: 

das: Es ist uns ein Kind geboren, ist. Das Christentum war doch nicht so ohne” 
(AB: 270) – “Christianity was not nearly so dumb”…

13 See Marie Luise Knott’s book (Knott 2013: 158), in which she makes 
a reference to Klaus Reichert and his Die unendliche Aufgabe: Zum Übersetzen, 
Hanser, München–Wien 2003.
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From a conceptual point of view, we can see that in the inaccurate 
citation the out of place child finds the mis-place that was prepared 
for it. In this sense, Arendt shows that a birth never arrives where 
it should. In her aesthetic conceptualization, she secularizes the 
story of Christ’s birth by showing that there must always be room 
for the child who has been announced but not expected (Champlin 
2013: 164). 

There is a point, however, on which I disagree with Champlin, 
who thinks that secularization means living in a world that is 
fully profane, without any trace of the divine. This understanding 
of secularization and of being secular does not apply to Han-
nah Arendt as a secular Jew and a philosophical Marrano. In 
On Revolution, commenting on the fourth Eclogue of Virgil, she 
replaced “the arrival of a divine child and savior” – traditionally 
identified with Jesus – with “the divinity of birth as such” (OR: 
211). It is the only place in her whole published corpus where 
her cryptotheology becomes an open secret. It is like a crater in 
the text, left without comment. A reminder: telling and irritating. 
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Narration True and False: Dialogical 
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Abstract

Postmodernism denies universal values and emphasizes the role of political 
power in constructing truth. This creates a challenge for psychotherapy, where 
the client’s perspective must simultaneously be respected and filtered through 
a given modality’s theory. The paper discusses the notions of truth and falsity 
in psychotherapy, presenting dialogical self theory as an approach responding 
to the aforementioned challenges. Comparing it to the dominant cognitive-be-
havioral approach, examples of its practical use, especially problems related 
to identity and its continuity, are described, and the benefits and limitations 
of the metaphor of therapeutic work as a dialogue or narration are outlined.
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I seek the truth about the other, meaning agreement 
between what is, and what is being said.

Opoczyńska (2012), p. 371

Introduction

A popular joke among psychologists involves responding “It 
depends” to questions about the science. Indeed, many psycho-
logical phenomena are described by several coexisting theories, 
and studies often report contradictory results. Thus, emphasis 
is increasingly being put on the relativity of knowledge. The 
answers we receive depend on the questions we ask, and the act 
of observing must necessarily involve the observer in the observed. 

One area where this relation seems especially important is 
psychotherapy. Here, a major problem is that while its effectiveness 
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has been proven (American Psychological Association, 2013), the 
knowledge of how therapy works is, for the time being, incom-
plete. In other words, practice informed by theory brings results, 
but the theories have not been tested in their entirety (David & 
Montgomery, 2011). How, then, should the notions of truth and 
falsity be applied to situations where we know how a certain 
cause-and-effect sequence occurs, but we don’t know why?

How many truths?

Emotional suffering has been with us since the beginning of 
our species, together with our attempts to alleviate it (Orlinsky, 
2017). The evolution of these attempts thus parallels the evolu-
tion of our values: what is the norm, the ideal, the problem. This 
history is, in turn, made up of countless individual histories or 
narrations (Angus & McLeod, 2004). On both the global and the 
individual level, those narrations seek to make sense of this suffer-
ing (see Ghaemi, 2007), though history is replete with examples 
of tragic divergences between them (see, e.g., Showalter, 1985).

Today, over a hundred years since the collapse of the hegemony 
of psychoanalysis (Schultz & Schultz, 2008), it is estimated that 
there exist around 1,000 different theories or schools of psycho-
therapy (Garfield, 2006). Thus, the research question is not “Is 
therapy effective?” nor “Which therapy is the most effective?” 
but rather “What treatment, by whom, is most effective for this 
individual with that specific problem, and under which set of 
circumstances, and how does it come about?” (Paul, 1969, p. 44).

One proposed answer is the evidence-based psychotherapy 
(EBP, see Hayes & Hofmann, 2018) paradigm. Carried over from 
medicine, it posits informing clinical decisions to the greatest 
possible extent with results of randomized controlled trial (RCT) 
studies, which mirror clinical pharmacotherapy trials. However, 
since RCTs require strict control of factors related to the person 
of the client and the therapist as well as the therapy setting, they 
often involve specific methodological limitations (Grant, 2009). 
Consequently, elevating them to the “gold standard” has met with 
criticism, as it reduces the complex therapeutic relationship to a set 
of bullet points (Koerner, 2018). As EBP narrows the definition of 
acceptable scientific evidence, it becomes “dangerously reductive 
insofar as it negates the personal and interpersonal significance 
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and meaning of a world that is first and foremost a relational 
world, and not a fixed set of objects” (Holmes, Murray, Perron, 
& Rail, 2006, p. 183). Overconfidence in RCT results, together 
with the limits of insight into one’s own decision-making processes 
(see, e.g., Kozlowski, Hutchinson, Hurley, Rowley, & Sutherland, 
2017), thus creates a risk of rigidly fitting clients’ narrations into 
the “correct” therapeutic blueprint.

Towards multivoicedness

An interesting response to EBP’s perceived shortcomings is 
the narrative medicine approach (Charon, 2012). Focusing on 
the patient–doctor relationship rather than just on the symp-
tom–treatment correspondence, narrative medicine encourages 
“acting on the realization that a portion of the salient evidence 
will be found not in numbers but in language” (Goyal et al., 
2008, p. 733). By being sensitive to power and perspective dif-
ferences (e.g., the patient’s mistrust of pharmacotherapy) and by 
informing the patient about the arguments behind their clinical 
decisions, practitioners can gain insight into the personal mean-
ing the symptoms have for their patients. In turn, considering 
these symptoms through the lens of the patients’ life narratives 
enables more effective care to be provided via a dialogue (Cha-
ron, 2011). The patient thus ceases to be a clinical case to be 
“cracked” according to the rules of the dominant theory. Rather, 
the clinician “admits all possible light instead of just the most 
comfortable or convenient light” (Charon, 2012, p. 7).

On the other hand, by fostering the understanding of “the 
clinical consultation as a story, set against a complex backdrop 
of personal history, culture, ethnicity, gender, and economic 
status” (O’Mahony, 2013, p. 614), narrative medicine creates 
the risk of dangerous emotional entanglement with the patient, 
which, under the guise of empathy, blurs responsibility for deci-
sions about treatment.

Such an approach seems more adequate in psychotherapy, 
where the emotional level melds with the intellectual, and where 
clients’ narrations are often the source of symptoms (Machado & 
Goncalves, 1999). Taking a constructionist stance, narrative psy-
chotherapy states that the fundamental element of human mental 
activity is organizing (e.g., episodes into stories), through which 
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the sense of one’s experience and a feeling of identity emerges 
(Mahoney & Granvold, 2005). The aim of narrative therapy is thus 
to “assist clients in revising their old stories” (Rosen, 1996, p. 24).

Narrative therapy addresses the criticism aimed against nar-
rative medicine by designing research methodologies and pro-
viding empirical data on its effectiveness (see, e.g., Goncalves 
& Machado, 1999; Pennebaker, 1995). For example, Baerger & 
McAdams (1999) have shown that coherence of one’s personal 
narrative, understood as saturation with the social context, the 
presence of an episodic structure (beginning, middle, end), and 
an emotional evaluation of the described events, is correlated 
with psychological wellbeing scores.

Postmodernism

The debates between various schools of psychotherapy take 
place in the wider context of postmodernism, in which increasing 
globalization, consumption, and awareness of the role language 
and political power play in shaping the dominant narrations is 
assumed to erode universal values (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 
2010), including the positivist faith in empirical data which lies 
at the foundation of EBP.

This creates an obvious challenge for practitioners wanting 
to continue their education (see, e.g., Aarons, 2004; Hughes, 
2004), but also for their clients, forced to create identities and 
find meanings in an increasingly complex, unstable, and idiosyn-
cratic world in which “the pervasiveness of a global postmodern 
consumer culture [means] that most of us are faced with a con-
fusing range of choices around lifestyle, occupation, religious 
and sexual orientation, and moral decision-making” (Angus & 
McLeod, 2004, p. 77). Such multiplicity can lead to oversaturation 
and blurring of identity (Gergen, 1991) on the one hand, and 
to emptiness on the other (Cushman, 1990). The challenge for 
contemporary narrations thus lies in accepting the coexistence of 
multiple possible perspectives. Psychotherapy can be a source of 
help in this regard (McLeod, 2004), particularly psychotherapy 
informed by dialogical self theory (DST), whose core assumption, 
interesting from the point of view of the postmodern reality and 
its challenges, is such a multiplicity of perspectives (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010). 
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Dialogical self theory

According to DST, the human personality should not be 
treated as a monolithic entity, but must rather reflect the socio-
cultural conditions in which it is founded (Hermans & Gieser, 
2012). Combining the notions of the self, which represents the 
dimension of space, and of dialogue, representing time, DST 
views personality as an internal dialogical space (Hermans, 2003) 
in which the self moves between various I-positions – parts or 
voices of the self, as well as the internalized representations of 
significant others – in the process of a dialogue, which shapes 
the personal narration (Hermans, 2014). The world of social 
roles and relationships thus becomes a part of one’s identity, in 
turn influencing the way one acts upon this world (Hermans & 
Dimaggio, 2004). Moreover, these internal dialogues are assumed 
to mirror the rules governing external interpersonal relationships 
(Hermans & Kempen, 1993; Stemplewska-Żakowicz, Zalewski, 
Suszek, Kobylińska, & Szymczyk, 2012), so that some voices can 
dominate, others might be excluded, and others still – be uncon-
scious and unrecognized (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).

The dynamic and multifaceted nature of DST is also visible 
in its bridging (Hermans & Gieser, 2012) quality as a theory, 
combining many different constructs and methodologies. Within 
psychotherapy, the assumption of the mutual influence between 
self, I, and mine integrates shared concepts from such therapy 
approaches as humanistic, narrative, cognitive-relational or 
process-oriented (Hermans & Dimaggio, 2004). It thus seems 
to offer a useful framework for problems specific to postmod-
ern narrations – problems that might be difficult to solve by 
educating clients into a single, dominant narration, such as the 
cognitive-behavioral “advocate of reality.”

Dialogical self theory in psychotherapy

In DST-based therapy, clients’ issues are treated as specific 
disturbances in their internal dialogues (Dimaggio, 2012). Their 
conceptualization is thus not reduced to dysfunctional elements. 
These are understood as parts of a wider repertoire of internal 
voices, and therapy offers a way of its restructuring (Hermans 
& Dimaggio, 2004) through correcting dialogical inequalities 
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– impoverishment, barrenness, repetitiveness, closing off to inno-
vation, or disorganization (Dimaggio, 2012, p. 358). This can be 
done through increasing awareness of one’s internal complexity 
and allowing new or hidden voices to come to the fore (Goncalves, 
Matos, & Santos, 2009). If the modern environment is complex 
and requires efficient participation in many (often contradictory) 
relations and roles, and if, according to DST, one’s personality 
simultaneously reflects that environment and shapes it through 
influencing one’s decision-making (Hermans & Dimaggio, 2004), 
then a well-functioning person should exhibit a wide array of 
internal voices (Dimaggio & Stiles, 2007).

The therapist not only analyzes the client’s narration, but also 
gives them space to voice it within a safe relationship. Several 
measures – quantitative questionnaires (see, e.g., Hermans, 2001; 
Oleś, 2012) and projective tasks (Bokus, Bartczak, Szymańska, 
Chronowska, & Ważyńska, 2017) – have been designed within 
the DST framework, but the situation of the dialogue between the 
client and the therapist remains the central element (Opoczyńska, 
2012), as “before the story reaches a final ending, it has taken 
another direction or turn under the influence of voices co-con-
structing new or alternative stories as part of the polyphony of 
the mind” (Hermans & Dimaggio, 2004, p. 2). The dialogue thus 
involves the client’s voices, which they try to make sense of and 
communicate to the therapist, as well as the therapist’s presence 
and voices responding to the client. The dialogue is situated in 
both space and time, and can be considered from a structural 
and a dynamic point of view (Chmielnicka-Kuter, 2012).

Such an approach can be especially useful with problems that 
fall outside of the so-called Axis I symptoms and instead refer 
to one’s identity, sense of selfhood, or the continuity thereof. 
Examples include immigration, sudden and drastic changes in 
material conditions, a diagnosis of chronic illness, or the end of 
a long relationship (Chmielnicka-Kuter, 2012).

What can DST-informed therapy look like in practice? Tradi-
tional cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) sees depressive symp-
toms, such as lack of energy and motivation, less engagement in 
activities, and lowered mood as resulting from distorted, highly 
self-critical beliefs about oneself (e.g., “I am flawed”) developed 
in childhood (Dobson & Dobson, 2018). Within DST, however, 
such symptoms can be described as effects of an impoverished 
internal dialogue: Few internal voices operating on a narrow 
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range of content, a lack of alternative viewpoints, or domina-
tion by especially critical significant other voices can lead to an 
equally distorted self-narration (Dimaggio, 2012).

The CBT therapist’s work will be characterized by collabo-
rative empiricism (Dobson & Dobson, 2018) through which the 
client is supported in developing a rational self-perspective (the 
therapist as the “advocate of reality”). An important source of 
this support is Socratic dialogue between the therapist and the 
client, also called guided discovery (Dobson & Dobson, 2018). 
This dialogue bears characteristics different than DST dialogues: 
By asking reflection-provoking questions (“What evidence do you 
have for this?” “Is it always this way?”), the therapist leads the 
patient towards a more objective outlook on their thoughts (e.g., 
“I have both strong and weaker sides”). In turn, this outlook 
allows for a more effective confrontation with various problems 
and an engagement in desired activities, also planned together 
with the therapist through so-called behavioral experiments (Ben-
nett-Levy et al., 2004). The resulting experiences of agency will 
further reinforce a healthy perspective. In contrast, in DST-based 
therapy the therapist invites the client to voice their personal 
narration and fosters the identification of less pronounced voices 
and emotional states not made conscious (sequential reflecting 
of individual voices in a multivoiced story, Dimaggio & Stiles, 
2007; using emotional expression techniques such as the “empty 
chair,” Greenberg, 2002). The therapist has a chance of becom-
ing a new voice in the client’s repertoire (Hermans & Dimaggio, 
2004). Such an internalized relationship can then contribute 
towards more effective emotional regulation and understanding 
of others’ perspectives: “In their narrative landscape the [clients] 
give the therapist the role of a figure with whom they are in 
dialogue and discuss the meaning of the events that make them 
suffer” (Semerari, Carcione, Dimaggio, Nicolo, & Procacci, 
2004, p.  232). Greater internal dialogical activity becomes the 
foundation of healthy self-esteem and interpersonal functioning 
(Dimaggio, 2012, see also Hermans, 2001, 2004; Whelton & 
Greenberg, 2004). Importantly, integration or the solving of all 
contradictions is not the goal of these dialogues – DST sees change 
and acceptance of multiplicity as sources of health (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010).

Though CBT and DST take distortions in the meaning-making 
process to be the cause of psychological problems, CBT focuses 
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on information processing and coping skills (e.g., social skills, 
Hope, Heimberg, & Turk, 2010), while DST emphasizes insight, 
internal representations of significant others, and the process 
of narrative identity shaping. CBT involves educating the client 
into the therapist’s perspective, while DST-based therapy fosters 
the development of the client’s internal dialogues, giving them 
greater freedom over what shape they will take. These differ-
ences become especially important when working with clients 
suffering from personality disorders. Traditional CBT, based 
on a rational analysis of cognitive content, can be perceived as 
invalidating and authoritative by such clients (Young, Klosko, 
& Weishaar, 2003). This creates a risk of declarative obedience 
out of fear of disappointing the therapist or of dropping out 
altogether (Semerari et al., 2004). Oriented towards giving cli-
ents space for working on their personal narrations, DST-based 
therapy can thus be more closely responsive to their individual 
needs and capabilities (Dimaggio & Stiles, 2007).

This can be illustrated with an example of working with clients 
suffering from paranoid personality disorder (Dimaggio, Catania, 
Salvatore, Carcione, & Nicolo, 2006; Dimaggio, 2012; Semerari 
et al., 2007). Within the DST framework, this disorder involves 
the narration of a self feeling weaker and flawed, shielding itself 
from perceived abuse by taking a mistrustful position (Salvatore, 
Nicolo, & Dimaggio, 2005). This narration is supported by an 
impaired ability to assume other perspectives (Semerari et al., 
2007) and a vicious circle in which mistrust provokes negative 
reactions from others, confirming the initial mistrust. By treating 
the client’s functioning as a constant process of meaning-making 
and dialogue between voices representing various experiences 
(weakness, fear, helplessness, Dimaggio, Semerari, Carcione, 
Nicolo, & Procacci, 2007), therapy focuses not on the content 
of paranoid cognitions, but on strong, unpleasant emotions that 
accompany the feeling of weakness and threat. Expressing these 
emotions strengthens new, previously disowned voices, which 
improves interpersonal functioning and self-esteem (Dimaggio 
et al., 2003).

DST-based therapy can also offer a productive framework for 
grief. Prolonged grief (over six months) has been distinguished as 
a diagnostic entity, separate from depression and post-traumatic 
stress disorder, in the DSM-V (Maciejewski, Maercker, Boelen, 
& Prigerson, 2016). Cognitive-behavioral programs have been 
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shown to be relatively effective, though less so than for many 
other disorders (see, e.g., Mancini, Griffin, & Bonanno, 2012). 
One reason might be the CBT conceptualization of grief. Aside 
from an incomplete integration of the experienced loss into 
autobiographical memory (experiencing loss as particularly sali-
ent), it underscores the role of behavioral avoidance of negative 
emotions and loss-related situations as well as negative beliefs 
about one’s capacity to cope, and grief symptoms themselves (see 
Boelen, van den Hout, & van den Bout, 2006).

Based on this conceptualization, Rosner, Pfoh, and Kotoucova 
(2011) have proposed a 20- to 25-session CBT program. Its core 
involves educating the client about the cognitive characteristics 
of prolonged grief and restructuring loss-related cognitions. 
Clients are encouraged to consider such questions as “Is it real-
istic?” “Is it unrealistic?” “Is it realistic, but not helpful for me 
to think this way and do I have alternatives?” (p. 6). It is worth 
noting, however, that “special care is taken by the therapist not 
to reduce the suffering of anyone to the level of a mere dysfunc-
tional thought, as otherwise the patients might feel invalidated” 
(p. 6). What is also important is that the program incorporates 
imaginal and emotion-focused techniques, such as leading an 
imaginary dialogue with the dead person. Other CBT programs 
for prolonged grief also include similar elements – repeated 
narrations about the loss (Boelen, de Keijser, van den Hout, 
& van den Bout, 2007), imaginary dialogues or therapeutic 
writing exercises (Jordan, Lubin, Larson, Wortmann, & Litz, 
2016) – which points towards the potential usefulness of a nar-
rative, dialogical approach to this issue.

“From a constructivist standpoint, grieving for the death 
of a loved one entails reaffirming or reconstructing a world of 
meaning that has been challenged by loss” (Neimeyer, 2012, 
p. 375). Sudden and difficult events, such as loss, are the greatest 
challenges for the continuity and coherence of personal narratives 
(Neimeyer & Arvay, 2004). Therapy centered around nurturing 
internal dialogues between voices of various perspectives on 
loss and the internalized representation of the dead person can 
thus help work through the loss (Neimeyer, 2006). This process 
engages the aforementioned experiential techniques to a greater 
extent. Clients are invited not to consider their own loss-related 
cognitions, but to voice contradictory or shameful emotions: 
“Far from being a cerebral, intellectual process, the quest for 
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meaning in both the loss and in their changed lives is typically 
a profoundly emotional one for survivors” (Neimeyer, 2012, 
p.  386). Externalizing and developing dialogues between parts 
of the self (“I as son/daughter,” “I as a child,” “I as strong/inde-
pendent”) and the dead person allows them to close the grieving 
process by integrating meaning. This constitutes a perspective 
complimentary to that of behavioral activation and pragmatic 
analysis of the functionality of one’s cognition.

For and against

The above outline presents DST as complementary to the 
dominant CBT paradigm. What are the arguments for its use in 
practice, however?

Above all, the metaphor of personality as composed of mul-
tiple sides or voices seems to be accepted in both popular and 
scientific discourse (though see Suszek, 2012). Moreover, empha-
sizing flux and multiplicity without final integration (Hermans 
& Hermans-Konopka, 2010), DST responds to the problems of 
postmodern identity (Hermans, 2014) – healthy functioning means 
flexible adaptation to rapid changes. Also, identity is not only 
a monolithic entity based on universal values, but a process of 
meaning emerging from relationships – with significant others, 
with those values, with ideas, social group roles, and even with 
ourselves (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). An approach 
to personality as a narration can thus be equally functional to 
shaping a rational self-perspective in CBT. Finally, discovering 
one’s internal multiplicity and experimenting with various forms 
and expressions thereof can be a liberating experience for many, 
as it lifts from them, at least to some extent, the responsibility of 
seeking ideal unity and stability, even in the face of a changing 
reality (Dobson & Dobson, 2018): “Looking at one’s life history 
as – partially – someone else’s story allows one to gain distance 
to it and realize whether, and to what degree, one should con-
tinue it in the same way” (Chmielnicka-Kuter, 2012, p. 387).

On the other hand, DST is notable for its metaphorical char-
acter. The notion of psychological activity as a dialogue, described 
using such terms as internal dialogical space, depositioning, shadow 
positions, or coalitions (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) is 
coherent and logically derived from interdisciplinary literature. 
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Nevertheless, to what extent will therapy based on such a meta-
phor accurately reflect the client’s reality, and to what extent will 
it merely be a creative exercise in role-playing (Suszek, 2012)?

The answer might be found in another question: Does the 
responsibility for effective transfer of theory into practice lie with 
the theory, or the practitioner? Forcibly applying the internal 
dialogue and narration metaphor can be incompetent and can be 
met with resistance from the client, but this probability hardly 
seems unique to DST-based therapy. Most likely any therapist, 
regardless of their background, can at times feel uncertain in 
their work, and increased directiveness seems like an intuitive 
reaction. Indeed, a common criticism against CBT is that it relies 
on an overintellectualized register and prioritizes following the 
treatment manual over responding to the client’s needs (Dobson 
& Dobson, 2018). Using the dialogue or narration metaphor with 
a client does not need to equal applying the DST framework in 
its entirety – such a false dichotomy is as unfair as treating CBT 
as purely “intellectual,” consisting of nothing more than analyz-
ing the client’s automatic thoughts.

Next, using DST in therapy is not without precedent. The 
concept of a multifaceted self is “not new and has emerged sev-
eral times in the course of the history of psychotherapy” (Suszek, 
2012, p. 418). For example, schema therapy (ST, Young et al., 
2003), lately gaining popularity and an increasing evidence base, 
is an extension of traditional CBT by aspects of meaning-mak-
ing of relational and emotional experience – so-called schemata. 
Shaped in childhood and consisting of cognitions, memories, 
and emotions related to significant others (Young et al., 2003, 
p. 7), dysfunctional schemata resemble the notion of I-positions 
or internal voices which contain “specific cognitive-behavioral 
resources, formed by different ways of assigning meaning to per-
sonal experience” and which stem from “relationships with signif-
icant others, important social groups, or environmental influence” 
(Stemplewska-Żakowicz et al., 2012, p. 177). Schema therapy also 
distinguishes modes, or “moment-to-moment emotional states and 
coping responses – adaptive or maladaptive – that we all experi-
ence” (Young et al., p. 37). Modes are described in an even more 
personified way, having names such as the Happy Child or the 
Detached Protector. The similarities between some aspects of DST 
and ST thus constitute an argument for the productivity of the 
metaphor of personality as a process of interaction between parts.
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At this point, however, another question emerges. Why, despite 
its relative attractiveness and potential usefulness (see Hermans 
& Gieser, 2012), does DST remain a niche theory? It seems that 
its novel and simultaneously metaphorical character cannot be the 
only contributing factor. Above all, DST is the area of interest for 
a narrow group of academic psychologists, and publications on 
DST largely concern its theoretical aspects or proposed areas of 
application. Valuable empirical data proving some parts of DST 
as well as diagnostic and research tools designed with internal 
dialogues in mind do exist (see e.g., Bokus et al., 2012; Oleś, 
2012), but as regards psychotherapy, no single treatment manual 
nor any systematic examination of its effectiveness as a treatment 
modality has been published. The space for a constructive dia-
logue about DST is thus naturally limited and one can ask how to 
widen it – by publishing more evidence? Evidence of a different 
kind (e.g., RCT)? By popularizing the theory itself?

Taking into consideration the above arguments, is there a space 
for DST among the various schools of psychotherapy? As many 
voices coexist in the internal dialogical space, the coexistence of 
many therapeutic approaches – many ways of reaching a com-
mon goal – seems desirable. By responding to clients’ needs, 
such pluralism fosters the field’s healthy development. It is true 
that regardless of modality, psychotherapy has a shared aim: 
improving the client’s functioning. It is also true that it achieves 
this aim largely through common factors (Laska, Gurman, & 
Wampold, 2014). Thus, perhaps it would be worthwhile to take 
a multivoiced stance and remember that truth can be reached 
in various ways.
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Abstract

The concept of truth in irony should be approached through the lens of the 
speaker’s beliefs and intentions. However, the experience and emotions of an 
ironic message’s recipient are not without significance. The proposed approach 
describes irony as a form of concealment and camouflage. Irony vibrates 
between “what is said but not intended” and “what is intended but not said.” 
It balances between the ostensible truth and the ostensible untruth. “Ironic 
criticism,” also known as “blaming by praise,” appears positive, although its 
true message is not. The reverse happens to be true for “ironic praise.” From 
a moral perspective, irony is not virtuous: It violates “truth-telling” and is 
sometimes clownish. The author’s final considerations on the subject of “Does 
irony have gender?” are followed by a concise description of gender differences 
in the use of irony and self-mockery.

Keywords: truth, non-literal language, irony, meaning ambiguity, gender

Using irony means using such “ways of speaking, writing, 
acting, behaving, painting, etc., in which the real or intended 
meaning presented or evoked is intentionally quite other than, 
and incompatible with, the ostensible or pretended meaning” 
(Muecke, 2002, p. 61)1.

It is ironic that irony itself is often characterized as “pragmatic 
insincerity” while it is actually a sincere, if masked, evocation 
of the truth. The classic paradox of Socratic irony, “I know that 
I know nothing” (from Greek: Οἶδα οὐδὲν εἰδώς [Oída oudén eidós]), 
is as much true as it is false. Socratic irony is typically defined as 
the feigning of ignorance in challenging others. It also creates an 
unsettling tension between ignorance and knowledge: “You know 
I don’t quite mean this, but what do I mean?” It is sometimes 

1 English text from Muecke, D.C. (1969). The Compass of Irony. London: 
Methuen & Co Ltd., p. 53.
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considered that Socrates was expressing the futility of trying to 
obtain absolute knowledge. This ambiguity of irony between the 
known versus the unknown, joking versus criticizing, inclusion of 
those who understand the irony versus exclusion of those from 
outside the group: these were the reasons why Socrates was put 
on trial by the Athenians. Teetering on the brink of illusionary 
truth and illusionary untruth is both powerful and dangerous.

The nature of irony, immersed in the spirit of ancient Greece, 
might be a reflection of our passion for word play. Dramatic 
irony as it appears on the ancient stage is dressed in the cloak 
of an underdog, the eirôn, who uses irony to trick a boastful 
bully, the alazṓn. The alazṓn remains unaware of this technique, 
unlike the audience. Irony here is about power. This “inclusion” 
and initiation into irony must naturally come from the mystical 
tradition of ancient Greece. There is not only something “pre-
tend” about irony but also something sublime on the way to real 
knowledge. Eventually the eirôn rises morally above his oppo-
nent. Even though the boastful alazṓn appears to dominate the 
stage, it is the eirôn who establishes rapport with the audience 
and wins them over.

Dramatic irony provides the very foundation of storytelling 
in literature and contemporary films, where the audience have 
an advantage over the characters because we are on different 
ends of the unfolding “drama.” We see the truth of what is 
going on. Any stage directions, remarks or narrator’s comments 
are additional perspectives that supplement each character’s own 
perspective. The audience has a god-like perspective, while the 
characters are in the shadow of partial knowledge.

We criticize with irony more than we compliment with irony 
(Maciuszek, 2018). This might result from a social agreement 
between language users that obliges us to be nice rather than 
unpleasant in social interactions (Boucher & Osgood, 1969; 
Gibbs, 1986). “Ironic criticism,” also known as “blaming by 
praise,” appears positive, although its true message is not. This 
indirect criticism is used significantly more in language than 
“ironic compliments,” or “praising by blame.” Also, according 
to Rachel Giora (1995) detection of ironic compliments requires 
a double negation, which makes it more complicated to process 
than the single negation of ironic criticism.

The commonly accepted view is that negation in irony – 
being UNclear, leaving things UNsaid, saying UNtruths, being 
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INsincere – implies disappointment of expectations or norms 
(Sperber & Wilson, 1981; Kumon-Nakamura et al., 1995; Utsumi, 
2001). Let us consider an alternative, i.e. that it instead implies 
absence of disappointment: that irony signals that the speaker’s 
previous expectations have been disappointed and there is now 
a despondent lack of expectation. For example, let’s take a sit-
uation when someone disappoints us yet again, and comments 
are exchanged: the recipient’s question, “What do you expect?” 
is countered by the ironic speaker, “I have no expectations.” The 
response reveals that there were once hopes, but that, having 
been let down before, we actually do not expect things to be any 
different this time; rather, we just wish this state of affairs were 
different. The colloquial “Great!” becomes ironic when things 
are not “great,” but we did not expect them to be otherwise.

Similarly, the statement “You’re so smart!” assumes an ironic 
tone when the person on the receiving end was not expected 
to act other than stupidly, probably not for the first time. We 
use irony not to express “failed expectations” but the absence 
of any positive expectations. We might call this Negation of 
Expectations in Irony (NEI). NEI also explains why irony is used 
more often in close relationships. Only in close relationships or 
repetitive situations2 can one observe the regularity of certain 
behaviors and, consequently, develop a lack of expectation that 
things would be different. Irony then does not express feelings 
of disappointment or failed expectations. 

Even the classic example of the ironic “great weather” implies 
the idea that the ironic speaker expected it to rain, and he or 
she is simply expressing what they think it would ideally be like. 
In verbal irony, similarly to the Socratic pursuit of “absolute 
knowledge,” the desired state of affairs always remains illusory 
and unreachable. Both the ironic speaker and the “intimates” 
from within the ironic inclusion circle had no other expectations 
whatsoever.

Inclusion into “pragmatic insincerity” always comes with 
attention sharing. This type of joint attention is often possible 
because of the use of language. Therefore, INcomprehension 
of irony does not make the speaker a liar. In typical irony, the 

2 An ironist will be likely to use irony to comment on a state of affairs they 
know well, such as politics or the weather, where the fact that things have gone 
wrong again comes as no surprise.
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speaker does not say what they think and what they think is 
not what they say. Example: “Great idea!” when they think it’s 
actually bad. With respect to the cooperative principle of Grice 
(1975), according to which listeners and speakers act rationally 
and cooperate in order to achieve effective conversational com-
munication, violation of the maxim of quality – tell the truth – 
results in a conversational implicature of the proper sense of an 
ironic comment, its meaningful truth. The cooperative principle 
is kept. However, there is another category of ironic comments: 
those based on explicit truthfulness.

In the case of verbal comments reflecting a true state of affairs 
or at least appearing to represent such truth (verisimilar irony, see 
Dynel, 2018), the speaker says something that does not require 
evaluation reversal, e.g. this classic example: “I like children who 
keep their rooms clean” said by a mother coming into her son’s 
messy room (Gibbs & O’Brien, 1991; Hamamoto, 1998; Utsumi, 
2000). The child who is the recipient of the verbal irony does 
not keep his room clean, at least not on this occasion. Here, 
“children who keep their rooms clean” are given as an example 
to follow. The mother who uses irony wants also her child to 
keep his room clean. Once again, verbal irony is the expression 
of some general, desired yet unobtainable ideal. Again, there is 
no disappointment here, since the “mess” was probably expected.

A linguistic expression has no absolute “meaning” outside of 
its specific context (Wittgenstein, 2005). This context includes 
both the objective reality of the situation and the subjective per-
ceptions and thoughts of the speaker and recipients. Therefore, 
the truthfulness of a linguistic expression has to be considered 
through the lens of the speaker’s intentions. Irony, in this respect 
being similar to lying, must be addressed to someone, i.e. the 
existence of an addressee is a necessary condition (Mahon, 2008). 
However, unlike lying, it is expected that the listener understands 
the intended meaning (Siegler, 1996). Both irony and lying can 
be used in self-defense and as face-saving techniques. One might 
become a victim of irony just like one becomes the victim of a lie. 
However, it is the intention of the speaker that differs.

A lie is an untruthful statement, expressed by the speaker 
with the intention of making someone else believe it as true 
(Primoratz, 1984). Thus, the intention of a liar is to trick the 
recipient into believing that what is untrue is true. Since the 
intention of a person using irony is its detection by the recipient, 
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if not an addressee then a listener3, an ironic statement – even 
if it sounds untrue – is not a lie. 

Irony as a manifestation of non-literal language balances 
between what is said but not thought and what is thought but not 
said. From a moral perspective, irony is not virtuous: It violates 
“truth-telling” and is sometimes clownish. It is a form of mask-
ing and camouflage. Irony is generated from the speaker’s true 
opinions and feelings, while he or she is assuming or pretending 
something else (see the pretense theory of Clark & Gerrig, 1984).

Does irony have gender?
Our research (Milanowicz, Tarnowski, Bokus, 2017) shows 

that although verbal “irony” is etymologically female (Polish: iro-
nia – feminine grammatical gender), its daily application is more 
of a male domain. Irony is used more frequently by men than 
women. Men also generate more irony in response to irony, in 
the case of both “ironic criticism” (blame by praise) and “ironic 
praise” (praise by blame).

The important thing is, however, WHO is speaking to WHOM. 
Women tune into ironic mode more with men than other women. 
Men, however, use less irony towards women than towards men. 
Also, higher self-esteem and lower anxiety seem to be good 
predictors of the use of self-mockery. Women seem to use more 
self-deprecation, whereas men are more likely to use irony as 
positive self-affirmation (Milanowicz, Bokus, 2020).

Men perceive speakers’ intentions as more positive than 
women. More women than men believe that an ironist’s inten-
tions were driven by meanness and hostility. Men also experience 
more positive emotions as recipients of ironic comments. Men 
feel more joy, while the dominating feelings among women are 
anger and sadness (Milanowicz, 2019).

In social psychology, the duality of gender stereotypes is 
expressed in the dimensions of “agency” and “communion”: 
women regard themselves as more communal while men regard 
themselves as more agentic (Wojciszke, 2010). It is possible that 
the male proclivity for “ironic ambiguity” reflects this dimension 
of “agency” in language. Using non-literal language becomes 
a manifestation of power and control not only over the message 
but also its recipients.

3 Verbal irony, like dramatic irony, can be addressed to an interlocutor who 
is its “victim,” but it is the listener, observer or audience that is actually meant to 
understand it.
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Adequately to Attribute Mental 

States to Others?

Abstract 

The paper discusses issues of taking different perspectives and attributing 
mental states. The main focus is on the criteria of their adequate ascription. 
Taking another’s perspective and simulation theory are taken into consider-
ation. The paper considers the results of research on the development of the 
ability to differentiate perspectives and disorders of this ability in borderline 
personality disorder. The ability to differentiate one’s own and others’ mental 
states has been presented as an aspect of social cognition that enables ade-
quate mentalization, by accepting the presence of various perspectives and the 
possibility of the coexistence of various representations of reality.

Keywords: mentalization, simulation, differentiation of perspectives

1. Introduction

When we look at others, we make inferences about their way 
of thinking. We try to judge what their general beliefs are, what 
they feel when they are smiling or crying, what they are going to 
do when they perform certain actions. When we look at people 
gazing into each other’s eyes, we conclude that they are in love. 
When a student studies conscientiously for exams, we not only 
assume that he or she cares about them but also that he or she 
is a hard-working person. When we see a crying child sitting on 
the sidewalk with its knee skinned, not only do we recognize 
that it feels pain, but also that it needs help and is wondering 
what to do. There are countless such examples. They indicate 
a widespread necessity for answering such questions as: What 
is he thinking? What does she feel? What do they think about 
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that? In philosophy, psychology, and other branches of cognitive 
science, the ascription of mental states is described by the term 
“mentalization.”

The present paper discusses the issue of taking different 
perspectives and attributing mental states. I will focus mainly 
on the criteria of their adequate ascription. I will refer mostly 
to simulation theory and to research on mentalization in perso-
nality disorders.

2. What is mentalization?

The problem of other minds has been present in philosophy 
for a long time. In the past, it was stated that we have direct 
and private access to our own mind and that our beliefs about 
ourselves are infallible (cf. Hyslop, 2016). According to one of 
the most famous theories of the other minds problem, knowl-
edge about our own mind was regarded as the basis for inferring 
knowledge about others (cf. Russell, 1970). It was assumed that 
if someone knows that his or her behavior X reflects feeling Y, 
then seeing such behavior of person B, he or she could tell that 
person B was feeling Y.

Nowadays, it is doubted whether we have private access to 
our own mental states. Beliefs about oneself are not assumed to 
be infallible anymore, either. Compared to the classical theories, 
in most contemporary theories there is no place for privileged 
and direct access to one’s own mind. Moreover, the adequacy 
of mental state attribution to oneself becomes problematic. Such 
an approach is grounded in the results of famous social psychol-
ogy experiments such as Milgram’s experiment or Zimbardo’s 
experiment. Beliefs about oneself are not assumed to be reliable 
and unquestionable but are thought to be fallible and biased.

The capability to attribute mental states is one of the main 
issues in research on social cognition, i.e. cognitive abilities which 
are specific for social interactions (Vogeley & Newen, 2009). This 
capability consists in explaining and predicting others’ behavior 
and enables effective communication and interaction between 
people (Vogeley & Newen, 2009). It is described as the ability 
to represent beliefs about others’ mental states (cf. Goldman, 
2009), understanding others (Robbins, 2004), ascribing mental 
states to oneself and to others (Goldman, 2012). 
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Such a competence in literature is called theory of mind, 
mindreading or mentalization (cf. Vogeley & Newen, 2009). In 
this paper I use the third term: mentalization, because in my 
opinion it appears to describe the process in the most neutral 
way, without predetermining its mechanism (cf. Guerini & Mar-
raffa, 2015; Robbins, 2004).

3. How do we mentalize?

The question of how we understand others has led to the cre-
ation of several theories attempting to describe this mechanism. 
Some research claims that we have a theory (innate or learned) 
of people’s way of thinking and behaving (cf. Perner, 1991). 
Other bodies of research assert that we build person models 
of people’s functioning (Newen, 2015). Another theory is that 
we have the ability to simulate others’ mental states (Goldman, 
2006) or we perceive them directly (Gallagher, 2008). Each of 
these conceptions refers to psychology research, but it is difficult 
to assume which of them describes this competence completely. 
It is probable that the ability to ascribe mental states is a het-
erogenous process and people use different epistemic strategies 
(e.g. those mentioned above), choosing one of them depending 
on the situation (cf. Newen, 2015). 

In this paper I will invoke one of these conceptions, the one 
that focuses on perspective-taking ability: Simulation Theory. In 
this case, understanding others is assumed to be the result of sim-
ulating others’ mental states (Goldman & Mason, 2007; Newen, 
2015). The literature includes many different approaches to this 
type of process (Barlassina & Gordon, 2017). In the classical 
versions (e.g. Gordon, 1995), simulation was understood as an 
automatic and unconscious process. Unorthodox versions could 
distinguish low-level unconscious processes such as mirroring, and 
high-level processes such as reflection and imagination (Gold-
man, 2006; Waytz & Mitchell, 2008). In this case, the process 
of understanding others – when someone tries to put themself 
in another’s shoes – happens both on an intuitive as well as on 
a reflexive level.

Our own mind is treated as a tool which enables us to take 
another person’s perspective (Goldman, 2006; Newen, 2015; 
Waytz & Mitchell, 2008). In general, the simulation process 
consists in imagining another’s mental state and attributing this 
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state to that person (Bogdan, 2007; Goldman, 2006; Krueger & 
Overgaard, 2012; Newen & Schlicht, 2009). Imagining another 
person’s mental state is described as re-creating or re-enacting 
the other’s mental states (Goldman, 2009). It is a kind of mental 
pretense of another person’s mental life (Goldman, 2009). Some 
advocates of this conception suggest that people have the ability 
of introspection or that they make use of their self-understanding 
when understanding others (cf. Goldman, 2006; Mitchell,  Macrae, 
& Banaji, 2006). Nevertheless, most supporters of simulation 
theory admit that understanding oneself is based on the same 
mechanisms as understanding others (cf. Waytz & Mitchell, 2008).

4. When does the simulation process lead 
to adequate mental state ascription?

Proponents of simulation theory claim it is possible to use 
one’s own mind for understanding others. At the same time, they 
indicate that this process is different from projecting one’s own 
feelings onto others (cf. Goldman, 2006). On the other hand, it 
has been scientifically proven that one’s own experiences influ-
ence mental state recognition. Experiencing specific mental states 
enables one later to attribute them to others (Decety & Grezes, 
2006). On the other hand, it is possible that when persons A and 
B have experienced a similar situation, person A may attribute 
his or her feelings to B or react to B less empathetically than 
someone who did not have such an experience (cf. Hodges, 2005).

Putting oneself in another’s shoes happens through using one’s 
own imaginings and experience as an anchor when trying to 
understand others (Waytz & Mitchell, 2008). Quite often one’s 
own beliefs or emotions are inadequately attributed to others 
(Goldman & Mason, 2007). Problems with differentiating the 
two perspectives: one’s own and another’s, seem to be much more 
frequent than it was assumed (Hodges, 2005). The separation 
of two similar experiences requires special cognitive capabilities 
and demands intellectual effort (Boyer, Robbins, & Jack, 2005).

Therefore we need to answer the question in what kind of 
situations it is possible to ascribe mental states adequately. One 
proposal invokes similarities between the interacting persons 
(Ames, 2007; Frith & Frith, 2006; Newen, 2015). If person 
A has similar traits and experiences as person B, it is highly 
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probable that person A will properly attribute mental states to 
person B. In this case, it is necessary to warrant the statement 
that another person is similar or dissimilar with regard to the 
mental state being considered. This situation enables a person 
to use self-knowledge when explaining or predicting another’s 
behavior (Newen, 2015). It can be estimated that adequate mental 
state ascription in this case is highly probable.

We need to ask, though, if in this case any new information 
is gained about the other person. If person A knows that person 
B is similar to him or her, he or she does not have to simulate B’s 
mental states. In this case, it is enough to recognize the behavior 
and refer to the knowledge of oneself and person B. Adequate 
mental state ascription in this case would only be the result of 
memorizing previous meetings with person B. The question of how 
new information is obtained still remains open, and similarities 
seem to be insufficient for ascribing mental states adequately.

Some commentators of simulation theory indicate that 
for appropriate mental simulation, the abilities of mirroring 
and of differentiating oneself and others need to be possessed 
(cf. Vogeley, & Newen, 2002). The latter issue will be explored 
in the next part of the paper.

5. Differentiating perspectives

To try to understand this issue in greater depth, we need to 
reference developmental and clinical research on differentiating 
one’s own and others’ mental states. It seems that this ability is 
an important factor when it comes to adequate mentalization.

One of the first studies on this topic was based on the 
false-belief test. A researcher was playing with a child, told her 
a story and showed her two puppets. The story has the follow-
ing schema: person A puts object X in place M. When person 
A leaves the room, person B takes object X from place M to 
place N. Then, the researcher asked the child: “When person 
A comes back, where will she look for object X?” (cf. Wimmer 
& Perner, 1983). Both this and subsequent research has shown 
that most four-year-old children understand that person B will 
look for object X in place M, as she did not see the moment of 
it being taken to place N. This type of understanding demands 
inhibition of pointing to place N and taking the perspective 
of person B.
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Research on mentalization development between three and 
five years of age shows that understanding others’ mental states 
is related to the ability to reflect on alternative representations 
(cf. Gopnik & Astington, 1988). Children begin to understand 
that different people may have different observations and knowl-
edge on a given topic. Between the ages of three and five they 
realize more often that knowing something is based on experience 
and that beliefs may change. According to the authors of this 
study, acknowledging the differences between one’s own mental 
states and those of others enables reasoning on one’s own men-
tal states (cf. Gopnik & Astington, 1988). Hence, this capability 
seems to be one of the basic competences enabling people to 
understand themselves and others properly.

The importance of this ability may be noticed in research on 
mentalization disorders, especially borderline personality disor-
der. People with this disorder experience problems with emotion 
regulation, are highly impulsive and self-aggressive, and have 
difficulties in interpersonal relationships (cf. Fonagy & Luyten, 
2009). This disorder may be explored from different perspec-
tives; only the mentalization aspect is considered in this paper.

People who suffer from this disorder have impaired ability 
to separate the perspectives of oneself and others (cf. Bender & 
Skodol, 2007; Blatt & Auerbach, 1988; Fuchs, 2007). Presum-
ably, this is the effect of difficulties in reflective thinking and 
other cognitive impairments. As a result, such people react more 
impulsively, emotionally, and overinterpret the external aspects of 
communication (such as facial expressions or gestures) (cf. Fonagy 
& Luyten, 2009). An underestimated feeling of self-agency is also 
present. Suffering from these problems, people with borderline 
personality disorder have difficulty experiencing intentionality of 
feelings, thoughts and actions, and they also experience a loss 
of  integrity, which consequently leads to inadequate mentaliza-
tion (Fonagy & Luyten, 2009).

Impaired ability to differentiate the mental states of one-
self and others may lead to two kinds of effects (cf. Fonagy & 
Luyten, 2009). Firstly, there is a high probability of projecting 
one’s own feelings and thoughts onto another person. Person 
A may suppose that others feel anger at the same moment as he 
or she feels it. Furthermore, even if such a person would like to 
understand person B, take his or her perspective and simulate 
his or her mental state, person A would probably have a problem 
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with realizing that the experience of person B may be different 
from his or her concept of this experience. Thus, it can be stated 
that in the case of person A, there exists a difficulty in verifying 
one’s own concept of another’s experiences, which is the result 
of impaired ability to differentiate two perspectives.

Secondly, there is a risk of acquiring another’s mental states. If 
there is a difficulty in separating the emotions of oneself and oth-
ers, there is a high probability of becoming sad in the company of 
sad people or angry in the company of angry people. On the one 
hand, such a mirroring process is common for everyone, while on 
the other, reflectivity and the capability to differentiate emotions 
of oneself and others enables a person to control such mirroring, 
at least to some degree. A person suffering from borderline per-
sonality disorder has problems in this sphere and because of that, 
there is a risk of being overwhelmed by others’ mental states (cf. 
Fonagy & Luyten, 2009). However, such problems are not present 
all the time. They are mostly present during high emotional arousal. 

One might ask if in this case it is possible to ascribe mental 
states adequately. It is undoubtedly highly difficult – one’s own 
mental states are often ascribed to others, and others’ mental 
states – ascribed to oneself. In the case of a coincidence of occur-
rence of the same belief or emotion, there might be room for 
adequacy. However, it is hard to claim that this adequacy is the 
result of any cognitive process and not just coincidence.

6. Conclusion

The abilities to differentiate perspectives and separate one’s 
own and others’ mental states seem to be necessary conditions for 
adequate mentalization. The capability to simulate others’ men-
tal states – to put oneself in someone else’s shoes – is important 
but at the same time not sufficient. Similarities between inter-
acting people are a comparable situation – they may contribute 
to understanding one another, but they may also impede this 
process. The ability to differentiate the agency of mental states 
is an essential element for social cognition. It is also important 
to understand that particular mental states may be shared with 
others, but not all the time (cf. Fonagy & Luyten, 2009).

This ability enables adequate mentalization as a result of con-
sidering various perspectives and recognizing the possibility of 
the coexistence of various representations of reality. It is probably 
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not the only aspect of social cognition enabling adequate men-
tal state ascription, but it seems to be an essential one. Further 
research could help us to better understand how we can try to 
answer questions such as: What is he thinking? What does she 
feel? What do they think about that?
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Abstract

The paper discusses the problem of musical rhetoric in the Renaissance and the 
Baroque. In the 16th century, the imitative qualities of music were developed 
through the concept of imitazione della natura. The relationship between word 
and music stabilized. Representation was a major function and was inspired 
by the ancient concept of merging words, harmony, and rhythm. In ancient 
times, music had become a key to metaphysics and an important educational 
tool. Thus, specific compositions were related directly to a specific state of 
the soul, characters and emotions. 
The author presents the aforementioned concept in later times, i.e. in the 
Renaissance, when not only theorists but also composers, performers and 
listeners assigned musical-rhetorical figures to specific meanings. The paper 
extensively discusses examples of the musical application of different musi-
cal-rhetorical figures and how they are used. The author underlines, however, 
that despite the universalization of musical language, the rhetorical system in 
music is highly diverse and is subject to individual contextual interpretations. 

Keywords: musical rhetoric, representation in music, aesthetics of music

Medieval symbols, Renaissance-Baroque rhetoric, 18th-cen-
tury illustrative music, Romantic “psychologizing” – there have 
been many “dictionaries” in the history of the aesthetics of music 
that were meant to help a piece of music convey specific ideas. 
It is worth looking into at least a few of the tools for shaping 
musical narration, including musical rhetoric devices, leitmotifs, 
program music, and musical quotations.

The 16th century in music brought the development of an 
aesthetic of imitating natural sounds (imitazione della natura), 

1 The paper was written as part of research project DEC–2013/11/N/
HS2/03302 financed by the National Science Center (NCN).
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stabilizing the relationship between verbal and musical con-
tent. The representative function became an important aspect 
of a musical composition. Inspiration drawn from the ancient 
idea of appropriately combining words, harmony and rhythm 
(or rather: a desire to return to that idea) was supposed to 
increase the power of musical expression and thus also influence 
listeners’ souls.

Having emerged from it [the lost choreia – JB], for many centuries 
music became a metaphysical key – a field of learning that reveals 
the fundamental structures of being – as well as a major tool of 
teaching. Ethical theories documented from the 7th century BC, 
according to which music is governed by laws (νόμoι) that rigidly 
assign types of composition to specific states of the soul, characters 
and emotions, inspired thinking about music up to the modern age 
(Pseudo-Plutarch, 1992, pp. 24–25, Plato, 1960, pp. 132–134). Parallel 
to this, in Pythagorean circles there developed a metaphysical science 
of harmony and numbers whose nature – and thus the nature of the 
micro- and macro-cosmos – is revealed by music. It was this trend 
of thinking about music, developed by the Platonic school, that gave 
grounds for placing it in the quadrivium of the septem artes liberales 
system, next to geometry, algebra and astronomy (Madeyska-Pilchowa, 
2003, pp. 113–114). 

In the age of humanism, music was subordinated to text, and 
the purpose of a musical work was defined by the triad docere – 
delectare – movere, highlighting the ethical aspect of music (and 
its influence) (Zawistowski, 2016, pp. 2–3). This subordination 
manifested itself in imitation – treated as pure expression – of 
phenomena of nature (Zawistowski, 2016, p. 3). In a vocal-in-
strumental piece, word painting followed the principle of deco-
rum: If the text described a sad, serious event, the composer 
was required to use appropriate musical means, such as slow 
rhythm and a melancholy tune, to express such a mood. Words 
important for the message were to be highlighted by means of 
a compatible interval pattern, melodic pattern, rhythm and key. 
Sound was supposed to express whatever the lyrics contained; 
this was how the duty of a composer was understood in the age 
of humanism (Lisiecki, 1993, p. 19, Wesołowski, 1979, p. 166). 

This kind of practice can be observed, for example, in the 
later motets and masses of Josquin dés Prés. The Credo from 
Missa Pange lingua (1514/1515) includes musical-rhetorical figures 
typical of many masses and worth a closer look. 
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Example 1: first fragment from the Credo from Missa Pange lingua by 
Josquin dés Prés

Example 2: second fragment from the Credo from Missa Pange lingua 
by Josquin dés Prés

The first quote is the fragment speaking of God descending 
to earth. The words “[Qui propter nos homines] et propter nos-
tram salutem descendit de caelis” (“who for us men and for our 
salvation descended from heaven”) is accompanied by a descend-
ing movement in the melody. The next fragment is a reversal of 
this motion. The melody illustrating the words “Et ascendit in 
caelum” (“And ascended into heaven”) is a rising one. 

Another place worth noting is the fragment that comes after 
the caesura crowning the descension. The character of the music 
changes suddenly and perceptibly; vigorous rhythm and joyful 
harmonics give way to solemn phrases sung in a dignified, meas-
ured rhythm extended by fermatas. This happens on account 
of the following words: “Et incarnatus est de Spiritu Sancto ex 
Maria Virgine, et homo factus est” (“And by the Holy Spirit was 
incarnate of the Virgin Mary, and became man”). Once the mys-
tical transformation of God into man has resounded, the piece’s 
character and tempo return to the previous form. 

This kind of symbolic articulation of moments of ascension, 
descension or transformation became a rule, returning in many 
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masses from later periods2. In significant fragments of madrigals, 
some composers illustrated key words according to a specific 
pattern indicating, for example, that the earth is linked to a low 
register, heaven to a high one, descending progressions denote 
dying or death, grace note runs with rich figuration mean fleeing, 
while the melody outline can express the movement of waves, or 
even the eyes of a beloved (two notes of equal length and pitch) 
(Zawistowski, 2016, p. 5). 

The above-described ways of developing a work of music were 
followed in the 16th, 17th and even 18th centuries with the help 
of similar musical-rhetorical figures. These figures are a combi-
nation of music elements (melodic pattern, rhythm, tempo), the 
use of harmonic devices and pauses in a specific way, and also 
the intentional use of forbidden or incorrect – from the point of 
view of the composition rules of the time – harmonic solutions 
and melodic leaps. In some cases they serve as readymade music 
“models” that are meant to express very specific concepts, affects, 
or to imitate the intonation of speech. The composition process at 
that time was modeled on the arrangement of speech: Thanks to 
the choice of appropriate musical-rhetorical figures, music could 
become an equivalent for a given thought or emotion (Bartel, 1997). 

Next to composers representing what was referred to as tone 
painting, who focused on details, on portraying certain phenom-
ena and situations, the 16th century also included those who used 
figures expressing general moods, feelings or emotional states 
(Bartel, 1997, pp. 5–7). It also needs remembering that this kind 
of humanist approach to music coexisted with other trends and 
schools that put emphasis, for example, on decorative polyphony 
or coloristic qualities.

Late-Renaissance musical-rhetorical figures expressing natural 
phenomena and emotional states evolved in the Baroque period 

2 Zawistowski gives other examples of evident rhetoric being used in works 
by Josquin dés Prés, noteworthy ones including the motet Absalon, fili mi in 
which small interval distances throughout the piece as well as the intensive pres-
ence of small seconds and thirds, considered dissonance in the composer’s time, 
express King David’s pain and suffering following the loss of his son Absalom. 
On the other hand, in the well-known motet De profundis clamavi, which is based 
on Psalm 130, despite the well-developed polyphony, individual melodic phrases 
are clearly subordinated to the message whereas a slow tempo and dark tones 
evoke an atmosphere of prayer, longing, complaint, sadness, pleading. Larger 
intervals and consonant sounds appear with reference to hope for the absolution 
of sins (Zawistowski, 2016, p. 4).
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into a complex rhetoric widely discussed at the time. The 17th- 
and early 18th-century belief that the main purpose of music is 
to arouse passions and affects yielded the theory of affects that 
had an especially strong presence in the German-speaking world. 
Stereotypical turns included a countless number of figures (loci 
topici) that “depicted” or “illustrated” affects in music (Bukofzer, 
1970, p.  524)3. Listing and describing musical figures, which 
began in the 17th century, was one way of perceiving music in 
a rhetorical context. The science of affects concerns a powerful, 
brief emotional event whose occurrence is noticeable thanks to 
physiological symptoms (red face, tears, accelerated heartbeat, 
etc.). Baroque aesthetics – reflected both in theoretical thinking 
and in composing and performance practice – was based on 
expressing the system of affects by means of sound structures 
and thus triggering those affects. “Baroque music,” as Szymon 
Paczkowski writes, “was meant to throw people off balance, pro-
voke them to extreme feelings, put them in a state of ecstasy” 
(Paczkowski, 1998, p.  11). Theorists of the time described the 
affective character of music intervals, scales and genres. A joint 
formula of the “doctrine of affects” (of using typical musical 
figures) was developed in Germany (Affektenlehre). 

Every theorist proposed his own description of figures. In 
the works of Jesuit scholar Athanasius Kircher (1601–1680) the 
key, inspired by Pythagorean concepts, is a striving for simplicity 
of intervals and their proportion. The closer this is to 1:1, the 
closer it is to divinity and consonant sounds. Increasing the level 
of complexity causes dissonant sounds, which in turn evoke pain 
and suffering (Paczkowski, 1998, pp. 10–11). The functioning of 
musical-rhetorical figures was described differently in 1739 by 
Johann Mattheson, a German composer, singer and music theo-
rist4: Sadness should be expressed with a slow, heavy and sluggish 

3 It is worth remembering, however, that in the 17th and 18th centuries af-
fects were not an illustration of the composer’s or performer’s emotions, but an 
attempt to depict the immanent traits of a given sound sequence; the painting of 
violent emotions had all the hallmarks of stylization.

4 “Since instrumental music is nothing other than a language of tones, or 
eloquence in sound, it must always aim its intention at a certain movement of the 
heart. To arouse this, it must take due care about the power of intervals, the deft 
division of movements, the appropriate continuation, and other things of the 
sort” (Dahlhaus, 2007, p. 28; English quote from Carl Dahlhaus, Esthetics of 
Music, translated by William W. Austin, Cambridge University Press 1982, p. 24).
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melody, hatred should be represented by unpleasant, rough har-
mony and an analogous melody. This theorist also characterized 
different dances, including gigue as an expression of ardor and 
desire, and courante as an expression of sweet hope and courage. 
These very imprecise explanations prove how difficult it was to 
unify the principles of the theory of affects. Nevertheless, despite 
the diversity of such attempts, it is hard not to notice they have 
many things in common. One example is chromatic second pro-
gressions, which were always linked to sadness, pain, suffering 
or grief5. Therefore, the dictionary of musical-rhetorical figures 
should not be treated as a uniform model that is not subject 
to interpretation, or as instructions (on how to read and write 
music). Because, every means of expression, obviously, should 
be interpreted in the context of how it functions in a specific 
composition, taking into account the composer’s stylistic idiom. 
Let us consider an example. The same figure, i.e. vertical chords 
written out in a heavy, pointed rhythm, illustrating the flagella-
tion of Christ, appear in the appropriate places in both Bach’s 
St. Matthew Passion and Handel’s Messiah (Zawistowski, 2016, 
p. 9). The former composer, however, approached individual words 
with greater precision, giving them an appropriate melodic outline 
and already at this micro-level taking advantage of the potential 
of harmonic sequences, which remain in a direct relationship 
with the lyrics of the piece. Handel, on the other hand, treated 
the text more freely and with greater flourish, proposing distinc-
tive motifs and conventional melodic patterns that do not refer 
to the mood of the individual words (Zawistowski, 2016, p. 9).

There is no doubt that musicians of the late Baroque, espe-
cially in Germany, were not only aware of the theory of affects 
but very often also followed its principles in their compositions. 
In this way, the fundamental assumption of the science of 
affects, whose objective was to standardize music composition 
practice and universalize the language of music (the possibility 
of communicating through music), was largely fulfilled (Pacz-
kowski, 1998, p. 14). In the 19th century this objectivization of 
the character of musical feelings gave way to expressing the self 

5 Another issue is the Baroque’s linking of a given group of affects to spe-
cific keys as well as symbolic references to specific numbers; for example, the 
Holy Trinity can be invoked by a triple rhythm, a three-voice texture, a thrice-
repeated distinct motif or a melisma, etc. 
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and an individual “language of feelings.” Carl Philipp Emanuel 
Bach, Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart and Samuel Gottlieb 
Heder, to name a few, rejected the theory of imitation as being 
trivial: A composer was not supposed to portray feelings but 
“to force out his selfhood in music” (Schubart)6. We should not 
forget, however, that Romanticism also developed its own sym-
bolism, one that was no longer imitative in nature but evolved 
into a whole system of leitmotifs.

The system of musical-rhetorical figures developed in the 
course of three centuries is diverse and subject to individual 
contextual interpretation: analysis of form, texture and other 
elements of a work. At this point it is worth looking into at 
least a few examples of the most popular figures related to the 
aesthetics of affect imitation and showing how they functioned 
in specific compositions. A clear division of these is proposed by 
Chomiński and Wilkowska-Chomińska, who have distinguished 
two categories: onomatopoeia figures and emphatic figures 
(Chomiński, 1974, p. 92). 

Besides their purpose of portraying certain elements of real-
ity or highlighting the lyrics being sung, onomatopoeia figures 
have a major role in shaping the structural elements of a work 
of music. Compared to emphatic figures, which are more con-
ventional in character (Chomiński, 1974, p. 103), onomatopoeia 
figures are easier to interpret when listening to music because 
their function is to liken (assimilatio) the musical structure to 
a selected sound phenomenon, therefore referring to a specific 
designatum (Chomiński, 1974, p. 103). 

The fragments from the Credo from Missa Pange lingua by 
Josquin dés Prés quoted earlier, i.e. the popular ascendus (rising 
melodic outline) and descendus (falling movement of sounds), 
besides highlighting the movement of ascending and descending (in 
this case, in the sense of ascending to heaven, descending to earth), 
would have gained a wider, symbolic interpretation in later periods. 
Ascending could also refer to elevation, to lofty, wonderful and 
moral things, while descending could be tied to humiliation, meek-
ness, obsequiousness, downfall, submissiveness, sometimes depres-
sion (Chomiński, 1974, Zawistowski, 2016, Paczkowski, 1998). 

6 It needs remembering, though, that we are speaking here of the “I” of 
musical expression, not a real person (the composer). See Dahlhaus, 2007, 
pp. 24–26.
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The most popular (and earliest) onomatopoeia figures were 
those that imitated sounds made, for example, by animals (assimila-
tio): cuckoo, nightingale, rooster, dog. Apart from these, there were 
also sudden and violent sounds of battle, hunting, or a storm. The 
tirata, as this is called, is a series of sounds running up or down 
that can suggest a thunderbolt, throw, projectile, attack, etc. In 
Bach’s Passions it occurs in the scene of the temple veil being torn 
in two and the scene of the earthquake. And here, again, we need 
to underline the role of the verbal context, which in some cases 
is essential for identifying the function of a given run or figure. 

In Orlando di Lasso’s In hora ultima, the sound runs illus-
trate individual words: “In hora ultima peribunt omnia: … jocus, 
risus, saltus, cantus et discantus” (“At the last hour all things 
shall perish: … jesting, laughter, dancing, song and descant”). 
One interesting fragment is the motif of laughter, which can 
only be identified thanks to the word “rirus” on which melismas 
imitating laughter are performed. 

Example 3: Orlando di Lasso, In hora ultima

It is similar with the figure of the fugue in early music, where 
the first voice is imitated by successive ones, thus expressing 
pursuit, flight; another example is the figure of the cross, which 
is only legible upon analysis of the notation, i.e. a series of four 
notes that form a cross on the staff (e.g. e-b-B-e)7. In  subsequent 

7 Musical symbolism is a much broader issue, and is subject to interpretation. 
Thanks to this, Albert Schweitzer was able to link the structure of Bach’s Prelude 
and Fugue in E-flat Major BWV 552 to the Holy Trinity, justifying his idea with 
the fact that the key signature of both pieces has three flats, the prelude com-
prises three sections, and the fugue is a triple one.
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centuries, as a result of increased interest in the musical form 
itself and in emotional expression, onomatopoeia devices lost 
their importance, although they did sporadically appear in 
various compositions8.

Wherever composers wanted to achieve an accumulation of 
the emotional aspect, initially in madrigals and then in operas, 
cantatas, masses and dramatic laments9, we find a gradual suc-
cession of halftones going up or down, which was the main way 
of depicting suffering. Pathopoeia, as this is called, is among 
the most frequent sound structures appearing in the context of 
emphatic figures. The interpretation of these figures is more 
ambiguous than that of onomatopoeia ones, and depends more 
strongly on the context. To a considerable extent, these figures 
take advantage of the evocative potential of melic structure and 
are developed by building appropriate intervals – e.g. dimin-
ished and augmented intervals, second progressions, or, on the 
contrary, greater intervals between sounds. Agogic or evocative 
contrasts, intensification or embellishment – these are the sort of 
means that could be used to underline the importance of a given 
word or phrase.

Means that use a different type of expressiveness include 
silence (aposiopesis) and the sigh (suspiratio). The significance of 
these devices is verified by the context of the dramatic situation. 

8 Cf. Chomiński, 1974, p. 104. In Joseph Haydn’s Symphony No. 18 in 
G Major “Le soir” the finale is a storm (“La tempesta”), which also appears 
in other works by the same composer, illustrated with abrupt contrasts at the 
level of dynamics, agogics and instrumentation (juxtaposition of the tutti frag-
ment, i.e. played by all the instruments, and the solo fragments played by the 
violin, flute, cello). Elements of painting with music can also be found in 
Beethoven’s symphonies. Symphony No. 6 in F Major “Pastoral” includes 
a movement called Scene by the Brook in which sounds representing different 
birds are marked: nightingale, quail and cuckoo. The storm motif that was pop-
ular in the 18th century appears in the scene called Thunder, Storm with short 
motifs accented by the orchestra (increased to include trombones), harmony 
parts, a string tremolo, figuration by cellos and double basses, an intensive dy-
namic and chromatics augmenting the building tension. Different tools were used 
by 19th-century composers, who chose other areas in which to use the expres-
siveness of orchestral language and associations evoked by musical structures. 
More examples could be offered, leading us all the way to the 20th and 21st 
centuries. For more on this, see Chomiński, 1974, pp. 453–460.

9 See works by Claudio Monteverdi: selected madrigals or e.g. “Lasciate mi 
morire” from the opera Arianna. Here, the composer uses the evocative qualities 
of melic structure, the special expressive values of small sound intervals.
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For example, in Gluck’s Iphigénie en Aulide, in the farewell scene 
between Iphigenia and her mother, Clytemnestra’s voice gradu-
ally breaks down and ultimately dissipates (for more on this, see 
Chomiński, 1974, p. 95). Aposiopesis also appears as a figure of 
death, for example in passions in the moment when Christ gives 
up his spirit. Suspiratio, meanwhile, is used in an interesting way 
by Monteverdi. “Farewell, Rome, my fatherland, my friends” is 
how Nero’s wife Octavia says goodbye to Rome in L’Incoronazi-
one di Poppea (1643). Having fallen in love with another woman, 
the emperor is sending her into exile. The word “adio” (“fare-
well”) is broken up with the help of pauses, strengthening the 
dramatic effect. The inability to utter the word “adio” creates an 
impression of deep despair, pain, powerlessness. The suspiratio is 
duplicated by the basso continuo, which – using sparing means – 
underlines the words through emphasis, additionally intensifying 
the expressiveness of this musical statement.

Example 4: fragment from the aria “Adio, Roma!” from Claudio Mon-
teverdi’s opera L’Incoronazione di Poppea

Emphatic devices include all those whose purpose is to 
distinguish (by means of dynamics, agogics or embellishment) 
a given fragment of the lyrics (accentus), for example by using 
an intentional technical mistake or false note, or by repeating 
a given word. The anaphora is a figure in which the motif is 
obsessively repeated in the bass (as is the case in Baroque laments, 
passacaglias and chaconnes), or in which a brief motif is taken 
up by individual voices of the polyphonic texture. This is what 
happens in the chorus in Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in which 
the disciples, over and over again, anxiously ask Jesus, who has 
announced one of them will betray him, “Is it me?” (“Bin ich’s?”). 
The anaphora becomes an expression of fear and curiosity. At 
the same time, this motif is a rhetorical question (interrogatio), 
a measure imitating speech, with rising intonation. 
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Example 5: fragment from Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. Matthew Passion

For composers, performers and discerning listeners of the 
16th, 17th and early 18th century, musical-rhetorical figures 
were the foundation of a clear, conventional musical language 
(Chomiński, 1974, p.  109). Apart from the most popular and 
most strongly conventionalized means, musical-rhetorical fig-
ures do not form a dictionary of topoi with stable meanings and 
functions, and therefore should be interpreted in the context of 
music and lyrics. Importantly, familiarity with the rhetoric used 
in a given work enables performers to execute it in accordance 
with the musical notation, choose the appropriate articulation, 
etc. Nikolaus Harnoncourt compares the musical language of 
a given period to a foreign language that needs to be learned, 
with its own vocabulary, grammar, articulation (Lisiecki, 1993, 
p.  17). Something that was once obvious to audiences, today 
– according to many researchers – should be reconstructed in 
such a way that in analyzing historical structures, musicologists 
should refer to the historical culture and not just make use of 
contemporary descriptive tools (Lisiecki, 1993, p. 14). When the 
aesthetics of affects lost its popularity and reach, the semantic 
contexts of musical-rhetorical figures lost their clarity as well. 
Some of them, however, were and are transformed, appearing 
in musical works to this day and fulfilling different expressive 
functions. That is why I believe reading a musical text in terms 
of the rhetorical devices used within it is useful as an analyti-
cal tool, and in some cases (especially music from the 16th to 
the mid–18th century) is even an essential context for a given 
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communication situation. However, I do not consider this to be 
a closed system of readymade “keys to interpretation” but allow 
room for a diverse range of interpretations.
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The aim of this paper is to describe how the concept of truth 
relates to the Early Music movement and what it says about the 
relation between truth and both the arts and the humanities.

Before explaining this problem, I would like to make some 
important terminological distinctions. First of all, I will make 
a distinction between truth in music and truth about music. 
Then I will define what I mean by the term “Early Music.” After 
that, I will be ready to consider the problem of truth about music 
in the light of the Early Music movement which is an especially 
interesting case of applying the truth concept in music studies.

1. Truth in music

The problem of truth in the case of music is usually considered 
in the light of musical content or meaning. Although music is 
a nonrepresentational art and does not correspond to the actual 
world in the manner language does, the issue of truth and music 
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seems to be quite well developed both by musicologists and 
philosophers of music. The tradition of ascribing extra-musical 
meaning to the sounds of music may be traced back as early as 
Plato, who codified the influence of particular musical modes 
on human morality. Every musical epoch had its own system 
of musical meaning which, in some cases, is also transparent 
to us thanks to knowledge derived from theoretical sources of 
the past. However, the tendency to assign verbal narrative to 
a piece of music flourished in the 19th century when instrumen-
tal music began to dominate the scene. The vanishing of words 
from a musical composition’s structure opened the door for less 
restrained interpretation and invited philosophers to treat music 
as the highest sublimation of the spirit. Today, as the successors 
of the Romantic mode of listening, we still meet with such an 
approach. It is clear in music criticism, but it is also valid for 
the contemporary philosophy of music, which – while seeking 
an explanation for music meaning – takes as examples almost 
exclusively 19th-century repertoire, with some exceptions from 
the 18th and 20th centuries (Goehr, 1992). Such a discourse 
belongs to a way of thinking about music that is rather ahistori-
cal, emphasizing its universal and timeless values and not caring 
about historical accuracy. 

2. Truth about music

While philosophers explore truth in music, music historians 
and historically aware performers tend to speak of truth about 
music instead. At first glance, this question seems to be closer 
to the problem of historical truth, which is an inherent matter 
of concern for history as an academic discipline. It is even more 
evident when we realize that both the history of music and His-
torically Informed Performance rely mainly on historically proven 
knowledge about the musical past. However, the problem of 
truth considered in the light of music history and performance 
is situated at the point of intersection of two issues: the issue of 
historical truth and the issue of truth in (or about) the aesthetic 
experience. That is what makes the issue of truth about Early 
Music so complicated – it is never limited to the application of 
any theory about truth only to the theoretical (historical) or 
just to the performative (aesthetic) aspect of this phenomenon. 
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That is also what makes this issue so interesting – it allows us to 
confront the problem of our attitude to historical facts and their 
contemporary interpretations while being thrown into experienc-
ing art which, by its nature, eludes an approach of simply judg-
ing facts. Therefore, analyzing the problem of truth in the case 
of the Early Music movement may be helpful for seeing mutual 
connections between the arts (i.e. music) and the humanities and 
ways of reconciling them in the field of performance.

3. Early Music borders

The issue of Early Music’s historical borders is not obvious, 
as regards both defining its “earliness” and pointing out when 
exactly the idea of playing non-contemporary music emerged. 
To make the problem a little clearer, John Haines in his arti-
cle “Antiquarian Nostalgia and the Institutionalization of Early 
Music” (2013) distinguishes early music as the general concept of 
music created before the present time (which may apply equally 
to the reality of the 16th and the 21st century) from Early Music 
as a modern concept, conceived in the 20th century and strictly 
connected with musical institutions which were born during this 
time. It is important to note that many attempts to bring reper-
toires from the past back to life were made not only in recent 
centuries, but also much earlier. That is the casus which Haines 
relates to general Renaissance antiquarianism.

In this paper, while considering the problem of truth about 
music, I will concentrate on the latter meaning of the term pro-
posed by Haines – the Early Music movement, also known as 
the Historically Informed Performance (HIP) movement, which 
appeared at the beginning of the 20th century and was based 
on academic research on music history. The aim of HIP was to 
reconstruct music of the medieval, Renaissance and Baroque eras 
(later including Classicism and Romanticism as well) in the way it 
originally sounded, by analyzing primary sources, bringing back 
to life old instruments, and discussing problems such as compos-
ers’ intentions, historical styles and the extra-musical context of 
particular repertoire. As a social and aesthetic phenomenon, the 
emergence of HIP is also often regarded in the light of the shift 
from a Romantic to a modern approach to music making and 
listening. A concise definition of Early Music that concentrated 
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on social significance was provided by Laurence Dreyfus in one 
of the earliest meta-reflective articles concerning this phenome-
non (1983, p. 298):

It is therefore more useful to define Early Music as a late twenti-
eth-century ensemble of social practices instead of restricting it to the 
works which occasion the interest. To be blunt, Early Music signifies 
first of all people and only secondarily things.

Restricting the subject of this paper to HIP may help to look 
closer into the problem of the relationship between truth, the 
arts and the humanities in the case of music. The Early Music 
movement seems to be a unique musical phenomenon which 
engages a great deal of effort in historical research while not 
evading the live performance of the examined repertoire even 
when full evidence of its every dimension is unavailable.

Describing selected stages of the Early Music movement in 
the 20th century, I would like to demonstrate how the balance 
between striving for authenticity and understanding modern music 
aesthetics influenced the issue of truth about music. 

4. True tension of revivals

It is quite difficult to point to the exact moment when the need 
to get to know the whole truth about music from the past became 
irresistible. We can observe several signs of a disposition to revive 
the musical past in different periods of history. It is often claimed 
that the first large-scale music revival was the Florentine Camerata’s 
activity at the end of the 16th century. The idea of reconstructing 
ancient drama, with its music which served the word, was the 
main driving force for the creative output of composers and poets 
centered around Count Giovanni de’ Bardi. Haines (2013) links 
this movement to the general antiquarianism trend which was the 
fuel for Renaissance interest in the ancient past. It is important 
to understand that both the lack of evidence for reconstructing 
music and the impact of contemporaneous aesthetic assumptions 
resulted in a process of recreating (with the emphasis on creating) 
rather than reconstructing – the end result of those experiments 
was the birth of a new genre which today is known as opera. 

The reason why the Florentine Camerata is often mentioned 
in the context of the Early Music revival is the observation that 
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each attempt to reconstruct music of the past ultimately results 
in the development of new qualities of contemporary perfor-
mance, even though the movement’s creators believe they really 
grasp what is now gone. This incompatibility of imagined ideas 
and effects is universal for all music revivals (including not only 
early music but also folk music revivals). In fact, the process of 
reviving music requires respect for both the truth about mute 
music sources of the past and the sound of music performance 
of the present. The tension between what musicians know and 
what they create illustrates the difficulty of judging a performance 
which aspires to historical appropriateness. However, the ratio 
between faithfulness to musical sources and artistic creativity 
changed throughout successive decades of the 20th century. 
Taking those changes into consideration may help to distinguish 
what was (and what is) regarded as truth about music and what 
were its conditions. 

5. True instrument

The symbolic wellspring of the modern Early Music movement 
is often regarded in the light of the activity of such musicians 
as Wanda Landowska and Arnold Dolmetsch. Their interest in 
historical instruments and efforts aimed at their reconstruction 
mark them out as pioneers of an approach that respects not only 
written sources, but also the use of particular sources of sound 
which had disappeared by the 19th century. Although each of 
them represented a different attitude toward the problem of 
reconstruction, they both shared the belief that modern listeners 
should get to know forgotten musical repertoires and the sound 
of historical instruments. 

Of course one should not forget that Landowska’s harpsichord 
made by Pleyel was a kind of hybrid instrument that combined 
the mechanism of the harpsichord and the piano. One should 
also keep in mind that she admitted herself that she was far 
from the composers’ intentions, as she had to interpret their 
music within her own sensibility (Landowska, 1964). But, at the 
same time, she was convinced that her contemporaries should 
rediscover the repertoire of the Middle Ages, Renaissance and 
Baroque, and acknowledge its importance in culture as much as 
they praise the paintings of the Old Masters. Landowska was 
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also a strong opponent of the idea of progress in music, which 
she regarded as harmful for the modern reception of music of 
the past (Landowska, 1964). 

Although she understood that knowledge of sources is crucial 
for interpreting early music, she also claimed that the music should 
attract listeners. That is why she believed that her massive Pleyel 
instrument was more appropriate for modern concert halls than 
the original harpsichord, which is why she claimed that through 
her sensibility and emotional involvement in Bach’s works (among 
others) she can attain their proper character. Landowska’s strong 
artistic personality not only helped to rediscover the harpsichord 
as the medium for the music of Rameau, Scarlatti or Bach, but 
also caused modern composers to be attracted to this instrument. 
Thus, the harpsichord became a real part of early 20th-century 
culture, benefiting both from the Early Music revival and modern 
music composed for it by composers drawn to its exotic sound.

There is no doubt that in the light of later developments, 
Landowska was far from authenticity in her performances. 
However, she was extremely successful in introducing the harp-
sichord into modern concert halls and drawing people’s attention 
to music that had not been heard for centuries. Her numerous 
writings about early music show that she kept abreast of new 
musicological discoveries. She also studied 18th-century treatises 
about the art of playing the harpsichord, but still her approach 
to historical appropriateness was quite liberal.

6. True song

At the beginning of the 20th century, German musicolo-
gists such as Friedrich Ludwig conducted fruitful research into 
medieval polyphony. Their discoveries did not wait long to be 
performed. Anna Maria Busse Berger (2019) describes the pro-
cess of awakening an interest in the Middle Ages in the second 
and third decades of the 20th century, which had its impact 
also on musical preferences. German musicological scholarship 
at the time was very close to initiatives that included perform-
ing medieval repertoire. The most spectacular such movements 
were Wandervogel, Sing- and Musikbewebung. Their attitude had 
the hallmark of a utopian vision of a  time unspoiled by tech-
nological progress and appealing in its simplicity and closeness 
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to nature. This imagined innocence of the past was something 
that attracted people in the same way as non-European cultures 
did. However, it was exotic enough to serve the concept of “the 
past as a foreign country” (Lowenthal, 1985) and, at the same 
time, familiar enough to be identified as the root of contempo-
rary Western (i.e. German) art tradition. What it is particularly 
interesting is the fact that those brotherhoods promoted active 
music making, exactly in an age when the mechanical reproduc-
tion of music began to develop and progressed rapidly. Returning 
to quasi-amateur performance was undoubtedly a way to expe-
rience music more directly, perhaps even more genuinely. Busse 
Berger also mentions the great musicologist, Heinrich Besseler, 
who was one of the first to underline the chasm between the 
premodern and early modern era, visible also in the shift from 
active music making to passive contemplation.

The case of the close relationship between German youth 
movements and the beginnings of musicology as an academic 
discipline also shows the importance of scholarship in seeking 
“historical truth” in music performance. It is not a coincidence 
that early musicological research, looking for new territories 
to investigate, looked into early music. Undoubtedly this was 
a promising area of research – unexplored, puzzling and, at least 
at first, regarded as almost purely theoretical. However, as the 
later history of the Early Music movement shows, discoveries of 
that time were essential for performers who finally made this 
music live again.

7. True notation

Collaboration between scholars and performers seemed to be 
indispensable for fulfilling the aims of the Early Music revival. 
Although many musicians also had an academic (historical and 
analytical) background, musicological scholarship itself helped to 
methodize and clarify many issues which were crucial for perfor-
mance. However, this relationship was complicated rather than 
happy and trouble free. Initially, both scholars and performers 
tended to disbelieve each other’s discoveries. There are plenty of 
interesting opinions which prove that the Early Music movement 
was perceived not only as a refreshing novelty, but sometimes also 
as a dangerous misinterpretation. The most widespread critiques 
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of the Early Music movement were those of T.W. Adorno, who 
saw hope for the future only in the avant-garde (1967), and 
then of Richard Taruskin, who believed that HIP aesthetics is 
mainly a symptom of modern taste (1995). But there were more 
opponents, to mention Frederick Neumann who claimed that the 
Early Music movement was a  “childhood disease … caused by 
a somewhat naive trust in the infallibility of historical treatises, 
the symptoms of [which] are manifested in a faulty interpretation 
of these documents” (Dreyfus, 1983).

Although Neumann’s words are bitter and certainly not 
impartial, they are also significant. The problem of misinterpre-
tation of sources was indeed the Early Music movement’s real 
cul-de-sac. The longing for “authentic” performance, imagining 
the composer’s intentions and believing the letter of the nota-
tion, led to what was undoubtedly too narrow and misleading 
a vision of the musical notation. The most strict stage of the HIP 
movement was often called “music philology,” and assumed that 
what a composer wrote down is a kind of sacred testimony which 
should be protected from the anachronistic visions of editors. 
However, composers’ manuscripts, first editions and sketches 
of particular pieces turned out to be insufficient to grasp the 
performance practice of the past, as many issues were simply 
not included in the scores. Without too much simplification, 
we can say that the older the piece was, the more features were 
unwritten, as oral tradition was the main way of teaching how to 
make music.

At the same time, approximately until the last decades of 
the 18th century the only performed music was contemporary 
music, so scores were rarely intended to serve future generations. 
The idea of performing music of the past in the way it may have 
been heard by its first listeners appeared much later – too late 
to re-establish the oral part of performance practice.

That is why “straight” performances (Taruskin, 1995) or, 
in other words, performances which set aside the performers’ 
expression and try to “read” the score as it is, were so often 
criticized. One valuable attempt to re-evaluate historical and 
modern performance was an article by Daniel Leech-Wilkinson 
(1984), who compared “authentic” and “inauthentic” perfor-
mances, underlining that sometimes it may be better to remain 
not historically informed than play music mechanically, without 
any signs of personal engagement.
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More recent HIP attempts seem to be more balanced in their 
trust in the notation. On the one hand, contemporary scholars and 
performers have incomparably wider access to original sources, 
which are digitized and often placed in the public domain (e.g. 
The Josquin Research Project at Stanford University); on the 
other hand, they are becoming more aware of the importance 
of oral tradition and many extra-musical sources that also can 
say a lot about how the music might have sounded.

8. True reception

Although the Early Music movement puts performance prac-
tice at the focus of interest, this is not its only concern. There is 
no doubt that any research considering historical issues cannot 
avoid the problem of choosing the perspective of description – 
no historical narration is absolutely objective. The issue of early 
music’s reception is complex, as almost every epoch had its own 
vision of the history of music. One of the most symptomatic 
examples is the reception of J.S. Bach’s music. The 19th-century 
Bach revival is often regarded as the symbolic onset of the Early 
Music revival. In many publications that describe the latter, the 
Berlin Singakademie’s performance of Bach’s St Matthew Pas-
sion conducted by Felix Mendelssohn in 1829 is marked as the 
cornerstone of reintroducing music of the past to the broader 
audience. Admittedly, Mendelssohn’s performance is remarkable 
for many reasons, but its later interpretation became misleading 
for subsequent generations. Ellen Exner in her paper delivered 
at The UMass Amherst Bach Festival and Symposium (2019) 
presented a condensed story about Bach’s reception before 1829 
and the mythological potential of Mendelssohn’s revival which 
was developed by Romantics into a  historically misleading but 
culturally appealing and useful story. Such a myth was also 
received by Adorno and interpreted through his own vision of 
historiography, resulting in the famous tendentious essay Bach 
Defended against His Devotees (1967).

Another example is the contemporary perception of J.S. Bach 
as a visionary composer who created his music for unknown 
generations. Such a view is shared by many music lovers and 
performers, who treat Bach’s music as a universal domain of 
pure beauty and transcendence. However, many musicological 
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studies prove that Bach was a man of his time, totally immersed 
in the contemporaneous body of knowledge. Michael Marissen 
in his book Bach & God (2016) shows how inextricably Bach’s 
music (even the secular) was bound up with current theological 
considerations and how deeply the composer’s art was involved 
in them. 

These examples only show a tiny section of the Early Music 
revival and its narratological implications, but are certainly quite 
spectacular, as Bach’s music is a classic example of the tug of 
war between the mainstream and HIP within the classical music 
world. The Early Music movement’s other shifts of narration 
seem less exciting but are no less important. A good example is 
the interest in the music of minor masters, underestimated by 
mainstream culture and brought back to listeners’ attention by 
HIP. Discoveries of a similar type, which sometimes turn out to 
be uncomfortable for scholars and performers, come from re-at-
tribution of famous pieces. These kinds of narration shifts always 
lead to further questions about the real understanding of authen-
ticity and historical truth in the evaluation of musical aesthetics. 

9. True revival

The newest publications concerning the Early Music move-
ment often regard it in the light of theories of revival, situating 
the phenomenon in a wider context. While the first reflections 
about HIP were often limited to the problem of tensions between 
“new” and “old” performance paradigms within the classical 
music world, nowadays they are also built into a broader consid-
eration of general tendencies toward revivals in modern society. 
One significant example of such an approach is the volume The 
Oxford Handbook of Music Revival (Bithell, Hill, 2014), which 
considers mainly ethnomusicological issues but also gives atten-
tion to the Early Music movement (Haines, 2014). In the first 
article in the collection, Bithell and Hill (2014) offer a list of 
six features common for any kind of musical revival. They can 
also be successfully applied to the Early Music revival, and such 
application may be refreshing for the overall reflection on the 
cultural and social circumstances of the movement. Enumerat-
ing them will also be a good summary of the issues outlined in 
earlier sections of this paper.
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First of all, Bithell and Hill point to dissatisfaction with 
the present and a desire to make a cultural change. In the case 
of the Early Music revival, this kind of dissatisfaction is often 
interpreted in the light of the exhaustion of Romantic aesthetics 
and looking for new (old) means of expression. This is exactly 
where Taruskin (1995) looks for the reasons why the Early 
Music movement was born, when he describes it as the result of 
the 20th century’s shift of musical taste. Also Butt (2004) and 
Haynes (2007) acknowledge the implication of HIP in surfeit of 
the stylistic means of Romanticism, especially when they juxta-
pose performance practice in both paradigms.

The second feature of musical revival is “identifying musi-
cal elements and practices as old, historical, or traditional, and 
determining their value [which] often involves selecting from or 
reinterpreting history and establishing new or revised historical 
narratives” (Bithell, Hall, 2014, p. 4), and that is what is described 
in section 8 of this paper. 

The third facet is recontextualization which is inevitable when 
it comes to performing music of the past in present conditions. 
Recontextualization of early music fulfills all the types pointed 
out by Bithell and Hall, that is: temporal, geographical, and/
or social. Still, there is another type to add: an aesthetic shift 
which is closely related to the social shift but also needs to be 
considered. Musical repertoire of the premodern era was part of 
a world that did not know a purely aesthetic attitude, as art was 
a part of social practices and was perceived in this context. As 
many writers suggest (Goehr, 1994; Kivy, 1995; Berger, 2000), 
this is one of the most important effects of the modern divide 
which brings the institutions of the museum and concert hall as 
well as the idea of art for its own sake, resulting in an attitude 
of silent contemplation also in the case of music. After such 
a change of perceptual habits there is no return to performing 
and listening to music as if it were inseparable from its original 
context (a good example is performing Bach’s St. Matthew Pas-
sion, originally intended to be part of the Good Friday liturgy, 
in a giant concert hall, with an intermission after the first part 
of the performance). But there have been several attempts not 
only to reconstruct the sound of early instruments, but also to 
put early music in the new light of contemporary social circum-
stances to restore its extra-musical significance. Such cross-tem-
poral interpretations are common in the field of opera, where 
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the staging is often up-to-date while the performance may be 
historically informed.

Next Bithell and Hall point to the problem of the legiti-
macy of culture-bearers. In the case of early music, this seems 
to be a complex issue, as there is no direct path of inheritance 
for music that is sometimes more than 500 years old. However, 
many ethnomusicological studies show that there was a need to 
prove that some traditions were preserved in oral cultures and 
are now able to serve as a source for HIP performers who can 
learn from them, for example, how to sing a medieval chant (e.g. 
the famous CD entitled Chant Corse by Marcel Pérès and Ensem-
ble Organum). Further examination showed that this was often 
the effect of the Eurocentric illusion that the more “primitive” 
a culture seems, the more untransformed is its musical tradition. 
Another way to legitimacy for Early Music performers is their 
scholarly background. Even if a performer is not educated as 
a music historian, they often need to show how much they know, 
writing books that combine historical knowledge and performance 
experience (Sir John Eliot Gardiner may be a perfect example, 
but Landowska can also be mentioned here). Where there is no 
obvious way to examine the historical correctness of a perfor-
mance, this is how performers earn listeners’ confidence in the 
authenticity (not only beauty or virtuosity) of their interpretation.

The fifth aspect is the revival’s infrastructure, which includes 
“festivals, competitions, educational institutions, organizations, 
government policies, recording and distribution companies, and 
so on” (Bithell and Hill, p. 4). The Early Music revival, conceived 
as a rather informal and out-of-institution movement (Kelly, 
2011), is currently an institutionalized part of the music industry 
and education, and its importance is still growing. Historically 
Informed Performance is no longer a niche – this becomes clear 
especially when we analyze its strong presence at “mainstream” 
festivals and in the recording industry, as well as the bumper 
crop of period instrument competitions (a good example is the 
recent establishment of the International Chopin Competition 
on Period Instruments). 

All of these transformations lead to the last phase of the 
phenomenon: “post-revival,” as Bithell and Hill call it. The 
Early Music revival undoubtedly reached this phase at least at 
the beginning of the 21st century, and we can still observe its 
effects in almost every part of the classical music world.
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10. True conclusion, although the subject 
is truly inexhaustible 

The dynamism of the Early Music revival in the 20th cen-
tury not only fits the general theory of music revival, but also 
shows the tension between historical truth and artistic crea-
tion, or – to put it differently – between knowledge and the 
imagination. Several of the problems discussed above confirm 
that the Historically Informed Performance movement raised 
many important questions concerning authenticity, originality, 
fidelity to composers’ intentions and, finally, the boundaries 
of performers’ freedom, which are valid not only for the clas-
sical music world but also for the humanities, especially those 
disciplines which face the problem of historical truth. There is 
no doubt that the evaluation criteria for musical performances 
and academic research are not the same. However, awareness 
of the possible applications of what we know from historical 
research allows us to breathe life into the cultural practices 
of the past and include them in the contemporary art world. 
Understanding the role of the humanities not only as guardians 
of the heritage of the past, but also as guides in its implementa-
tions in the present, may help us recognize their value yet again 
and save their importance in academic structures and common 
appreciation.
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This contribution to the discussion on truth in music shows two ways of 
thinking most often chosen by representatives of the contemporary Eng-
lish-speaking world’s analytic philosophy. The first way assumes seeking truth 
or falsehood in the actual musical work and its structures, while the other is 
related to truth in experiencing music, and thus to the sincerity, authenticity 
of a performance (and especially performers’ faithfulness to the score and to 
themselves). The text concludes with a literary example of the debate on truth 
in music. For aestheticists, it can be a source of reflection on metacritical 
issues of music performance, and for critics – encouragement to verify their 
own interpretative strategies.
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When a philosopher considers truth in music, he or she 
usually chooses two ways. One takes the form of speculation 
about whether sound structures can correspond to true or false 
statements. The other way suggests searching for truth in the 
experiencing of a musical work that the listener attends thanks 
to a performer. In the latter case, it often comes down to the 
question of how to reconcile the performer’s individual and 
unique expression with attention to accurate reading of the 
composer’s text. This is related, for example, to subtle tensions 
between fidelity of musical translation and betrayal, through 
which performers may intuitively accentuate their own artistic 
personality. It should be noted that in the case of   classical music 
performance, the reverse situation (doubting whether world-class 
artists have anything authentic, honest, true to present through 
their playing or singing) is definitely less common.
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In my brief considerations, I would like to distinguish two 
examples of following these paths, on the basis of the Eng-
lish-speaking world’s analytic philosophy. The third example, 
for a change, will not be scientific but literary. It will be shown, 
however, that behind a fictional character described in a book 
hides a real artist and her performing art evokes a passionate 
debate in the world of music critics today. It will therefore be 
a small attempt at showing dialogue between philosophical spec-
ulation and living musical experience.

Truth written in notes

A special example of searching for truth in a music  score is 
found in Jerrold Levinson’s essay “Truth in Music.” Although the 
author does not express this directly, readers soon find out that 
they are dealing with the thoughts of an ardent music lover for 
whom music is the source of a profound aesthetic experience. 
Levinson seems to declare that in the case of musical enchant-
ment, “feeling and faith” convince him more than cold methods of 
philosophical analysis. Nostalgia for the metaphysical dimension 
of music (subtly marked in the title of the book, Music, Art and 
Metaphysics, in which the author included his essay) corresponds 
with the impeccable logical culture of the argument. Levinson 
shows readers examples of music which – in his opinion – ema-
nates truth, but that’s not all. He also finds examples of insincere 
and/or false music, which does not mean that it is artistically 
defective. There is therefore no direct reflection of the truth of 
music on its artistic value in Levinson’s thinking. Music can be 
hypocritical and at the same time charming, it can also direct the 
listener’s thoughts to banality and obviousness. The most intrigu-
ing, however, is the case of music that we consider profound.

The truth of this kind of music dazzles us. It makes us aware 
that in the experience of beauty there coexists the harmony of 
good and the necessity of truth, understood in a Platonic way. 
Levinson clearly suggests the existence of a certain axiological 
optimum in a work of art, but he does not develop this intuition. 
Apparently, he counts on his readers being particularly sensitive 
to musical depth. Unfortunately, he forgets how many authors 
who write about music do not have that sense (or disposition) 
that could be called “metaphysical hearing.”
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Truth revealed in performance

An example of following the other way could be the reflec-
tion of Peter Kivy, who does not ask directly about truth, but 
about authenticity as a part of musical practice. Kivy essentially 
proposes four notions of authenticity:

1.  faithfulness to the composer’s performance intentions;
2.  faithfulness to the performance practice of the composer’s 

lifetime;
3.  faithfulness to the sound of a performance during the 

composer’s lifetime;
4.  faithfulness to the performer’s own self, original, not 

derivative or an aping of someone else’s way of playing 
(Kivy, 1995, pp. 6–7).

Kivy’s considerations have special value for researchers dealing 
with authenticity in the performance of early music: Historical 
truth revealed in musical interpretation plays a considerable role 
there (Karolina Kolinek-Siechowicz deals with these issues in her 
doctoral dissertation). Kivy does not offer us any unambiguous 
solutions. In each of the four cases he mentions, Kivy refers to an 
enigmatic construct which he calls “an aesthetically correct way 
of doing the business” or, less ironically, “a viable interpretation.”

But what do we do with a situation when an interpretation 
is convincing for some listeners but not for others? Such a case 
is described in the brilliant book by Étienne Barilier, Chinese 
Piano or Dueling over a Recital (for the reminder about this book 
during our conference discussion, I would like to thank Profes-
sor Andrzej Hejmej). The novel deals with a dispute between 
two outstanding music critics over the truth of the “musical 
message.” The debate becomes more dramatic when one of the 
critics calls the main heroine a fraud, “a crafty little sweetie” 
(who only pretends to understand the greatest masterpieces of 
classical Western music), while in the opinion of the other critic 
the heroine embodies perfect beauty, achieves the heights of mas-
tery and is the greatest virtuoso of modern times. The reader 
does not know, however, that the fictional name Mei Jin in fact 
hides a real pianist, Yuja Wang. It turns out that the English-
language edition of the book was accompanied by the confession 
of this contemporary master pianist, who revealed that she was 
the real inspiration for Barilier. Yuja Wang is one of hundreds 
of thousands of professional Chinese pianists, but only she has 
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managed to defeat the legendary Lang Lang. She has become 
“Steinway’s face” and a true concert star playing with the best 
orchestras and conductors. For several years now, her recitals 
have drawn crowds of listeners invariably amazed at how some-
one so fragile and beautiful can play so efficiently, without the 
slightest trace of fatigue, extracting from the instrument both 
the most subtle piano and the most powerful forte. She is truly 
poetic in Schubert, passionate in Rachmaninov, predatory in 
Bartok. Beautiful gowns, high heels, a model figure and grace 
– these are just some of the characteristics of the real Mei Jin, 
whose name is Yuja Wang.

Let’s modify Kivy’s proposal a bit to construct the criteria for 
evaluating the Yuja Wang phenomenon. I suggest we leave items 
(1) and (4) unchanged, and slightly modify items (2) and (3). In 
the case of Yuja Wang, we are not dealing with historical perfor-
mance. The revised version of Kivy’s proposal would therefore look 
like this: (2’) faithfulness to contemporary performance practice 
(not “to the performance practice of the composer’s lifetime”) 
and (3’) faithfulness to the contemporary sound of a performance 
(not “to the sound of a performance during the composer’s life-
time”). The real Yuja Wang is certainly faithful to the composer’s 
intentions recorded in the score. Like her fictional incarnation, 
Mei Jin, she does not try to show off her pianistic talent and 
technical skills. When playing Scarlatti, Chopin or Bach, she 
cares about our aesthetic experience. And yet under her fingers 
a “modestly wistful fugue becomes heart-rending” (Barilier, 2012, 
p. 10). It is difficult to find another pianist who would give such 
contemporary splendor (thanks to the power of his or her own 
talent) to someone else’s work (it is enough to recall the varia-
tions on the Turkish March or the daring interpretation of Flight 
of the Bumblebee played by the real Yuja Wang). It is difficult for 
a classical pianist to move with such grace between the roles of 
a virtuoso and a pop-culture star: She plays her own improvisa-
tions, in interviews she quotes Coco Chanel in connection with 
Gustav Mahler, impeccably performs Rachmaninov’s Concerto 
dressed in a provocative red dress revealing beautiful, long legs 
and the gently muscled arms of a pianist athlete. 

Why then, in the aforementioned book, does one critic see 
Mei Jin as a mindless seducer who moves around the maze of 
Chopin’s Sonata modulation as if she were in a supermarket on 
the first day of the sale? What makes it difficult for this critic 
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to appreciate the pianist is her visual beauty. Mei Jin never looks 
tired and does not lose control over herself. She never plays a false 
note. The critic, who reaches the heights of irony in his pejora-
tive assessment of the pianist, suggests that she can be judged 
positively if and only if you are in love with her. That is how 
the critic tries to make his colleague’s arguments look ridiculous: 
According to him, in that case, true professionalism precludes 
being delighted with the talent, virtuosity and, in general, the 
phenomenon of this young Chinese woman.

Yuja Wang’s “truth” is hard to tolerate for listeners accus-
tomed to the seriousness of the concert hall and to musical 
beauty produced through tears, sweat and suffering. Perhaps it 
should be listened to from behind a curtain? But in that case, 
there would be no chance to face the uncomfortable truth why 
concert halls are bursting at the seams today. In real concert life, 
Yuja Wang wins, because crowds of people believe her art and 
want to see what her “truth” sounds like. Probably few listeners 
realize that the path to Yuja Wang’s current lightness and grace 
led per aspera ad astra. At the age of four, she had to practice 
six hours a day, and at the age of ten – eight hours. Thanks to 
this, the hands (and the brain) of Mei Jin / Yuja Wang are a bit 
more “inhuman” than the hands of children who spend only an 
hour at the piano every day.

In Barilier’s book, the fictional Mei Jin also wins, because in 
the finale of the story the critic-disbeliever suddenly undergoes 
an internal change. We do not know if he has thought through 
his colleague’s arguments. Maybe he just “heard” and “believed”?
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Starting from the issue of truth in painting, the text presents a methodolog-
ical discussion on inter-image relations. The starting point for this thinking 
is a radical juxtaposition of two artistic practices: Rauschenberg’s erasures 
on a drawing by de Kooning and Henryk Streng scratching out the signature 
on his own paintings. Both these interferences facilitate an analysis of the 
transition from approaching images intertextually to a research viewpoint that 
– quite the opposite – enhances the material aspect of visual representations.
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Truth in painting or, to put it better, the truth of painting is 
a convenient category that can be used in describing a large part 
of art history. The founding fathers of the modern-day version 
of this discipline traced the truth of a period in its works of art, 
although they adopted very different optics. Heinrich Wölff-
lin, founder of formalist art history, studied the roots of style. 
Outlining general methods of observation and representation, 
he reached the innovative conclusion that “optical possibilities” 
restrict the artist’s vision and “not everything is possible at all 
times” (Wölfflin, 1932, p. 11). The second founding father, Erwin 
Panofsky, in his iconography and iconology project asked about 
the meaning or the content of a work. The maximalist version 
of the method, i.e. iconological interpretation, was precisely 
meant to reveal the truest meaning of a painting and explain it 
as a symbolic form; a symptom or cultural manifestation that 
best expresses its time (Panofsky, 1939).

Both of the discipline’s 20th-century foundations have been 
subject to multidirectional criticism, especially from the viewpoint 
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of the hermeneutics of images and Marxist history of art. Her-
meneutics accused iconology of an artificial dualism of form 
and content, while Marxism blamed stylistic analyses for culti-
vating the autonomy of a work of art and isolating it from the 
social context.

But those critics of the status quo also met with fundamental 
criticism, again in the name of the truth of painting. Polemics 
with their thinking about paintings resulted in one of the most 
important postmodern debates concerning visual arts. This was 
Jacques Derrida’s “Restitutions,” a treatise concluding his famous 
book La Vérité en peinture – The Truth in Painting (1978; cf. Polish 
edition – Derrida, 2003). As a reminder: The dispute centered 
around Vincent van Gogh’s famous painting A Pair of Shoes 
(1886) and the answer to the question: Who do they belong to? 
The gravity of the debate, of course, does not lie in the simple 
identification of the owner but in the clash of completely differ-
ent ways of thinking about the painting and the truth it reveals. 

Martin Heidegger gives his attention to A Pair of Shoes in his 
fundamental text “The Origin of the Work of Art.”1 This is not 
the place to quote his complex argumentation in full. Suffice it to 
say that Heidegger incorporates A Pair of Shoes into his thoughts 
on what is thingly in things; on what is the “base of things” and 
what is their essence (Gr. Hypokeinenon) before it is “attacked” 
by the tradition of thinking organized by oppositions, such as 
form versus matter. The thingness of a thing can only be captured 
in its usefulness, hence the philosopher paints a vision of the 
work of a peasant woman who does not think about her shoes 
but stands and walks in them, as this is how they actually serve. 
Why, then, is van Gogh’s painting invoked here? Because – to 
skip to the conclusion – the truth of the work is not the work, 
and is not manifested in the work: There is a difference between 
a shoe’s “being” and its “existence.” Hence the truth or the onto-
logical difference emerges in painting, it is “clad” in painting.

Meyer Schapiro, who ignores the philosophical stake of Hei-
degger’s thinking, attacks him for his carefree approach to paint-
ings, and does so from the viewpoint of Marxist history of art. 

1 I outline the arguments of Heidegger and Schapiro, contained respectively 
in “The Origin of the Work of Art” and “The Still Life as a Personal Object – 
A Note on Heidegger and Van Gogh” after Derrida’s “Restitutions,” in: The Truth 
in Painting, transl. G. Bennington, I. McLeod, University of Chicago Press, Chi-
cago 1987, pp. 255–382.
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He claims that if the philosopher had bothered to reconstruct 
the context in which the picture was painted, he would have 
known that the shoes had nothing to do with the countryside, 
or with a peasant woman, but must have belonged to van Gogh 
himself, who was living in Paris at the time he was working on 
the painting (1886) and, as Schapiro underlines, was “a man of 
the town and city.” Only the social history of art enables us to 
stay close to the truth about a painting.

Derrida, meanwhile, like a just judge, weighs the arguments of 
both writers, only to show in the end that they are both wrong. 
Squeezing the shoes onto a peasant woman’s foot in one case, 
and onto the painter’s foot in the other, they in fact project two 
false hallucinations onto the painting. To Heidegger, the truth 
revealed in painting is the truth of things (aletheia), to Schapiro 
– a faithful representation referring to an object (mimesis). The 
shoelaces visible in the bottom right-hand corner of the canvas 
act like a snare trapping these two interpreters. And to whom 
do the shoes really belong? According to the author of “Restitu-
tions,” not to the wearer/owner/signatory but to painting itself, to 
a multiplying enfilade of paintings. That is how an intertextual 
game emerges among the works of Jean-François Millet, Nils 
Kreuger, René Magritte and others.

According to Derrida, painting is only a painting of painting 
itself 2. It is believed that the idea that paintings housed in a giant 
labyrinth gallery only refer us to other paintings was decisive for 
the deconstruction of the metaphysics of presence. According 
to Stanisław Czekalski, “we could therefore regard the famous 
slogan of deconstructivism that ‘there is nothing besides text’ 
as a paraphrase of the observation that there is nothing besides 
a gallery of representations in which paintings do not open 
passages into the external world of direct presence” (Czekalski, 
2006). The truth of painting – in the end – is the truth of iter-
ative repetition, the truth of simulacrum images understood in 
a virtual sense: traces, quotes, anagrams which have meaning 
thanks to similarity to other representations.

The legacy of intertextualism turned out to be a refreshing 
stimulus for historical and artistic research, which made the 
most mature use of it in the 1990s in Mieke Bal’s preposterous 

2 I refer to Derrida’s La dissémination, as characterized by Czekalski, 2006, 
p. 19.
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art history (Bal, 1991, 1999)3. On the reverse of this paradigm, 
however – as Bjørnar Olsen wrote, is the “tyranny of text.” 
Meanwhile, moving beyond disembodied representations and 
textualism means asking differently about the truth of painting: 
asking about the truth of matter. How do things remember and 
what meanings do they materialize (Olsen, 2010)? Here is a reori-
entation which – as we know – is already visible in the landscape 
of the new humanities in a wide sense. However, I think it is 
key to bring up these issues specifically in art history. It is not 
only because art history works with artefacts first and foremost. 
At this point, I want to consider the idea that new material-
ism has turned out to be an especially valuable viewpoint for 
research on Central European art. To illustrate this, I propose 
we ask about the truth of matter in the case of paintings by 
two artists from two geohistorical extremes: American painter, 
installation artist and pop-art precursor Robert Rauschenberg, 
and Polish-Jewish modernist Henryk Streng, one generation 
older, who after the war kept his Holocaust-era identity of 
Marek Włodarski.

Streng never negated the picture as a cohesive painterly qual-
ity and was never interested in any kind of inter-media experi-
ments. Rauschenberg, on the other hand, was just the opposite. 
He radically broke with the modernist principle of uniform 
composition that had still been followed by his predecessors, the 
abstract expressionists from the New York School circle: Wil-
lem de Kooning, Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko. Rauschenberg 
dissociated himself from them, developing the idea of combine 
painting: To his canvases he stuck press clippings, advertisements, 
objects found on the street. This artistic stance is considered to 
have had its symbolic beginning in a gesture which I suggest we 
see as being closely related to the practice of Streng. In 1953 
the 27-year-old Rauschenberg visited de Kooning, a painter at 
the height of fame at the time, and asked him for one of his 
drawings. Upon receiving the penciled sketch, he ostentatiously 
used an eraser to remove the drawing, leaving only some very 
faint marks on the paper. This gesture has gone down in history 
as a manifestation of an artist’s own position at the cost of his 
predecessors, and in fact it can appear as a modern-day version 

3 Cf. the excellent discussion on her thinking in Czekalski, 2005, pp. 119–
149 and Czekalski, 2006, pp. 222–258.
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of the old Vasarian narration according to which the pupil must 
absorb and surpass the achievements of the master.

One of the foundations of innovative reflection on Central 
European art is sensitivity to the fact that analogous practices 
and operations on a work of art have different meanings in dif-
ferent places around the world (cf. Piotrowski, 2011). Comparing 
the gesture of erasure in the case of Robert Rauschenberg and 
Henryk Streng is in all likelihood the most distinctive illustration 
of this methodological conclusion.

Streng’s World War II experiences, although extremely valua-
ble as a case study for art history, are consistent with the almost 
universal biographical experience of Holocaust Survivors who lived 
under “Aryan papers.”4 Streng was a Polish Jew living in what was 
Lwów in Poland at the time (now Lviv in Ukraine). After the city 
was occupied by Nazi German forces (June 1941), he was placed 
in the Janowska Camp. Streng fled the camp “probably in August 
1942,” and found refuge thanks to the Polish Council to Aid Jews 
(“Żegota”) established late that year. This was when the artist 
obtained “Aryan papers,” i.e. false ID documents fabricated on 
the basis of genuine birth certificates, “certificates of people who 
had really lived and died,” in this case a certain Marek Włodarski.

Between 1942 and 1944 when Streng/Włodarski found his 
way to Warsaw, his drawings and paintings underwent all kinds 
of interference with their matter, which resulted in the erasure 
of the old signatures. These occurrences were uncovered by IR 
(near-infrared) photography, which revealed hidden layers on five 
of the painter’s inter-war canvases; the photographs were taken in 
2017 by art conservator Piotr Lisowski at the National Museum 
in Warsaw5. Upon examination, it was found that fragments of 
the paintings had been interfered with, but not for conservation 
reasons (retouching of damaged areas or reconstruction of the 
pictorial tissue). The texture is not continuous in these compo-
sitions, and in two cases the interventions are especially radical. 

4  See the most extensive calendar of the artist’s life in Chrobak, 2010, 
pp. 111–117. The issues discussed further on are also covered in a large part of 
my latest book (Słodkowski, 2019).

5 The paintings in question are: Composition of Forms and Man with a Pipe 
(both 1926), Farewell to the Soldiers (1933), Family with a Bouquet (1936) and 
Musicians at a Purple Gate (1937; the museum call numbers for these paintings 
are, respectively: MPW 312; MPW 314; MPW 319; MPW 318; MPW 843). The 
photos were taken at the National Museum on Sept. 14, 2017. My thanks to Piotr 
Lisowski and the museum’s conservator team for their work on the photographs.
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In the painting Man with a Pipe, the place with the signature was 
probably sandpapered off, while the photo of Composition of Forms 
reveals expressive traces, vertical lines – micro-grooving that could 
only have been left by a hard and thin tool, like a paintbrush 
handle. Similar interventions can also be seen in prewar drawings. 
On many of them, in place of the signature you can see ragged 
paper fibers and bleaching that stands out from the yellowing 
background in other places of the same work. Just like ragged 
traces of de Kooning’s original drawing survived Rauschenberg’s 
interference, we can see bits of the letters “STRENG” showing 
through where sections were erased by the painter from Lwów.

Bjørnar Olsen’s question: “How do things remember?” allows 
us to consider a dimension of the truth of a painting that is 
unthinkable in the light of the Derridean enfilade of disembod-
ied works, restitutions, quotes endlessly referring to one another. 
The truth of a painting as the truth of matter has the irreducible 
value of a historical source which – specifically – testifies to very 
different albeit important existential experiences. Erasing a work 
of high modernism, Rauschenberg entered the scene as a young 
artist who challenged the “signature” of masterly style and opened 
art up to postmodern sensitivity: the creation of a picture from 
elements of the outside, clichéd world, incorporating camp as 
well as non-normative identities, explaining it outside any model 
interpretations, in the spirit of deliberate misreading.6 In a very 
different way, Streng’s interventions also support moving beyond 
the modernist interpretation of a work and the artist’s identity. 
Because, if the conservative history of Polish modern art implicitly 
assumed a flat, uniform “Polish” identity of the artists and was 
founded on understanding a work in terms of pursuing consecu-
tive -isms (avant-garde styles), then the truth of a painting as the 
truth of matter thwarts this logic. Streng’s scraped canvases and 
pieces of cardboard – as a case study – speak of the biographi-
cal experience of a Holocaust Survivor who was a Polish Jew or 
a Pole of Jewish descent. Examined with an emphasis on their 
material form – as a “visual concretum” and a theoretical object 
– they open us up to writing a different history of art7: more 
egalitarian because it transcends the avant-garde idiom; more 

6 The opening-up aspects of Rauschenberg’s art have been pointed out by 
authors including Markowska (2012, pp. 14–15).

7 I elaborate upon the questions briefly outlined here in my latest book 
(Słodkowski, 2019).
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transdisciplinary because it enhances the value of the artefact, 
which is absolutely essential in multi-area research like studies 
on the Holocaust; more agency-focused because it is especially 
sensitive to agentivity and the identity-based roots of non-Western 
artists. The history of Central European art starting from the 
1980s owes a great deal to critical and postcolonial interventions 
that made us sensitive to the epistemology of difference. Today 
it is new materialism that could come to our aid.
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On August 9, 1789, a young German aristocrat took a stroll 
around Paris where he had been staying for but a week. His name 
was Wilhelm von Humboldt1 and he was an aspiring writer and 
philosopher. Having completed a semester of law school in Göt-
tingen, he had decided to visit a place that was attractive to all 
writers at the time – the capital of a France in revolt. That day, 
he made his way to the Bastille, which only three weeks earlier 
had been a fortress and a prison. Since the Middle Ages, it had 
ruled over the city and, although with time it lost its former 
military function, it was still a place which embodied the royal 
reign and domination. Now, after the fortress had been taken 
and plundered, and its prisoners released, it was the first tan-
gible testimony to the power of the revolution. In this case, the 
victory came with a desire to completely destroy and wipe this 

1 The literature on Humboldt is quite extensive and in recent years, due to 
several important anniversaries of his multifaceted political activity and research 
output, a number of new books have been published. See the essential intellec-
tual biographies (T. Borsche, 1990; F. C. Beiser, 2011, ch.1; Quillien, 2015).
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place off the map of Paris. During Humboldt’s stay, the Bastille 
was being demolished, and the prison could only be visited on 
Sundays, which the traveler was happy to do.

Although the German aristocrat’s visit took place at an extraor-
dinary time, there was scant trace of the revolutionary events in 
his travel log from France and his stay in the capital. The young 
man visited parks, palaces and churches; he admired works of art, 
observed the monumental propaganda of Parisian architecture, 
and paid no attention to politics and current affairs. However, 
his walk around the Bastille inspired him to take a closer look at 
the motives of those who had challenged the fortress. Humboldt 
wandered around the walls that symbolized royal tyranny like 
no other place did. He saw the victors’ enthusiasm confronted 
with the vestiges of suffering endured by many a generation of 
prisoners. In his view, an unarmed crowd lunging at a great 
fortress must have had a weapon that the royal soldiers lacked. 
It was despair that gave the masses an unstoppable energy, trig-
gered by the threat that the emerging transformations might be 
stifled (Humboldt, 1916, pp. 119–121).

Humboldt only saw what he wanted to see and what matched 
his worldview. He ignored the Bastille’s demoralized garrison, who 
were not going to lay down their lives for the compromised king. 
Also, that defenseless crowd which attacked the fortress actu-
ally had 20,000 muskets at their disposal as well as a number of 
cannons obtained earlier from Palais des Invalides. Furthermore, 
the attack was launched by the National Guard commanded by 
La Fayette, hence the notion that it was an unorganized entropic 
force which took over the fortress is untrue (Furet, 2008).

Humboldt described the Bastille as an example of a place which 
had lasted for centuries, enjoying its grim fame and devouring 
countless lives of condemned men, only to collapse as a result of 
an impulse, a fake rumor that the armies loyal to the king had 
planned an anti-revolutionary attack on Paris. As a writer fasci-
nated by the Enlightenment’s philosophy, particularly its British 
version, he both admired the authenticity of the freedom that 
the nation emerging before his eyes represented and feared the 
disintegration of the familiar world of traditional sociopolitical 
relations. Along with a number of representatives of German 
culture at the time, Humboldt asked himself the following ques-
tion: How can similar goals be achieved without inciting violence 
and overthrowing existing systemic institutions?
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Just 20 years later the experiences and observations from 
revolutionary Paris would come in handy to Humboldt. After 
Prussia’s defeat to Napoleon, Humboldt was dismissed from his 
ambassadorship to the Vatican and appointed director of the 
Department of Education and Religion. His task was to reform 
secondary education and create a new type of university in Ber-
lin.2 This story about Humboldt is relevant to me because, as 
a historian of literature, I have been studying the emergence and 
development of my discipline. No one made a greater mark on 
its development than this German politician and philosopher. 
This stems from the fact that when he was creating individual 
departments and hiring faculty, Humboldt defined the history 
of literature in a particular way. From that moment on, it would 
aid the process of educating society and shaping its opinions. 

In the first decade of the 19th century the history of literature 
exhibited a surprising lack of interest in facts and texts from the 
past. While the goal of classic historiography was searching for 
knowledge about the past and its reconstruction, the history of 
literature was given other tasks. In the view of August Wilhelm 
Schlegel, one of the patrons of historico-literary research, the 
military defeat of Prussia necessitated an intellectual response 
in the form of evoking ancient virtues, the notions of freedom 
and glory of the old Germanic people. His goal was to confront 
contemporary citizens of the German states with a constructed 
historical vision so their current condition could find counterbal-
ance in the heroic message from the past, particularly from old 
myths, tales and poetry. The history of literature framed in such 
a way was to become the glue of the newly conceived national 
community. It was implied that a lack of commendable results 
or achievements from the past would never hinder the effective-
ness of the prehistoric authority. From the very beginning, the 

2 A Humboldt university was referred to as a certain type of institution si-
multaneously conducting research and educating students. For around 20 years 
now, it has not been discussed in these terms any more, except in Poland. Critics 
have consistently stressed that the theoretical assumptions of Humboldt’s ideas 
were never fully implemented, and soon after his short reformatory mission was 
over, his conservative successors quickly made all schools subject to the state, 
against Humboldt’s premise of a university’s partial independence and freedom 
of research and education. Years back, Bill Readings wrote an insightful book 
(Readings, 1999) about the impact of Humboldt’s model on the development of 
the humanities.
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first Polish historians of literature were fascinated by the Ger-
man models, and traces of this historico-literary ideal, rooted in 
the politics and education of the time, are scattered across the 
discipline’s 200-year history.

It is my assumption that the Polish humanities have never 
viewed the history of literature as one of many disciplines. 
I believe that Maria Janion diagnoses this issue most effectively 
in her research output, starting from her doctoral dissertation 
on the early literary career of Zygmunt Krasiński, all the way 
to Niesamowita Słowiańszczyzna [The Incredible Slavs]. In her 
writing, historico-literary research had always been synonymous 
with a special bond between tradition and the cultural past. That 
is, until the end of the past decade, when Janion lost her faith 
in the traditionally viewed connection with the past:

Today the debate about universal and vernacular values, which has 
been around since the 18th century, has come to a dead end. This 
is a result of the fact that the ability to read old Polish culture is 
vanishing, and instead, it is treated as little more than a collection 
of ideological quotations (Janion, 2006, p. 7).

It is not my intention to deprecate the works of a great many 
prominent researchers, among them Zygmunt Łempicki, Henryk 
Markiewicz, Kazimierz Wyka, Stefan Sawicki, Jerzy Ziomek, 
Teresa Walas, Ryszard Nycz or Przemysław Czapliński (to name 
just a few), who have made a significant contribution to pre- and 
postwar historico-literary reflection. However, Janion’s approach 
to the history of literature has always been special. It was based 
on highlighting the birth of historicism, which was fundamental 
for the development of European culture. She has always stressed 
that if it had not been for Romantic historicism, which arrived 
in Poland from France and Germany, the Polish identity would 
look quite different. It was almost impossible to imagine Polish 
culture without Romanticism, while understanding this culture 
without the role of historians of literature seemed unfathomable.

Has the history of literature, framed in such a way, become 
a Polish site of memory?3 I was inspired to ask this question by 

3 Research on memory has already entered the phase where textbooks, 
scripts and monographs aggregating the current state of knowledge are written. 
Several of these most recent publications offer a sound overview of the current 
state of memory studies: Erll, Nünning, 2010; Gudehus, Eichenberg, Welzer, 
2010; Erll, 2011; Feindt, Krawatzek, Mehler, Pestel, Trimçev, 2014.
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a reflection of François Hartog, who recently posed a similar 
question regarding history as a European site of memory. Har-
tog follows up and elaborates on the reflections of Pierre Nora, 
who supported his concept of sites of memory (which he has 
been developing since the early 1980s) with the loss of a social 
and intellectual bond with the past. Nora’s concept – contrary 
to other groundbreaking views offered by Halbwachs, Le Goff, 
Ricoeur, or Jan and Aleida Assmanns – was based on the belief 
that the experience of modernity is characterized by a sense of 
accelerated time, the need to constantly document and record 
it, and to construe institutionally aided memory which will be 
responsible for a relationship with the past (Nora, 1996).

So as not to repeat Nora’s arguments, which are quite well-
known, I would only like to note that according to him, all the 
fields and disciplines that are affected by a similar crisis, will 
struggle. The history of literature is facing a crisis whose focal 
point, as Nora believes, is the discussion around the discipline’s 
scientific birth. Referencing a seven-volume dictionary of French 
sites of memory, Hartog develops his own idea about two sys-
tems (or regimes) of historicism. One of them is focused on the 
past, the other on the present, whereas the year 1789 is treated 
as a symbolic shift in the paradigm (Hartog, 2015). According 
to Hartog, history travels a long way toward commemoration. Its 
task is to help (cultural and collective) memory bring back from 
oblivion what has shaped our contemporary condition. Hence, it 
is worth asking the question: What tasks should we set the history 
of literature? What should it commemorate and where is its place?

If we concur that the Polish history of literature has become 
a site of memory which requires permanent and institutional 
support because it has lost the vestiges of its former social legiti-
mization, we would also have to admit that the effects of this 
process are visible to the naked eye. Undeniably, my interest 
in this subject is augmented by the fact that in the last decade, 
there has been a steady decline in the number of Polish scholars 
and linguists who refer to themselves as historians of literature, 
and to their profession as the history of literature. The number 
of historico-literary doctoral dissertations and post-doctoral 
degrees has also diminished. For quite some time now, Polish 
literary studies have been moving away from their historico-
literary roots. Furthermore, this dispute, which has lasted for at 
least three decades, directly affects the scope of contemporary 
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methodological research and it will surely determine the future 
of the entire discipline.

Sonderweg, or evolution 
without a revolution

The outbreak of the French Revolution was cheered by the 
German-speaking states, particularly by the circles of writers, 
scientists and thinkers. The evolution of their views, especially 
the aforementioned Humboldt, Schiller, Fichte and Friedrich 
Schlegel, constitutes an important research area in German intel-
lectual history (Saine, 1988). What made the great enthusiasts 
of revolution instantly change their approach toward the events 
evolving in Paris? In one of her recent books, Rebecca Comay 
interprets it as a certain perceptual error. For a long time German 
thinkers did not approach the revolution in France as a univer-
sal phenomenon but only as a local issue of the French (Comay, 
2011). Complications arose when revolutionary France started 
viewing the German lands across the Rhine as a space open 
for expansion whereas Prussia and Austria were now its mortal 
enemies. In 1807 in Berlin, which had been taken by the army of 
the victorious Napoleon, J. G. Fichte gave the famous Addresses 
to the German Nation in which he redefined the role of the past 
in shaping the future identity of all the Germans (Borchmeyer, 
2017). It was Fichte who greatly inspired Humboldt when the 
latter was founding the University of Berlin, placing emphasis on 
history, philosophy, language and literature as the cornerstones 
of education and key research areas.

At that point, the history of literature did not become a sec-
ondary discipline. From the beginning, it competed with other 
disciplines for influence, positions and level of funding. German 
philology, which aggregated literature and language studies, was 
soon scornfully tagged as Brotwissenschaft – a science for money 
(bread), which made it stand apart from more noble and older 
faculties (Meves, 1994). However, this younger discipline proved 
to be a fierce competitor. Due to the tasks involved in educating 
teaching staff for the growing number of schools, it could count 
on increasing support from the Prussian government, and as the 
Humboldt model of the university became more popular, from 
other German states as well.
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History of literature 
as a national mission

I would like to discuss this issue without moving beyond the 
first half of the 19th century, and, to be precise, by focusing on 
selected works of two people who were particularly vital to Polish 
culture. They are Kazimierz Brodziński and Adam Mickiewicz.4 
Both of them, and each in his own way, initiated a certain type 
of historico-literary reflection in Poland. They were not the first 
Polish historians of literature. Mickiewicz himself would most 
likely strongly oppose being called one. Nevertheless, consid-
ering the nature of their writing and scholarly activity, they 
provide two turning points in the first half of the 19th century. 
Between 1822 and 1830, Brodziński taught Polish literature at 
the University of Warsaw. Mickiewicz, on the other hand, taught 
Slavic literatures in Paris between 1840 and 1844. Their activity 
became a reference point for a number, if not the majority, of 
historico-literary efforts in Poland, and not only from the era 
of the partitions.

Brodziński

In 1818 Brodziński wrote in his critical treatise on Classi-
cism and Romanticism: “Poetry is a mirror to any century and 
nation.” However, if literature reflects and represents the truth 
about a nation’s past, then only a historian of literature is able 
to interpret that reflection and verbalize that truth. This famous 
article may be analyzed simultaneously with the critique of the 
myths of historicism by Nora. He treats the mirror reflection as 
one of the primary metaphors illustrating the tension between 
memory and history. A historian of literature who uses the 
image of a mirror in evoking and explaining the past is suggest-
ing that they are able to show the beginnings and evolution of 
a given phenomenon as well as its role in the life of the national 

4 The bibliography on Brodziński and Mickiewicz is beyond extensive; how-
ever, as far as the historico-literary dimensions of their activity go, the sources 
are much more scarce. Works by the following authors are noteworthy: Rościsław 
Skręt, Eugeniusz Klin, Wiktor Weintraub, Maria Prussak, Marta Piwińska, Piotr 
Śniedziewski, and Michał Kuziak (among others). Few works are written on this 
topic, and their greatest shortcoming is weak placement of the Polish historico-
literary narratives against the French and German models. 
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community (in the case of Brodziński, this phenomenon was the 
idyll). However, in reality, the only thing that can be shown is 
a series of differences between the past and the present. The 
questions who we were in the past and why we are no longer 
this way cannot be answered.

A little later (at that point, he was a professor at the Univer-
sity of Warsaw), Brodziński wrote the following:

If a nation’s insignificance, futility of efforts, frenzy and misfortunes 
leave a sorrowful impression over the course of history, the history 
of a human society’s enlightenment always brings comfort. It is that 
history where we see the most Providence, which prods people toward 
greater and greater dignity. Temporary frenzy and suffering become 
irrelevant in the course of time. Yes, a watchful eye perceives it as 
necessary repose, necessary disorders that lead to an even greater 
rebirth. Frenzy and affectation fade away, much like a redundant 
flower, but each grand idea lasts for centuries and gives birth to 
another one. Each truth that has been revealed, even if obscured for 
a moment by clouds, lives on, like the sun, shines even more brightly. 
All the hindrances and altercations only serve it well and increase 
its triumph. Only he who looks beyond the present can understand 
vocation, dignity and the meaning of life, and only he who firmly 
believes in reaching for ever greater glory and happiness of people 
can appropriately comprehend literature. This zealous belief in it is 
the first spring toward loving it, the first stance which allows for its 
appreciation (Brodziński, 1872, p. 100).

Brodziński’s opinions trigger two observations. Firstly, his 
beliefs are a contamination of the views of key German think-
ers, particularly Winckelmann, Herder, Schiller and Friedrich 
Schlegel. Secondly, his concept of the history of literature has 
been imported entirely from the German background. Thirdly, 
there is one fundamental difference, because Brodziński formu-
lated his vision of the institutionalized history of literature for 
a nation without statehood. Finally, Brodziński hides his role 
of author and acting subject of the historico-literary narrative, 
invoking the authority of literature, to which he only loans his 
voice. Having synthesized the features of early Polish culture, 
Brodziński moved on to clarify the purpose of his reasoning and 
the research method:

These are the general properties of our old literature, which I will 
try to demonstrate over this course. It shall not be interesting or 
engrossing, though. The entire history of our national education has 
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been a tedious road, and many of its sections still need paving. At 
times, it will take us through enjoyable and pleasant locations, but 
often we will have to wade through drifts, arid and barren lands, 
and, even more often, we will face obstacles. However, the destina-
tion where I wish to take you, Gentlemen, should make this journey 
more enjoyable. This goal is to serve justice to our ancestors, and 
keep their legacy alive (Brodziński, 1872, pp. 112–113).

In my view, Brodziński’s concept and the aforementioned 
words by Janion refer to the same imagined historico-literary 
community. While Brodziński was one of its first exponents, 
Janion is undoubtedly one of its last representatives. In the spirit 
of this agreement, national culture requires special guardians and 
depositories of its values who will be capable of recalling and 
explaining what others have forgotten or what they have never 
learned. The history of literature understood in this way has 
never detached from its Romantic roots, and historians themselves 
never doubted the importance of their mission. 

Mickiewicz

If we wanted to apply D. R. Kelley’s (Kelley, 2010) formula-
tion on two different types of historiography, Brodziński would 
definitely represent the history of Thucydides whereas Mickiewicz 
would surely be a follower of Herodotus’ mission. Brodziński 
believed in the scholarly and educational dimension of historico-
literary research, in knowledge derived from the correct reading of 
a message from the past. Mickiewicz, on the other hand, taught 
Slavic literature in its cultural and political context, which rejected 
the existence of the one and only true interpretation. Its schol-
arly dimension was dismissed and excluded by him at the very 
beginning, in the preface to the German edition of his lecture:

As I have been for the most part unable to use historical documents, 
I had to begin with the only means that were at my disposal: my 
memories. Whatever I felt or noticed during my stays in various 
Slavic countries, what I recorded in my mind from my old works 
on history and literature, and particularly what I contracted from 
the spirit which is animating nations these days – this is all I had. 
And this is what I shared with my listeners. The literature course at 
Collège de France is aimed more at presenting the results achieved 
by the discipline than a detailed analysis. Among the attendees of 
Collège de France, there are those who know the details as well as 
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the professor and who cannot be taught as students. My audience 
was largely made up of Slavs. All these factors had a great impact 
on the shape of my lectures. 
Whenever I was going to speak to my listeners, I stood in front of 
them without a prepared speech, often without any written notes. 
The raised topic often took me right to the core of related liter-
ary and philosophical questions, and by improvising, I presented 
the results of my old works as well as my deepest personal feelings 
(Mickiewicz, 1997, p. 9).

Brodziński’s intention was to raise and shape a national sense 
of greatness, morality and community by showing the distant 
past of Polish literature. Mickiewicz taught literature for political 
reasons, at a time when a sense of impending conflict between 
the West and the East was on the rise (pardon the simplifica-
tion). Brodziński’s history of literature was timeless and univer-
sal while Mickiewicz’s was engaged and temporary. Brodziński 
studied sources and reconstructed the literary past according to 
the principles of philological and historical critique. Mickiewicz 
ostentatiously rejected the study of literature, claiming – con-
trary to the facts and pedagogical empiricism – that he drew 
on his memories and readings of his youth. Although he was 
reluctant to admit it, Brodziński’s formulation of thoughts and 
his historico-literary narrative were often inspired by German 
philology, aesthetics and emerging history of literature. Mickie-
wicz, for whom various German publications (still not fully 
described by the lecture’s researchers) were also a key source of 
knowledge about Slavic culture and which he was just as reluc-
tant to quote, ostentatiously rejected the approach of German 
researchers toward literature and culture. He confronted it with 
Slavic culture – to use Larry Wolff’s term, which is quite apt in 
this context – as “the invented East,”5 enveloped in a mist of 
researchers’ and readers’ ignorance supplanted by averse civili-
zational and political fabrications, fictions and lies.

If I were to point to a figure who unifies Brodziński’s and 
Mickiewicz’s efforts, and who is permanently inscribed in the 
Polish historico-literary narrative resurfacing in research and 

5 Wolff ’s incredibly important and revealing book (Wolff, 1994) has not yet 
been appropriately received or followed in Poland, although thanks to the evolv-
ing research on the postcolonial dimension of Polish culture in the 19th century, 
this state is likely to change before too long. See (among other sources) Kuziak, 
Nawrocki, 2017.
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published books, it would be Guślarz [Wiseman, a Slavic shaman-
like figure] during the ritual of Dziady (Forefathers’ Eve). He is 
anchored in the past but also leans into the future, a future in 
which he aims to play a part. In Polish historico-literary research, 
the goal has always been to get in touch with the ancestors and 
do them justice, because without this contact it was (and still is) 
impossible to define the Polish identity.

The literary historian used to be an elitist, niche profession, 
one designed to serve the community. He or she also deeply 
believed that there would always be a place for their research 
in the area of social interest. They tried to transfer knowledge 
about the past that could fill in the blanks but also help build 
a link between bygone times and the broadly defined experience 
of the present. Historians of literature are struggling to adjust 
to the current evolution of the humanities and the changing role 
of the university. Their Polish-centered approach, which used to 
be a strong suit, now has become their weakness. We are clearly 
standing at a crossroads, searching for a new model of research, 
a new ethos and a place on the map of the humanities.

I am not going to put forward the hypothesis that the begin-
nings of the history of literature determined its later condition. 
It would mean embracing one of the most dangerous historio-
graphic myths. Nevertheless, I suspect that the numerous pub-
lications pushing one to rethink the history and output of Ger-
man (Ulrich Muhlack, Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, Marcel Lepper, 
Peter-André Alt), French (Pascale Hummel) or British (Simon 
Goldhill, M. A. R. Habib, Joshua Billings) historiography might 
inspire contemporary Polish literary scholars to do the same. 

Translated by Katarzyna Szuster
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The author discusses the problem of truth in museum exhibitions invoking 
the tragedy of World War II. In this respect, he is very appreciative of the 
value of Majdanek, Auschwitz-Birkenau, Stutthof and the other museums set 
up within the compounds of former Nazi German camps. Based on his own 
research from 2016–2019, he finds that shaping the relations between the 
truth of the place and the truth of the exhibition, skillfully using authentic-
ity, and finding new forms of “speaking” to visitors are enormous challenges 
facing exhibitors.
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As tangible testimony to the truth of genocide, every site of the 
Holocaust and every museum dedicated to the victims is unique, 
crucially important and should be heavily protected. Obviously, 
this is a completely banal statement with which everyone will 
probably agree, even people pointing to the inexpressibility of 
the truth about the atrocities commited against those persecuted 
by the Third Reich. In the space of the German camps, museums 
are among the basic instruments of education and are one of the 
main means of expression and sources of knowledge about the 
crimes of the Nazis. The history of extermination is first and 
foremost the story of specific victims, expressed in personal 
testimonies. Of course there is also a certain amount of facts 
that are much more than individual, as they describe the fate of 
prisoners as a group. 

The testimony of prisoners, reflecting their personal experience 
and “the climate” of life in the camp, is subjective. At the level 
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of objective facts, if only such data is available for processing, 
we may e.g. “learn” how many people were imprisoned in a bar-
rack and calculate on this basis how much space was allocated 
per prisoner. Only such a subjective-objective view combined 
into one narrative – exposure discourse, can bring fulfillment 
of the “truth” of the place. Statistical facts are part of the truth 
of a particular place and they complement prisoners’ accounts. 
Obviously, this truthfulness is not diminished by the fact that 
more precise numbers are not known and probably will never 
be known. The museum as an institution must carry out a par-
ticular function. Above all, it is a way of commemorating the 
victims and “an eternal witness.” Only after that does it fulfill 
other, no less important roles, such as educator, advocate and 
exponent of historical truth (or at least knowledge compatible 
with current findings). This is the ideal that should guide it, and 
the authenticity of the place should reinforce the desired effect 
(cf. Unger, 1988; Webber, 2003; Knigge, 2003; Kranz, 2003). 

Konzentrationslager Lublin was neither the first camp, nor the 
largest, nor a model camp, nor the longest operating one. The 
museum established there was the world’s first such institution 
and site of remembrance created on the grounds of a German 
concentration camp (which shortly also became a death camp). 
Indeed KL Lublin was the first Nazi concentration camp to be 
liberated by the Allies. In this context I would like to treat the 
museum established there as a special case study through which 
the crucial problems of similar institutions can be described. 
However, by using the term case study, I do not suggest that the 
analyzed “case” should be considered “afflicted” or an abnormal 
“clinical case.” 

The museums created at Majdanek (1944) and Auschwitz 
(1947) were simply pioneering in Europe and their undeniable 
value as “symptomatic cases” reveals itself precisely in the fact 
that they set certain patterns and standards, at the same time 
providing a point of reference for others. From the quite long 
history of the Museum at Majdanek I will choose only a few exam-
ples/motifs in which one can clearly see various difficulties with 
maintaining truthfulness and dealing with falsehood in relation 
to shaping the space and creating an exhibition narrative, as well 
as their impact on visitors. As time went by, the Auschwitz-Birk-
enau museum took the initiative in a peculiar rivalry of memory, 
and Majdanek (Wóycicka, 2009; Cebulski, 2016), getting left 
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behind, was a clear example that the authenticity of a place was 
not always at the forefront when faced with the pragmatism of 
history-based politics (Banach, 2014; Olesiuk, 2011).

1. Truth of the place – 
identifying the problem

The question of the truthfulness or authenticity of a place, of 
all the artefacts or relics of the camps, is not only a theoretical 
problem of museum studies but also a very practical one. It is 
vital in the context of various aspects of a museum’s functioning, 
from the arrangement of the space, through the conservation of 
architectural structures and smaller objects, to the reconstruc-
tion of buildings (Knigge, 2003; Webber, 2003; Rymaszewski, 
2000, 2003; Ziębińska-Witek, 2011). When time does not work 
in the favor of living memory nor the material’s durability, it is 
urgent to answer the following question: What action can one 
take to preserve and present “the truth of the place,” and what 
actions should be considered unacceptable? This is a dilemma that 
resounds in the background of every single decision of museum 
curators about any intervention in the fabric of a protected site. 
The theme of the impact of the authentic “aura” of a given site 
can often be found not only in theoretical analyses and delib-
erations but is also clearly present in conversations with both 
employees and visitors (for more about research on visitors in 
the context of the importance of the authenticity of a place and 
site, see Nowacki, 2015).

It is worth emphasizing that these issues seem to be particu-
larly important today, due to new trends and a new situation that 
has been a challenge for exhibitors since the beginning of this 
century. Employees of genocide museums and curators responsible 
for creating the exhibitions face challenges they have never faced 
before at all or on such a scale. On one hand, we have such events 
and situations as selfies with crematorium furnaces (KAD, 2008), 
a camp guard tower as photo wallpaper (Szlachetka, 2015), or 
a Palestinian-Israeli tour group of teenage boys interested mainly 
in smoking a cigarette in some nice place within the museum 
(this is an example from an ongoing visitor study at Majdanek, 
Kutnik, 2016–2019). On the other hand, the last generation of 
victim-witnesses is dying; though not numerous, in exceptional 
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situations they act as guides at sites of memory and they give 
important personal testimony of Nazi crimes (e.g. Tomasz “Toivi” 
Blatt, the last prisoner and insurgent from Sobibór, died in Octo-
ber 2015). For institutions talking about World War II genocide, 
all such people are undoubtedly extremely important. They are 
practically irreplaceable, above all because they complete the 
triad of authentic place, exposition and witnessing participant, 
i.e. “a real thing, place and person” (Moore, 2000, p. 135). When 
witnesses can no longer testify, who else can be a spokesman 
for the truth if not a museum, institutionally binding the two 
elements that are left (see Kranz, 2011)?

In the context of the progressing historical and social trans-
formations mentioned above, the problem can be presented in the 
form of a few simple questions. How should we exhibit in order 
to speak (effectively) to future generations? Is the authenticity 
(truthfulness, reality) of place, artefacts and exhibits still suffi-
cient (to influence the museum’s audience)? Is there, perhaps, 
“too little of” this authenticity? When is authenticity legible in 
itself, and when does it need to be expounded and how much? 
Another example from the aforementioned ongoing research (right 
after the Palestinian-Israeli boys’ trip) is the visit of a four-person 
family from one of the Far East countries who came to Poland 
for a few days, and in Lublin planned to visit Majdanek (Kutnik, 
2016–2019). This was a middle-aged married couple with two 
daughters, a teenager and a little girl. After about ten minutes of 
a guided tour providing basic information about the history of 
the camp, the woman interrupted by suddenly asking, “What was 
it all about with these Jews?” It cannot be denied the question 
caused some consternation even in an experienced guide. The 
visitors were well educated, worked in the IT sector and showed 
a lot of commitment and interest. As it soon turned out, they 
knew practically nothing about the historical context concerning 
the war in Europe and the Holocaust. 

In the proposed “case study,” looking at the museum I would 
like to start with thoughts expressed by visitors and collected 
during the research project (carried out in 2016–2019). The pro-
ject focused on the conditions of the reception of the space and 
exhibition at Majdanek. One of the initial stages involved active 
observation of groups of visitors and the guides at the memorial 
site. First, the main object of investigation was the coherence of 
the presented narrative and the elements to which visitors paid 
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special attention (I wrote down the questions they asked and the 
answers they received). Additionally, there was a questionnaire 
that included a request for a free comment on their perception of 
the museum. One quite widespread view can be found in a literal 
quote from one of the visitors: “This place should be more realis-
tic. At least one barrack should be arranged as it was during the 
camp’s operation, i.e. bunk beds should stand as they did then and 
in the same number, etc.” (by the way, it needs noting that such 
an exhibition is actually on display) (ibid.). The simple demand 
contained in this clear statement can be paraphrased as a kind 
of imperative. It would express the essence of the functioning 
of a history museum, being a call to preserve the compatibility 
or coherence of the museum’s exhibition (performance) with 
the “historical reality” of a given place. Thus we end up with 
an analogy of the classical definition of truth, where a museum 
exhibition is the equivalent of “thought” or “judgment” which 
should “agree with reality,” i.e. facts concerning a given place, 
phenomenon or event (Unger, 1988, p. 18).

2. Truth and falsehood – examples 
of encountered diffi culties

In order to reflect on the “truth of the place,” it is important 
and intriguing to consider the history of the postwar struggle to 
preserve the authenticity of the former German camps, and 
to  analyze the factors that influenced the shaping of the first 
exhibitions (Wóycicka, 2009). The list of problems the man-
agement of this institution encountered over the decades of its 
existence is quite extensive (Banach, 2014, 2016) and includes, 
among other things, reducing of the area, theft of property (left 
by prisoners and making up the camp), destruction of material 
artefacts and objects, various concepts of land development (such 
as afforestation) and various contemporary modifications in the 
presentation (being to some extent the result of visitors’ behav-
ior). Therefore the current state of affairs is the result of many 
compromises, but also of old, misguided or unrealistic ideas for 
arranging the site (Olesiuk, 2011). 

In the first years of the institution’s operation, the creators of 
the Museum at Majdanek felt the burden of the place’s propaganda 
potential. On one hand, it provided some protection against the 
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devastation of objects and degradation of the camp grounds. On 
the other, it “clashed” on certain levels with concern for histori-
cal truth. Posing the provocative question whether the Majdanek 
museum’s exhibition falsifies history, we should answer: If the 
condition sine qua non of falsification is the intention to mislead 
the viewer or to present a falsehood, then today the answer would 
be no. Has the exhibition ever falsified history? Here, the answer 
would be, unfortunately – yes. It happened when the propaganda 
effect and shaping “the appropriate” social attitudes had much 
greater value than expressing the truth.

Zofia Wóycicka (2009) presented an excellent analysis of 
this phenomenon in relation to all museums at concentration 
and death camps. This manipulation of the truth seems to be 
particularly glaring with regard to instrumentally treated facts 
concerning the extermination of the Jews (Banach, 2013, 2016). 
In the first period of the museum’s operation at the former KL 
Lublin, information about this issue tended to appear and disap-
pear in turn from the exhibitions and the official narrative. Of 
course, in the clash with the state apparatus and the communist 
party’s current line in a given time, reliability and fundamental 
standards of presenting facts could not be maintained success-
fully. The only thing that could be done was efforts to minimize 
the damage. In practice, it was only after 1989 that the times 
became pretty calm, without any urgent need for “propaganda” 
falsity. The last three decades have been a time of spectacular 
successes in “putting straight” or expanding well-founded knowl-
edge about Majdanek. One example of some extremely important 
research would be the findings of the museum’s director, Tomasz 
Kranz (2005), concerning the actual number of camp victims. It 
would also be a good example of “unintentional falsehood” in 
the information presented in the exhibition and the narrative of 
the guides. I am referring to objective facts being presented to 
visitors inaccurately, although without the intention of misleading 
them. This applies to fundamental information about the func-
tioning of the camp and is clearly present in visitors’ questions 
(Kutnik, 2019; Kucia, 2005).

It should be stressed that from the start of research on the 
issue of the number of victims, there has been a major problem 
with developing an appropriate methodology to estimate this 
value (Kranz, 2005). The first estimates, based on the findings 
of the Polish-Soviet Commission, were characterized by quite 
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a significant discrepancy and spoke of a range between two and 
one and a half million deceased (the information in the first 
exhibition spoke of about two million deceased). Since the camp 
documentation, including the records, was largely damaged by 
the Germans, a different way to find out the truth about the 
numbers was needed. One of the methods adopted was based 
on counting the pairs of shoes left in the camp grounds (which 
suggested about one million victims). The first revision, based on 
an analysis of available but scarce evidence material, was made 
in 1948 and the number of deceased was established as 360,000 
(including 200,000 Jews). Subsequent revisions, based on the 
confrontation of various sources, took place in 1992 (235,000 
people dead, including 120,000 Jews) and in 2005. At that time 
it was established and now is accepted (obviously, this is still 
not a definite and absolute figure) that 78,000 people died at 
Majdanek (59,000 of them Jews). The relevant values are not so 
much true as probable.

3. Authenticity of the place

When considering the issues presented here, a certain distinc-
tion should be made, namely between authenticity in the context 
of the place and space, and authenticity in relation to the truth 
conveyed in the arranged exposition and the narrative presented 
there. In both cases, I will try to show the problems by using 
only a few selected aspects as examples. The former theme seems 
to be interesting, as the area of the State Museum at Majdanek 
consists of only one-third of the area originally designated for 
the camp managed by the Germans (Olesiuk, 2011). It is worth 
seeing how the various concepts of its arrangement have evolved. 
First of all, one should consider what is meant by the term “the 
real space of Majdanek.” 

KL Lublin was liquidated starting from April 1944, which 
involved transporting the remaining prisoners and destroying 
the documentation (Olesiuk, 2011; Kranz, 2005). At the time, 
dismantling of the facilities and systematic blurring of traces 
began. However, the front was approaching – one can assume – 
surprisingly quickly for the German occupants. The last group of 
prisoners was evacuated as late as July 20. And during the day on 
July 22, executions took place on the camp grounds. Majdanek 
was liberated by the Red Army already during the night of July 
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22–23 (the German garrison in Lublin capitulated a day later). 
Within the Majdanek compound were unburied and uncremated 
bodies of victims and a group of living war-disabled Russians 
whom the SS guards had not managed to evacuate or kill. The 
first visitors appeared on July 23. The liberated camp was imme-
diately taken over by the Red Army, who set up a recruitment 
point for the refugee population, a place of isolation for Volks-
deutsche, collaborators and Germans, as well as for soldiers of 
the Polish Home Army (Armia Krajowa) and Farmers’ Battalions 
(Bataliony Chłopskie). Local decision-makers soon noticed the 
need to protect the site from the threat of rapid devastation. As 
a result, the institution was designated as a museum and actu-
ally started to operate already in autumn 1944 (Regulation on 
handing over the land and facilities of the former camp to the 
Polish-Soviet Commission in order to create the Museum, in: 
Rajca, Wiśniewska, 1984, pp. 9–10).

As mentioned earlier, when speaking about “the truth of the 
place” in relation to KL Lublin, it is worth considering more 
carefully what we mean by this notion. Undoubtedly the spatial 
arrangement, buildings and all installations erected from the 
beginning of the camp’s functioning (from autumn 1941) and 
existing until July 22, 1944 can be described as authentic or 
real (Olesiuk, 2011). The problem arises as to what should be 
done about acts of destruction of buildings carried out by the 
Germans themselves. How do we assess them? The retreating SS 
brought about, for example, the burning down of the crematorium 
building, and if we want to express their intentions, pragmatic 
barbarity and above all the desire to obliterate traces, it is worth 
considering whether just the skeleton of the building should have 
been left and displayed (whereas in fact the crematorium was one 
of the first buildings to be reconstructed).

Leaving nuances aside, rearrangement of the space (which in 
itself has important value as historical testimony) already began 
from July 23. Majdanek – again playing a pioneering role – 
became the first German concentration camp used by one of the 
Allies as a prison, intended for the recent abusers, prisoners of 
war but also soldiers of the Polish underground. The Red Army 
initiated the process of deconstruction or decomposition of the 
camp infrastructure (in particular by selling wood from the walls 
of the barracks to local farmers). Provision shortages pushed 
soldiers to plunder everything with any utility value. Therefore, 
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camp property was massively devastated during the first weeks 
of freedom. Moreover, to use a metaphor, in the newly “used” 
part of Majdanek, “overwriting” of the place started (like paint-
ing a new picture on an existing painting treated as a canvas). 
Inscriptions carved by prisoners of the NKVD camp began to 
cover previous ones, carved into the same boards, but by the 
victims of the Nazi camp. Both of them, from the moment they 
were made, became full-fledged testimony of terror. 

Listing other fundamental problems related to the issue of 
“the authenticity of the place” and taking into account what 
visitors are especially interested in (Kutnik, 2016–2019), first of 
all it is necessary to point to the question of the camp’s location 
in the urban space. During the Nazi occupation it was located 
on the outskirts of the city, although at the same time along one 
of the main arteries leading from the center of Lublin to the 
east. However, today we can say the undeveloped area of the 
museum is even one of the “dominants” within the city limits, 
due to the huge area excluded from regular urban development. 
The current location is quite misleading. Visitors often ask how 
Lublin residents could have lived here, since the camp is prac-
tically located within the city (Kutnik, 2019). What happens 
here is a peculiar and completely ahistorical projection of the 
observed environment, where the museum area is surrounded 
by residential buildings on three sides. Despite the fact that the 
camp was originally located in the city, during its functioning the 
few inhabited farms around it were situated some distance away. 
However, it should be stressed that KL Lublin was by no means 
conceived by the Nazis as a hidden camp, deliberately located in 
an inaccessible area. City residents were aware of the horror of 
what was going on behind the barbed wire fence.

Another important issue related to the postwar shaping of 
the place (Olesiuk, 2011) was the original and changing arrange-
ment plans (first afforestation and then deforestation of the 
land, necessary to save the camp relics). Nowadays, probably 
the most important issue is the conservation and reconstruction 
of objects and facilities which were not intended by the design-
ers and builders of the camp to be durable. For many years the 
museum, euphemistically speaking, waged an uneven war against 
unfavorable circumstances, the impermanence of matter and the 
passage of time. After the initial attendance success of the muse-
um’s first three years, at the turn of the 1940s and 1950s there 
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was a clear decline in the number of visitors. Auschwitz-Birkenau 
dominated both mass awareness as a symbol of Nazi genocide 
and the will of decision-makers to promote one institution at the 
expense of others (Cebulski, 2016). At that time ideas appeared 
for a different arrangement of the space of Majdanek, including 
its liquidation (Olesiuk, 2011) and the construction of a residen-
tial district there (for comparison, similar plans were made in 
Sztutowo, i.e. to set up a vacation center on the Stutthof camp 
grounds, see Wóycicka, 2009). 

A vicious circle appeared, threatening the museum’s very 
existence and the preservation of the site of memory. The con-
sequence of the depreciation of the museum’s importance was its 
long-term underfunding, which resulted in a progressive decrease 
in the number of visitors. In order to save itself from a drastic 
lack of funds, the museum had to commercialize part of its land 
by renting some of the camp barracks to, among others, Moto-
zbyt (an automotive company) and Lubelskie Przedsiębiorstwo 
Obrotu Zwierzętami Rzeźnymi (a Lublin-based company trad-
ing in slaughter animals). Attempts were made to use the camp 
space, although not the part where prisoners had been held, as 
pragmatically as possible. In fact, the museum adapted “several 
barracks to serve as a canteen and a small hotel for visitors” 
(Olesiuk, 2011, p. 243)! At the same time, there was also a small 
housing estate in the former SS barracks, intended mainly for 
employees and their families.

4. Truth and falsity of the exposition – 
“poisoned pen” of propaganda

The most interesting and probably the most telling theme 
among the issues discussed here is the fully intentional falsifica-
tion of “historical truth” for propaganda purposes (Wóycicka, 
2009; Banach, 2013, 2014, 2016). Obviously, the content and 
even the form of the exposition always correspond in some way 
to the conditions of current history-based politics, and conscious 
curators deal with this influence with better or worse results. 
However, the first years of the Museum at Majdanek were a period 
of particularly strong and not very sophisticated manipulation. 
I will treat the first exhibitions, from the years 1944–1950, as 
a symptomatic example of this phenomenon. On one hand, they 
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were a completely pioneering answer to the question of how to 
depict the enormity of Nazi genocide in a museum space. On the 
other hand, undoubtedly they were also a cog in a huge prop-
aganda machine. Their authors had to make compromises on 
many levels, at the expense of truth, meeting the expectations of 
the authorities in order to make effective use of the propaganda 
potential of the place and the history behind it. 

Anna Ziębińska-Witek (2011) analyzes the first exhibition in 
the theoretical context of the “representation of real death,” at 
the same time showing how far it was from accepted museological 
standards expressed in the concepts of Volkhard Knigge (2003) 
or Bohdan Rymaszewski (2000). In their view, the role of the 
exhibition is subordinate in relation to the place, and at the same 
time new or added elements should be limited to the necessary 
minimum. Both authors also believe it is practically inadmissible 
to reconstruct the museum fabric, as well as to reconstruct events. 
The essence of this approach seems to be perfectly expressed by 
Rymaszewski (ibid., p. 89–90), who declares that: 

Any ideas connected with constructing a realistic picture of past 
events on camp grounds should be rejected categorically. Proposals 
suggesting e.g. setting up wax figures in order to present the par-
ticipants of the camp drama in a more suggestive way are wrong in 
their assumption. Putting them into practice would be a violation of 
the seriousness of the place, its profanation and disrespect for the 
memory of the victims.

Referring to the above thought, Ziębińska-Witek (2011, p. 162) 
accuses this approach of being, in spite of its “sincere and noble” 
intentions, simply too idealistic in that it assumes that authenticity 
and the aura of the place in itself is enough to have an effective 
impact on visitors (see Ziębińska-Witek, 2015).

The first exhibition at Majdanek violated and even broke 
the basic principles expressed in the above-mentioned con-
cept, and it violated them in a situation when the space itself 
was definitely “more authentic” (a large number of preserved 
facilities and objects). Access to witnesses was very easy, and 
the ashes of the victims were still being collected from various 
places in and around the camp. In these circumstances, noth-
ing more seems to be needed, and the situation appears ideal 
from a curator’s viewpoint. However, in the case of that first 
exhibition, the means of expression used give the impression of 
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being very inadequate or even inappropriate (Ziębińska-Witek, 
2011; Banach, 2014; Wóycicka, 2009). The exhibition’s design 
was overwhelming and its creators used mainly an aesthetic of 
the macabre and horror. This form of display was quite quickly 
found to be unacceptable, although, as Ziębińska-Witek (2011, 
p. 164) emphasizes, of course it cannot be judged ahistorically 
and the choice of such a composition finds some justification (or 
rather understanding) in the postwar period. Certainly, the public 
at that time was still insensitive to drastic performances. It was 
also a time when the exhibition at Majdanek was not treated as 
“historical” but above all as “evidence in the case” against the 
Nazis (Ferski, 1944/1984). It constituted proof which simply 
seemed more suggestive in such a form.

The history of the exhibition at the State Museum at Majdanek 
has been thoroughly analyzed by Krzysztof Banach (2014). In his 
extensive study, he writes that the first exhibition was opened 
on Sept. 2, 1945, and only six photographs and a description 
of the concept have survived to the present day. Thus, we know 
that the exhibition was dominated by two elements: mannequins 
dressed in prisoner clothes, with real, individual numbers of 
victims, and cans with Zyklon B on which these figures were 
placed. In addition to this, a real human skull was displayed on 
one of the shelves. We also know that the staging, though it was 
realized only in part, was carefully planned and no element in it 
was accidental. This is indicated by the peculiar description of 
the exhibition concept prepared by Antoni Ferski (the museum’s 
first director), who clearly expressed both the current state of 
knowledge and “the demand” the exhibition was supposed to 
meet (Ferski, 1944/1984, p. 12):

What happened in the death camp will be made expressive, as if 
coming to life, by setting up a whole series of wax figures at all the 
sites of torture.
I am designing the arrangement of the wax figures in scenes, such as:
1. Several dozen people dressed in striped clothes are standing in 
front of a Gestapo officer holding a whip, and next to him a dog is 
tearing apart the body of one of the unfortunates.
2. A Gestapo officer pulling a newborn from its mother’s arms.
3. Several dozen people are lying in a gas chamber, poisoned by 
“Zyklon,” and many more similar scenes.
Such scenes from the life of the camp, reconstructed with the use of 
wax figures, will illustrate the enormity of the horror that prevailed 
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in the camp at Majdanek. Viewers visiting the Museum will experi-
ence the horror of a day in a camp that was set up to exterminate 
“non-Germans.”
The Museum at Majdanek and the evidence gathered there will be 
a weighty accusation against the pack of murderers and extermina-
tors of humanity, German fascists, before the world. 

I think it is difficult not to notice that such a form of rep-
resentation came dangerously close to the unintended effect of 
grotesqueness.

In the following years the museum management lost its auton-
omy rather than showing initiative. The narrative was imposed 
from above. This is clearly visible in another symptomatic exam-
ple of a “creative” approach to historical truth that is strongly 
reminiscent of the actions of the Ministry of Truth from George 
Orwell’s 1984. Namely, the state of Polish-Jewish relations at 
a given time significantly influenced changes in the content of 
the exhibition (Banach, 2013, 2016). Quite tense anyway, in the 
case of museums at Shoah sites these relations manifested them-
selves in the intensification of a “rivalry of memory” (Wóycicka, 
2009). Already in the first exposition, the dominant message 
was that the largest number of those killed were Poles, and 
information about the Jewish nationality was practically absent 
from the discourse relatively early (Banach, 2014). As a result, 
the narrative was that there were no Jews at Majdanek and it 
is primarily a space of Polish and Soviet (or Soviet and Polish) 
victims. And while it is true that, listing them according to group 
size, the victims of Majdanek were Jews, Poles and Belarusians, 
by “splitting” the first group according to prewar citizenship 
we arrive at a completely new estimate – a peculiar historical 
half-truth. The issue of nationality was presented in this way at 
the central point of the exhibition, i.e. on a map showing the 
28 nations (with “unassigned” Jews as a separate group) repre-
sented among the murdered prisoners of Majdanek. The map 
was also the focal point of a presentation about KL Lublin which 
toured Poland. 

On the other hand, in the following year (1946), when the 
museum management tried to emphasize the internationalization 
of victims in an exposition in which a space for particular national 
groups was assigned in Prisoner Field III, in the barracks located 
there, the only realized project was the one devoted to Jews 
(prepared by the Central Committee of Polish Jews). It was on 
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display for a relatively short period, probably until 1949. Banach 
(ibid., pp. 281–282) describes this project as follows: 

The exhibition in the Jewish barrack was presented in a solemn con-
vention similar to the permanent exhibition from 1945. However, 
it was much more modest in terms of resources. The main idea was 
to create a mood of reverie and mourning. The photographs and 
statistics shown in the barrack were only an introduction leading 
visitors to a symbolic catafalque or sacrificial altar on which, apart 
from a standing menorah, inscriptions and flowers, drapery and 
scarfs, a picture of Rachel mourning the Jewish nation was painted.

Another clear example of propaganda falsification of true 
knowledge about Majdanek was found in the description of Oper-
ation Reinhardt, the plan to completely exterminate Jews, and 
only Jews, in the General Government and plunder their property 
(Banach, 2013, 2014, 2016). The operation’s headquarters was 
located in Lublin, and Majdanek was where objects belonging to 
the murdered were gathered. In the description of the exhibition 
devoted to these events, instead of the word “Jew” the terms 
“prisoners,” “victims” or “people” were used. This universaliza-
tion of the crime obliterated its essence, i.e. being a victim only 
because one was a Jew. As for the use of the term “extermina-
tion,” it was given a new connotation: “the extermination of 
the nations of Europe,” within the framework of which the plan 
to exterminate Jews was only an initial stage.

The year 1950 brought significant changes in government 
“martyrdom policy,” which resulted in the progressive falsifica-
tion of the “truth of the place” in relation to Majdanek (Banach, 
2014). The new remembrance policy is reflected in the instruc-
tions of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ 
Party (the ruling communist party) for the Polish Association 
of Former Political Prisoners of Nazi Prisons and Concentration 
Camps, which stated: “Commemoration of the victims of Nazi 
terror should be kept within healthy and necessary boundaries 
and should focus on combat aspects, not on suffering.” The doc-
ument also stressed that “political prisoners should not be treated 
as priests of martyrdom but as conscious and active members 
of society” (ibid., p.  283). This tone leaves little room for any 
far-reaching interpretation of the guidelines. In the 1950s the 
national identification of victims was completely omitted from 
the narrative used in exhibition descriptions. 
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A change of focus to the need for commemoration, martyrdom 
and its social function in the following years even threatened to 
cause the museum to be closed down. The truth of the place 
ceased to be any bargaining chip in this respect. On the other 
hand, the unquestionable falsification of the exposition’s message 
made it practically worthless, both in the context of expanding 
knowledge about the Holocaust and Nazi terror in general and as 
a form of commemoration of the victims. After the Khrushchev 
Thaw (1956), according to Banach (ibid., p. 273), the museum 
presented “as much reliable knowledge as the situation allowed.” 
But it is also true that a period of such strong, top-down control 
of the content did not happen again.

5. “A museum more real” 

I would like to conclude the “case study” proposed here by 
moving on to the current problems signaled at the beginning, 
which are related to the question of preserving the “authentic-
ity of the site,” while also invoking the earlier call expressed 
by a visitor for the museum to be “more real (authentic, true).” 
Significant and relatively recent changes in the arrangement of 
the exposition were caused by inappropriate and irresponsible 
“actions” of visitors themselves. Major incidents from recent years 
which forced the museum management to intervene and modify 
the form of representation include, for example, a smiling little 
girl photographed inside a crematorium furnace (KAD, 2008), 
a picture by Carl Michael von Hausswolff which he claimed to 
have painted with ashes collected within the Majdanek com-
pound (Franczak, 2012), and the theft of shoes presented in the 
exhibition, belonging to victims (Szlachetka, 2014).

The effect of this shocking behavior or even profanation of 
the site by visitors was the progressive “closing” of the exposition 
using the simplest and at the same time most effective means. 
Access to prisoners’ shoes and bunks was restricted by barriers 
while the crematorium furnaces were fenced off with glass. 
The ultimate effect is that the space has become “unrealistic” 
in a sense. A paradoxical “museumization” or “gallerization” 
of this particular museum (where the most important means of 
expression seems to be the authenticity of both the space and 
the objects on display) has taken place. This is also reflected 
in comments from people visiting Majdanek who remember 
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(and mention) how the space directly available to them during 
their earlier visits affected them (Kutnik, 2016–2019). For exam-
ple, it made a great impression on people when they could walk 
between piles of shoes or bunks (experiencing the huge barrack 
and the distinctive lack of breathing air in a building with no 
windows), or when there was no barrier between them and the 
crematorium furnace and the whole murderous installation was 
described as more tangible.

Can the remedy be a return to greater authenticity? How 
would this be achieved when the last witnesses are passing away 
and the museum space needs to be protected from the visitors 
in the first place? For years now, human remains have not been 
used in the exhibition. It is hard not to agree with those who 
treat the use of human remains as unethical and permanent 
objectification of the victims (Ziębińska-Witek, 2011). Of course, 
no new material substance will appear in the form of buildings 
or camp relics. On the contrary, there will be fewer and fewer 
objects. The camp kitchen barrack located in Prisoner Field III 
self-ignited and burned down in 2010 (Olesiuk, 2011). There 
was a discussion on how to deal with the damaged facility. 
The museum management opted for leaving this space in the 
form that was left after the fire. The burnt building was itself 
an early reconstruction. Out of five prisoner fields, not one is 
complete or fully reconstructed. Asking specifically how much 
of KL Lublin remains in the museum space and exhibition at 
Majdanek, based on recent research the answer will be that it 
is about 25% of the originally existing facilities on one-third 
of the original area (which totaled 270 hectares). On the other 
hand, of the presently existing “physical” facilities, around 40% 
is a reconstruction.

Skillfully using the authenticity of the place and finding new 
forms of “speaking” to visitors is therefore a great challenge 
facing exhibitors. The value of Majdanek, Auschwitz-Birkenau, 
Stutthof and other museums in World War II camps is inesti-
mable and indisputable. If  Emmanuel Lévinas was right (2012) 
that the noble slogan “no more war” can be achieved only by 
a fundamental change in mindset, by any means possible, but 
mainly through education using a rich list of various cultural 
means, then the potential of sites of memory, authentic facil-
ities, objects and spaces is enormous and still leaves plenty of 
room for action. After all, we should keep in mind at all times 
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the alarming memento that “the end of history” has not even 
started yet. Nowadays, to make the ethics of responsibility for 
the Other a truly dominant “first philosophy,” in the face of the 
memory of the boundless cruelty of the Holocaust, in an educa-
tional aspect, these particular institutions play a key role and are 
irreplaceable. 
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The authors discuss truth and falsehood in science and 
the arts. They view truth as an irreducible point of refer-
ence, both in striving for elementary knowledge about 
the world and in seeking methods and artistic means 
of achieving this goal. The multilevel and multiple-aspect 
research presented here, conducted on material from 
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